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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During 28-30 October 1986, the Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE), under
the Water Operations Technical Support (WOTS) Program sponsored a workshop on
reservoir releases, which was conducted by the US Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station (WES). OCE, WES, and Divisions and Districts from across
the Corps of Engineers (CE) and other Federal and local agencies were represented by participants and presenters at the workshop. A list of workshop
attendees is included in the workshop proceedings. The objective of the workshop was to provide a forum for the exchange of information related to reservoir release water quality problems and potential evaluation and solution
techniques and methodologies to improve reservoir releases.

Papers were

solicited from across the CE, the Bureau of Reclamation, and the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA). Examination of the Table of Contents and the workshop
Agenda will reveal the breadth of the topics discussed in the twenty-seven
papers presented at the workshop.
five categories:

In overview, the papers were presented in

(1) Water Quality Policy; (2) Measurement, Evaluation, and

Prediction Techniques; (3) Operational and Tailwater Techniques; (4) InStructure Techniques; and (5) In-Reservoir Techniques.

Generalized and

specific case studies of reservoir release water quality problems and
solutions were presented.
In general terms, papers in Session I:

Water Quality Policy, covered

some of the issues that have impacted and shaped the existing posture
regarding reservoir release water quality.

Representatives of the OCE and TVA

presented papers on each agency's policies regarding the quality of reservoir
releases.

Both agencies have clear objectives to maintain suitable aquatic

habitat downstream of reservoir projects and to improve the release quality
when possible within the guidelines of authorized project purposes.

Specif-

ically identified as a developing policy question is the challenge to develop
a strong policy of nondegradation of release water quality at projects where
non-Federal hydropower is proposed.

TVA and CE, based on the papers in this

session, appear to be in transition from primarily identification and assessment of water quality problems to emphasizing the monitoring and management of
water quality.

To these ends, remote satellite data acquisition equipment is

being developed and deployed to permit the effective use of fiscal and manpower resources to achieve the monitoring/ management objectives.
1

Papers in Sessions IIA and IIB:

Measurement, Evaluation, and Prediction

Techniques, contained generalized topics related to existing capability to
model and thereby evaluate various aspects of water quality in reservoirs and
regulated streams. Quality parameters of interest were temperature, dissolved
oxygen (DO), and suspended sediment. Other papers dealt with the effects of
and methods to evaluate the impacts of reservoir releases on tailwaters. A
general paper on modeling provided an overview of several approaches available
to evaluate reservoir release water quality with a brief review of two applications of these modeling techniques. A case study was presented on the
application of a one-dimensional model for simulating the transport of
suspended sediment into and through a reservoir. Other papers presented case
studies on the evaluation of a modified reservoir withdrawal structure, the
potential impacts on in-lake and release temperatures of a pool raise and
storage reallocation, and the application of a reservoir system model for
real-time control of DO. Two papers focused on predicting the effects of
release improvement on project tailwaters below several TVA reservoir projects
and Buford Dam, a CE project, on the Chattahoochee River. Of particular
interest in these two papers were the effects of providing minimum flows
downstream of a reservoir and the application of an aquatic habitat model
PHABSIM. The papers in Session III:

Operational and Tailwater Techniques,

presented case studies on the data collection and analysis to determine the
causes of low DO downstream of a hydropower project. A case study was
presented on a project where provisions were made to provide minimum flows
downstream of a hydropower project. Two papers presented applications of a
numerical model of selective withdrawal that can predict release quality
characteristics and can provide guidance on the operation of a multilevel
outlet structure.
In Session IV:

In-Structure Techniques, the results of generalized

research and specific applications of the concept of blending in a single wet
well to control release water temperature were presented. Additionally,
several applications of turbine venting to increase the DO content of releases
from hydropower projects were discussed.
In the last session, Session V: In-Reservoir Techniques, in-lake aeration and oxygenation systems were the topics of several papers that outlined
experiences at TVA and CE projects.

At both, the oxygenation system was
2
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designed to improve the reservoir DO concentration in a local area.

At the CE

project, the water that was improved was for release quality maintenance.

At

the TVA project, the locally improved water was to provide a haven for striped
bass.

Case studies were presented relating results of applications of local-

ized destratification for release improvement.

These studies specifically

dealt with the use of an epilimnetic pump and early experiences with a
pneumatic destratification system. Another paper developed the design of a
local hydraulic destratification system.

Of particular importance was a paper

from the Bureau of Reclamation that outlined a design procedure for pneumatic
destratification systems.

Additionally, the results of operating a retro-

fitted selective withdrawal structure were presented.
Appreciation must be expressed to OCE for sponsoring the workshop
through the WOTS Program; to the session chairmen for efficiently presiding
over their topic areas; to the presenters who provided the information and
technology transfer; to Mr. Dennis Barnett who was the local point of contact
from the South Atlantic Division; to Mr. William N. Rushing who made all the
physical arrangements; and to personnel of the WES Hydraulics Laboratory who
conducted the workshop.

•
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PREFACE
This report presents the proceedings of the CE Workshop on Reservoir
Releases that was held in Atlanta, Georgia, 28-30 October 1986. The workshop
was funded by the Water Operations Technical Support (WOTS) Program, which is
sponsored by the Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE). The workshop was organized
and conducted by personnel of the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES). Mr. Steven C. Wilhelms of the Reservoir Water Quality Branch
(RWQB), WES Hydraulics Laboratory, and Dr. Richard E. Price, Acting Chief,
RWQB, were the principal conference coordinators. Mr. William N. Rushing,
Assistant Program Manager of WOTS, WES Environmental Laboratory, made arrangements for the workshop facilities and served as point of contact for
submission of abstracts and papers. Messrs. Wilhelms and Rushing and
Dr. Price were assisted in workshop administration by Ms. Laurin I. Yates.
Messrs. Jeffery P. Holland, Chief, RWQB, John L. Grace, Jr., Chief, Hydraulic
Structures Division, and F. A. Herrmann, Jr., Chief, Hydraulics Laboratory,
directed the effort. Mr. Wilhelms prepared the Executive Summary and
organized the remainder of this report.
Dr. Jerome L. Mahloch, Environmental Laboratory, WES, was Manager of
the WOTS Program. The Technical Monitor of the WOTS Program for OCE was
Mr. David P. Buelow.
COL Dwayne G. Lee, CE, was the Commander and Director of WES.
Dr. Robert W. Whalin was Technical Director.
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AGENDA
Workshop on Reservoir Releases
28-30 October 1986
Hyatt Regency Ravinia
Atlanta, Georgia
Mondal 2 27 October
Time
Topic
1830
Reception (Cash Bar)

S.eeaker

Offi ce

28 October
0745-0830
Registration
Tuesda~ 2

0830-0845

Welcome

0845-0915

Workshop Overview

SESSION I:
CHAIRMAN:

Water Quality Policy
Dennis Barnett, SAD

0915-0945

BG C. Ernest Edgar, III

SAD

Richard Price

WES

Corps' Policy Review

David P. Buelow

OCE

0945-1015

Policy Issues Associated with
Reservoir Release

John S. Crossman

TVA

1015-1030

Break

1030-1100

TVA Reservoir Improvements:

Bevan W. Brown

TVA

1100-1130

Status of The Water Quality Control
Mission in ORO and Needs for
Research Support

Mark Anthony

ORO

1130-1200

Panel Discussion/Questions

1200-1300

Lunch

SESSION IIA:
CHAIRMAN:

Measurement, Evaluation. and Prediction Techniques
Hark Dortch • WES

1300-1330

WESTEX Revisited: Predicted Verses
Observed Reservoir Turbidity

J. D. Graham

1330-1400

Water Quality Modeling of Regulated
Streams

M.

1400-1415

Break
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An Overview

s.

Dortch

NPP
WES

Tuesday, 28 October (con)
Topic
Time
Effects of Aeration and Minimum Flow
1415-1445
on the Biota and Fishery of Norris
Tailwater
1445-1515

Predicting Effects of Reregulation
Downstream of Buford Dam, Georgia

1515-1530

Break

1530-1600

Panel Discussion/Questions

1600-1615

Announcements

Speakers
W. M. Seawell

Office
TVA

John M. Nestler

WES

Wednesday, 29 October
SESSION IIB: Measurement. Evaluation. and Prediction Techniques
Chairman:
Jeff Holland. WES
Richard E. Punnett

ORH

Lake Greeson and Little Missouri River
Modeling Studies

D. R. Johnson

LMK

0900-0930

Howard A. Hanson, Washington,
Temperature Analysis Mathematical
Modeling Investigation

M. L. Schneider

WES

0930-1000

Water Quality Monitoring Using
Satellite Data Transmission

Steven D. Hiebert

USBR

1000-1015

Break

1015-1 045

Panel Discussion/Questions

SESSION III:
Chairman:

Operational and Tailwater Techniques
Richard Punnett. ORH

1045-1115

Dissolved Oxygen Studies Below
Walter F. George Dam

Diane I. Findley
Kenneth Day

SAM

1115-1145

Providing Minimum Flows Below
Hydropower Projects

J. S. Adams, Jr.

TVA

1145-1215

Selective Withdrawal Structure
Operation

S. C. Wilhelms

WES

1215-1315

Lunch

1315-1345

Application of the SELCIDE Model
in the Nashville District

Jack Brown

ORN

080 0-0830

HEC-5Q:

083 0-0900

A Handy Tool or Monkey Wrench
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Wednesday, 29 October, (con)
Time
Topic
1345-1355
System Spill Allocation for the
Control of Dissolved Gas Saturation
on the Columbia River

Speakers
Office
Jeffrey D. Hanson
NPP

1355-1415

Panel Discussion/Questions

1415-1430

Break

SESSION IV:
Chairman:

In-Structure Techniques
Jerry Hahloch, WES

1430-1500

Recent Advances in Blending
Technology and Their Application

Stacy Howington

WES

1500-1530

Single Wet Well Blending at Applegate
Lake, Oregon

Jeffrey D. Hanson

NPP

1530-1600

Recent Developments in Turbine
Aeration

E. Dean Harshbarger TVA

1600-1630

Panel Discussion/Questions

1830

Cocktails and Dinner at CHEQUERS (Dutch Treat)

Thursday, 30 October
0800-0815
Announcements
SESSION V:
Chairman:

In-Reservoir Techniques
Harold Sansing, ORN

0815-0845

Oxygenation of Releases from
Richard B. Russell Dam

Gary V. Mauldin

SAS

0845-0915

In-Reservoir Aeration Systems

C. E. Bohac

TVA

0915-0945

Epilimnetic Pumps to Improve Reservoir
Releases

M. H. Mobley

TVA

0945-1000

Break

1000-1030

Local Destratification System for
Mark Twain Lake

Steven C. Wilhelms
Thomas J. Furdek

WES
LMS

1030-1100

Lake Allatoona - An Early Experience
in Destratification Revisited

N. D. McClure

SAM

1100-1130

Pneumatic Diffusers

P. L. Johnson

USBR

1130-1200

Retro-Fitting for High-Level Releases
to Improve Downstream Quality

Richard E. Punnett
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ORH

Thursday, 30 October (con)
Time
Topic
1200-1230
Panel Discussion/Questions
1230-1330

Lunch

1330-1430

Surmnary

1430-1500

Feed-Back

1500

Adjourn
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POLICY ISSUES
ASSOCIATED WITH RESERVOIR RELEASES
by
John S. Crossman, Ph.D.
Environmental Scientist, Environmental Quality Staff
Tennessee Valley Authority
Knoxville, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

o Recreation Benefits:
Total estimated
benefits associated with recreational
activities
made
possible
by
the
reservoir system are $6,363 million.

Reservoir releases from the Tennessee Valley
Authority's (TVA) dams are adversely affecting
approximately 340 miles of stream during late
sWIII\er, low flow conditions. The parameter of
greatest concern and the one most often failing
to meet State and Federal water quality
criteria
is
dissolved
oxygen
(DO).
Unacceptably
low
DO
concentrations
in
combination with reservoir operations that
leave stream beds dry for up to 45 days per
year have severely impacted tailwaters and have
virtually eliminated any potential they offer.
Because of changed public priorities, TVA is in
the process of addressing and/or accommodating
the nonstatutory demands being made on TVA's
reservoir
system.
However,
major
policy
questions that still need to be addressed
include:
( 1) are reservoir releases being
improved to restore beneficial uses or to
develop the resource, ( 2) should the cost of
improvements be paid by the ratepayer or
taxpayer, and (3) what level of improvement
should TVA strive for?

o Hydroelectric
Benefits:
The
total
value of the benefits associated with
the production of electl"icity by TVA's
system of dams and reservoirs is
between $8.3 billion and $12.9 billion
depending on the method used to measure
i.e. , based on TVA average
them,
wholesale rates or national average
wholesale
rates
(Anonymous
TVA,
1985).1
As the Valley's economy has improved and public
priorities have changed, TVA has successfully
modified its operations to accommodate to some
degree many of the nonstatutory demands made on
the
system.
For
example,
TVA currently
operates its system to meet water supply needs,
to control mosquitos and aquatic vegetation, to
reduce the adverse effects of downstream
effluent releases such as thermal discharges,
and to provide for recreational use.
Among
other
things,
these
changes
have helped
eradicate malaria from the Valley, they support
a fisheries valued at $425 million per year,
and they support a recreation industry that
draws 70 million visits per year (Kills and
Jones, 1986).

INTRODUCTION
The TVA integrated water control system of 40
dams comprises what is generally considered the
most regulated river system in the world.
Developed in accordance with a comprehensive
plan mandated by the TVA Act, the Nation's
fifth largest river is managed primarily for
flood control and navigation, and as consistent
with these statutory purposes it also provides
hydroelectric power. Largely completed by the
late 1950s, TVA's multipurpose reservoir system
has been one of the cornerstones of the
region's
success
in economic
growth
and
development.
Estimated benefits provided by
the reservoir system for the 1934-83 period
(expressed in 1982 dollars) are:
o

NEW EXPECTIONS - TVA REGION
A study by TVA's Reservoir Development Branch
indicates that the recreational use of TVA's
reservoir system is expected to grow by over
10 million visits during the 1980s (Anonymous
TVA, 1979). I f the Labor Department's Bureau
of Labor Statistics trend on high employment
growth in amusement and recreation services
holds true for the TVA area, recreation will be
a growth industry deserving greater consideration in the way the Valley's water resources
are managed.

Flood Control Benefits:
Total flood
control benefits from the TVA system
are estimated to be $4,127 million . . .
based
on the cost of flood damages
prevented.

In addition to the expected recreational
demands, environmental concerns related to
wastewater treatment and meeting water quality
standards are placing new demands on the
quality and quantity of releases from water
resource projects. For example, in Tennessee

o Navigation Benefits:
Total navigation
benefits of the TVA reservoir system
are estimated to be $3,655 million . . .
[as determined) by comparing the cost
of moving freight via the Tennessee
River to the next cheapest mode and
route of transporation.

1. The real (inflation adjusted) rate of return
is in the 7-10 percent range which is
roughly double the return society received
on investments made during the same period.

II

the governor's Safe Growth Team has noted that
economic growth may be compromised by the inability of many communities to provide adequate
wastewater treatment. This was summarized in a
1982 report to Governor Alexander in which the
Safe Growth Team reported that:
At present there are 89 communi ties
in Tennessee where the inadequacies
of wastewater treatment facilities
are so great thai: water quality
standards are regularly violated in
the streams receiving these wastes.
Approximately
630,000
Tennesseans
live in these communities.
A much
larger number of our citizens are
affected because of the widespread
recreational use of the waters of the
State (Smith, 1982) .
When
considered
in
conjunction with
the
following observations, it is no wonder that
states are making water issues a priority.
o

During the 1975-82 period, the Nation
was spending between $4 and $7 billion
per year on municipal waste treatment
facilities
with
approximately
75
percent of the monies being provided by
the Environmental Protection Agency ' s
construction grants program.
Today
this program has been sealed back to
$2.4 billion per year lind the Federal
share has been reduced from 75 to 55
percent.

o I t is estimated that it will cost $1.2
billion
to
meet
the
wastewater
treatment needs in just the Tennessee
Valley region through the year 2000.
o

EPA's new "unicipal Compliance Policy
is placing new demands on the States.
It specifically calls for enforcement
actions
against
municipalities
not
complying with appropriate prov1s1ons
of the Clean Water Act whether Federal
wastewater
treatment
funds
are
available or not (Wyatt, 1986).

RESOURCE KAHAGE"ENT CHALLENGES
As clean water related issues gain increased
public attention, water resource management
agencies should expect questions on how they
plan to address and/or accommodate these issues
while meeting the project uses authorized by
Congress .
Recent initiatives supporting this
observation include:
o

In Tennessee, State water quality and
natural
resource
agencies
have
indicated an increased concern about
water
quality
and
instream
flows
downstream of all dams in the State .
The
Tennessee
Division
of
Water
Pollution Control has proposed the
adoption of language in their water
quality
standards
regulations
specifying
that
the
State's
use
designations and DO criteria,. i.e., 5 . 0
mg/1 for warmwater fisheries and 6 .0
mg/1
for
coldwater fisheries,
are
applicable to all tailwaters " . . . up
to the toe of the dam ." The Tennessee
Water Quality Control Board and the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Commission

have also adopted resolutions urging
TVA to move beyond its experimental
releases
improvement
program
and
mitigate the impact of its reservoir
releases.
o

EPA has developed a draft guidance
document clarifying the need to control
nonpoint sources of pollutants through
nonpoint
source
controls,
best
management practices (B"P's), and how
B"P's should be implemented to meet
water quality standards.

o Pending hydropower licensing, omnibus
water resources, and clean water bills
in the House and Senate indicate that
increased emphasis on environmental and
energy conservation requirements
is
likely to be placed on new as well as
existing hydropower projects. The most
environmentally significant legislation
involves
hydropower
relicensing
in
which Congressmen "arkey, Dingell, and
others are recommending changes to the
Federal Power Act that require the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
in deciding w~ether to issue a license
for
any
project,
to
give
equal
consideration to energy conservation,
fish and wildlife amenities (including
related spawning grounds and habitat),
recreational opportunities,
and the
preservation of environmental quality
to the power and development purposes.
TVA ' S RESERVOIR RELEASES SITUATION
In August 1978, an interoffice task force
prepared a special executive report for the TVA
Board of Directors on the impact of TVA's
projects on downstream uses and water quality
(Anonymous TVA, 1978).
One of the most
significant findings of the report was that
releases
from TVA's
dams were
adversely
impacting approximately 340 miles of stream.
The parameter of greatest concern and the one
most often failing to meet State and Federal
water quality criteria was dissolved oxygen
(00). Unacceptably low concentrations of DO in
combination with operations that leave stream
beds dry for extended periods of time had
virtually eliminated the tailwater resource and
any development potential it offered.
The number of days that releases from TVA's
dams failed to meet protective criteria varied
from a minimum of three days at Upper Bear
Creek to a maximum of 183 days per year at Tims
Ford.
The
most
serious
problems
were
associated with the east Tennessee tributary
projects. These projects are deep, stratified
impoundments with long retention times and
highly variable releases .
They are also
located in moderately to highly developed
watersheds .
TVA ' s efforts to mitigate these problems has
primarily involved a 2-prong technological and
resource management approach, i.e., mitigating
technologies aimed at improving DO concentrations at the dam and efforts to control
pollution in the reservoir watershed.
The
technological work has involved a major experimental
program
to
identify
inexpensive,
efficient aeration techniques that can be used
at TVA dams . The resource management effort
addresses the reduction of upstream pollution.
Crossman
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This has resulted in the development of
reservoir water quality management plans. One
of the major components of these plans involves
modeling the relationships between reservoir
inputs (point and nonpoint source contributions
to reservoirs) and reservoir water quality.
Although point and nonpoint sources of pollutants are not the only cause of hypolimnetic DO
depletion, control of these pollutant loads
should improve reservoir DO concentrations.
In addition to the technological and resource
management
activities
described,
TVA
has
undertaken institutional initiatives to address
issues related to the DO problem. One of the
most prom1s1ng endeavors is a Memorandum of
Understanding between the State of Tennessee
and TVA which recognizes TVA, "as the area
management agency with respect to nonpoint
sources
of
pollution
originating
from
properties in TVA custody or under TVA control
which are situated in the State of Tennessee."
As the designated management agency, TVA has
agreed to work with the State and other
authorized agencies to achieve implementation
of the Tennessee Water Quality Management
Plan. Efforts being pursued under this agreement include:
o

Incorporating waste treatment management
plans into all TVA land use plans.

o

Incorporating requirements for nonpoint
source control measures into all future
1 i censes, leases, and easements for
property in TVA custody or control
including any renewals of existing
licenses, leases, and easements.

o

Incorporating requirements for nonpoint
source control measures into approvals
given under Section 26a of the TVA Act.

TVA has also taken an increasely active role in
the review of State water quality standards.
This year, TVA has urged the State of Tennessee
to control more effectively the pollutants that
are causing significant cultural eutrophication
and sediment buildup problems in Tennessee's
streams and reservoirs.
Water bodies with
severe use impairments should be identified as
''Nutrient
Sensitive
Waters''
or
''Erosion
Sensitive
Watershed.''
Following
this
designation, TVA recommended implementation
of watershed pollutant control programs that
emphasize the control or treatment of point and
nonpoint source contributions at their source
(Rivers, 1986).
POLI~Y

DISCUSSION

The issues raised strongly suggest a need to
reexamine resource management and pollution
control strategies, in particular those related
to water quality and quantity programs. Better
integration of these programs is not only an
important policy issue in the Tennessee Valley,
but nationally as originally noted by the Water
Resource Council's (WRC) in their "Second
National Water Assessment," nearly 10 years
ago. In the policy section of that report, WRC
stated :

the
most
significant
Perhaps
deficiency in the past management of
water resources was the failure to
adequately consider water quality in
many areas. Accordingly, it has been
necessary to make major investments
in an effort to bring water quality
up to an acceptable level . Aggressive
programs
directed at water
quality management should have been
initiated before major problems arose
as a result of industrial and agricultural development and urbanization.
Even now, as an all out attempt to
alleviate water pollution problems
proceeds, the integration of water
quality planning and management with
other aspects of water resources
development tends to be overlooked.
Without integration, the water quality goals will be more difficult, and
more costly to meet.
The Second
National Water Assessment did not
address the issue of flow requirements for water quality management
(Anonymous WRC, 1978).
The country has taken steps to factor reservoir
releases into the design of new projects. For
example, in the planning of new projects,
Federal agencies now routinely factor in needs
to maintain downstream assimilative capacity,
to protect fisheries,
and to accommodate
downstream recreation.
There has been less
success in resolving these issues at existing
projects.
Efforts to address these issues,
i.e., at existing projects, under the national
water quality standards program, the sections
402 and 404 permitting activities, and the
section 208 water quality management program of
the Clean Water Act have not been particularly
effective. Instead it seems that litigation or
the threat of litigation over hydropower
relicensing has been the principle vehicle for
resolving these issues.
Whether litigation or some other option is the
appropriate vehicle for addressing the reservoir releases situation at existing projects,
only a future historian can say with any
certainty. At TVA we ·are addressing it as a
technological issue requiring the combined
resources and expertise of both resource
management and regulatory agencies .
In that
regard, we have identified the following policy
issues that are the subject of an ongoing
policy debate within TVA:
o Are the downstream improvements in DO
and flows being undertaken to restore
beneficial uses or to develop the
tailwater resource?
0

0

Should the cost of improvements be paid
for by the ratepayer in accordance with
the polluter-pays principle · or the
taxpayer
through
Congressional
appropriations in support of the uses
prescribed in the original project
authorization?
What water quality objective or what
level of DO improvement should TVA
strive for?

Crossman
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How ever these internal TVA issues are
resolved, the f ollowi ng policy is sues deserve
the attention of everyone interested in water
resources . Given the need to better integrate
wat er quality and water resource programs, if
water resource projects are achieving State
approved minimum flows and water quality
objectives:
0

0

0
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of devices have been examined

numbe~
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A

AN OVERVIEW

yea~s

th~ou&h

to try to correct the problem.

Several years ago TVA looked into ways of
introducing oxygen into the water near the

.

turbine intakes.

But, there was no sense of

improvement of dissolved oxy&en levels in reser-

urgency on anybody's part to deal with low

voir releases and steps to provide a minimum

dissolved oxygen in reservoir releases.

stream flow below TVA dams.

situation was there.

These and other

The

We knew it was there.

And

efforts are, however, not to be understood in

we knew, in the back of our minds, that someday

isolation but as part of a total concern for

it probably would have to be dealt with.

water quality in the region.

were, however, somewhat like

Without a com-

Sca~let

We

O'Hara in

mitment to total water quality, such techno-

"Gone With The Wind"--it was something we would

lo&ical fixes would simply be stopgap measures,

think about tomorrow.

doomed to be overwhelmed eventually by the
pressures of industrial expansion and population
THE CURRENT TVA PROGRAM

growth.

It was not until the start of the 1980s, or
thereabouts, that we at TVA really got serious

INTRODUCTION

about dealing with oxygen deficiency in reservoir releases.

aware for many years that our dams were creating

technology that had been tried in Alabama, and

water quality problems.

we thought we had found a way to make it work

involved, of course.

Two factors are

We began

expe~imenting

TVA and others around the country have been

with some

without costing our power system a fortune.

One is the natural

tendency of deep bodies of water to stratify
durin& the summer.

The other is the design of

Improving the oxygen content of reservoir

power components which use the deeper waters of

releases is the first part of a two-pronged

a reservoir for hydroelectric generation.

effort TVA has been pursuing for about seven

These

deeper waters tend to be low in oxy&en through
much of the

summe~

and

ea~ly

fall.

years.

You'll hear more about the technical

aspects of this
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p~o&~am f~om othe~s

in TVA.

I'll just give a brief outline of where we stand

Our work has convinced us that there is no

right now.

simple, off-the-shelf method of improving oxygen

But mainly I want to consider some

of the reasons why we believe water quality

content of reservoir releases.

issues must be among our top priorities in water

that hub baffles work pretty well one place but

resource management.

not at all on another, similar generating unit
some~here

else.

We have found

Air compressors can do the job

At Norris Dam, we are working with hub baffles

at some installations but are unsuited for other

to increase air injection into water turning

facilities.

hydroelectric turbines.

characteristics and requires an individual

The baffles installed

Each installation has its own

at existing aeration vents on the turbine hub

solution.

are able to increase oxygen content of the water

be the best solution at some facilities.

by 2.5 to 3 milligrams per liter.

have not given up on that procedure.

The baffles

It may be that oxygen injection may
We

are bolted onto the turbine hub in the spring
and removed in the fall of the year when they

In fact, we are exploring direct oxygen injec-

are no longer needed.

tion at Cherokee Reservoir as part of an attempt
to create fish sanctuaries for striped bass.

At Tims Ford Dam in middle Tennessee, we are

These fish suffer considerable stress during

using a large air compressor to force air into

the summer unless they can find an area of cold

the water flow.

water with adequate dissolved oxygen.

The effect is about the same as

we are getting with hub baffles at Norris.
It is also becoming clear that what we are doing
At South Holston Dam in upper east Tennessee, we

now may be only a transient phase in dealing

found that a simple modification of the existing

with oxygen depletion in reservoir releases.

aeration system gave pretty good results.

The ultimate solution probably lies with the

Oxygen

levels are increased around 2 milligrams per

design of the replacement units in powerhouses

liter.

all across the Nation.

We have studied a number

of TVA installations in recent years, looking
And at Douglas Dam we have begun a study of

at the older units and at the feasibility of

Garton pumps to overcome the problem of low

replacing them with newer designs.

dissolved oxygen in turbine releases into the

doubt that many older TVA hydroelectric units

French Broad River.

can be replaced with units that will not only

These pumps look something

like airplane propellers.

They are suspended

There is no

produce greater amounts of electric power with

ten feet deep beneath a floating platform, and

the same amount of water but that aeration can

are protected by a heavy wire cage.

be designed into the new equipment.

The idea

is to force surface water deep enough into the
reservoir near the turbine intakes so that the

The second part of our efforts to improve water

well oxygenated water from the surface flows

quality in streams below TVA dams involves

through the powerhouse and into the stream below

sustainable minimum flows.

the dam.

have constructed a small reregulating weir that

Below Norris Dam we

Brown
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is designed to ensure a minimum flow of 200

need oxygen and minimum amounts of flowing water

cubic feet per second.

in order to thrive .

This is accomplished

Our experi ence below Norris

pretty much through normal operation of the

Dam indicates that some cold water fisheries in

hydroelectric facilities.

the Tennessee Valley can be greatly improved

By impounding water

behind a rock dam during power generation and

through a combination of oxygen improvement and

releasing it in a controlled manner when the

provisions for a minimum flow.

turbines are not operating, we can provide a

fish have better quality water in which to live

reliable minimum flow in the Clinch River .

but insects and other aquatic life important to

There are times when no hydroelectric generation

fish thrive better under such conditions.

Not only do the

is scheduled for an extended period that we have
to pulse a turbine for an hour twice a day to

This is especially important in tributary

supply the needed water.

streams.

On the Tennessee River from Knoxville

to Paducah, Kentucky, maintenance of navigation
At Iims Ford Dam, we have installed a small

depths ensures that there will always be con-

hydro unit that generates when the big power

siderable water below mainstream dams.

unit is not operating.

some tributary streams, there are times when

It releases 80 cubic

But in

feet of water per second to the stream below the

the flow is little more than a trickle.

dam.

development of any kind of fishery is impossible

Full

under such conditions.
And below Tellico Dam, we are providing 8 cubic
feet per second of cold, well aerated air to an

There is a broader range of considerations than

arm of Watts Bar Reservoir to create a sanctuary

fishery development, however, behind our efforts

for striped bass.

at reservoir release improvement.

A siphon has been constructed

Just about

to carry the water over the dam and into the old

everyone in the Tennessee Valley region

river bed below Tellico.

7 million people -- have a stake in water

To hold the cold water,

all

an underwater barrier has been built near where

quality improvement and protection in one sense

the Little Tennessee and the Tennessee River

or another.

join below Fort Loudoun Dam.

region is wrapped up in the health of its water

This sanctuary

The economic well-being of the

appears to have been used by considerable

resources.

An abundance of water has long been

numbers of stripers and other fish this past

a major selling point for the Tennessee Valley

summer.

when industrial recruiters go looking for
prospects.

But abundance is often a relative matter.

OUICOKE AND OUTLOOK

That

is one of the things we are learning from two
Obviously, improving oxygen content of water

years of drought in the Tennessee Valley.

below IVA dams and guaranteeing a minimum flow

still have a lot of water in the region, but

in the stream provide fishery benefits.

that water is now under considerable stress.

Fish

and the aquatic organisms on which they feed

We

Fish and mussels are dying in some places where

Brown
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we had no idea that severe water quality problems

quality effort.

But let me make it clear, they

existed.

do not stand alone.

Unless we guard water qual-

ity from all other threats, any improvement we
Some of the problems may come from sources of

make in dissolved oxygen and more reliable stream

pollution that are poorly understood or undocu-

flow will only be stopgap.

mented.

trial chang e and population growth will soon

Some of the problems may arise in the

Stresses of indus-

reduced capacity of the water to assimilate

overwhelm whatever we do unless we can see the

natural and manmade inputs of one kind or

whole water quality picture.

another.

And this probably results from a

combination of low dissolved oxygen and higher
than usual water temperatures.

Some things, of course, we can do little about
under the conditions that govern our operations.

But fundamental reservoir release

improvements are within our capacity.

And

because one reservoir generally feeds into
another in a downstream pattern, improvements
at certain key dams can make significant improvements in water quality in one, two, perhaps
three or more reservoirs downstream.

THE BALANCED PICTURE

More than 50 years of TVA experience have confirmed many times over that quality natural
resources are essential to the economic well being of a region.

When the agency went to work

in the 1930s, we immediately put people to work
restoring lands that had been abused for centuries.

This restoration had a bonus effect of

improving water quality in the Tennessee Valley.

Now we are hard at work on a number of water
quality issues, some far older than TVA, and
some as new as the latest consumer product or
industrial process.

Reservoir release improve-

ments are an important part of the overall water

Brown
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STATUS OF THE WATER QUALITY CONTROL MISSION IN ORD AHD NEEDS fOR RESEARCH SL'PPORT

~

ANTHONY, PhD

Chief, Water Quality Section
Reservoir Control Center
U.S. Army Engineer Div1Sion', Ohio R1ver

Water quality c ontrol is a significant,
integral aspect of our water control mission in
the Ohio River Division.
The location and
resources of
this basin
resulted 1n early
extensive
development
and
subsequent major
problems with polluted streams.
The Corps of
Engineers was involved in two major studies of
pollution in this bas1n ( 1920's and 1930's) pr1or
to any reservoir construction in the basin.
While flood control was the pr1mary focus of the
1938 rlood
Control
Act
which
authorized
construction of a large reservoir system in this
basin, water pollution control was also cited as
a major benefit.
Subsequent authorization of
specific projects have established water quality
control storage as well as storage for low-flow
augmentation.
A major improvement in water
quality control
resulted
from incorporating
selective
withdrawal
capability
at storage
proJects constructed during the last 20 years.
This feature allows us to more closely comply
with strea. standards than at projects with only
a capability for botto• releases .

requ1re the services of a skilled and also stafflimited research staff whose primary m1ssion is
to
continue
research toward identified and
justifiable objecttves and needs.
The location and resources of the Oh1o
River Basin promoted early and rapid settlement
and the Oh1o R1ver provided relattvely easy
transportation to the west. By 1800, Pittsburgh
was a thrlvlng center of industry inc luding tron
and steel, boat building, coal, lumber, and
glass.
Thousands of flatboats were bu1lt to
transport settlers and materials on one way
journeys as far as New Orleans.
In the early
1800's, bulk coal shipments by flat boat were
routine. The largest of these boats was 175 feet
long, 26 feet w1de, and drew 8 feet when loaded
with 24,000 bushels of coal.
They were floated
downstrea. only on high water stages. In 1847,
the peak year, more than 2,200 flat boats from
the Ohio Valley landed in New Orleans.
The first Ohio River steamboat was built at
Pittsburgh in 1811 and the first Ohio River
towboat taking coal to New Orleans delivered
2,280 tons in four barges in 1854. Steamboats
provided an enormous impetllS to Ohio Valley
industrial development and accelerated commercial
growth.
The
success
of
th1s means of
transportation led to the first Inland Waterways
Improvement Act in 1824 whtch direc tPd that
experiments be conducted to determ1ne the best
method of c oping w1th sandbars in the Ohto R1ver
and that measures be taken to remove snags
obstruct1ng
navigation
on
the
Ohio
and
Miss1ssippi Rivers. The Army Corps of Engtneers
was assigned responsibility for implementing this
Act .

While our districts were collecting at
least some water quality data for reservoir
regulation
guidance
during
the 1960's, an
intensive effort was initiated in 1967.
A longrange plan was carefully developed along w1th
specific objectives
and
prior1ties
and an
organized data collection effort began.
The
basic strategy was to acquire an adequate data
base at
all projects, employ interpretative
techniques abetted
by
an
understanding of
hydrodynamics and hydrometeorological conditions
in order to anticipate and respond to the quality
of storage when scheduling reservoir releases.
The success of this strategy along with very
careful coordination with state agencies has
allowed the Ohio River Division (ORD) to avoid
controversy, litigation
and crash mitigation
efforts.

In 1824 the Ohio River was much obstructed
throughout its length by snags, rocks, and sand
and gravel bars.
The width of channel varied
exceedingly and the low-flow depth varied from a
minimua of one-foot above Cincinnati to two feet
below Cincinnati.
When the depth over the worst
shoals was three feet or more, the river was
navigable
throughout
its entire length for
steamboats, flat boats and keel boats.

We, at the present time, are attempting to
further refine all of the procedures associated
with water quality control.
We now have access
to a multitude of more precise and eloquent
procedures developed through the Environ8ental
Water Quality Operations Study Research Prograaa,
many of which have already been integrated into
our progra..
However, further integration or
utilization of this
improved
technology 1s
proving difficult because of the limited size of
district staffs and the level of difficulty posed
by the coaplexity and sophistication of so•e of
the latest computerized analytical techniques.
Staffing constraints force districts to rely aore
and aore on direct support by research personnel
for initial
application of water manageaent
procedures. Thus, there is a dile a: districts

Improvements initiated in 1825 consisted of
re.oval of rocks and snags, placement of wing
dikes and back channel dams.
This approach was
continued and expanded until construction of a
syste• of 50 locks and da.s with a nine-foot
navigation channel completed in 1929. By 1950,
this systea had become
obsolete becal1Se of
capacity and maintenance costs.
Beginning in
1954, 13 new •odern navigation structures were
built to replace 39 of the old structures . The
present navigation systea consists of 20 locks
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and dams on the Ohio main stem.
Tributary
nav1gat1on projects include the Allegheny River
( P.ight structures ) ,
Monongahela
River \ nine
structures ) , Kanawha River 1 four structures ! ,
Kentucky River ( 14 structures ) , Green River • four
structures ) , Cumberland River Cfour structures ) ,
and Tennessee River ( 10 structures l .
As settlement proceeded, Ohio Basin floods
became a major problem and a controversial issue.
A proposal by Charles Ellet, Jr. in 1849 outlined
improvement of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers by
means of storage reservoirs. He maintained that
reservoir sites should first be established on
the Allegheny, ~onongahela and other Ohio R1ver
tributaries.
His plan suggested that such
reservoirs would control flooding, and low flow
navigation and produce power.
The opposing
position ( including the Corps of Engineers')
considered levee systems to be a much more
feasible approach. A series of devastating flood
events led to the 1936 Flood Control Act and
responsibility on the part of the Corps for
planning,
constructing
and
operating flood
control reservoirs.
Ohio River water quality degradation had
become a ser1ous problem by the early 1900's. A
report publ1shed in 1912 by the Pittsburgh Flood
Commission conta1ned the results of surveys,
1nvest1gations and studies concern1ng the causes
of damages by and methods of relief from floods
in the Allegheny, ~onongahela and Ohio Rivers.
This report recommended building a system of
storage reservoirs to
control
flooding and
provide benefits to navigation, sanitation, water
supply and hydropower.
Human sewage alone was
overpowering during low flows. IndllStry, mining
and
deforestation
also
contributed
major
problems.
Exposed metal (boats, lock gates,
boilers, etc.) had an extremely short life. For
example, three-eighths inch steel plates were
reduced to a knife edge in a year's time.
Increasing pollution and typhoid epidemics soon
led to additional studies.
The
Corps was
involved in
two major Ohio River pollution
studies during the 1920's and 1930's.
These
studies led to the establishment of the Ohio
River Valley San1tation Commiss1on in 1946 and to
the addition of water pollution control as a
major benefit for the Ohio River Reservoir System
author1zed by the 1938 Flood Control Act.
The Corps currently operates 76 storage
reservoirs in the Ohio River Basin.
These
projects are located on 21 tributaries. The
primary author1zed purpose is flood control at
all projects.
Other authorized purposes include
recreation at 74 projects, water quality at 39
projects, fish and wildlife at 35 projects, water
supply at 16 projects, hydropower at six projects
and navigation at 1 project. These projects are
located on 21 tr1butaries.
Thirty-six projects
have selective withdrawal capability, 64 projects
have minimal summer releases, 18 projects have
downstream temperature objectives.
Reservoir
systems operation is critical during both low and
high
flows
1n
the
basin
and is highly
controversial
during
drought
events
when
requirements to initiate early drawdown conflict
with desires for stable recreation pools.
The
original plan
of operation for this system
assumed that main stem Ohio and lower Mississippi
low flow needs, including navigation, would be
met with system
releases
from conservation
storage.
Subsequent
authorizations
that
established recreation as a project purpose have

decreased the flexibility that was established by
the or1g1nal plan.
By the m1d-lq60's the r .. rps was operating
more than 45 reservo1rs in the Oh1o Basin and was
immersed with water pollut1on tssues.
Publ1c
sensitivity concerning
pollution was rap1dly
increasing in proportion to post-war affluence
and increased leisure time.
Several of the
existing reservoirs and many under construction
or being planned were impacted by coal mining
activities.
Hundreds of mtles of tributary
streams were biological deserts and the Ohio
River was heavily polluted.
The navigation
modernization program, replacement of many low
head locks and dams
with
a
f~ highlift
structures, had adversely impacted reaeration and
made dissolved oxygen conditions much worse.
Efforts were being initiated to draft legislation
to establish water quality standards and f110d
extensive n~ treatment facilities.
Water
Quality Section was formally
established in the ORO Water Control Branch tn
1967 and shortly thereafter ·tn the district
Hydrology and Hydraulics Branches.
The primary
miss1on was
to advise reservoirs regulat1on
~lements concerning
water qualtty issues.
At
that time,
th~re
was no publ1shed guidance
regarding procedures for man-made lakes.
A long
range
plan
and
specific
•Jbjectlves
were
developed.
Objectives were to acquire adequate
knowledge and understanding so as to improve and
maintain the water quality in reservoirs to
enhance fish and wildlife and recreation uses,
control the quality of
relP.ases to protect
downstream fisheries and water supply, maintain
the best possible quality conditions in the lower
tributaries and main stem Ohio and to mitigate
the low-flow impacts of the highlift navigation
structures.
A

Based on
the ~xperience
of a multidisciplinary staff and data collected previously
by the districts and other agencies, a multifaceted approach was implemented.
L1mnolog1cal
procedures
complimented
with
knowledge
of
hydrodynamics and hydrometeoro-logical expertise
provided a
protocol for evaluattng ex1sting
reservoirs
and
perform1ng
pre-impoundment
stud1es.
Reservoir temperature models helped
with interpretation of data and 110derstand1ng of
existtng
reservo ir
condiltnns,
3S
well 35
pred1ct1on of conditions in future projects.
These models along with physical modeling by the
Waterways Expertment Station {WES) 1mproved the
des1gn of selective withdrawal structures. While
we had achieved a reasonable degree of success in
understanding and control of problems by the mid1970's, the after shocks of the Dredge Material
Research
Program
and
spinoff
from
the
Environmental and
Water
Quality Operational
Studies Program ~ EWQOS) enhanced the efficiency
and effectiveness of our procedures.
Ohio River Basin water quality conditions
are significantly improved today.
A quality
fishery now exists throughout most of the Ohio
River from Pittsburgh to Ca1ro and hundreds of
miles of tributary streams have recovered. While
several of our reservoirs are borderline at times
because of watershed problems, most support at
least a reasonable fishery and releases comply
reasonably with water quality standards most of
the time.
Certainly much credit for this
improve.ent is due to the massive outlays for
i~roved wastewater
treat•ent and enforce.ent of
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effluent standards.
Nevertheless, 1ntent1onal
and
Inadvertent
operattons
on
our
part
occasionally ktll fish In streams that were
barren lO years ago and changes 1n systems
operation
could
easily
1nduce
extenstve
degradation because of accumulattve Impacts as
flow passes from pool to pool.

sktlls are is Increased.
We must rely more and
more on direct support by r~search personnel o r
consu 1 tants for app I teat Ion 1nd o ther support.
Even this alternattve is constrained by both
research
laboratory
and
distrtct
res0urre
l1m1tat1ons. The effect1ve use of contractors
also requtres a h1gb level of techntcal sktll and
time 1n order to communicate obJect tves to the
contractor and evaluate the return product.

Conditions are st1ll far from pristine 1n
the basin and political and economic changes can
easily reverse what has been accomplished. State
and local governments are willing to allow some
degradation as a part of the competition to
attract industry.
The acid ratn issue threatens
costly changes for Industry. Enforcement of coal
mining
regulat1ons
has
been
relayed but,
fortunately, reduced coal production and recent
closures
of
steel mills have signifi c antly
enhanced water quality in several stream reaches.
The treatment of abandoned mine wastes has been
reduced and sewage treatment is still short of
optimal. The new secondary treatment factlity at
Cincinnati, at best, provtdes prtmary treatment
because of destgn defects.
Consumption of fish
caught in parts of the Ohio River should be
limited
because
of concentrations of toxic
materials in the flesh.

Another problem that concerns us is the
degree of sophisticatton and especially the data
required by some of the models already developed
or proposed for further research.
Even tf
distrtct manpower were at opt tmal levels, any
model that will be used for operattng reservot rs
and reservoir systems for water qualtty purposes
must be as simplistic as possible in regard to
data requirements and computer time.
The development of models for day-to-day
regulatton of reservoirs and reservotr systems
requires
in-depth
knowledge
of
distrtct
regulation procedures and of projects to be
regulated.
The orientation required far exceeds
the historical data or the period of record and
regulation
manuals.
The vertfication and
calibration of the greatest model tn the world is
just the beginning o f the tedious, frustrating
and perhaps lengthy effort required tf it is to
become a useful, reliable tool for real-time
regulation of reservoirs.

Our strategy for day-to-day guidance of
reservoir operatton to control water quality has
been relat1vely simple 1n concept.
Collect
enough of a data base over a long enough period
of years so that the response of each lake (water
chemistry,
~ydrodynamics,
etc.)
to
any
hydrometeorological event is clearly understood.
Subsequently,
data
collection
would
be
substantially reduced to a level that verifies
that current
conditions correspond to those
anticipated 1n relation to hydrometeorological
events.
We had
assumed that computerized
procedures,
remote
sensing
techniques, and
limited data collection would support control
efforts.

The
reservoir
system
and
navigation
improvements have had a major impact in terms of
the history of the Ohio River Basin.
Since most
of the
feasible storage projects have been
constructed, the future needs must be met by fine
tuning water management procedures and changes in
water use must be accommodated by project and
operational modifications.
The addition of
hydropower is one such change that will stress
the operating flexibility of the system. The
operational demands of the system already suggest
that 24-hour/ 7-day water control staffing ts
necessary. We have only partially met expanding
needs for operating models for reservoirs and
tributary systems including water quality.

In practice,

this strategy is only partly
successful.
Our data collection efforts have
been reduced substantially and the actual needs
for
data
and priorities regarding specific
problem areas
have
guided
this reduction.
However, manpower limitations have become a major
tssue.
Our districts have never acquired a
desirable
skill
level
regarding
use
of
computerized procedures for water quality (o r for
water control).
While we have successfully
utilized modeling and made reasonable headway in
developing
data
management and interpretive
procedures, recent manpower cuts have had a very
negative impact .

We will require increas1ng support from
research
elements
for
more
than
routine
technology transfer. We . need support in terms of
applying water management models and implementing
ava1lable software for precise tdentificatton of
data needs.
We
need additional research,
including simplified operational models and use
of remote sensing, to acquire water quality data
to support
reservoir regulation.
We need
instrUDtents
that
are
compatible with data
collection
platforms
and
the Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES ) that
are relatively
maintenance free.
We need
guidance regarding reaeration in relation to
hydropower development at storage reservoirs and
navigation structures.
We need to improve
selective withdrawal capability for hydropower
releases.
These needs obviously exceed the
resources of the research laboratory elements
and, unless agency priorities are changed, water
management in the Ohio River Basin is likely to
experience 110necessary controversy.

We
cannot
complete
an
objective of
modifying and integrating the multitude of useful
computerized proced11res developed by RWQOS. We
feel that we need these procedures in order to
fully utilize an extensive data base and to
effectively
manage
a
program
that
faces
increasing pressures from conflicting water user
groups.
For example,
add-on hydropower at
storage and navigation projects will cause at
least some degradation
and
may
result in
significant
accumulative
impacts
unless we
upgrade water control and water quality control
procedures.
There is little possibility that ORO will
be able to fully utilize the extensive list of
EWQOS
software
products
regardless of the
advantages and needs unles• staff nU8bers and
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ABSTRACT
Reservoir
turbidity was simulated with a
mathematical
model
called
WESTEX
during
preimpoundment water quality studies of the Rogue
River
Basin in southwestern Oregon. The main
objective of this simulation was to predict the
turbidity of reservoir release flows for a variety
of operating schemes and watershed hydrological
conditions. A comparison between observed data
after the project became operational with simulated
data shows that the WESTEX predictions had been
very
high
and,
hence, that the reservoir's
turbidity potential had been greatly overestimated.
WESTEX's unreliability raises questions about the
value of turbidity assessments which depend solely
on
mathematical
modeling. This paper offers
suggestions
as
to
how studies to determine
turbidity potential might be made more reliable and
effective.
INTRODUCTION
WESTEX is a reservoir temperature and turbidity
simulation model that was developed for Portland
District, Corps of Engineers in the early 1970's
(Fontane et al. 1973). This model was used during
preimpoundment water quality studies to estimate
the turbidity potential of three large multipurpose
dams in the Rogue River Basin, Oregon (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, 1974).
WESTEX's development and use, costing over one
million dollars, was one of several commitments
made by Portland District to ensure protection of
the
Rogue River from the possible disruptive
effects
of
dams. Another commitment was the
installation of reservoir intake towers with multilevel ports for selective withdrawal capability
(Figure 1) to avoid the discharge of poor quality
water or, alternately, to discharge reservoir water
capable of enhancing water quality downstream.
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Figure 1. Cross-section
Lost Creek Lake,Oregon.

view

of intake tower at

At Lost Creek Reservoir, selective withdrawal
capability
was increased substantially by the
addition
of
a turbidity conduit (Figure 1),
facetiously called an "elephant trunk," for rapid,
downstream disposal of turbid inflows whenever
river turbidities throughout the Rogue River were
naturally high because of frequent winter storms
and high streamflow conditions (Larson, 1982) .
These commitments were certainly appropriate and
necessary, not only for safeguarding the Rogue
River's famous and much-valued fish runs (Larson,
1984), but because most of the lower Rogue River
had been officially designated as "wild and scenic"
and, therefore, would require careful operation at
upstream
dams
to
assure that its essential
attributes would be preserved.
A
major
objective of the WESTEX study,
hence,was to predict release-flow turbidities for
several combinations of yearly runoff conditions
and selective withdrawal operations . In this paper
we compare WESTEX predictions with 4 years of
observed (postimpoundment) reservoir and releaseflow turbidity data, collected routinely at Lost
Creek Reservoir, to assess the reliability and
usefulness of the WESTEX model. We also report on
the selective withdrawal manipulations at Lost
Creek
Reservoir
to
minimize the problem of
turbidity
downstream
and in the impoundment .
Finally, we discuss why WESTEX performed so poorly
and suggest ways to improve the model's capacity to
predict water quality impacts.
WESTEX ADAPTED TO TURBIDITY PREDICTIONS
WESTEX was originally designed to simulate
thermal and chemical stratification in a reservoir,
and to predict temperatures and dissolved-solids
concentrations for reservoir-release flows (Clay
and Fruh, 1970). The model's execution of three of
its
mathematical
components-(1)
vertical
placement of reservoir inflows, (2) the extent of
vertical mtxing, and (3) the depth of reservoir
withdrawal-- relies almost solely upon reservoir
density
stratification,
either
physically or
chemically induced. For example, the model directs
reservoir inflows into that reservoir stratum whose
density equals the density of the inflow. The model
then vertically mixes the reservoir, to whatever
extent
necessary, to attain a stable density
gradient. This stability must be obtained before
WESTEX
can
calculate the depth of reservoir
withdrawal.
(1973) justified the use of
Fontane et al.
WESTEX as a reservoir turbidity model on the
underlying
assumption that suspended sediment,
which causes turbidity, can be budgeted for and
routed through a reservoir system, similar to the
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budgeting of heat and dissolved solids for other
water
quality
predictions. The model's output,
predicted concentrations of suspended matter in the
reservoir
and
in
outflows, is converted to
turbidity
predictions
by
linear
regression,
establishing a "correlation" between turbidity and
suspended matter (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
1974).
WESTEX CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION
WESTEX was calibrated with actual turbidity
data collected by Klingeman et al.(l971) at Hills
Creek Reservoir, Oregon. Hills Creek had been
chosen for WESTEX verification simply because it
was the only reservoir among Portland District's 16
reservoir
projects
with
turbidity
data .
Unfortunately, Hills Creek was unique in another
respect: The reservoir contained a deepwater layer
of relatively turbid water (Figure 2), which caused
considerable
turbidity downstream whenever the
deeper water was released from the project.
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Figure 2. Vertical turbidity profiles for Hills
Creek Reservoir,Oregon, 1971 (Klingeman et al.
1971).
Deepwater turbidity had persisted for years in
Hills Creek owing to the reservoir's poor flushing
ability and the predominance of extremely fineparticle, hence slow settling, montmorillonite clay
in
suspended
loads
entering
the
reservoir
(Klingeman
et
al.
1971;
Larson,
1979).
Interestingly, it was the Hills Creek turbidity
situation which had prompted Portland District to
undertake the preimpoundment turbidity assessment
for
Lost
Creek
Reservoir, using the WESTEX
turbidity model.
Several assumption s were required before the
Hills Creek Reservoir turbidity structure cou ld be
simulated with WESTEX (Fontane et al. 1973; U.S .
Army
Corps
of Engineers, 1974).
Firs~.
the
reservoir's initial thermal and turbidity profiles
were a~sumed to be uniformly 4.4° and 5 NTU,
respect1vely.
Second, it was assumed, because of
the characteristically slow settling of Hills Creek
clays, that soils and other particulate matter in
the reservoir's water
column would be hel d in

suspension,
i.e., have a zero settling rate.
Third,
stormflows greater than 2000 cfs were
mathematically plunged to the reservoir bottom,
followed by a 50 percent reduction in reservoir
turbidity. Fourth, coefficients for heat diffusion
and light extinction were assumed to be 0.1 and
0.05, respectively; other parameters, such as heat
absorption and heat entrainment were also assumed.
Fontane et al.
(1973), after a series of
computer trials, best-fit WESTEX to the Hills Creek
Reservoir
prototype.
They
stated that they
"obtained
reasonable
agreement
between
the
predicted and observed turbidity profiles." The
verified WESTEX turbidity model, calibrated to fit
the extreme turbidity gradient in. Hills Creek
(Figure 2), was now ready for application at Lost
Creek ResP.rvoir
LOST CREEK RESERVOIR TURBIDITY PREDICTIONS
Three
hydrologically different years were
selected for WESTEX turbidity simulations: 1950
(average runoff), 1955 (low runoff), and 1958 (high
runoff).
Additionally, a spring freshet in March
1972 was modeled to estimate the effect of highly
turbid
inflows
on
the reservoir's turbidity
structure during reservoir refill (U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, 1974). A second regression analysis,
flow
versus
turbidity,
was used to compute
reservoir inflow turbidities for the particular
years of study.
This "correlation," perhaps as
tenuous as the relationship between turbidity and
suspended
solids
(APHA, 1985), was based on
approximately 35 turbidity and flow measurements
recorded in 1971-72 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
1974).
Turbidity simulations were also made under
three project operational schemes, designated as
plans A, B, and C, in combination with vari ous
assumed or actual watershed hydrological condition s
(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1974). In Plan A,
all dam outlets were utilized year-round for the
sole
purpose
of
meeting
water
temperature
requirements downstream.
In plans B and C, the
same temperature objectives were desired, but there
was also an attempt to meet turbidity objectives by
using only the dam's low- elevation outlet, the
"elephant trunk," during the winter when flows, and
thus turbidities, in the Rogue River Basin are
highest.
Plans B and C differ from one another in
scheduled use of the low-elevation outlet. Under
Plan B, the outlet would be used from November
through February; Plan C would carry this use on
through
April,
to pass highly turbid spring
freshets.
The predicted data considered in this
report were generated under Plan C, which the Corps
eventually recommended for Lost Creek (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, 1974).
Reservoir
turbidity predictions for 1950,
1955 1958,
and 1972, are given in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Observed versus Predicted
Outflow Turbidities (NTU).
Average Monthly Values,Plan C.
U.S. Geological Survey Records
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Figure 4. Inflow versus outflow turbidities, Lost
Creek Reservoir,Oregon .
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1/4.0
1/3.5
5/25.5

Average monthly turbidity values such as those
compared in Table 1, however, are probably not
indicative or representative of day-to-day outflow
turbidity conditions, which may vary substantially
over a 30-day period (Figure 4). Thus, predic ted
versus observed comparisons may be uninstructive,
at least for outflow cooditions
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Figure
3.
Observed (O) versus predicted (X)
turbidity profiles in Lost Creek Reservoir, Oregon.
Predicted
profiles
are
compared
with their
respective observed years, i.e., 1982, 1981, 1983,
and
1984.
As demonstrated, WESTEX reservoir
turbidity predictions were mostly 1 or 2 orders of
magnitude above observed conditions (Figure 3).
Similarly,
predicted
outflow turbidities were
higher than values actually observed, but those
differences were considerably less (Table 1) than
those
for
reservoir turbidity; in fact, the
differences
in
outflow
turbidity
may
be
insignificant in some cases.

There are perhaps several reasons for WESTEX's
generally poor predictive record at Lost Creek .
Certainly, using Hills Creek turbidity data to
calibrate and verify the model, especially various
assumptions made to .obtain correlation between
observed
and
predicted
turbidity
profiles ,
contributed
to
the
model's
questionable
performance.
In addition, the model generally
predicted that highly turbid stormwaters entering
Lost
Creek
Reservoir
would
be
retained
indefinitely, when, in fact, these flows pass
quickly through the impoundment and on downstream.
That this quick outflow occurs is suggested by both
Figure 5 and data in Table 2, which show that
turbidity values for the period of record (1976present) are nearly as high at the downstream
station as they are upstream of the reservoir.
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Figure 5. Turbidity-density currents in Lost Creek
Reservoir, Oregon, 1981.
Table 2 . Statistical Comparison by Month
of Inflow and Outflow Turbidity Data
From U. S . Geological Survey Records.
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As seen in Figure 5, a plume of sediment appears in
the
upstream
portion of the reservoir on 3
December, then moves as a concentrated mass along
the bottom of the reservoir, reaching the outlet on
8 December .
At the outlet, a portion of the
sediment plume is discharged downstream (as shown
in preceding Figure 4). The estimated velocity of
this density current was approximately 0.1 fps
(feet per second) during the monitoring period.
Conventional
applications
of
analytical
techniques
such
as
Churchill
(1947),
or
applications of reservoir hydraulics and sediment
settling velocity concepts would indicate that
nearly all of the fine sediment would remain in the
impoundment area. In actuality, the hydrodynamics
of density currents are not well known. According
to a density current study on Lake Mead (Howard,
1953), those currents consist chiefly of particles
smaller than 20 microns, whose settling velocity is
approximately 0.001 fps.
These fine sediments
would require only 1 percent of the mean velocity
of 0.1 fps in the vertical to stay in suspension.
Thus, we should not be surprised to find that
turbidity-density currents tend to move through
Lost Creek Reservoir, and that tendency has been
efficiently demonstrated.
Little
information
about
particle-size
distribution of sediments yielded to Lost Creek
Reservoir is available.
At the very least, all
inflowing
sediment of sand-size or larger is
deposited within the backwater or delta areas of
the reservoir (Brune, 1953; Churchill, 1948) .
The
fate of sediment finer than sand-sized (<0.62 mm)
is not so evident. Intensive monitoring of a storm
event in December 1981 showed that fine sediment
apparently follows the bottom of the reservoir as a
density current .
Figure 5 tracks a turbiditydensity current from the upstream end of the
reservoir to the dam axis.
RECOMMENDED
STUDY

ACTIVITIES

FOR

A RESERVOIR TURBIDITY

A primary feature
of any sediment study
should be a sediment budget for the watershed of
study.
A
sediment budget can be defined as
conceptualization of the type and magnitude of
sediment sources and the linkage and timing of
sediment transport through the watershed (Swanson
and
Fredriksen,
1982.)
A reservoir, if its
turbidity regimen is to be accurately predicted,
cannot
be evaluated in isolation: A thorough
turbidity
study must include an evaluation of
sediment yields to the reservoir as
well as
sediment transport and deposition within the pool.
A reservoir's sediment input is found by
studying
its
tributary watershed's hydrology,
soils,
geology, and erosional charecteristics.
Geologic, soil, and hydrologic resource maps show
what material might be yielded to a stream channel.
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The nature of.erosional processes depends largely
on land-use, ra~nfall intensity, and slope, such as
rill and gully erosion on croplands or debris
avalanches and debris torrents in steep, forested
watersheds.
Aerial photos are the best means to
identify active areas of erosion, especially if
coverage of the reservoir's watershed has been
repeated.
The timing and particle size of sediment
yielded to a reservoir site is identified by stream
gaging and sediment sampling. The intent of these
activities is to find a statistical relationship
between sediment transport and water discharge, by
sediment size. This statistical relationship can
then readily be checked for persistence throughout
a water year and. of cour~e. over a period of
several water years. Mineralogic identification of
the finer materials such as clay and non-inert
silts
is
particularly needed, so that their
flocculation or dispersion when they enter the
reservoir can be determined. As with any study,the
longer the duration and the wider the spectrum of
the
flows
sampled, the more conclusive
the
results.
The mathematical/statistical results of the
sediment discharge/water discharge relationship can
then be integrated with a flow duration curve to
determioe the estimated average annual sediment
yield to the proposed reservoir (Vanoni, 1977).
The proposed land use of a watershed is an
important
factor
of
expected
reservoir
sedimentation.
Changes
in
land
use,such as
conversion of grazing to crop lands or timber
harvesting,
may
increase
sediment
yields
considerably. Therefore, a reservoir sedimentation
study should include analysis of anticipated as
well as present sediment yields.
The
processes
of sediment transport and
deposition in a reservoir are not completely known
at
the
present
state
of
art.
There are
uncertainties in defining effective flow and dead
storage in a reservoir, density stratification,
secondary currents, and transport of fine sediments
within a pool. Sediments coarser than silts (> 0.62
mm) generally settle in the backwater and delta
areas of the reservoir. These coarser sediments can
be
effectively
and
readily studied using a
hydraulics-based model such as HEC-6 (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, 1977).
The fate of fine and non-inert sediments, as
mentioned,
is
less
well
defined. Obtaining
estimates of retention of fine sediments in some
cases may be as simple as using a nomograph, such
as Churchill (1948) or Brune (1953); other studies
may
require complex procedures such as x-ray
diffraction of sediments, sediment chemistry, and
numerical modeling. If numerical modeling, such as
WESTEX is used, sediment transport processes must
be defined. In the previous study of Lost Creek
Reservoir, in which WESTEX modeling was used, the
possibilities
of
density
currents
and
the
effectiveness of the turbidity conduit were not
taken into account. The projections derived from
this study suggested that Lost Creek would release
chronically turbid water. This the project has
never done.
There is a danger in making environmental
impact predictions: The process often becomes an
end
in
itself.
Preimpoundment
turbidity
predictions, in this case, are merely planning aids
that will require testing in the postimpoundment
period to establish their authenticity (Hecky et
al. 1984). As Nielson (1967) eloquently stated,
"Predictions are easily made: it is accuracy in a
prediction which is difficult."
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ABSTRACT
Environmental consequences of construction of
new water resource projects or changes in operations of existing projects must be addressed. A
variety of tools developed during the Environmental and Water Quality Operational Studies (EWQOS)
program may be used to assess impacts of regulation on stream water qua 1i ty. These techniques
range from simple analytical models to more
sophisticated unsteady flow water quality models.
Model applications have been made to a number of
sys terns in order to address riverine management
issues. Several of these applications are discussed to provide an overview of tools available
and their possible uses.
INTRODUCTION
Like our other natura 1 resources, we find
that water, too, is limited. To meet this challenge, the Corps of Engineers (CE) is seeking out
every obtainable benefit from our existing water
resource projects. Not only are our dams and
reservoirs valuable resources, but the tailwaters
below them are also becoming increasingly important . Consequently, more environmental concern is
being focused on regulated stream environments
such as reservoir tailwaters and waterways.
A variety of modeling
developed and applied to study
modifications on riverine and
ity . These tools range from

tools have been
effects of project
stream water qual relatively simple

analytical models to more sophisticated unsteady
flow water qua 1i ty mode 1s. This paper provides
an overview of these various tools with a brief
description of applications.
ANALYTICAL MODELS
Some riverine and stream water quality
issues can be addressed with analytical models
that have closed solutions solvable with a handheld calculator. Questions about the initial
spread and dilution of a pollutant discharged
into a receiving stream can be determined with
In general, these analytical
such methods.
models are referred to as integral jet-plume
models.
Typically these models address the
question of whether a po 11 utant has been sufficiently diluted over a reach of concern. An
example is the spread and dilution of return flow
from a confined dredged material disposal facility or other types of effluents (see Figure 1).
The integral jet-plume solution used depends
on physical characteristics of the discharge and
receiving stream.
Guidance on selection and
application of these models can be found in a
publication by Holley and Jirka (1986). Although
application of these analytical models is relatively simple, selection of an appropriate procedure can be a tedious task if one is not familiar
with the various models and their assumptions.
The best way to make these models readily useable
by even a novice wou 1d be to deve 1op them and
their protocols into an expert system through
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Artificial Intelligence. This development, which
has been proposed by several researchers familiar
with this field, would lead the user through the
proper model selection and use.
After a discharge has fully mixed with the
receiving stream, the mass transport equation is
used to compute downstream transport and biochemical transformations of water quality constituents.
Most stream water quality issues can and should be
addressed with the one-dimensional (1-D) mass
transport equation. In other words, the only significant changes in water quality occur along the
longitudinal axis (stream-wise direction), and
cross-sectional homogeneity is assumed.
If
steady, uniform flow can be assumed, and if constituent kinetic processes can be adequately
described with rather simplistic relationships,
such as first order decay, then analytical solutions are still possible. The stream model,
STEADY, is a good example of using an analytical
solution procedure to provide a relatively simple
method of modeling temperature and dissolved oxygen (DO) in streams.
STEADY (Martin 1986a) is based upon 1-D, longitudinal, steady-state, analytical methods for
determining stream-wise variations in temperature
and DO. STEADY allows comparisons of different
flow regimes, inflow loadings and meteorological
conditions on the spatial distribution of water
temperatures and di sso 1ved oxygen concentrations
in flowing systems under steady-state conditions.
It is easily applied and requires minimal input
data.
While STEADY is based upon analytical solutions, its coding allows simulation of a series of
piece-wise non-uniform segments which make up a
river subreach. A series of subreaches with different, but steady, flows can make up the tota 1
river reach modeled. The effects of withdrawals,
branches, and tributaries can be simulated.
STEADY was originally developed for the Nashville Qistrict by the Waterways Experiment Station
(WES) to allow a reconnaissance level assessment
of temperature variations above and below a proposed reregulation dam downstream of Wolf Creek
Dam, Kentucky.
In subsequent studies, the
unsteady flow model, CE-QUAL-RIV1, was applied to
Comparisons indicated that
the same system.
STEADY provided water temperature predictions
nearly identical to time-averaged values from the
unsteady model. STEADY is considered appropriate
for other applications where steady-state or timeaveraged predictions are useful. The model has
also been applied by the Walla Walla District to
assess temperature variations in river reaches
affected by proposed drainage from lake Ma 1heur,
Oregon.
When assumptions that facilitate analytical
solutions become inappropriate or do not allo~ for
enough flexibility, it becomes necessary to resort
to numerical water quality models. Numerical
water quality models for rivers and streams vary
wide 1y due to the amount of deta i 1 a11 owed, the
number and type of water quality constituents, and
whether or not the model allows for time-varying
conditions. Discussions that follow provide an
overview of two 1-D, numerical, stream water quality models used by WES on CE projects.

QUAL-II
QUAL-II is a 1-D (longitudinal) stream water
quality model having branching capability (Roesner et a1. 1977) and is rna i nta i ned by the EPA.
The basic equation to be solved is the time
dependent water quality constituent transport
equation which allows for changes in each constituent due to advection, dispersion, and
sources and sinks.
QUAL-II subdivides a stream system into
basic sections called reaches. Each reach represents a portion of the river having similar channel geometry, hydraulic characteristics, and
chemical and biological coefficients. Reaches
are further divided into equally spaced units
called computational elements or nodes. The constituent transport equation is solved simultaneously (implicitly) for all elements in the
system.
Hydraulic conditions (flow rate and depth)
used within the constituent transport equations
are determined from steady, non-uniform flow by
satisfying continuity and using either stagedischarge relationships or solution of Manning's
equation with channe 1 geometry information.
Steady flow implies that flow, velocity, width,
and depth at a given point in the stream are constant with time. Non-uniform flow allows these
factors to change longitudinally from reach to
reach.
QUAL-II was applied by WES (Hamlin and
Nestler 1986) to 108 miles of the Rogue River
downstream of Lost Creek Dam in Oregon. The
study objective was to provide the Portland District with a model that could predict the downstream effects on water temperatures of the Lost
Creek Dam operation. Specific temperature ranges
are critical to Rogue River salmon abundance.
The model was calibrated and verified with data
collected from 1978 to 1981. For this study, the
model was modified to allow for variable discharge updates at inflow boundaries. Use of this
feature provided acceptable results as long as
flow updates were gradual with respect to the
system's travel time. Flow changes in this system were gradual, thus this model was selected as
opposed to using the CE-QUAL-RIV1 model. The
model was considered to be quite accurate for
temperature predictions as Figure 2 demonstrates
for the Merlin gage (River Mile 86) during 1979.
One problem encountered in the Rogue River
study was the lack of flow and temperature data
for many of the tributaries. The ungaged tributaries were estimated to contribute 30 to 50 percent of the flow in the river depending on the
time period modeled. To solve this problem,
regression equations for temperature and flow
based on STEADY (Martin 1986a) and basin characteristics, respectively, were developed for these
tributaries.
This development substantially
improved model accuracy.
The Rogue River mode 1 has been deve 1oped
within an interactive, user-friendly system so
that the Portland District can easily apply the
model for various operational scenarios.
At the time this paper was prepared, the
QUAL-II model was also being applied by WES to
the Red River in Louisiana for the Vicksburg District (Martin 1986b). The objective of the Red
River application was to assess the impact of a
Dortch, et al.
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Comparison of Predicted Temperature Using QUAL-II with Observations for the Rogue River at the
Merlin Gage during 1979

series of loci< and dams on DO concentrations in
the waterway. The model was calibrated with data
collected during 1979 and 1985. The 1979 and
1985 data were collected prior to and following,
respectively, the construction of Loci< and Dam 1.
The model was then used to assess the effects of
the ongoing staged construction of a series of
five loci< and dams and the effects of the
completed project. The application allowed
assessment of structural reaeration requirements
for maintaining DO concentrations in the waterway.
The effects of present as well as projected future
loadings were assessed.

al11!lonia, nitrite plus nitrate, phosphate, dissolved iron and manganese, and coliform bacteria.
Reaeration may take place via stream reaeration,
wind-driven reaeration, and reaeration through
control structures.
Temperature
may be
modeled with a direct energy balance method or
equilibrium temperature calculations.
This model's versatility in simulating timevarying f1 ows and water quality has 1ead to its
use in a variety of situations. Three applications presented here cover a wide range of systems and constraints. · The Chattahoochee River
study (Zimmerman and Dortch 1986), conducted for
the Savannah District, addressed potential
effects on water quality of building a proposed
reregulation dam below a peaking hydropower dam
(Buford Dam) to meet projected water supply needs
for the Atlanta area. The Wolf Creel< Dam study
(Martin 1986c) on the Cumberland River in
Kentucky (Nashville District) addressed water
quality impacts associated with proposed modifications of adding peaking production and a downstream reregulation dam to an existing baseload
hydropower project. The on-going modeling effort
for th~ Lower Ohio River Multipurpose Study
(LORMS) of the Louisville District addresses the
water quality impacts of retrofitting for hydropower generation six loci< and dams on a major
inland waterway.
In the Chattahoochee River study, CE-QUALRIV1 simulated unsteady flow and water quality
conditions
over
50 river miles.
Concerns
addressed in the study included possible development of unsuitably high temperatures, low
dissolved oxygen concentrations, and high
concentrations of dissolved manganese and iron.
Summer and autumn water quality conditions were

CE-QUAL-RIV1
CE-QUAL-RIV1, a 1-0, unsteady flow, riverine
water quality model (Bedford et al. 1983), actually is comprised of two sub-models: a hydrodynamic model, RIV1H, which can stand alone and a
water quality model, RIV1Q, which requires output
from RIV1H or another routing model to drive it.
RIV1H uses the four point, implicit, finite
difference scheme to solve for flows and elevations. The model's formulation allows unequal
steps in time and space and simulation of branched
river systems with multiple hydraulic control
structures (flow regulating structures such as
weirs and dams).
RIV1Q uses a two point, fourth order accurate
scheme to calculate advective transport. This
allows sharp gradients in water quality constituents to be accurately resolved. The program can
simulate ten water quality variables: temperature, dissolved oxygen, CBOO, organic nitrogen,
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has its own merits and limitations and should be
selected based on the specific needs of an
application.

modeled as they represented times when highest
temperatures and 1owes t di sso 1ved oxygen concentrations, respectively, could be expected. The
model was calibrated and verified using prototype
data for most of the model variables and a variety
of conditions. Figure 3 demonstrates how well the
model predicted stages, dye concentrations, and
temperatures as a power wave moved downstream.
After the model was fully calibrated and verified,
Zimmerman and Dortch (1986) made numerous simulations to compare various conditions with and
without the proposed reregulation dam and to
investigate various reregulation dam design and
operational alternatives.

Additional research is presently underway to
better identify and describe factors influencing the quality of reservoir tailwaters. An
additional tool under development is the system
for Management and Analysis of Tailwater Quality
(MATQ), which will provide a user-friendly method
of estimating, with limited input data requirements, effects of reservoir releases on downstream water quality.
The need for such
information and techniques to ·aid in understanding and managing our reservoir tailwaters and
regulated streams becomes increasingly important
as we attempt to increase benefits we obtain from
our projects.

The CE-QUAL-RIVl model was applied to a
16 mile reach of the Cumberland River below Wolf
Creek Dam, Kentucky.
Hydropower modifications
have been proposed which include uprating existing
units, a change from base load to peaking operation, and construction of downstream reregulation
dam to attenuate the power wave. Like the Chattahoochee River study, the highly unsteady releases
from Wolf Creek Dam required application of an
unsteady flow model, such as CE-QUAL-RIVl, to
examine time-varying conditions. The objective of
the model study was to assess the impact of the
proposed modifications on water quality and fisheries habitat. Fisheries habitat was evaluated by
Curtis et al. (1986) using the PHABASIM system
(Milhous et al. 1984) driven by the unsteady flow
output of RIV1H.
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,gffects of Aeration and Minimum
Flow on the Biota and
Fishery of Norris Tailwater

Low DO also li.mits the number uf fish species t.n
a stream and the si?.e and diversity of fish food
organisms.
Low stream flows below tailwaters
reduce water depths and velocity and change the
amount of preferred habitat for individual
species and can reduce the number 1:1nd weight of
fish a stream can support both by direct influence on their physical habitat and by affecting
the food base.

by Donley H. Hill
and William H. Seawell
Tennessee Valley Authority
Knoxville, Tennessee

Approximately 191 ml.les of the tailwaters
of 10 tributary reservoirs operated by the
Tennessee Valley Authority are affected by low
DO and/or lack of minimum releases.
In these
stream reaches, fish and aquatic invertebrates
are limited, and recreational use is held well
below its potential.

ABSTRACT
Low dissolved oxygen (DO) in the releases
from Norris Reservoir was improved through turbine venting in 1981, and minimum flows were
increased in 1984. Subsequently, several beneficial changes have occurred in the tallwater.
Invertebrates sensitive to environmental stress
have increased, and trout condition has improved
somewhat during the season when low DO is most
pronounced.
These improved conditions have
allowed an increase in number of trout stocked
and 1 n fishing use of the tailwater. A trophy
fishery for brown trout has developed and is
receiving
widespread
publicity.
Possible
reasons for the lack of complete recovery of
aquatic life are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Hypolimnetic discharges from storage reservoirs can significantly affect downstream r.ommunities of fish and benthic invertebrates through
altered stream temperatures, extreme and frequent fluctuations in flow, inadequate m\nimum
flows, increased heavy metal concentrations, and
reduced stream organic matter.
Some of these
effects can be positive (Axon, 1976).
Cold
hypolimnetic releases have created many miles of
big river trout water where previously none
existed. However, several conditions caused by
these releases are detrimental to both fish and
benthic invertebrates, principally low dissolved
oxygen (DO),
inadequate minimum flows, and
associated phenomena.
Low DO concentrations
have been demonstrated to limit growth and survival of fish in laboratory studies (USEPA,
1986); and similar effects 1:1re believed to occur
in some tailwaters.
Invertebrates such as midges, isopods, and
amphipods are tolerant and are often very abundant in streams with low DO (Davis, 1975).
Benthic invertebrates such as mayflies, stoneflies, and caddis flies are, however, sensitive
to low DO and are not abundant ln affected
waters. Inadequate minimum flows can cause substrate drying, reduce available habitat, and
favor invertebrates which are adaptable to these
conditions.
These invertebrates also include
many of the same types that are tolerant of low
DO,
i.e. ,
midges,
isopods,
and amphipods.
(Brown et al., 1968).
Adverse effects of low DO on fish may
include loss of appetite, depressed growth and
condition, increased susceptibility to disease
and predation, and in extreme cases, mortality.

A study of the Norris tailwater from
1971- 1977 (Boles, 1980) identified low DO and
lack of adequate minimum flow as the pr\mary
factors limiting further development of the
trout fishery.
Partly l:iS a result of these
findings, TVA's Reservoir Releases Improvements
Program (TVA, 1980) began an effort to improve
dissolved oxygen and flow conditions in the
tailwater.
In 1980 a hub baffle system was
installed and tested intermittently on one of
the two Norris turbines.
This aeration system
increased minimum DO in the releases by an
average of about 0.7 mg/1 in 1981, and ? - 3 mg/1
from 1982-1985. The system was operated when DO
in the releases fell below 4 mg/l.
Construction of a flow reregulation weir
approximately 3.2 km (2 mi) downstream of Norris
Dam was completed in Hay 1985, and water stored
behind the weir, supplied by pulsed flow from
the hydropower units, has since provided a minimum
flow
of
approximately
5.7 m3/s
(200
ft3/sec) downstream.
Approx~mately l/2 hour
of flow from one turbine is required to fill the
pool behind the weir which supplies flow downstream for twelve hours.
The purpose of this paper is to describe
changes in fish, invertebrate populations, and
angler use in Norris Lailwater that have accompanied aeration of releases and operation of the
flow reregulation weir.
MATERIALS AND

H~THODS

Description of Study Area
Norris Dam impounds a storage reservoir
located at mile 79.8 of the Clinch River.
It
was impounded in 1936, covers 13,841 ha (34,200
ac) at normal full pool level, and has a
drainage
area of
7,539
km2
(2,912 mi2).
Water is normally released from the reservoir's
hypolim- nion through two hydroelectric units.
Maximum two-unit discharge is approximately 241
m3/sec (8,500 ft.3/sec).
Flow is controlled
primar- ily for peak power generation to meet
power loads.
DO varies seasonally in the releases from
Norris Dam, with lowest concentrations (as low
as 0.6 mg/l) usually recorded in the early
autumn. A typical DO and temperature, and discharge cycle is shown in Figure l.
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Figure l.

Representative DO, temperature, and
discharge trend in turbine discharge
from Norris Reservoir for 1975.

The tailwater extends approximately 22.5 km
(14 mi) downstream from Norris Dam to the headwaters of Helton Hill Reservoir. Average width
of the river at two- unit flow from Norris Dam is
approximately 131 . 6 m (432 ft), while under
minimum flow conditions width is 94.5 m (310
ft). Water level in the river fluctuates about
1.8 m (6 ft)
between periods of two-turbine
generation and no generation.
Average unregulated flow at the dam site (1903- 1969) was
120.8
m3/sec
(4,624
ft3/sec).
Stream
gradient is about 0.6 m (2 ft) per mile with a
normal sequence of pools and riffles.
Bedrock
is the primary substrate in the tailwater, with
small patches of rubble, gravel, and cobble.
Extensive growth of filamentous green algae,
primarily Oedogonium with small pockets of
Cladophora, covers much of the bottom.
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Sampling stations for benthos and fish
in Norris tailwater.

Creel
The river is used for boat, bank, and wade
fishing'. Host bank and wade fishing takes place
when the turbines are off and access ls limited
primarily to the upper 6 . 4 km (4 mi) below
Norris Dam and a short section 22.5 km (14 mi)
downstream of the dam. Host boat fishing takes
place when the turbines are operating. At full
flows the entire 22.5 km may be floated.
Benthos
Four quantitative
samples
for
benthic
invertebrates were collected at each of 5 tailwater locations (Figure 2) with an unmodified
0.09 m2 (l ft2) surber sampler with a 750
micron mesh net.
Samples were collected from
shoal areas less than 0.3 m deep from substrate
consisting mostly of cobble and/or rubble.
Samples were fixed in a 10 percent formalin
solution.
After sorting, invertebrates were
preserved in alcohol, identified (usually to
genus), and counted.
Fish Population Sampling
Samples were collected with chemical fish
toxicants (sodium cyanide or rotenone) at river
miles
77.1
and
70.5
from
1971- 1977
and
1980- 1985.
River mile 70.5 was not sampled in
1973 or 1977.
Sampling was conducted twice
annually in sUJIIIIer and autumn). Fish collected
in these samples were identified, weighed, and
measured.

A roving creel census based on non uniform
probabil tty design developed by Dr. Don Hayne,
North Carolina State University was
used.
Sampling was conducted in accessible areas of
the tailwater five (5) days a week. All weekends and holidays were included; then enough
weekdays are randomly selected to complete the
needed number of workdays during ~ period.
Census days were divided into two work periods,
sunrise until noon, and noon until sunset. The
period censused for each day was chosen by random selection. The time for a count of anglers
was then chosen by random selection. At this
preselected time the clerk counted all persons
fishing
in
accessible
areas.
During
the
remainder of the day the clerk interviewed
anglers.
Information collected included time
fished, number caught, and length and weight of
individual fish.
The
fishing
pressure
count
was
then
expanded to estimate total fishing pressure for
the day.
Harvest estimates were made for each
period as the product of mean daily effort. and
estimated mean catch per effort. Estimates from
individual
periods
are
summed
to
produce
monthly, quarterly, and annual estimates.
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Trout Condit\.on

Effects on Benthic Fauna

RelaUve condit\.on,
proposed by LeCren
( 1957) to eliminate trends in condition assoc\.ated with length, was used as a measure of the
changes
\.n
plumpness
(condition)
of
fish
harvested by anglers.
Condition was used to
examine changes in growth rates after aeration
of releases and increased minimum flow.

Although the Norris tai lwater benthic fauna
c011111unity cont\.nues to be dom\.nated by ch\.ronomids, isopods, and amphipods, less tolerant
taxa are occurring more frequently (Figure 4) .
Caddisflies, crayfish, snails, stoneflies, and
mayflies, all desirable food for trout, now
occur more frequently at all stations in the
tailwater except immediately below the dam .
Caddis flies, crayfish, and snails are also
beg\.nning to influence the benthic fauna community structure as their percentage composition
increases relative to other taxa (Table 1) . The
overall numerical abundance of bottom fauna
organisms in samples taken has not changed
significantly since aeration and flow enhancement, even though these desireable forms are
more abundant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Physical Changes
Aeration and flow enhancement measurably
improved phys \.cal habitat in Norris tailwater.
The minimum dissolved oxygen concentrations in
the releases which typically occur during August
through October were elevated by as much as 3
mg/1. immediately below the dam and the effects
diminished downstream (Figure 3). Flow, temperature, and water quality modeling (Beard and
Hauser, 1986) under low flow conditions (pulsing
to maintain weir pool) typical of weekend operations indicate that the increased minimum flow:

The delayed, and as yet \.ncomplete recovery
of the Norris tailwater benthic fauna community
may be because DO is still too low to allow
survival and reproduction of some sensitive
benthic species, a shortage of colonizers, or
because full recovery simply takes longer than

1. Decreased daily maxilllum temperature by 0. 5 1°

c.

Table 1.

2. Increased dal.ly minimum DO by about 1 mg/l
below the weir .
3. Decreased daily maximum DO by about 2 mg/1.
below the weir.
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Percent composition of 10 taxa of
bottom fauna organisms in Norris
Tailwater from 1971-1985.

79

80

RIVER MILE

"ean DO ("g/P) during a ''typical''
24-hour period with 2-unit discharge
(8,000 cfs) from 10 a.m. until 10 p .m.
with and without hub baffles (after
Beard and Hauser, 1986).

0.27
0.01
0.01
9.11
59.98
0.00
0.05
5.76
17.60
7.21

1. 07

0.01
0.01
3.98
70.74
0.03
0.12
6.13
9.26
8.65

3.43
0.01
0.01
6.54
59.99
0.04
0.43
11.13
12.60
5. 72

A tranplant of additional invertemade into the tailwater in 1985 in an
increase the speed of recovery. The
this transplant are being monitored.

Response of the Fishery
Prior to 1971, the Norris tailwater trout
fishery was not intensively managed, and fishing
pressure was relatively light (estimated at
10,000 hours per year) .
Along with increased
stocking of both fingerling and catchable rainbow and brown trout (Table 2) , angling pressure
has increased significantly during recent years
(Figure 5).
Effort during 1980-83 , when DO
improvements were made and public awareness of
the fishery at Norris increased, was 17 percent
greater than the 1970s (average of 54,394
hours/year for 1980-83 vs average of 46,520
hours/year for the 1970s), an increase of
approximately 17 percent .

Under high flow conditions water residence times
are considerably reduced, dampening diurnal
variations in DO and temperature.
Flow model simulations under minimum flow
conditions also indicate the wetted area of the
stream is increased about 25 percent as a result
of impoundment upstream of the weir and about 10
percent downstream from a sustained minimum flow.

During 1984- 85 following establishment of a
5.7m/sec (200 ft3/sec) minimum flow, angling
pressure again showed a 79 percent increase
(average of 83,388 hours/year) over the 1970s
and was also significantly greater than the
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Table 2. Trout stocking record, Norris tailwater
1973-77 and 1980-85. Numbers include
both rainbow and brown trout.

Total Number of
Catchables
Fingerlings

Year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

48,290
14,842
0
0
10,001
37,743
10,000
30,433
36,733
29,084
37,759

0
244,285
209,359
159,989
180,256
160,000
145,723
134,400
159,926
180,000
159,572

The number or weight of fish harvested in a
unit of time (catch rate) is probably the best
measure of changes in a fishery. Figure 6 shows
yearly catch rates in Norris tai1water. Average
annual catch rates improved from 0. 34 flsh/hour
in 1973- 77 to 0.43 fish/hour for 1980- 85. Aeration of the releases and establishment of a
minimum flow had little direct effect on catch
rate.
These improved catch rates were however
highly correlated with increased annual stocking
of catchable sized trout, demonstrating that the
fishery was lmproved by altered stocking strategies which took place concurrently with, and
are impossible to separate from, improved DO and
flow conditlons.

Table 3.

Estimated annual harvest for the Norris
Tailwater Trout fishery, 1973-77 and
1980-85 .

Total Harvest
(Number)
Kilograms

Year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

19,591
11,538
15,661
16.871
14,617
20,416
15,540
18,389
33,436
44,085
33,976

3,424
1,761
2,307
2,251
2,300'
3,395
1,562
3,602
3,124
8,098
5,518

Total

254,120
23,102

37,316
3,392

.I

Average drop in LeCren condition of trout
between summer and autumn is shown in Figure 7.
There ls an apparent trend toward improvlng
trout condition following aeration, although
there are no statistically significant differences between pre- and post-aeration years. The
best year on record occurred during 1985. Flow
is apparently a major factor affecting this
condition, since high turbine discharges expose
fish to low DO for long periods, even with turbine aeration.
Record low flows occurred in
summer and autumn 1985, while 1984 had extremely
high flows.
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Figure 7.

Percent change in LeCren condition of
trout in Norris tailwater population
samples between July and October.

All actions in concert have dramatically
improved
the fishery
in Norris
tailwater.
Recovery of invertebrates is still not complete,
and growth of individual trout has been only
minimally affected, indicating a need for additional increases in dissolved oxygen in the
releases and possibly increased minimum flow.
Additional access would also allow increases ln
fishing use in the tailwater.
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PREDICTING EFFECTS OF REREGULATION
DOWNSTREAM OF BUFORD DAM, GEORGIA
John M. Nestler
Research Ecologist , USAE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss

ABSTRACT
This presentation describes a case-history
application of the Physical Habitat Simulation
(PHABSIM) system, developed by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service . The application resolved potential instream flow conflicts between needs for
water supply and trout habitat that would result
from operation of a reregulation dam downstream of
Buford Dam, Chattahoochee River, Georgia . This
study documents how potential downstream conflicts
between project operation and fishery concerns can
be approached, fonna 1 i zed and reso 1ved from both
an institutional and technical standpoint. The
study results indicate that multiple downstream
uses of the releases from the reregulation dam can
be accolllllodated with relatively minor changes in
project operation.
INTRODUCTION
As part of water resources development and
management, reservoir projects are operated for
flood control , water supply, navigation, irrigation , power generation , and other beneficial uses.
However , operation of reservoir projects, particularly peaking projects , can cause considerable
modification from preimpoundment conditions in the
downstream reaches. Peaking hydropower operation
can have potentially severe effects on the tail water ecosystem because of extreme short-tenn flow
and water quality alterations and long - tenn
changes in channel morphology. These effects are
restricted more to peaking operation than other
types of project operation because of the rapid
changes in flow associated with meeting peak
demand for power and because most peaking projects
are deep release. Deep releases usually depart
more from equilibrium conditions than surface
releases , particularly in the summer.
One alternative often identified to decrease
the detrimenta l effects of peaking operation is to
construct a sma l ler dam downstream of the peaking
hydropower project to reregu l ate the releases.
The smaller reregulation dam attenuates or elimi nates the peaking releases and instead releases a
more constant flow into the river. However, the
benefits and trade -offs associated with reregula tion have not been well quantified.
This case-history study presents results from
a cooperative study perfonned by the USt.E Waterways Experiment Station and the US Fish and
Wildlife Service to predict the effects of reregulation of the Chattahoochee River below Buford
Dam, Georgia on downstream trout habitat (Nestler
et al. 1985) using the PHABSIM system. This
study was 1imited to trout (juvenile and adult
brown trout
Salmo trutta, adult rainbow

trout
S.
airdneri, adult brook trout
Salvelinus-fontinalis although many other species of fish also occur in the Chattahoochee
River (Hess 1980) because of the value of the
trout fishery.
Study Background
In 1974 county governments in the Atlanta
vicinity detennined that demands on the Chatta hoochee River for water supply plus the streamflow required for water qua 1i ty near 1y equa 1ed
the minimum low flow release from Buford Dam
(Atlanta Regional Commission 1981) . Projected
increases in water supply demand in the following
years could not be supplied under the existing
release schedule in the river. In response to
the anticipated shortage of water, regional planners suggested a number of alternatives to
increase the base flow in the Chattahoochee
River. The preferred alternative for providing
future water supply was construction of a reregulation (rereg) dam about 6.3 river miles down stream Buford Dam. The proposed rereg dam would
release a much more constant flow than the peaking flows presently released from Buford Dam
(generally, a maximum release of approximately
8000 cubic feet per second (cfs) or minimum
release of about 550 cfs) by storing the generation releases from Buford Dam for gradual release
during non -generation periods. The anticipated
minimum release from the rereg dam would be
approximately 1050 cfs . Considerable concern was
expressed that flow modifications caused by operation of the rereg dam (and resultant water qual ity changes) to meet increased demands for water
supply within th1s reach of the Chattahoochee
River could have a negative effect on the valuable trout fishery downstream of Buford Dam.
Site Description
The reaches of river investigated in this
study (Figure 1) are bounded upstream by Buford
Dam (River Mile 348.3) and downstream by the confluence with Peachtree Creek (RM 300.5). Three
study reaches were identified based on the presence of ac tua 1 or potentia 1 hydrau 1i c contro 1
structures . The results of this study are presented separately for each of the major reaches
of the Chattahoochee River: (a) from Buford Dam
to the site of the potential rereg dam, (b) from
the site of the potential rereg dam to the Head waters of Bull Sluice Lake and (c) from Morgan
Falls Dam (a small Georgia Power dam that creates
Bull Sluice Lake) to the confluence of Peachtree
Creek (river mile 300 . 5). The storage capacity
of Morgan Falls Dam has been substantially
reduced by siltation to the extent that daily
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Figure 1. Map showing major features of study area.
operation is largely determined by the flows
entering Bull Sluice Lake.
Operation of Buford Dam for peaking hydropower has considerably altered the preimpoundment
flow regime. Buford Dam is peaked for a minimum
of 11 hours per week with peak releases of about
8000 cfs occurring during the afternoon and evenings of weekdays. Minimum releases near 550 cfs
are discharged during all other time periods. On
autumn weekends, increased flows may be re 1eased
from the dam to improve water qua 1ity conditions
at the trout hatchery located near Buford Dam.
The year-round availability of cool water has
allowed the development of a valuable "put-andtake" trout fishery in this formerly warm water
river. Harvestable-size rainbow, brook, and brown
trout are stocked at numerous points in the

Chattahoochee River by the Georgia Game and Fish
Division. Juvenile brown trout are stocked downstream of Morgan Fa 11 s Dam by the Georgia Game
and Fish Division with the assistance of Trout
Unlimited. Over 100,000 catchable-size trout are
stocked in most years. Long-term survival of
stocked brown trout has produced trophy-sized
fish, particularly downstream from Morgan Falls
Dam.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
General Approach
An examination and evaluation of the issues
related to the proposed reregul at ion of Buford
Dam releases indicated that, with some modification, the PHABSIM system could be used as a tool
to predict and manage fish habitat in the
Nestler
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1)

2)

3)
4)
5)

Chattahoochee River. PHABSIM was selected
for the following reasons:
it is generally accepted by many agencies
as a defensible method to assess the
downstream effects of reservoir operation
on fish habitat;
the results of an instream flow study
using PHABSIM are particularly amenable to
reso 1vi ng
potentia 1 water
resources
conflicts;
it is incremental, that is it relates
sma~l changes in operation to changes in
hab1tat for target life stages;
it is well-documented and supported;
it is flexible; the organization of the
sys tern is such that changes can be made
easily as the state-of-the-art of fish
habitat simulation increases and additional studies provide more information
to the analysis.

flow ~tudy consi~ts of three essential steps.
The f1rst part 1nvolves a description of the
depth, velocity, and cover available in the river
at discrete discharges. The second part i s the
development of criteria for each species of fish.
The .last part of an instream flow study is to
~omb1ne parts one and two for each discharge of
1nterest to derive an estimate of the value or
worth of the river for each fish species at each
discharge. Figure 2 depicts a conceptualization
?f the major steps involved in perform1ng an
1~stream flow study.
The discussion above proVldes only a summary of the conceptual basis of
the PHABSIM system. Depending upon the problem
at hand, the user may choose any of a number of
di ffer~nt options and approaches to comp 1ete an
analys1s. The next sections will detail how these
general steps were applied to the Chattahoochee
River.
Suitability Curves
Criteria (or suitability) curves for each
variable (depth, velocity, and cover} must be
identified or generated to relate cell-by-cell
flow conditions in the study river reach to useability by a target life stage. That is, the
value of conditions in cell(i) for a particular
target species or life stage can be assessed if
the criteria (the value of different velocities,
depths, and substrates} are either known initially or identifiable with further study.
Figure 3 presents the criteria curves used in
this analysis. Note that the range of potential
values vary from zero (no value} to one (ideal
conditions) for each variable. For most applications of PHABSIM, depth, velocity, and cover are
assumed to be independent variables, even though

PHABSIM Description
Background
The PHABSIM system is based on the observation that most species of fish prefer certain
combinations of depth, velocity, and cover and
tend to avoid other combinations of these parameters. If the relative values of different depths
and velocities for each species are known and the
hydraulic conditions within the channel can be
described for different discharges, then it
becomes possible to determine both the quality and
quantity of habitat for each species of fish at
these different discharges. Thus, an instream
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Figure 2. Conceptualization of how PHABSIM makes habitat predictions. First, as depicted in subfigure
A, depth D(i) and velocity V(i} and cover conditions, C(i), in cell(i) are measured or simulated for a
given discharge. These conditions are then evaluated relative to criteria in subfigure B to generate a
single habitat value for each cell. The habitat values for all cells in the study reach are summed to
obtain a single habitat value for the given discharge, depicted as a single point in subfigure C. This
procedure is repeated for different discharges to obtain the graph in subfigure C.
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these variables are known to be correlated. If
necessary, bivariate representations of depth and
velocity can be used; however, field data must
then be collected to develop bivariate criteria since almost all published criteria curves
present depth and velocity as independent variables. Additional information on interpreting,
evaluating, and generating criteria curves can be
found in Bovee (1986).

suit(v) -suitability of the velocity in
cell(i) for a given discharge for
target life stage,
suit(c) - suitability of the cover in
cell(i) for target life stage.
The amount of river area (WUA) available for a
target life stage in cell{i) can be represented
as

Estimating Habitat
In a typical application of PHABSIM, the values for depth, velocity, and substrate in cell(i)
are each evaluated relative to the criteria for
the target life stage to generate a weighting factor for the surface area of river represented by
cell ( i)
W(i) = suit(d)
where

x

suit(v)

x

suit(c)

(1)

W(i) -weighting factor for cell(i),
suit(d) - suitability of the depth in
cell(i) for a given discharge for
target life stage,

where

WUA(i)

= area(i)

x

W(i)

(2)

WUA(i) -total weighted useable area of
the river surface area represented by cell(i),
area(i) - area of river represented by
ce 11 ( i ) ,
W(i) -weighting factor for cell(i).
The total Weighted Useable Area (WUA) in the
study reach available for use by the target life
stage for a given discharge can then be represented as the sum of the weighted areas of each
cell or
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1=1

WUA =
where

E

WUA( i)

(3)

in the. sou.theast would be problematic, at best.
The cr1ter1a were modified (Figure 1) through consulta~ion with two experts designated by the
Geor~1a Game and Fish Division to ma ke them more
ap~l~cable.to the Chattahoochee R1ver. The suit~blllty cnteri.a for substrate, developed speciflcally for th1s study, are shown in Table 1.

n

WUA total WUA for a given life stage,
WUA(i) - WUA in cell(i),
n - number of cells in the river
reach of interest,
E- summation symbol.

Table 1. The Channel Index Used for the
Chattahoochee River Trout Fishery

Thi~

formulation allows estimation of a single
h~bltat v~lue for a river reach that is a functlo~ of d1s~harge for the target life stage. The
hab1tat ava1)able a~ ?ther discharges can then be
cal~ulated 1n a. s1m1lar fashion to generate a
hab1tat versus d1scharge relationship. Additional
information on different ways of combining individual criteria curves to generate a composite
criteria or weighting value can be obtained in
Milhous et al. (1984) .

Channel
Index
1.0
1.5
2.5
3.0

4.0
5.0
6.0

This discussion presents only the most fundamen~al underp~nnings of PHABSIM.
Many other
techmques, opt1ons, and programs are available
that provide for complete analyses of water
development projects including comparisons of
different operational or structural alternatives
time series analysis, and other types of habitat
analyses. The reader should consult Instream
Flow Information Paper No. 11 (Milhous et al.
1984) and No. 12 (Bovee 1985) for more details on
the use and application of PHABSIM.

7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0

Time series analyses of habitat and flow ordi narily part of an instream flow study, w~re not
performed in this analysis because: a) natural
reproduction was not a source of trout recruitmen~; . b) compa.risons between peaking flows
(ex1~t~ng cond1t1ons) and steady flows (project
c?nd1t1on) were not possible, and c) because
l1ttle opportunity was available to modify
releases from Buford Dam on a seasonal basis.

Flow and Channel Geometry Description
Collection of detailed field data was
restricted primarily to shoal areas, particularly
downstream of Morgan Falls Dam, because of their
value for recreation and trout habitat. Reaches
that were considered to provide less trout habitat
were described using historical information previously collected either by the US Geological Survey
(Faye and Cherry 1980) or by the Corps of Engineers (1974). Field data were collected by the US
Geological Survey using standard methods of stream
gaging.
A range of techniques are available in the
PHABSIM system to simulate cell velocities and
water surface elevation in a stream. The Water
Surface Profile (WSP) Program (see Milhous et al.
1984 for more detailed information) was used where
only cross section geometry data were available
and cell water velocity information was unavailable. For the reaches investigated as part of the
field effort for this study a stage-discharge
relationship, developed separately for each cross
section, was used to determine the water surface
elevations at different discharges of interest
(see Trihey and Wegner 1981 for more details).
The I FG4 program was then used to determine the
velocities within the stream channel given the
stage-discharge relationship (see Milhous et al.
1984 for more information on the IFG4 program).
Sensitivity analyses indicated that selection of
an a 1ternati ve hydraulic approach would not have
had a significant impact on the final results.
Trout Suitability Criteria Curves
The criteria for the trout were based i nitially on information available in Bovee (1978).
However, the curves of Bovee (1978) were based on
trout behavior in trout streams in western states
and their use, without modification, on a highly
managed, upper piedmont, put-and-take trout fishery downstream from a peaking hydropower project

Suitabil ity
Description
0.10 all sand, no cover
0.15 gravel, no cover
0.25 sand, some cover
0.30 sand, extensive cover
0.40 gravel, extens ive cover
0.50 cobble (75 - 254 mm), some cover
0.60 boulder (> 254 mm), some cover
0.70 bedrock, some cover
0.80 cobble, extensive cover
0. 90 bedrock, extensive cover
1.00 boulder, extensive cover
0.50 upland vegetation

RESULTS
For the sake of brevity, the results of this
study are presented in weighted useable areas
(WUA) for. total reach summa rie s (Figure 4). The
summary f1gures present the mean weighted useable
area for a 1ength of river 1000 feet 1ong for
each of the three major reaches. This form of
presentation allows for comparison of reaches of
unequal length. Total habitat for each reach can
be calculated as WUA per 1000 feet times a reach
multi p1i er.
Trout Habitat
The genera 1 results for trout of a11 1ifes~a~es for. the major reaches were remarkably
s1m1lar (F1gure 4}. In all cases, habitat for
each species peaked at a discharge under
2,000 cfs and then declined to a minimum at the
highest simulated discharge of 12,000 cfs.
. The four speci es life-stages investigated in
th1s ~eport could be placed into two groups. The
WUA-d1scharge relationships for adult rainbow
trout and adult brown trout were generally simi lar. The WUA-discharge curve of both peaked at
approximately 1,500 cfs and then declined to a
minimum at 12,000 cfs. For the second group,
brook trout and juvenile brown trout, the WUAdischarge relationships peaked at or under
1,000 cfs and declined to a m1n1mum at
12,000 cfs. In genera 1, the amount of habitat
available for adult brook trout was less than
that available for either adult brown trout or
adult rainbow trout.
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Figure 4. Relationship between WUA {presented as the avera9e weighted useabl e area for 1000 feet of
stream channel) and discharge for trout life stages for - A) Morgan Falls to Peachtree Creek B) si t e of
proposed rereg dam to headwaters of Bull Sl uice Lake C) Buford Dam to the site of the proposed rereg
dam.
The habitat value of the different major
reaches differed si gnificantly. The la rgest area
of habitat for all t rout species and life-stages
was found below Morgan Fal l s Dam , primarily
because of the steep stream gradient, i ncreased
river width , and numerous shoals that occur in
this reach. Rocks, boul ders, and fractured bedrock in the shoal areas provi de abundant cover
for trout. Two additi ona1 areas of prime habi tat, shoals at river mile 328.6 and 319.5, occur
within the major reach between the site of the
proposed reregulation dam and the headwaters of
Bull Sruice Lake.
Adult Brook Trout Habitat
Habitat for adult brook trout in the three
major reaches peaked at a discharge nea r or under
1000 cfs (Figure 4).
For the rereg pool reach
and below Morgan Falls Dam , habitat dropped substantia ll y bel ow the optimal discharge. Habitat
availability as a function of discharge dropped
more gradually in the reach of river between the
site of the proposed rereg dam and the headwaters
of Bull Sluice Lake. Although the habitat fo r
adult brook trout for each major reach peaked at
low discharges, there were several noticeable
exceptions.
Habitat in shoal areas usually
peaked at discharges near 1500 cfs.
Adult Rainbow Trout Habitat
Habitat for adult rainbow trout in the three
major reaches peaked at a discha rge between
1,500 and 2,000 cfs and decl i ned to a min imum at
12,000 cfs (Figure 4). The habitat availab l e in
al l of the subreaches also follows the same
trend. There did not appear to be major differences in the habitat- discharge relationship for
this species between shoal and non -shoal areas .
The habitat val ue of the major reach below Morgan
Falls Dam was greater than that of the two
upstream reaches, primarily because of increased

cover and width of the extensive shoals found in
this reach.
Adult Brown Trout Habitat
Habitat for adult brown trout followed the
s·ame genera 1 pattern observed for adult rainbow
trout, except that it peaked at a slightly lower
di scharge, us ually around 1000 cfs (Figure 4).
Again,
the
habitat-discharge
relationsh i p
declined from the peak at 1000 cfs to a minimum
at 12,000 cfs . The habitat value of the major
reach below Morgan Falls Dam was greater than
that of the two upstream reaches , primarily
because of the increased cover associated with
the extensive shoals found in this reach. There
did not appear to be a major difference in the
habitat-discharge relationship among the subreaches that compr ised the major reaches ,
a1though the shoa 1 areas tended to have a more
flattened peak.
Juvenile Brown Trout Habitat
The habitat- discharge re l ationship observed
for juvenile brown trout was similar to that
observed for brook trout. In general , habitat
for each major reach peaked at or near a dis charge of 500 cfs. The habitat value (Figure 4)
of the major reach below Morgan Falls Dam was
greater than that of the other reaches, again,
primarily because of increased cover provided by
the shoals and increased width of river . Habitat
in the shoa 1 areas either peaked at a discharge
above 500 cfs but below 1500 cfs or the rate of
decli ne in habitat with increasing discharge was
less pronounced than in the total reach
summaries .
DISCUSSION
The potenti al effects of flow alterations i n
the Chattahoochee River can be broadly classified
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as fish habitat modifications resulting from
changes in depths and velocities; water quality
changes caused by construction of the proposed
rereg dam (operation of a rereg dam will slow the
travel time of water through the system thereby
resulting in more warming of the water and
increased water temperatures over current conditions); changes in cover in the channel· and
changes in the channe 1 i tse 1f ( i . e. ' bank
sloughing).
Under current operating conditions, trout
habitat at any point within the entire study
length of the Chattahoochee River varies between
optimum and near-optimum at the lower flows (550
to 1050 cfs, depending upon location in the
river) to a minimum at the higher discharges
(near 10,000 cfs depending upon discharge from
Buf?rd Dam and local inflows).
Additionally,
hab1tat can vary from a maximum to a minimum
several times in a 24 hour period. Thus, fish
habitat may be optimal for much of the day and
minimal for several hours. Under the proposed
revised operating schedule, the minimum in habitat
that occurs on a daily basis will be eliminated
and the overall flow regime will more nearly
approximate the optimum flow required by the four
trout life-stages. The benefit to the fishery
obtained by this change could not be assessed at
the time this study was completed because relative
differences in habitat value between a steady flow
and a fluctuating flow could not be defensibly
quantified; although, from a qualitative standpoint considerable information exists suggesting
that daily fluctuating flows are more detrimental
to fishes than steady flows. In addition, steady
flows in the river will be more conducive to
increased primary (algae and aquatic macrophytes)
and secondary (aquatic macroinvertebrates) production than the fluctuating flows. Neither aquatic
vegetation nor aquatic macroinvertebrates will be
subjected to alternate scour and stranding by
fluctuating water levels under the revised operation to meet water supply needs. From a fish habitat standpoint, the revised flow in the river
obtained by eliminating the peak flows associated
with demand for power will be beneficial for the
reaches downstream of the site of the proposed
rereg dam, assuming that detrimental water quality
conditions do not occur.
The fish habitat benefits derived from flow
alterations vary somewhat by lifestage. The habitat available for juvenile brown trout and adult
brook trout is negligible at discharges above
4,000 cfs. Thus the elimination of the daily
peaking flows would be of considerable benefit to
the habitat available to these two species. This
is particularly true if the success of these two
lifestages is limited by the lack of habitat at
the high daily discharges. This may, in fact, be
the case based on discussions with representatives
of the Georgia Game and Fish Division. Brook
trout are not stocked in appreciable numbers since
this species has not provided the return rate
(harvest) of rainbow and brown trout. Juvenile
brown trout are stocked in the Chattahoochee River
below Morgan Falls Dam. Based on the PHABSIM
analysis presented in this report, habitat at a
higher flow (1000-1500 cfs) is available at the
shoal areas. An upward shift in the current minimum low flow to a more constant release may cause
an overall moderate decline in habitat available
at the lower discharges since both of these lifestages have optimum habitat at a discharge lower
than 1000 cfs in all of the major reaches. However, since the optimum is somewhat higher in some

of the subreaches, particularly in the widest
shoal areas, some areas of good habitat wi l l be
available at discharges above the current minimum
flow.
Firm conclusions concerning the effect of
flow modification cannot be reached for sections
downstream of Morgan Falls, since it is operated
If
independently by Georgia Power Company.
Morgan Falls Dam is operated as a run-of-theriver project, in which discharges equal inflows,
then the trout fishery downstream from Morgan
Falls Dam will be enhanced in much the same manner as the reach between Bull Sluice Lake and the
site of the proposed rereg dam. However, if
Morgan Falls Dam is operated in pond-and-generate
or in peaking mode, the effects of flow modifications could be considerably different.
If no rereg dam is constructed and flows
necessary to meet water requirements are obtained
by modifying Buford Dam, then the effects on the
trout fishery will be similar to the effects
downstream from the site of the proposed rereg
dam. However, if a rereg dam is constructed,
firm cone 1us ions cannot be made for the reach
between Buford Dam and the site of the proposed
rereg dam since neither the size, storagecapacity/elevation relationship, nor operation of
the rereg dam is currently known.
The general effects of operating a rereg dam
on this reach wi 11 be determined by how 1ow the
water level drops within the pool of the rereg
dam. If the pool of the rereg dam falls enough
to dewater the shoals in this reach and minimum
flows from Buford Dam are stopped, then much of
the prime trout habitat in this major reach may
be lost. The effects further downstream but
within the pool of the rereg dam cannot be estimated since the details of operation are unknown.
Water quality, particularly temperature, is
a major concern downstream of Morgan Falls Dam
and, in fact, in the summer may be of greater
concern than the depths and velocities available
for trout habitat, since lethal temperatures can
occur at very low flows. Water quality modifications in the Chattahoochee River caused by operation of a rereg dam were addressed in a separate
study (Zimmerman and Dortch 1986).
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HEC-5Q: A HANDY TOOL
OR MONKEY WRENCH?
Richard E. Punnett, PhD
Hydraulic Engineer, Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, WV

ABSTRACT

A HEC-5Q model was developed and tested for the Kanawha
River, West Virginia. The model included three upstream reservoirs.
The system was regulated for dissolved oxygen at a point near the
mouth of the river. Historically, the regulation method was based
upon a temperature/flow relationship. The HEC-5Q model was tested
during. the 198.6 summer season as a real-time, operational guide.
Data mputs mcluded real-time flow conditions (received v1a
satelli~l and the future flow conditions <from HEC-1 forecasting> . A
compariSOn of the augmentatiOn requirements as predicted by the
two methods was made.
AUTHOR'S NOTE

The wntten paper was not available at the ttme of publication.
Therefore. the followmg synopsis was provided in lieu of the full
report. However, a detailed report on the model development,
calibratiOn, and verification was given in Special Projects Report
No. 86-5 by the Hydrologic Engmeering Center, Davis, California.
SYNOPSIS

The Kanawha River system has a watershed of 12,300 square
m1les; the Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, regulates three

lakes and three navigatiOn pools within the system for multipurposes (including low-flow augmentation for dilut10nl
Temperature, dissolved oxygen, and flow were the three most
important regulation parameters for determining the flow
augmentation requirements of the river. The HEC-5Q model was
tested as a real-time tool for predicting the flow augmentatiOn
requirements. The inputs for the model included initial conditions
and predictions of natural flows (which were available from HEC- 1
model outputs) and weather conditions. Becau se of the bulk of
required initial conditions, the uncertainties associated w1th the
forecasted inputs, and the complexity of the system, there was an
initial concern that the model usage would be too cumbersome and
maccurate - hence, a "monkey wrench." However, most of the
requ1red mputs were already available in compatible data fil es and
the forecasted values were sufficiently accurate.
, Five-day forecasts were generated by the HEC-5Q model. For
the 1986 summer penod, the model accurately predicted the
regulatiOn parameters. Additionally, the model provided a lot of
insight mto the effects of travel time, weather patterns, changes m
flowrates , and changes in oxygen demands. The preltmmary
evaluation (based on one season) was that the HEC-5Q model was a
"handy tool."
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LAKE CREESOR AND LITTLE MISSOURI
RIVER HOD!LIRC STUDIES
D. R. Jobnaon, Superviaory Environmental Engineer, OSAE,

v1·ckaburg

·
D1atrict,
Vickaubrg, Hiaa.

ABSTRACT

As part of the ALIS, a variety of techniques
vere
considered to alleviate the cold-lov DO
discharges from Narrows Dam . Among the techniques
considered vere:
(1) selective withdrawal; (2)
submerged weirs; (3) destratification; and, (4)
aeration.
The proposal vith the greatest merit
vas to plate the lover portion of the trash racks
to elevation 520 NGVD. The plating would form a
skimmer veir, withdrawing lake water from a zone
30 feet above the existing withdrawal zone. The
WES selective withdrawal model, SELECT, vas used
to determine if the elevated withdrawal zone would
be sufficient to • increase the temperature to the
target
temperatures
provided
by
the USFWS .
Although the SELECT study shoved the USFWS target
temperatures could not be met, it vas determined
that the temperatures would be close enough to
warrant a more detailed modeling study.

Lake Greeson, Arkansas, vas modeled vith the
numerical model CE-QUAL- Rl.
The modeling study
evaluated the merit of attaching steel plates to
the trash racks in order to create a skimmer
veir.
The plan vas considered as part of the
Arkansas
Lakes
Interim Study as a means to
increase the temperature and dissolved oxygen in
the releases from Narrows Dam.
The numerical
model, ~E-QUAL-RIVl vas then used to evaluate the
effects of warmer releases upon the water quality
of the Little Missouri River. The results of the
modeling studies vere favorable, indicating likely
success of the plating proposal to improve water
quality in the Little Missouri River.
INTRODUCTION
Since
1971,
the
Vicksburg District has
received
considerable
communication
from the
Department of the Interior, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS), the Federal Power Commission (now
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission [FERC]), the
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission (AGFC), and
other
agencies concerning the effect of cold
hypolimnetic
releases
upon
downstream water
quality and fisheries in the Ouachita River Basin
in Arkansas. The releases are from three District
hydroelectric dams:
(1)
Narrows Dam on the
Little Missouri River; (2) Blakely Mountain Dam on
the Ouachita River; and
(3) DeGray Dam on the
Caddo River.
In 1977, Congress authorized the
Arkansas
Lakes Interim Study (ALIS) --a 5-year
basin-vide comprehensive study. The study vas to
identify vhat problems existed and to recommend
solutions or mitigations to these problems.
Vicksburg District initiated a 4-year in situ
water quality monitoring study which utilized 18
recording monitors located upstream and downstream
of each reservoir.
Analysis of the in situ data
confirmed that lov temperature and lov dissolved
oxygen
levels
vere
found downstream of the
reservoirs.
The months of September and October
showed
the greatest temperature and dissolved
oxygen deficits.
These problems were most severe
downstream of Narrows Dam on the Little Missouri
River, where the temperature vas as much as 16 C
less than above the reservoir and dissolved oxygen
levels stayed below the Arkansas state criteria of
5 mg/1 for 3 months of the year.
In addition to the in situ monitoring, a
fisheries
study
was
conducted.
The study
concluded that fisheries downstream of all three
reservoirs
had
less
species
diversity than
upstream and that both numbers and percent of game
fish vere reduced from above the reservoirs. As
with the water quality monitoring, the problem was
most severe downstream of Narrows Dam.

Reservoir Modeling Study
The Water Qu.a li ty Section determined that a
one-dimensional, vertically segmented, reservoir
model would be
appropriate
for the study.
CE-QUAL-Rl and the thermal sub-model CE-THERM- Rl
vere selected. A one- dimensional model vas chosen
because conditions in the outflow vere of major
interest and these are best approximated from
conditions near the dam.
Four
years
vere
used
for the thermal
calibration and verification of Therm.
Those
years vere 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1983 . These
years included 2 "average" years (1974, 1975) and
1 hot, dry year (1976) and a vet year (1983) . The
three earlier years had . been modeled previously
vith ECOTHERM, and the data decks vere modified to
the format needed for THERM. The last year, 1983,
vas the best year in that the most data vere
available
for verification.
In 1983, weekly
temperature profiles had been taken immediately
up-lake of the dam and in situ monitors vere
located on the inflow and outflow.
THERM
vas
calibrated using the 1976 data and verified vith
the other years.
Figure l is a plot of the
predicted
temperature
versus
depth
and the
measured temperature versus depth for 1983. In
general, THERM predicted temperatures well for all
years; however, a large storm on 2 July 1983,
created a bulge in the metalilmmion during the
1983
simulations.
The storm inundated the
monitoring station and no temperature data vere
available for a period of 7 days. During that
period, the model had some difficulty placing the
water in the appropriate layers. The difficulty
is
likely due to incorrect water temperature
estimates for the missing period.
Statistical analysis
observed
temperatures
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of the predicted versus
was
done
vith
the

Figure 1
Temperature
Simulated versus Observed
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Table 1
Results of CE-Therm-Lake Greeson
1974

Year

Elevation
Withdrawal

493 Ft
USFWS
Target
Temps

Jan 15
Feb 1
Mar 1
Apr 1
May 1
Jun 1
15
Jul 1
Aug 1
Sep 1
Oct 1
Nov 1
Dec 1

12
18
22
26
28
30

1975

520Ft 493 Ft
l'XND

520 Ft

1983

493 Ft 520 Ft

493 Ft 520 Ft

NGVD

l'XND

c

c

c

c

c

c

7.2
8.0
8.3
12.0
15.3
16.4
18 . 6
24.1
25.9
26.3
21.6
18.9
12.6

7.2
8.7
8.2
13.4
19 . 5
23.7
24 . 5
26.0
30.5
29.2
21.8
18.6
12.2

9.5
8.3
8.0
10.6
12.2
12.7
19.1
19.2
15.8
20.4
21.4
19.1
11.5

9.5
8.9
8.0
10.9
18.4
23.6
24.6
27.9
30.0
28.6
21.8
17.6
10.6

6.9
6.3
9.5
12.5
13.1
14.0
14.0
15.5
21.3
23.7
23.5
14.9
8.7

6.9
6.4
10.7
15.0
17.9
21.5
32.1
24.8
29.3
28 . 5
24 . 1
13.5
8.3

NGVD

Average

1976

l'XND

l'XND

l'XND

c

493 Ft

520 Ft

l'XND

l'XND

l'XND

c

c

c

7.5
8. 6
11.7
13.5
14.2

8.0
9.0
13.7
18 .6
21.7

20.2
21.1
23.4
22.7
18.9
1.63

25.3
29.1
29.1
23.4
17 .6
10.9

13.7 18 .0
15.2 19.2
15.8 22.8
21.8 26.7
23.4 30 . 2
24.1 25.9
22.2 20.7
13.7 12.4

reliability index (Leggett and Williams, 1981). A
perfect match would give a reliability index (RI)
of 1.0.
The RI's for the four years simulation
were 1974 - 1.13; 1975 - 1.12; 1976 - 1.12; 1983 1.13.
The inflow temperatures for 1983 were from
average daily values.
Only occasional measured
values were available for other years; therefore,
inflow temperatures were estimated based on air
te.m perature and observed water temperature.

for the normal versus elevated withdawal zones.
The temperature values listed indicated that even
with plating, the USFWS target temperatures would
not
be
met.
However, after plating, the
temperature would be met after a 1-month delay.
It
is
also
important to note that release
temperatures
from
November through March are
relatively unchanged.
Thus, little impact on the
winter put and take trout fishery is anticipated.

After
the
calibration of the model was
the
withdrawal port elevation was
completed ,
increased 10 meters for the four model years.
Table 1 lists the release temperature predicted

The
second parameter of interest in the
modeling study was dissolved oxygen.
Although
in-lake profiles for temperature and dissolved
oxygen (DO) are available for 10 years, sufficient
Johnson
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Figure 2
Dissolved Oxy~en
Simulated versus Observed
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Dissolved Oxygen
Plated Simulation vs Observed
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II

chemistry
data were only available for 1983.
Weekly DO profiles were available for that entire
year, while rronthly profiles were available for
many other parameters . CE~UAL-Rl was calibrated
and verified on DeGray Lake, a Corps reservoir 40
miles east of Lake Greeson. As the reservoirs are
similar,
the
coefficients
for
the
DeGray
simulations were used for the Lake Greeson study.
Thus the 1983 rrodel runs on Lake Greeson should be
considered
verification
runs
instead
of
calibration runs.
Modeling the DO in Lake Greeson was more
ca,..,....,,,....tplex than rrodeling the tenperature, because
rrore factors were involved. Using the available
data plus making estimates for such factors as
sedi.rrent oxygen demand and percent liable organic
carbon
fran
the
DeGray
study,
reasonable
predictions of DO levels were made. The RI for DO
for 1983 was 1. 79. Plots of the simulated versus
the observed DO are on Figure 2.
The plots
indicate
that
Lake
Greeson
has
a
severe
metaliimetic oxygen m:inimum.
The metaliimetic
zone
of
oxygen depletion coincided with the
elevation of the hydropower penstocks and was the
reason for the low DO levels in the releases fran
the reservoir.
Raising the elevation of the withdrawal zone
not only increased the release terttperatures , but
also :improved the DO levels within the reservoir
and downstream of the reservoir. The plots of DO
versus depth in the reservoir with an elevated
withdrawal zone are shown on Figure 3. When the
plots in Figures 2 and 3 are ~ed, it is
apparent that the zone of metaliimetic oxygen
depletion
has been reduced with the elevated
withdrawal zone. In addition, the overall rate of
hypolllmetic oxygen depletion was reduced with
plated withdrawals.

The reservoir modeling study showed that the
proposal to plate the trash rakes to elevation 520
NGVD would effectively improve downstream water
quality.
The impacts to the lake would be a
deeper hypolimnion, but one with more DO. A FWS
study
of
fish in DeGray Lake under similar
conditions found no negative impacts to fisheries
as a result of increased withdrawal elevations .
Riverine Modeling Study
After carpletion of the Lake Greeson Modeling
Study, a riverine rrodeling study of the Little

Missouri River (LMR) was initiated.
A 12-mile
reach of the LMR imnediately downstream of Lake
Greeson was studied. The objectives of the study
were to evaluate the temperature and dissolved
oxygen conditions downstream of Lake Greeson under
a variety of release conditions and to consider
the use of control structures to augment low
flows .
Because
Narrows
Dam is a peaking
hydropower facility , a dynamic riverine rrodel was
necessary to simulate hydraulic conditions in the
I.MR.
CE~UAL-RIVl,
a
one-dimensional ,
longitudinally segmented rrodel , was selected.
in 1983 were selected for input 1.n
the rrodeling study. The first , in late July, was
characterized
by
long
periods of hydropower
generation with low temperatures, and rroderately
low DO.
The second week selected was in early
September
and
was
characterized
by
short
generation periods, warmer teuperatures and very
low DO.
The second week represented a worst-case
situation with regard to DO levels.
'IWo

weeks

CE~UAL-RIVI

is curposed of two separate
codes--hydraulic
and water quality.
Although
CE~UAL-RIV- I
is a dynamic model, the hdyraulic
code was not able to handle the peaking hydropower
flows well.
The instantaneous ji.JITl> in flow fran
15 cfs to 2000 cfs was too much for the code.
Most runs were made using 100 cfs as the low flow
and stepping the discharge up to the peak flow
over ten, 5 minute time periods. The effect of
this adjustrrent on the downstream hydrograph was
small.
The
biological
code
handled
ten
constituents:
temperature,
carbonaceous
biochemical
oxygen
demand,
organic nitrogen,
amroniacal nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, phosphate,
dissolved oxygen, iron, manganese and coliform
bacteria.
As
with the reservoir rrodeling,
~errperature and
<;tissolved oxygen were of primary
~nterest.
Compar~sons of the simulated versus the
observed terttperature at node 15, river mile 98.6 ,
are plotted in Figure 4. In the July simulation,
the rrodel predicted a greater response to the
water during periods of no generation, but during
generation,
predicted
a
smaller increase in
terrperature than was observed. In the September
simulation (Figure 4) the rrodel again predicted a
greater response to the weather during periods of
no generation than was observed: however, rrodel
response during generation was good.

Figure 4
Temperature
Simulated versus Observed
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The calibration or CE-QUAL-RIVI for dissolved
oxygen
vas
not
as straight forvard as for
temperature.
RIV-I had tvo stream reaeration
equations vhich could be selected. The first vas
a generalized equation suggested by Rathbun and
Bennett.
The second vas the equation developed by
Tsivoglou-Wallace.
Both equations vere tried.
Rathbun-Bennett
provided too little reaeration
during
generation
and
too
much
during
not-generation (Figure 5) .
Tsivoglou's formula
provided too much reaeration all the time, but
vhen the constant vas reduced from .0537 to . 016,
the reaeration vas acceptable (Figure 6).
Fi~ure

apparent anomaly vas likely the result or higher
saturation values in the colder vaters of the
existing condition releases.
CONCLUSIONS
Corps or Engineers-developed numerical vater
quality models CE-QUAL-RI and CE-QUAL-RI vere
found to give good results and vere reasonably
easy to use .
The major difficulty in using both
models vas obtaining all the necessary data to
accurately run the models.
Both studies vere
l"on<iuc-t.Prl usinll existirur data . vhich vere at times
5

Bennett-Rathbun Reaer~tion
versus Obse r ved Data
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Figure 6
Dissolved Oxygen
Simulated versus Observed
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Once
the
model vas calibrated, riverine
conditions betveen normal and plated releases vere
compared.
Release vater quality vith plated
releases vas derived from the CE-QUAL-RI output
from the appropriate veek of the 1983 model run.
Comparison of the temperature and dissolved oxygen
of the t vo conditions are plotted on Figures 7 and
8.
RIV-I predicted the temperatures vould range
from 20° C to 31° C.
As vith the calibration
simulations, daily vater temperature variations
vere
likely
exaggerated.
Observed
vater
temperatures displayed a maximum of 5° C daily
range and averaged a 3°C daily range. Dissolved
oxygen
levels
from
plated
releases
vere
substantially increased during generation but vere
somevhat
less
during
non-generation.
This

29

30

31

outdated or incomplete.
These are constraints
that most Districts must occasionally handle. The
favorable results of the studies indicate no major
impacts to the reservoir as a result of plating
the trash racks and that the vater quality in the
Little
Missouri
River
vould
be
measurably
improved.
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ABSTRACT

.. ~o--1

The US Army Engineer District, Seattle (NPS),
is presently evaluating proposed additional water
storage
at
Howard A.
Hanson Reservoir
in
Washington State.
This proposed project will
involve raising the existing pool approximately
12m (40 ft).
This investigation examined the
impacts of raising the conservation pool on the
reservoir thermal profiles and release tempera tures for several study years . The mathematical
model used in this study examined impacts of
raising the pool with and without structural
modification to the existing outlet works.
Optimization procedures were used with the
mathematical model to provide optimum number and
elevations for the additional ports.
Results
indicate
significant
improvement
in release
temperatures could be achieved with a multilevel
outlet structure .
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HOWARD A. HANSON DAM

INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.

Purpose and Scope of Study
The Howard A. Hanson project was authorized
by Congress on 17 May 1950 to provide standard
flood protection and minimum flow requirements for
fishery enhancement in the Green River.
The US
Army
Engineer
District ,
Seattle
(NPS) ,
is
presently evaluating a proposed additional water
storage modification to the project involving the
raising of the maximum conserHtion pool by 12 m
( 40 ft) . This study was conducted to investigate
the thermal characteristics of the existing
reservoir and releases :md to assess changes in
these characteristics resulting from the proposed
storage reallocation .

Location of Howard A. Hanson Reservoir

This outlet has a capacity of about 14 . 2 m3/sec
(500
ft3/sec)
at maximum conserv3tion pool
(el 348 m ( 1, 141 NGVD)) .
The existing outlet
tower is shown in Figure 2.

..." ._..

Project Description
Howard A. Hanson Dam is located 105 km
(65 miles) upstream from the mouth of the Green
River and 56 km (35 miles) east of the city of
Tacoma in western Washington,
as shown in
Figure 1.
The
project
drains
572
km 2
( 221 square miles) of protected watershed in the
Cascade Mountains .
The earth- and rock-fill d3m
reaches a height of 71 m (235 ft) above the
streambed .
The t3inter gate controlled spillway
is located in the right abutment of the dam w~th a
maximum discharge
capacity of 3,030 m /sec
(107 , 000
ft3/sec)
at
maximum
project
pool
(el 371 m (1 , 220 NGVD)) .
Normal releases are
passed through a 6. 8- m (19 - ft) horseshoe- shaped
sluiceway controlled by regulating tainter gates
loc3ted at the bottom of the pool . The sluiceway
releases 3bout 634 m3/sec (22,000 ft3/sec) at
maximum project pool. Low-flow releases 3re made
through a 1. 22 - m ( 48 - in . ) byp3sS intake located
about 12 m (40 ft) above the bottom of the pool .
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Figure 2.
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Howard A. Hanson outlet works

The reservoir operation rule curve is
designed to prevent flooding downstream in the
winter months and to augment low flows during the
summer and fall for fishery enhancement.
The
reservoir is maint3ined at a depth of about 9 m
( 30 ft) during the nonconservation period of the
year from 1 October through 31 March except during
unusually wet conditions.
The 3verage yearly
r:linfall in the drainage basin is 2. 3 m (89 in . )
with 75 percent of the precipitation occurring
during this nonconservation season . Runoff

57

hydrographs are characterized by frequent shortdur:~.tion , sharply pe:~.ked events during the winter
months foll owed by longer dur:~.ti on, sm:~.ller peaked
hydrographs assoc iated with snowmelt.
Beginning 1 April t he reservoir begins
filling to a maximum conserv:~.tion period depth of
30 . 5 m ( 1141 NGVD ) , :~.s shown in Figure 3, with
water of as low a turbidity as possible .
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water supply demands would involve raising the
maximum conservation pool 12 . 2 m (40 ft) and
impounding almost three times the existing conservation storage . Over 2. 02 km 2 ( 500 acres) of
land would additionally be inundated regularly by
this proposed change .
Specific concerns about
raising the pool center on the i:npacts to the
reservoir thermal stratification.
With a deeper
maximum conservation pool, a stronger stratification is possible .
This stratification may
alter release temperatures significantly and
ultimately impact the steelhead salmon habitat
downstream in the Green River.
If this appears
likely , a select! ve withdrawal structure may be
needed to provide adequate control of release
temperatures along with an operational plan to
minimize depletion of desired thermal resources in
the reservoir and control release temperature
fluctuations .
In-reservoir impacts may also be
significant since upstream fisheries are being
developed .

~

•

Approach
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Figure 3.

~

Existing and proposed rule curve

Inflowing water impounded by Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir is of good quality with low concentrations of dissolved minerals and nutrients .
Turbidity levels in the tailwaters are the only
parameter known to exceed water quality standards.
The
reservoir
impounds
9.8
km3
(25 , 650 acre-ft) at full conservation pool with a
surface area of 0.9 million m2 i732 acres).
During the summer-fall low-flow period, the pool
is generally drawn down from minimum re~ease
requirel])ents
consisting
of
3.1
m /sec
(110 rt.:5/sec)
for
fishery
enhancement
and
3.2 m3/sec (113 ft3/sec) for water supply for the
city of · Tacoma.
The city of Tacoma operates a
concrete water supply diversion dam approximately
5 . 6 km (3.5 miles) downstream of the project . No
other treatment except chlorina t ion is required of
this water supply .
However , during high-flow
events , water in the Green River is too turbid for
...1sage by the city without dilution . The impoundment a l so becomes thermally stratified in the late
spring and early summer
once
a pool
is
established .
Low-level releases provide for
downstream temperatures slightly cooler than those
which occur naturally in the Green River. During
a portion of the year, this is beneficial for most
of the downstream fisheries.

The approach taken in the investigation of
proposed storage modifications to Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir involved the application of a mathe matical thermal reservoir model entitled WESTEX
( HolLand 1982) .
The model was adjusted to
historical data from 1982 and verified through
data collected during 1979 and 1983 .
The impact
of changing the storage allocation in the
reservoir subject to the existing outlet tower was
investigated by comparison of predicted release
temperatures to release temperature objectives .
Release
temperature
objectives
providing
an
optimal environment for the varied downstream
fisheries were specified by NPS to equal 14.4° C
( 58° F) throughout the year.
Addition of
select! ve withdrawal capability to the existing
outlet was simulated to predict impacts on inreservoir
thermal
profiles
and
release
temperatures.
Although other water quality
characteristics may be affected by changes to the
operating schedule, the influence on temperature
was of primary concern in this study ,
MATHEMATICAL METHODOLOGY
The
downstream
release
and
in-lake
temperat..tre characteristics for Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir were modeled using a one-dimensional
thermal simulation model.
The model WESTEX used
in this investigation was developed at the US Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) based
on results of Clay and Fruh ( 1970), Edinger and
Geyer (1965) , Dake and Harleman (1966), and Bohan
and Grace ( 1973).
The WESTEX model can be used
for examining the balance of thermal energy
imposed on a reservoir.
This one-dimensional
model includes computational methods for predicting dynamic changes in thermal content of a
body of water through simulation of heat transfer
at the air-water interface, heat advection due to
inflows and outflows, and internal dispersion of
thermal energy .
The reservoir is conceptualized
as consisting of a series of homogeneous layers
stacked vertically.
The time history of thermal
energy in each layer is determined through solving
for conservation of mass and energy at each time
increment subject to an equation of state regarding density . The boundary conditions at the water
surface, inflow , and outflow regions are required
to conduct these simulations .
The computational
procedure for the withdrawal zone allows prediction of release temperature. Mathematical

The Green R1 ver is one of Washington State's
primary producers of salmon and steel head.
The
completion of Howard A. Hanson Dam in 196 1 precluded the migration of fish upstream of the
project , but downstream passage is possible
~ hrough the existing sluiceway .
There is a strong
commitment by both State and Federal resource
agencies to preserve and enhance the anadromous
fishery resources in the Green River Basin. The
water resources demands in western Washington,
however , are changing.
The city of Tacoma has
requested additional storage in Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir for the purpose of water supply while
the State of Washington would like to further
augment Green R1 ver flows dur 1 ng the summer and
l ate fall to enhance the fishery in the lower
Green and Duwamish Rivers . These additional

Schneider , et al.
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optimization routines have been added to this
model enabling the systematic ev:iluation of
optimal outlet configurations subject to specified
release water quality objectives . A more detailed
discussion of the WESTEX model may be found in
Holland ( 1982) .
Thermal Model Inputs
The WESTEX model required input data concerning
the
physical ,
meteorological ,
and
hydrologic characteristics of Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir . Hydrologic input included daily values
of reservoir inflow and outflow volume and inflow
temperature . The meteorological data (air temperature, cloud cover , relative humid! ty, and wind
velocity) were used to compute surface heat
exchange at the air-water interface.
Physical
characteristics
included
the
stage-storage
relationship of the reservoir and the rating
curves for the outlet structure .
Study Years
The years studied in this investigation were
determined in consultation with NPS and were based
on the inflow during the conservation period.
Historical events of varying return periods were
modeled to study reservoir thermal properties
under a wide range of hydrometeorological conditions .
The calendar year 1979 was chosen as
representative of a low- flow year, 1972 as a high
flow year, and 1982 as an average-flow year. The
years 1983 and 1985 were added as additional study
years because of available field data.
Simula tions were run January through December , although
the primary period of concern was during the
conservative period after spring filling.
Meteorological and Hydrological Data
Meteorological data required by the model are
daily average values for wet and dry bulb temperatures , wind speed , and cloud cover.
These data
were available from the US Air Force Environmental
Technical Applic:ltions Center at Scott Air Force
Base (USAF- ETAC) ,
Illinois,
for the Tacoma,
Washington, Airport weather station , which is the
nearest meteorological station to the Howard A.
Hanson Dam . Meteorological data received from the
USAF- ETAC were averaged on a daily basis.
Equilibrium temperatures, surface heat exchange
coef f icients, and daily average solar radiation
quanti ties for the years of study were computed
using the HEATEX program (Heat Exchange Program
722-F5-E1010) .
Hydrologic data provided by NPS consisted of
daily discharge from the project and pool level
fluctuations.
The average daily inflow was
computed from these data. The existing operating
schedule for the project as well as the proposed
rule curve wer e also provided .
Temperature Data
Historic inflow temperatures on the Green
River were available for the years 1970, 1973, and
1985, at Humphreys, Washington.
Since inflow
temperatures for the years of study were not
available , a multiple regression technique was
used to develop a statistical model for inflow
temperature.
The dependent var i3 ble, water
temperature, was expressed as a function of air
temperature and inflow rate.

Daily release temperature data from the dam
were monitored at the city of Tacoma's water
supply
intake
located approxi~ately 5. 6 km
(3.5 miles) downstream from the project .
These
data proved to be an unreliable measure of release
temperatures from the project through a comparison
with tailrace temperatures collected in the summer
of 1985. Therefore, with the exception of 1985,
release temperature data were not used in
measuring the performance of the numerical model.
Physical Characteristics
The properties of the existing outlet at
Howard A. Hanson Reservoir were reqJired data for
simulation of historical events. The port elevations, dimensions, and rating curves were ob~ained
from project records .
Operating conditions for
given historic events were also required during
model adjustment and verification. A third order
polynomial was fitted to the rating curve of the
existing water quality port to calculate the
capacity of a port at a given submergence. This
calculation was required because of the significant pool fluctuations which occur throughout the
year.
The area-capacity curve for Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir as furnished by NPS indicated the lake
storage curve is typi('al of mountainous terrain .
Only 7 percent of the storage at maximum conservation pool occurred at or below the elevation of
the low- flow outlet, indicating little storage in
the lower levels of the reservoir.
MODEL ADJUSTMENT
The WESTEX model requires determination of
coefficients
characterizing
certain reservoir
processes.
The hydrodynamic processes representing entrainment of inflows and internal mixing
resulting from circulation within the reservoir
are approximated through the application of mixing
coefficients.
Other coef ficients influence the
distribution of thermal energy absorbed into the
pool.
These model coefficients were modified
until modeled conditions approached field observations for the year 1982.
Temperature profiles
were predicted for
days
in which observed
prototype data were available.
The
1982
simul:ltion
was
initiated
on
1 January with an initial uniform temperature of
4° C (39.2° F) .
Conditions during the nonconservation period of the year were nearly
isothermal with an average depth of only 9 . 1 m
(30 ft) . Storm events during this period resulted
in significant fluctuation in the pool level as
indicated in Figure 4.
Storage was qui~kly
released after these events to provide additional
flood control benefits . Generally , spring filling
began on the receding side of the snowmelt hydrograph to minimize total lake turbidity . Once the
pool was established,
thermal stratification
developed rapidly as indicated by the nearly
vertical temperature contours during June and July
shown in Figure 4.
The maximum stratification
occurred during the early summer when cool inflows
were still available.
As the summer progressed,
surface temperatures ranged up to 20° C ( 68° F).
Release water temperatures were significantly
cooler than objective temperatures in the spring
and early summer.
Release water temperatures
increased linearly from 6° C ( 42.8° F) at the
beginning of April to 14° C (57.2° F) by the end
of June.
Temperatures exceeding 14° C (57 . 2° F)
were released throughout most of the summer and
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Figure 4, Modeled temperature and
water- surface fluctuation for 1982
early fall.
At the beginning of September, lake
overturn· began with the remaining stratification
quickly dissipating .
The low-flow outlet was
operated until the pool is drawn down near the end
of November .
The predicted versus measured temperature
profiles for the adjustment of the model for 1982
are shown in Figure 5. Modeled and observed
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results were generally within 1° C (33.8° F)
throughout the simulation period.
The modeled
resul ':.s were slightly warmer than the observed
results on day 175 (24 June) because of the
sym:.hesized inflow temperatures . The mixed layer
depth was modeled a lit~le deeper on day 277
(4 October). This could be a result of using wind
speeds from the Tacoma airport that were not
indicative of those at the project .
The temperature releases from the project are
highly variable during the nonconservation portion
of the year and reflect the rapidly changing
weather condi~ions. Spring filling initiates the
stabilization of release temperatures with a near1 inear increase in project release · temperatures .
Only
large
hydrologic
events
significantly
influence release temperature during this period .
The releases are dominated primarily by the
meteorological warming of the reservoir.
Since
the releases come from the hypolimnion , tail water
temperatures are consistently cooler than the
naturally occurring stream temperatures during the
spring and early summer .
Later in the summer,
release temperature exceeds object! ve temperature
releases for a duration of several months .
Model Verification
The mathematical rnodel was verified through
comparison of predicted and observed thermal
conditions for the years 1983 and 1979 using model
coefficients determined during the adjustment
phase .
The degree of agreement between observed
and simulated thermal properties was similar to
the results for 1982. Early in the year, prior to
stratification, measured and simulated temperature
profiles deviated as much as 8• C (46 . 4• F)
because the reservoir processes were advecti vely
dominated and inflow temperatures were synthesized. By day 175, which is well into the pooled
conservation period, the predicted and observed
temperature profiles deviated by no more than 1° C
(33.8• F) .
This degree of agreement between
modeled and observed temperature characteristics
remained throughout the stratified period and into
the fall overturn.
Because observed release
temperature data were unreliable, verification
could not be made to predicted releases.
RESULTS
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Figure 5. Prototype versus calculated
temperature profiles for 1982

The proposed operational changes enabling
additional storage at Howard A. Hanson Reservoir
were incorporated into the release schedule for
the study years subject to the existing outlet
configuration .
The proposed rule curve specifies
spring storage to begin the first of March and to
reach a maximum conservation pool of about 12.2 m
(40 ft) higher than existing conditions .
The
minimum low- flow release from the project is
propose~ to
almost
double
to
11.7 m3/sec
(412ft /sec: 212 rt3/sec for Tacoma water supply
and 200 ft3/sec for low- flow augmentation for
fisheries enhancement).
The proposed rule cur ve
is shown in Figure 3.
The effects of raising the pool are most
significant during the spring and early summer.
The day- to- day release temperature fluctuations
are not as prevalent under the proposed conditions
because of the insulation properties of the deeper
pool.
Release temperatures during most of the
spring are several degrees cooler than the
existing conditions and hence several degrees
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further removed from the objective temperature .
The maximum release temperature during the summer
is also lower than existing conditions.
In the
fall , the effects of raising the pool will
slightly warm (less than 1 ° C ( 1 . 8° F)) releases
from Howard A. Hanson Reservoir because of the
larger heat content in the raised pool .
The comparison of raised pool predictions
with observed thermal profiles indicates that the
raised pool condition begins to retain more
thermal energy due to the increased surface area .
The surface and bottom temperatures are not
radically altered by the storage modification, but
the volume of the hypolimnion and epilimnion is
greatly changed .
The existing outlet maintains
hypolimnetic releases, thereby preventing the
conservation of cooler water resources .
The
breakup of stratification in the fall is also
different from the existing conditions in that the
deeper pool retains more thermal energy and hence
has a warmer profile .
Isothermal ~ondi tions are
also reached at a later date with the raised pool .
The comparison of objective release temperatures with predicted release temperature for the
raised pool scenario indicated most late winter
and early spring releases were below the objective
by up to 5 . 0° C (9 . 0° F) .
The maximum release
temperature will be reduced up to 1 ° c ( 1. 8° r)
during the summer , but the duration of temperatures exceeding the objective will be extended
into the fall by several weeks .
Impacts of Sel ective Withdrawal
The existing project releases allow for
establishment of a certain quality environment
downstream from the dam .
I f the raised pool is
put into effect , changes would be expected in the
downstream environment as it seeks a new equilibrium
in response to the modified release
temperatures .
The Green River downstream of
Howard A. Hanson Dam supports a rich anadromous
f ishery resource . I f the anticipated response of
the downstream environment to modified release
temperatures is unacceptable to resource managers ,
then several
alternatives
are available to
minimize these impacts .
One alternative is the
incorporation of a multilevel selective withdrawal
system to allow release of water to meet specified
objectives .
The chief advantage of a multilevel
selective withdrawal system is flexibility in
meeting release water quality objectives over a
wide range of operating conditions .
The need for a multilevel outlet to compensate for pool raising on Cowanesque Lake was
investigated by Holland (1982).
Al though his
study involved reallocation of flood storage,
additional intakes were needed to meet existing
release temperatures .
Similar conclusions were
reached by Dortch ( 1981) in his investigation of
Kinzua Dam in Pennsylvania and by Peters (1978) in
his report of modifications to naming Gorge Dam
i n utah .
In the investigation of release water
quality from Sutton Dam (George , Dortch , and Tate
1980) , a riser was designed to improve water
quality releases .
The addition of a port or ports higher in the
pool at Howard A. Hanson Reservoir s hould allow
releases to better meet release temperature
object! ves downstream . The existing outlet works
could be modified to allow releases from the
e pi limnion and still allow the existing sluiceway
r e l eases to operate independently . It was assumed

that the flow control for low flow outlets would
remain the s3llle . The capacity of tnis system is
then defined by the rating curve of the 1.22- m
( 43- in.) bypass. Hypolimnetic rele3ses could also
be maintained through the existing sluiceway by
throt~ling the control gates or through the addition of an independent low-level outlet .
This
design allows independent operation of two levels
of release and does not consider the potenti:ll of
single system blending .
Optimization of Outlet Structure Design
To arrive at an efficient outlet structure
design for the raised pool, the number and
location of additional intakes needed to meet
release temperature objectives must be determined .
The design of the outlet structure is greatly
simplified through the coupling of mathematical
water quality models like WESTEX to mathematical
optimization techniques . This combination enables
the
consideration
of
numerous
hydrologic,
hydraulic , meteorological, biological , chemical,
and operation conditions in the formulation of
tower design . Prior to the implementation of such
optimization techniques,
selective withdrawal
intake configurations were based on judgment and
experience of the design engineer .
Optimized
outlet configurations may involve fewer ports, as
compared to tradition:llly accepted designs , to
meet a given downstream temperature objective ,
thereby reducing both operational complexity and
the costs associated with design, construction ,
and maintenance . Additionally, the use of optimization techniques should further enhance tower
design by allowing systematic evaluation of the
flexibility needed in the design for multiple or
anticipated quality objectives .
The purpose of the mathematical optimization
procedure is to systematically screen numerous
outlet tower designs in terms of performance in
meeting
a
specified release
water
quality
criterion .
The goal of releasing water with a
temperature of 14 . 4° C (57 . 9° F) was expressed
earlier. This objective was modified slightly to
represent the cyclical nature of available thermal
resources. The objective temperature was defined
as the naturally occurring Green River stream
temperature as defined by a sine function up to a
maximum temperature of . 14 . 4° C (57 . 9° F) .
Employing a cyclical objective temperature avoids
temporal
biasing
of
optimization
results
characteristic of constant release temperature
objectives .
A satisfactory measure of system performance
must also be specified i f optimum outlet configurations are to be determined . The objective
function is a mathematical reflection of how well
one possible decision (i . e ., number and location
of outlets) meets a given set of objectives. The
objective function chosen in this study was the
sum of squares of deviations between predicted
release and target temperatures during the
conservation
period .
Minimization
of the
object! ve function yields the optimal location of
add! tional ports for release temperature control .
This form of objective function was chosen since
its minimization tends to produce outlet configurations which reduce the magnitude of objective
deviations experienced .
The formula chosen to
represent the objective function 1s project
dependent and may include mathematical representations of such factors as state and Federal water
quality
regulations,
temporal
weighting
of
deviations, or numerous water quality constituents
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Design simulations for the dry year ( 1979)
yielded an optimal port elevation slightly lower
than the other years modeled.
The objective
function values for this year were significantly
higher because of the larger heat content in the
reservoir and the depletion of colder water

( Dortch and Holland 1984 ) . Since the addition of
another intake t o the system will generally result
in reducing the objective function value, the
incremental benefits of project releases must be
weighted against the additional costs of this
port. Often, however, the incorporation of additional select! ve withdrawal ports is dictated by
the need to meet legislated quality standards
rather than the desire to i mprove on existing good
quality releases.
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Stream temperatures are generally warmer than
reservoir releases in the spring and cooler in the
fall.
For releases from Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir to match more closely the naturally
occurring stream temperatures, an outlet located
in the epilimnion is required.
This outlet will
enable warmer releases earlier in the spring,
thereby saving cooler water for release later in
the fall.
However, there are several drawbacks
associated with a single outlet located in the
upper epilimnetic region of the reservoir.
Pool
level fluctuations dictated by the proposed rule
curve may render an upper level port inactive over
a large portion of the year.
The subsequent
transition from upper to lower release may result
in
significant
day-to-day
fluctuations
in
temperature releases.
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Figure 6. Modeled temperature and water-surface
fluctuations for proposed outlet and rule curve
reserves earlier in the summer which resulted in
large deviations
of release from objective
temperatures in the fall.
Locating the upper
level port lower in the pool caused the hypolimnetic waters to remain cooler, thereby reducing
deviation in the late summer when lower level
releases are required.
The objective function
values are relatively insensitive to port location
within a wide band of elevations.

During the conservation period in the late
spring and early summer months, there is a rapid
warming of the surface waters at Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir resulting from the longer retention time
associated with reservoir inflows as well as
greater solar energy.
To achieve warmer spring
releases, an outlet located in the epllimnion is
required. Results from the outlet design simulations for the normal and wet years indicate that
this port should be located at an elevation about
36.6 m (120 ft) above the reservoir bottom. This
elevatlon corresponded to the minimum objective
function value computed by the optimizer for the
host of intake elevations considered. The region
bounding the optimal port location exhibited
almost no change in the objective function values
or thermal release characteristics. The significant reduction of the objective function value for
each year compared to that computed based on the
existing system indicates the inadequacy of the
present outlet configuration in meeting release
target temperatures subject to the proposed rule
c urve.

Two Additional Ports
The incorporation of two additional levels of
ports to the outlet tower has the potential for
extending selective withdrawal capabilities for
longer periods in the fall. The upper level port
could be used to withdraw surface water in the
spring and early summer, and an intermediate level
port could be employed when surface water is above
release temperature objectives and during the fall
when the upper port is out of the pool.
Design simulations with two additional ports
indicated ports located at elevations 30.5 m
(100ft) and 39.6 m (130 ft) above the bottom,
respectively, resulted in the optimal release
temperature characteristics.
The improvement in
the objective function value with the existing
ports, one additional port, and two additional
ports is shown in Figure 7.
A significant
improvement in meeting objective release temperatures resulted from adding one additional port,
but very little improvement resulted from two
additional ports.
The second port does not
significantly improve releases because very little
stratification exists when the pool drops below
the upper port, thus minimizing any benefits
associated with retaining selective withdrawal
capabilities.

As midsummer approaches, releases strictly
from the upper level are warmer than the target
release temperatures.
Lower-level releases are
required
at
t his point to withdraw water
selectively at the objective temperature as shown
in Figure 6. This type of operating condition is
continued throughout the summer with increasing
rates of hypolimnetic releases to meet release
temperature cri t eria.
Daily gate changes theoretically would result in meeting the daily
release temperature objective throughout this
period.
Lower level releases in turn deplete
colder water reserves. By the time the upper port
is no l onger submerged in mid-August, the hypolimnion has reached a maximum temperature of about
12° C ( 53.6° F) . At this point, the bottom level
release becomes the sole outlet with the flexibility of selective withdrawal eliminated for the
remainder of the year. Temperature releases will
deviate from obj ective release temperatures during
t his period.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Modifying the operating policy at Howard A.
Hanson Reservoir by initiating spring storage
earlier and increasing the maximum conservation
pool will impact the project releases and inreservoir thermal characteristics. The increased
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Water Quality Monitoring Using Satellite Data Transmission
Steven D. Hiebert

Biologist, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Engineering and Research Center, Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT
Instruments to monitor and transmit tota 1
dissolved gas, dissolved oxygen, water temperature, pH, conductivity, and oxidation-reduction
potential (ORP) data have been installed at
two sites below Yellowtail Afterbay dam on
the Bighorn River, Montana.
Data collected
with these instruments are being used as part
of a long-term study of the effects of nitrogen
supersaturation
on
fish
and
aquatic
macroi nvertebra tes.
Water qua 1i ty measuring
instruments are interfaced with a satellite
transmitta 1 system so that data gathered are
transmitted and readily available for review
and analysis using a receiving station computer.
Power
supply
and
instrument
circuit
modifications have been made to ensure the
components.
compatability of the systems
These electronic modifications were the result
of field experimentation and recommendations
by instrument manufacturers. The correlation
of continually monitored dissolved gases and
other water quality parameters with dam
operations will contribute information to
be used in considering modifications in
operations which would enhance conditions
for aquatic fauna downstream of the dam.
INTRODUCTION
The Bureau of Reclamation and the Fish
and Wildlife Service entered into an interagency
agreement to study nitrogen supersaturation
problems affecting trout below Yellowtail
Afterbay Dam on the Bighorn River in south
central Montana.
The high concentrations
of nitrogen gas in the river cause gas bubble
disease in the rainbow and brown trout. Gas
bubble disease (GBD) in fish is a pathological
process due to excess gas (usually nitrogen)
taken in through the gills and forcing its
way out through the tissues when reaching
equilibrium with atmospheric pressure.
The
nearest corresponding process in humans is
known as decompression sickness or the bends.
Re 1eases from the afterbay dam have been
documented since 1973 as the source of the
supersaturation in the Bighorn River (Bureau
of Reclamation, 1973).
The afterbay dam is
approximately 3.5 km (2.2 miles) downstream
of the 160 m (525 ft) high Yellowtail Dam
and Powerplant. The afterbay dam is a concrete
diversion structure 415 m ( 1360 ft) in length
and 22 m (75 ft) in height and functions to
provide uniform daily flow in the Bighorn
River by buffering the peaking power generation
flows from the Yellowtail Powerplant.
The
afterbay dam includes structures such as

spillways, a sluiceway, and a canal diversion
headworks (figure 1). The spillway has an ogee
crest controlled by radial gates. The sluiceway
consists of three bays and is controlled by
three 3.1 by 2.4 m (10 by 8 ft) slide gates
(Young, 1982). Supersaturation conditions result
when entrained air in water released from the
sluiceway gates plunges to depths in the stilling
basin pool.
Usually supersaturated dissolved
gases contained in water can be dissipated in
a short period of time through natural turbulence
in the river; however, the river stretch below
Yellowtail Afterbay Dam is tranquil, which
interferes with this dissipation process and
the flow remains supersaturated for several
kilometers downstream.
To meet the objectives of the nitrogen
supersaturation study, ambient water condition
data including flow, hydrology, and water quality
needed to be monitored in order to correlate
this information with gas supersaturation and
the subsequent effects on the fish and
invertebrates. Gas tensionometers that measure
total
gas pressure, water temperature, and
dissolved oxygen pressure plus multiparameter
instruments
that
measure
water quality
dissolved oxygen
concentrations,
pH,
water
temperature, conductivity, and ORP were selected
to monitor in situ water qua llty at each river
site.
Satellite telemetry was identified as the
best method to monitor and record the data from
the water quality instruments. Data transmitted
at regular intervals in real time to a computer
data base eliminated ttle delays and costs
associated with strip chart and internal
instrument memory data recording and storage.
The satellite-telemetered data is stored directly
to a computer with no delays caused by retrieval
of a strip chart or instrument memory, and
monitoring of events and analysis can be performed
in the office. This paper presents information
and recommendations on satellite telemetry of
water quality data from instruments used as
part of the gas supersaturation study conducted
by various Federal agencies on the Bighorn River,
Montana.
DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The satellite data collection system used
for this study was one in use by the Bureau
of Reclamation for transmission of stream stageand
reservoir elevations within the Missouri Basin
Region.
The Bighorn River river stage site
and two water quality sites were added to the
existing system for this study. One water quality
site is located 0.2 km below the afterbay along
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Figure 1. - Yellowtail Afterbay Dam
the sluiceway shore and the other site is located
4.8 km (3.0 miles) downstream from the afterbay.

with a cab 1e-attached underwater probe.
The
underwater portion of the tensionometer consists
of 3 sensors: an electronic pressure transducer
connected to a wound 4-meter length of gas
permeable tubing that measures the total gas
pressure, a 3 electrode simultaneous oxygen
reduction-generation sensor that measures the
partial pressure of the dissolved oxygen in
the water and a thermister that measures the
water temperature.

At each site on the river, a data collection
platform (DCP) was set up along with control
units for the water quality instruments enclosed
in a weather proof box. The DCP module consists
of
a
continuously
running
low-powered
microprocessor with a precision clock, a sensor
interface capable of handling digital, analog
and switch closure inputs, an uninterruptable
power -supply for random access memory (RAM),
and a function that performs precision analog
to digital conversion.
The microprocessor
is able to operate within a -40 to 50 oc
temperature range and is sealed in a cast
aluminum housing (specifications from the Sutron
Corporation
technical
sales
publication).
The DCP module a 1so has a satellite transmitter
with a selectable output frequency and channel
with variable transmission power from 4 to
18 watts. A Vagi antenna with a 47° half power
beam width is used to transmit data to the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES).

The multiparameter probe, connected to
the DCP at each site, consists of a surface
control unit with an underwater probe consisting
of 5 sensors: a thermister, for measuring water
temperature; a polarographic, electrochemical,
two-electrode-type probe for measuring dissolved
oxygen concentration; a glass electrode with
silver/silver chloride reference electrode pair
pH sensor, to measure the acidity-alkalinity
of the water; a four-electrode, temperature
compensated conductivity cell, for measuring
conductance of the water; and a platinum electrode
with a silver/silver chloride reference cell
used to measure the waters oxidation-reduction
potential (ORP) .
Barometric pressure, taken
from an analog output barometer, along with
Bighorn River and canal stage height data, taken
from a shaft encoder and float, were also
interfaced to the DCP at the upstream site.

The DCP microprocessor transmitter module
can monitor from 1 to 18 analog and/or digital
sensors and can be programmed to store data
and transmit on a regular basis, on an adaptive
random reporting basis, or in a combination
of both scheduled and adaptive reporting basis.

Accuracy and calibration are assessed
by comparing water quality equipment measurements
with
water
temperatures
from
a
mercury
thermometer, dissolved oxygen calibration from
saturated air (D'Aoust, 1982 and Garner, 1978)
and measurements from carefully performed Winkler
titrations, pH and conductivity calibration
from known standards, and total gas pressure
from one or two Bouck gasometers (Bouck, 1982).

The water quality instrumentation was
connected to the DCP via output cables from
tne instrument control units attached to external
screw terminals on the DCP. Each water qualilty
parameter occupies one terminal on the DCP
with a common grounding on the DCP case.
The tensionometer interfaced to the DCP
at each site consists of a surface control unit
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Figure 2. - Diagram of Satellite Data Transmission System
ments
varied
between
instruments
and
between parameters.
Initially
calibration
was performed weekly for most parameters.
Currently up to 3 weeks is sufficient between
calibrations for many parameters. As discussed
later in the report, the ability to monitor
the parameters in real-time helps establish
a re~listic calibration and maintenance schedule.

the earth station in Boise, Idaho, about 20
seconds later (Figure 2). The earth station
computer stores the data which can be accessed
over a phone 1i ne from a fie 1d termi na 1. Once
the DCP has been progra11111ed with parameter codes
and scales and tested to operate in the required
time slot, no further programming is normally
necessary.

The DCP was initially programmed in the
field by a portable computer to · collect water
quality data every 30 minutes after a 2.5 minute
minute warmup time. This data is stored in
the DCP for 4 hours before being transmitted
to the GOES. A11 DCP stored data is sent 1n
about a 20-second transmission and returned to

Modifications of water quality instrument
electronics and power supplies were necessary
following difficulties in interfacing to the
DCP. Solutions to the problems included diagnosis
with a vo 1tmeter, monitoring of sate 11 i te signa 1
information, and consultation with electronic
technicians.
Hiebert
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Initial difficulties with the system setup
were experienced in the power supply interface
with the multiparameter probe. All instruments
at each site were initially powered by one
110 ampere hour 12 V battery with photovoltaic
panel recharge.
Through the dissolved gas
pressure and multiparameter water quality
transmitters, a ground loop was created that
fed back voltage and damaged components in
one of the control units. This problem was
corrected by isolating the multiparameter probe
with a separate 33-ampere hour battery and
photovoltaic panel.
Problems with
the interface of the
multi parameter water qua 1ity probe and the
DCP were caused by the output signa 1 matching
of the two systems.
The DCP could accept
digital, analog, and switch closing inputs.
There was also programmable scaling on the
analog inputs. The multiparameter water quality
units analog output scale were different on
each parameter measured, none of which was
based on the DCP default scale of 0 to 5 volts.
The DCP had errors in handling these scales
along with the fluctuating voltages from some
parameters.
To correct these problems, the
water quality monitoring equipment manufacture
was asked to change the electronics to produce
a filtered output with a linear, analog scale
corresponding to the output readout.
power
consumption
(above
Excessive
specified), low light intensity, and cold
diminished the battery and recharge system
over the winter. These problems were solved,
following load tests on the battery, by the
addition of a larger capacity battery.
Impedence differences between the DCP
and the multiparameter probe caused a small
voltage offset during collection which is
corrected with the earth station computer
programming.
This voltage offset from the
field has been diagnosed from each parameter
and then programmed to be added to the incoming
data by the receiving computer . This problem
is still being worked on with the intent being
no voltage offset and consequent computer
correction.
All of the previously discussed problems
were discovered in the field and most were
primarily caused by non standard (non DCP
manufacturer product) instruments being installed
to the DCP.
The manufacturers of a 11 the
electronic equipment were helpful and informative
in so 1vi ng these interfacing prob 1ems.
The
most efficient way to solve these problems
would
have
been
for
the
manufacturers
representatives to get together at the sites
or to be ab 1e to connect and bench test this
equipment before field installation.
MONITORING AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
All data transmitted is stored at the
central receiving site and is available for
analysis at any time.
Data can be obtained
from the f i eld seconds after a transmission.
With each transmission, a system status is
sent that inc 1udes battery voltage, signa 1
strengths, and
transmission errors.
This
information is helpful in diagnosing field
equipment or satellite problems.

The data can be retrieved from the computer
in two basic formats, short term and long term.
The short term format provides every parameter
These data can
value at every collection.
be retrieved by site, by day in any time frame.
Short term format is kept on hard disc resident
memory for 6 months and then archived to tape.
The long term format provides a daily average
read out of each parameter. This information
can be retrieved in 15-day increments. long
term data is stored on resident memory for
immediate access at any time.
An
initial
value
of
the
satellite
transmission and recording of data has been
to monitor instrument performance over time
and detect malfunctions and calibration drifts.
Data from this
has indicated that the
multiparameter probe should be serviced about
every 10 days to clear algae and accumulated
aquatic macrophytes from the probes. The gas
tensionometer needed a less intensive maintenance
schedule; however, on few occasions was observed
measuring hydrostatic pressure rather than
dissolved gas pressure after severa 1 weeks
when moisture accumulated behind the gas
permeable membrane (silastic tubing). Continuous
monitoring and comparison of the two different
type dissolved oxygen probes tentatively indicate
that
the
three
electrode,
oxygen
producing-reducing probe is more accurate for
long-term monitoring in that it requires less
maintenance and fewer and smaller calibration
adjustments as opposed to the two electrode
polarographic dissolved oxygen sensor on the
multiparameter probe.
The value of knowing
inrnediate instrument rna lfuncti ons is obvious
in the course of gathering reliable, accurate
data for extended periods of time.
In
preliminary
analysis
of
several
parameters and dam operations some trends are
shown in dissolved gas pressure in the river.
As found in previous investigations, and
confirmed
with
the
continuous
monitoring
instrumentation, the regulation of the sluiceway
gates on the afterbay dam positively correlates
with total gas measurements taken immediately
below the afterbay at the 0.2 km site.
A
negative correlation of total gas pressure
was observed with the operation of the radi a 1
gates (White et al., 1986).
Consequently,
a mixed flow or release consisting of a portion
of the water passing through the sluiceway
and a portion passing across the spillway
produces less supersaturation than the same
total
volume
through
the
sluiceway.
Unfortunately,
this
operation
to
reduce
supersaturation constrains fluctuation of the
afterbay and therefore potential peaking power
generation by Yellowtail Dam.
In preliminary
tests, where flows through the afterbay sluiceway
were reduced and then incrementally increased,
as mentioned, there was a strong relationship
of increasing total gas with flows and then
a leveling off of supersaturation at flows
above approximately 53.8 m3/s (1900 f3/s) with
no apparent increase in dissolved gas as flows
continued to increase.
This threshold could
be a function of stilling basin depth or other
variables to be further investigated.
By parameters monitored in 1986 through
mid-July, the highest dissolved total gas
pressures have been between May and July with
the peak in the early weeks of May, prior to runoff. The discharge through the afterbay increased
Hiebert
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with the spring runoff starting in mid-June.
The conductivity in the river increased to
the highest level in early May. The pH has
remained relatively constant. Dissolved oxygen
has remained constant at the upstream site
below the afterbay and varied at the 4.5 km
site in daily fluctuations due to photosynthetic
production .
The dissolved oxygen makes up
a greater portion of the total gas in moving
downstream.
At The 4.5 km site, the oxygen
saturation exceeded 138 percent during sunny
afternoons whereas at the site 0.2 km below
the afterbay oxygen did not exceed 114 percent
saturation.
CONCLUSIONS
The technology of satellite telemetery
is a va l uable tool in monitoring water quality
among other parameters.
The collection of
data in real time and direct computer storage
along with time and monetary savings in not
having to retrieve field tape or instrument
memory has proven to be usefu l in data aquisition
for this study.
The set up of a satel lite
data collection system requires some preliminary
identification of necessary electronic equipment
with specifications of accuracy, service and
compatability with the satellite system. The
electroni c equipment manufacturers should be
informed of exact application of their equipment
so changes can be made before field trials.
Continuous monitoring of water qua 1ity
is vita l to this study as collection of field
data during diel periods as well as annual
cycles is necessary to accurately determine
effects of changes in the environment.
In
addition, because of power dispatch office
and schedule changes with several generator
units in the Yellowtail Dam being off li ne
for portions of t he year, afterbay leve l s and
discharge may not have been typical thus far.
In monitoring and being able to identify
non-typical years, much more information on
a long term basis is necessary .
Previous studies have been performed and
models have been used to identify problems in

an attempt to eliminate or reduce the air
entrained and consequent supersaturation by
the afterbay sluiceway. These studies elucidated
other problems arising with installation, costs,
and operation of structures or ineffective
reductions of supersaturation (Denson and Loomis,
1985) . This research with monitoring equipment
will provide valuable information to be used
in further modification or operation of the
dam.
In addition, the investigations have
been structured so that the results will have
maximum application to other locations where
gas supersaturation problems exist but the
various habitat parameters cannot be easily
sampled.
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ABSTqACT

History Of The Problem

A special study of conditions within and
downstream from walter F. George Lake (AL-GA) was
conducted from 13-19 August 1986, in response to
numerous fish kill incidents that have occurred in
the tailrace. The study focused on the suspected
cause of the problem, low dissolved oxygen, and on
an evaluation of possible corrective measures
such as spillway l)ate releases and generatio~
startup procedures.
Results indicated that
extremely low dissolved oxygen water apparently
1 ea ked into the tail race and moved up through the
water column and subsequently downstream. A compressed turbine startup sequence proved to be the
most beneficial startup method. Releases through
the spillway gat~s during nongeneration periods
offered the most feasible results in preventing or
alleviating downstream depressed dissolved oxygen
conditions.

Construction of both the WFG and the GWA
projects was essentially complete in 1963. Problems with fish kills in the WFG tailrace area during periods of stratification soon followed.
A
number of i nte rim measures have been imp 1emented
to combat the problems. The first of these measures, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), was
developed in 1970. Basic provisions of this initial effort were to provide for water releases
through spillway gates when fish were observed
distressed or dying, to monitor conditions for
indications of causal effects, and to verify that
corrective actions were effective.
In 1972, an automatic water quality monitor
\'ilS installed downstream of WFG Lock and Dam.
This monitor, which is presently located about 457
m (1 500 ft) bel ow the dam on the west bank of the
river, manito rs d i sso 1v ed (XI(ygen (DO) , pH, temperat ure , a nd co nd uc t i v i t y •

INTRODLC TION
Project Location and Description

The same basic provisions of the 1970 SOP
were incorporated into a subsequent SOP revision
which \'ilS implemented in 1982. On 30 July 1985, a
major fish kill occurred affecting approximately
100,000 fish as estimated by State of Georgia
fisheries personnel.
It was this incident which
resulted in increased monitoring of tailrace conditions and culminated in this study.
Through
this increased monitoring, several trends were
observed in the tailrace area. When water levels
dropped fo 11 owing generation, fish were trapped in
a drainage channel which paralleled the lock y,all.
The fish would subsequently die and be swept downstream during the next generation period. A similar situation occurred in the stilling basin which
parallels the face of the WFG spillway.
This
shallow area has a short vertical y,all along the
downstream edge which serves to trap fish as \'tater
levels drop.
Another situation noted was fish
entrainment during the startup of generation. On
sev era 1 occasions small numbers of dead fish were
observed below the WFG Dam shortly after the
initiation of generation. Laboratory examination
of specimens revealed that the fish had ruptured
gas bladders and gas bubbles trapped in the fins
and gills which indicated a rapid movement from
depths to the surface.

The Walter F. George (WFG) Lake is fanned
along the Chattahoochee River by the WFG Lock and
Dam (L&D) which is located near Fort Gaines,
Georgi a. The impounding structure consists of a
concrete dam, a fourteen-gate spi 11 way, and single
lift lock. The WFG Lock is the second highest
1 ift east of the Mi ssi ssi ppi River.
The WFG
Powerhouse with four generating units is 1ocated
on the opposite bank from the 1ock. The 1a ke is
121 km (75 mi) from the mouth of the river, has a
surface area of 18 292 ha (45 181 ac), and is
28.3 m {93.0 ft) deep at the deepest point. Normal pool elevation is 57.9 m (190.0 ft) National
Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD). Authorized primarily for navigation and hydroelectric power
generation, associated purposes include flood control, streamflow regulation to provide a nine-foot
navigation channel, outdoor recreation, and fish
and wi 1dl i fe conservation. The WFG Powerhouse is
operated as a peaking faci 1 i ty.
Cha racteri stically, hydroelectric power is generated 3 to 6
hours daily, Monday through Friday.
Approximately 47 river km (29 river mi)
downstream of WFG L&D is the George W. Andrews
(GWA) L&D. This structure consists of a concrete
dam with a fixed spillway and a single lift lock.
The GWA L&D is a single purpose navigation project
intended only to provide sufficient depth for
authorized navigation. The lake created by GWA
L&D has a surface area of 623 ha (1 540 ac).

Observations during the spring revealed that
fish, primarily shad, which are anadromous in
nature, tended to enter the lock in large numbers
through the downstream valves. When these fish
remained inside the chamber for extended periods,
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the DO was depleted and the fish diet1 . By far the
most colllTion situation which a 1 so produces the
highest incidence of mortality, is the occurrence
of extremely low no throughout the tailrace area .
This situation occurs frequently during the spring
and summer, generally in the ~arly morning hours
bet \olee n 240() hours and 071)0 hours , and over the
weekend .
As a result of the 1985 fish kill, another
S()P was implemented later that year which contained the basic provision of releasing \oeter from
the spillway gates once conditions d~teriorated .
There \olere, however, some provisions of note in
this procedure. Th~ SOP was prepared recognizing
that a 1t hough the prob 1em had existed for sev era 1
years, little was actually known about the cause.
In an attempt to better understant1 the problem,
the l 985 SOP required si g nifi ca ntl y inc rea sed
monitoring requirements. Notable among these was
the direct transmittal of the monitor's DO information to a digital display in the '..JFG Powerhouse
and the inclusion of measures to provide for
spillway releases prior to visible fish distress
or fi sh ki 11 •
Some of the provisions for increased monitoring contained in the 1985 SOP were revised as
more was learned about the situation and to accommodate the need to reduce the ov erwhelrni ng burden
it placed on field personnel. The last revision,
dated June 1986, will remain in effect with some
modifications until early 1987 . At that time, the
SOP will be modified to reflect recOfl'fllendations
developed from this study .
'1ETHOOS
This concentrated investigation was conducted from 13-19 .A.ugust 1986, to better describe
the effects of operational procedures such as
generation startup sequences , spillway releases
and lock discharges on 00 and temperature in the
illlTiediate tailrace ant1 at locations farther downstream •. It was anticipated that data from the
study w:>uld identify operational regimes which
when combined with the naturally occurring processes w:>uld achieve the highest possible DO
1eve 1s .
A temperature and DO profi 1e was measured at
midstream and at the right and left quarter points
of the channel, except as indicated below, at each
of the following stations . The depth intervals
for each profile ranged from 0 . 2 m (0.5 ft) to
1.0 m (3 . 0 ft) at all stations, except Station 1.
At Station 1 in WFG Lake, the data we re collected
at 1.5 m (5 . 0 ft) or 3. 0 m (10 . 0 ft) intervals
through the 28.3 m (93 . 0 ft) depth of the lake .
Pool elevation during the study averaged 56 . 2 m
(184 . 5 ft) NGVD .
l~D

Station l - 244 m (800 ft) upstream of WFG
(single point vertical profile)

Station 1A - 8 m (25 ft) downstream of WFG
L&O at powerhouse draft tube exit area ( single
poi nt vert i ca 1 profile)
Station 1B - 122 m (400 ft) downstream of
WFG l&O (single point ve r tical profile)
Station 2 - 244 m (800 ft) downstream of WFG
L&D

Station 3- 457 m (1 500ft) downstream of
!.4FG L&O at water quality monitor
Station 3A - 579 m (1 900 ft) downstrearn of
WFG L&D (single point vertical profile)
Station 4 - 2.4 km (1.5 rni) downstream of
t.IFG L&D
l~FG

Station 5 - 26 . 6 km (16 . 5 mi) downstream of
L&D

Station 6 - 42 . 3 km (26 . 3 mi) downstream of
'tiFG L&O
Stations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were sampled until
1400 hours 15 August .
with the understanding
acquired from these initial tests, Stations 4, 5,
and 6 were relocated close r to the dam (Stations
1A, 113, and 3A) for the remainder of the study.
'-1easurements were taken using Yellow Springs
Instruments (YSI) 00 meters. Air calibration of
the meters was verified with the azide- modified
Winkler titration technique . Temperatu re readings
were verified with mercury thennometers . In addi tion to the YSI meters, a Hydrolab \oeter quality
monitor was used at selected locations to measure
temperature, DO, pH, conductivity, and oxidationreduction potential.
Generally, data at each
station were collected for at least one hour
prior to operational changes , such as generation
startup, and continued until
the t ransient
hydraulic effects of the event had dissipated.
Oata were collected at 20- minute intervals fo r all
th~
tests, except the 24 - hour test period on
15- 16 August when the frequency for collection
varied depending on project operations but provided as a minimum one profile per hour. Station
1 profiles were collected generally once pe r hour
throughout the study.
DISCUSSIO~

OF RESULTS

Oata from Station 1 were typical for large
stratified bodies of water (Wetzel, 1975). During
the study. surface readings varied from 6 . 0 to 8 . 0
mg/1, middepth readings ranged from 3 . 0 to 4 . 0
mg/1 and to below 1. 0 mg/1 at 15 . 2 m (50 . 0 ft) and
continued to drop until readings \olere virtually 0
mg/1 from 21.3 rn (70.0 ft) to 28 . 3 m (93 . 0 ft),
the lake bottom . Figure 1 illustrates the effects
at middepth at Station 1, and surface changes at
Stations 2 and 3, when each of the th ree func tional tu r bines were brought on-line in one- hour
intervals .
(Turbine 4 was nonfunctional due to
servicing.) The DO level at middepth of Station
1, a point approximately 6 . 7 m (22 . 0 ft) above
the turbine intake area, showed an appreciable
decrease after the second turbine wa s brought
on-line. DO levels continued to fall until the
units were turned off at 1700 hours .
00 soon
recovered to pregeneration concentrations at
Station 1.
Releases from spillway gate 12, which originate from a depth of 9 . 1 m (30.0 ft) in the lake,
had no effect on the middepth DO concentration at
Station 1. However, as shown in Figure 1, the
surface DO readings at Stations 2 and 3 displayed
immediate increases that continued even afte r the
gate was closed .
It should be noted that the
1nitial increases in tail wa te r 00 from extremely
low concentrations achieved with a gate opening of
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Dissolved oxygen concentrations at stations 1, 2. and 3 on 14 August 1986
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Surface dissolved oxygen concentrations at stations 4, 5, and 6 on 14 August 1986
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advisor from the Waterwa ys Expe r iment Station,
Mr. Steven C. 1 ~ilhelms, at Moark Twain Lake,
Missouri, it was hypothesized that the cause of
the low DO water in the tail race Wi S due to leakage through the turbines during nongeneration
pe r iods . This poor quality Witer would gradually
displace the wate r from generation in the tailrace
and would move downstream. Therefo re, testing and
data collection were oriented toward testing this
hypothesis beginning 15 August at 1700 hours
through the remainder of the study . A test of an
interim procedure as a means of preventing the
buildup of extremely low DO water Wi S conducted .
This procedure provided spillway releases overnight from 1500 to 0700 hours and indicated good
effectiveness . At Station 2 following an overnight release of 0 . 1 m (0 . 25 ft} from gate 12, DO
readings were between 3 . 0 to 4 . 0 mg/l at all
depths compared to readings of 1.0 mg/1 or less
when the releases were not pr ovided . Lowe r read; ngs of 1. 0 mg/1 or less, however, we re measured
directly in front of the turbine discha r ge bays .

0.2 m (0 . 5 ft) were much more dramatic than the
increases achieved from a 0 . 3 m (1 . 0 ft) gate
opening after the DO 1evel had reached 3 . 0 mg/1 .
Stations 2 and 3 displayed a sharp drop in
DO 1evel s when the first turbine was brought online followed by a gradual increase as the two
remaining units were brought on- line.
However,
the DO never completely recovered to the pregeneration concentrations observed after releases
were made from gate 12.
Figure 2 illustrates the DO concentrations
at Stations 4, 5, and 6 for the same time frame as
depicted on Figure 1. ('~nerally, variations in 00
concentrations observed at the upper tailrace
stations were also observable at Station 4 .
()C)
changes noted at Station 4, however, we r e not as
dramatic, and were shifted with respect to time
and rate of discharge . Fluctuations in DO readings at Stations 5 and 6 could not be specifically
attributed to operational discharges as they were
at stations in the inmediate tail race area .
It
was noted that 00 at <;tati on 6 was higher than
upstream stations by as much as 2 . 0 mg/1 during
the mid - day hours and extremely low readings (<2 . 0
mg/1) were not observed during the study .
This
correlates with Strain (19130}.

Figure 3 depicts 00 changes in the thr ee upper
stations resulting f r om spillway releases f r om
gate 14 which Wi S opened to a height of 0 . 2 m (0 . 5
ft} and 0 . 3 m (1.0 ft) . For the purpose of the
study gat~ 14 had been modified by inserting stoplogs on the upstream side of the gate to a depth
of 1. 8 m (6 . 0 ft) from the surface . These stop1ogs created a weir effect and all owed gate 14 to
discharge surface Wite r rather than Wi ter f r om the
depth of the gate opening, 9 . 1 m (10.0 ft} . The
effects of discharges from gate 14 on DO pa ra lleled data collected during discha r ges from t he
unmodified gate 12 (Figur e 1} .

Approximately t....o hours after generation
ceased on 14 August, DO and temperature readings
were measured in the draft tube exit area immedi ately below the powerhouse .
These measurements
revealed that 00 ranged from 3 . 0 mg/1 at the su r face to 2.0 mg/1 or less from 3 m (10.0 ft} below
the surface to 11 m ( 36 . 0 ft} , the bottom . Based
on the previous expe r ience of the technical
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Figure 3 also depicts generation startup
with all three functional turbine units started
sequentially within minutes of one another. This
startup began at approximately 1400 hours and
shows that DO at the middepth of Station 1 regis tered a corresponding rise over the duration of
the generation period. This rise seemingly is due
to an expanded withdrawal zone which encompasses
more highly oxygenated water closer to the 1a ke
surface . <N er the same period the surface 00 at
Stations 2 and 3 showed an immediate but short lived sag of about 1.0 mg/l followed by an equally
sudden rise of about 2 . 0 mg/1. Stations 2 and 3
also registered a general improvement in 00 over
the 3-hour generation period (to approximately 5.0
mg/l) followed by a drop of about 2.0 mg/l after
generation ceased. Continued monitoring at these
stations through 0300 hours on 16 August revealed
a progression of low 00 readings (<1.0 mg/l) from
near the bottom at Station 1A, both up through the
water col unn and downstream. By the end of the
monitoring period this slug of low 00 water had
reached the surface at Stations 1A and 2, and to
middepth at Station 3.
On 17 August the procedures outlined in the
June 1986 SOP were tested for effectiveness. In
s unma ry, these provisions requi re spi ll way releases from gate 12, opened at 0. 1 m (0.5 ft), to
relieve fish distress situations or to increase DO
concentrations in the immediate tailrace following
a 3-hour period of below 2. 0 mg/1 readings or a
single reading of 1.5 mg/1 at the water quality
monitor.
If the initial one- hour release from
gate 12 does not relieve the situation , the SOP
further specifies that gate 10 be opened the same
height and both gates provide rel eases fo r one
hour.
Respo nses to low DO levels summarized above
were based on initial data recorded by the automatic water quality monitor and verified by titra tion tests performed by WFG personnel. Therefo re ,
discussions of results regarding SOP procedures
are focused on data collected at Station 3. However, it was noted throughout the study that DO
concentrations near the I'.Bter quality monitor
intake were highly variable compared to readings
taken at other points across the river at this
location. Also, comparisons of monitor and YSI
results revealed that the DO monitor generally
indicated higher readings than those obtained with
the YSI meter .
The test of the SOP began following a period
of about 16 hours when the DO from Station 3
At Station 3
upstream was less that 1.0 mg/1.
midstream 00 levels throughout the water column
remained below 1.0 mg/1 during the one- hour period
when gate 12 was opened singularly. In accordance
with the 1986 SOP , after one hour gate 10 was
opened. At the two-hour mark in the operation the
surface DO had recovered to above 4.0 mg/1, the
middepth value had improved to slightly above 1.0
mg/1, and the bottom 00 had remai n~d below 0.5
mg/1 . Releases from both gates cont1 nued for an
additional 30 minutes at which time surface DO was
up to 6.0 mg/1; however, middepth and bottom DO
read i ng s rem a i ned unchanged from c oncent rations
measured at the two-hour mark .
Within a few
minutes of gate closure middepth concentration
reached over 4.0 mg/1 and the bottom reading
increased to about 2. 0 mg/1. Approximatel y 1 hour
foll owing the gate closures described above, the re
was a lock discharge which resulted in a sharp ,

short-lived depression in DO concentrations at all
depths of the midstream sa mpling poi nt at Station
3.
COI'C LUS IONS
Cbservations at the middepth of Station 1
upstream and the surface at Stations 2, 3, and
4 in the tailrace, during the startup of generation indicated that irrespective of the startup
sequence, there is an initial drop in :JO levels
in the immediate tailrace associated with the
start of hydropower production. The severity and
duration of this DO drop is influenced by the
startup procedure. Data indicate that compressed
starting of the generators, i.e . , all units
sequentially put on line within mi nutes of one
another , minimizes both the acuteness and the
duration of the 00 drop. This seems to be due to
the increased ex pa nsi on of the zone of wi thdrawa 1
within the lake, thus capturing more of the
epilimnetic Witers .
Data collected during spi 11 way gate openings
indicated that comparatively there is no difference between releases from gate 14 modified with
stoplogs and other gates. Additionally, the data
indicated that when 00 levels were severely
depressed, the spillway releases resulted in more
dramatic improvements compare:! to releases when
tailwater 00 was 3.0 mg/1 or better. Mlnipula tions with spillway gate heights indicate that
releases result in improvements in DO without
respect to gate height; however, these improvements occur more rapidly with increased discharges
either through increased gate heights or by opening additional gates.
Data collected during
spillway discharges indicate that the slug of low
DO Witer that accumulates in the immediate tail race is apparently pushed downstream by releases
and DO is not significantly improved.
Further,
overnight releases through the spill way gates seem
to prevent significant accunulations of low DO
Witer and instead both mixes and transports this
Witer downstream except in a very localized area
in the vicinity of the turbine discharge bdys.
Intensive monitoring in the tailrace area
substantiated the hypothesis that extremely low DO
water moved into the downstream a rea from the turbine discharge bays. Using conductivity as a conservative tracer, data collected with the Hydrolab
in the lake clearly showed that the low DO water
being observed in the tai 1 race during nongenera tion periods WiS available at the elevation of the
powerhouse intakes.
Conductivity and pH were
measured at the draft tube exits and were found to
be identical to those values measu,red in the lake
at the intakes.
Further, data collected during
the study indicated that the extremely low 00
water accunulates in the tailrace at varying
rates . During an overnight monitoring period the
slug of low DO water had moved downstream only to
the middepth at Station 3.
On other occasions
when monitoring began in the early morning,
results indicated that the low DO water was
uniformly distributed throughout the Witer column
at Station 3 and had moved farther downstream . It
is hypothesized, therefore, that the leakage
varies in rate of discharge and is most likely
attributed to improper or incomplete closure of
wicket gates.
Additionally, groundwater discharges in the tail race area may also provide a
source of extremely low DO water.
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the low DO water in the tailrace. E>~aluate struc tural solutions to stop the leakage and/or other
alternati ·1es. If any alternati1e is implemented,
further study to detenni ne the necessity for an
SOP as described above should be conducted .

Comparisons between data collected in the
river at the location of the monitor intake
(Station 3), titrations using the azide-modified
Winkler technique, and data obtained from the
automatic water quality monitor at the same time
indicated that the monitor frequently recorded
erroneous I)() data . In consideration of the hypothesis regarding leakage, a monitor would best
provide data on which to base actions described in
the SOP if it \ltere 1ocated closer to the po\lterhouse.
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REC ()1ME NOA TIONS
(1)
Provide for the maximun use of compressed start i ng procedures for hyd ropo~r production during the months when the lake is
stratified .
(2) Adjust the automatic monitor position
to a site closer to the po\lterhouse where the 1ow
I)() problems originate and resolve the discrepancies noted between the monitor readings and
readings obtained by other methods .
(3) Revise the SOP to provide for immediate
action (spillway releases) when low 00 conditions
(3.0 mg/1 or less) are detected which are not the
result of an operational release producing a
short - tenn drop in concentrations .
Or, as an
alternative, provide for continuous low volune
(0.1 m (0.25 ft) gate opening) spill way discharges
during nongeneration for the months the lake is
stratified to prevent the extremely low DO condi tions from developing .
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ABSTRACT
Many hydropower fac111t1es are operated only
dur1ng a port1on of the day to meet peak. system
power demands. Somet1mes, dur1ng port1ons of the
year when system power demands are low, no
releases are made for several days ~ at a t1me.
Such per1ods w1thout flow can ser1ously damage
aquat1c 11fe 1n the ta1lwater.
Th1s paper d1scusses two projects where
cont1nuous m1n1mum flows are prov1ded year
around. The f1rst 1s the Norr1s project where a
m1n1mum flow of 5.7 m3 /s (200 cfs) 1s prov1ded
by a reregulat1ng dam located approx1mately 2.4 k.m
(1.5 m1) below the ma1n dam. The other 1s the
T1ms Ford project where a m1n1mum flow of 2.3
m3 /s (80 cfs) w1ll be prov1ded through a small
hydroturb1ne operat1ng dur1ng per1ods when the
ma1n turb1ne 1s shut down. The paper w111 address
the alternat1ves evaluated at each project and the
des1gn, construct1on, and operat1on of the m1n1mum
flow systems.
NORRIS MINIMUM FLOWS
General
TVA's Norr1s project 1s located on the Cl1nch
R1ver at r1ver m1le 79.8 1n Campbell and Anderson
Count1es, Tennessee, about 32 k.m (20 m1) northwest
of Knoxv1lle.
The dam 1s a concrete grav1ty
structure approx1mately 580 m (1,900 ft) w1de and
81 m (265 ft) h1gh. The powerhouse conta1ns two
generat1ng un1ts rated at 50.4 MW each.
The
hydraul1c turb1nes are the vert1cal Franc1s type
and have a d1scharge capac1ty of about 120 m3 /s
(4,200 cfs) each at a rated head of 50 m (165ft).
Flow cond1t1ons for several m1les downstream
from the dam are essent1ally determ1ned by
controlled
releases
from
Norr1s
Dam .
An
1ns1gn1f1cant
amount
1s
contr1buted
from
uncontrolled runoff. Leakage through Norr1s Dam ·
produces m1n1mum flows of 0.5 to 1.8 m3 /s (17 to
65 cfs) when the turb1nes are off.
W1th
a
turb1ne
d1scharge
capac1ty
approx1mately tw1ce the average annual 1nflow, 12
hours of peak.1ng per day are needed on the average
to pass 1nflow 1n a normal year of operat1on.
Actual da1ly schedules vary depend1ng on system
and
reservo1r
levels.
load
requ1rements
SuiTITlert1me peak.1ng releases normally beg1n about
m1dmorn1ng and cont1nue for the rema1nder of the
dayl1ght hours.
W1ntert1me load peaks tend to
occur 1n the morn1ng and aga1n 1n the even1ng.
Unless the Norr1s pool 1s well above 1ts normal
operat1ng level, the turb1nes are normally not

operated dur1ng offpeak. hours. Extended per1ods
of zero d1scharge cover1ng several days to several
weeks can occur 1n the spr1ng and fa 11 per1ods to
conserve water 1n Norr1s Reservo1r when power
demands and reservo1r levels are low, or dur1ng
flood control operat1ons.
These da1ly flow fluctuat1ons and the
prolonged shutoffs comb1ned w1th the low d1ssolved
oxygen concentrat1on 1n the d1 scharge (late June
through early November) are cons1dered to have
deleter1ous effects on aquat1c l1fe, r1ver
recreat1on, water qualHy and aesthet1c values of
the downstream r1 ver reaches. By vent1 ng turb1 ne
releases when needed and prov1d1ng a m1n1mum
release of at least 5.7 m3 /sec (200 cfs), 1t was
felt that these adverse effects could be m1t1gated
or el1m1nated altogether.
Alternat1ves Cons1dered
Var1ous schemes were 1nvest1gated for
prov1d1ng the des1red m1n1mum flow.
These
1ncluded releas1ng through the ex1st1ng slu1ces,
add1ng a small hydroplant, and construct1ng a
reregulat1ng structure downstream of the dam.
Vent1ng of turb1ne releases when necessary would
be a part of each alternat1ve.
Slu1ce releases to prov1de cont1nuous m1n1mum
flows when the turb1 nes were not operat1ng were
evaluated for several m1n1mum flow values. For
the per1od October through March, 5.7 m3 /s (200
cfs) was acceptable w1th h1gher values des1red
dur1ng dayl1ght hours 1n the warm months.
Est1mated annual costs ranged from $1.13 to $1.70
m1111on (1980 dollars) and were due to power
losse~
from releases bypass1ng the generat1ng
unHs .
A new sma 11 hydro unH to be constructed on
the left bank was also cons1dered. The powerhouse
would conta1n a s1ngle vert1cal Franc1s turb1ne
connected to a generator rated at 8,000 kW. The
un1t's rated d1scharge would be 17 :0 m3 /s
(600 cfs) and could d1scharge as 11ttle as 5.7
m3 /s (200 cfs).
Costs for th1s opt1on would
1nclude an 1n1t1al 1nvestment of $14.1 m1111on and
an annual cost of $0.47 m1ll1on . The annual cost
was pr1mar1ly due to a sh1ft of some peak.
generat1on to offpeak hours.
Two schemes for construct1ng reregulat1ng
structures below Norr1s Dam were ser1ously
cons1dered. The f1rst was a collaps1ble dam wh1ch
would regulate the release of stored water by
ma1nta1n1ng a constant depth of flow over one or
more gates. When the turb1nes were operat1ng, the
gates would be lowered to prevent a ta1lwater
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1ncrease at the dam.
The 1n\t\al cost of a
collaps\ble barr\er dam was est\mated to be $5.8
m1ll1on. Annual costs would range from $0.&7 to
$0.94 m1111on, depend\ng on the m1n1mum flow
assumed.
The second scheme was a low we1r wh\ch would
have a ser1es of s lu\ces \nsta lled at Hs base to
retard empty1ng of the channel follow\ng turb\ne
shutdown. Short turb\ne pulses every few hours
would be requ\red to recharge the channel unt11
generat\on resumed. However, the we\r would cause
a permanent ta\lwater r\se at Norr\s Dam,
result1ng \n a loss of capacHy and energy
generat\on from the hydroplant. Est\mated costs
for the we\r were $0.5 m1111on \n\t\ally, and
annual expend\tures of $0.04 m1111on.
Construct\on of a rock - f\lled gab\on we\r
approx\mately 2.4 km (1.5 m1) downstream of Norr\s
Dam was determ\ned to be the most attract1ve
alternat\ve.
Total costs for th\s scheme were
lower than any other alternat\ve cons\dered by
far. Also, s\nce the project was cons\dered to be
exper\mental, a rock we\r could eas11y be removed
\f major problems were encountered dur\ng test\ng.
Des1gn
The prel\m\nary des\gn process \nvo1ved
exam\n\ng several d\fferent we1r locat\ons, s\zes,
and shapes to determ\ne a solut\on that best met
the project des\gn object\ves. The most \mportant
object\ves cons\dered were ma\nta\n\ng a m\n1mum
flow
of
5.7
m3 /sec
(200 cfs),
avo\d\ng
s1gn1f\cant 1mpacts on the Norr1s Dam hydroplant,
prov1d1ng safe f1oat\ng and f1sh1ng cond1t1ons,
and m1n1m1z1ng project costs.
Improvement w1th
respect to one object\ve often meant a reduct1on
wHh respect to one or more of the other
object\ ves. Numerous tradeoffs between object\ ves
were evaluated us1ng mathemat1cal and phys1cal
mode11ng to f1nd the best overall solut\on. For
example, 1t was \mportant to locate the we\r as
close to the dam as poss1ble to m1n1m1ze the
amount of uncontrolled local 1nflow that could
deposit sed1ment or debr\s \n the we1r pool and
at the same t1me prov1de \mproved hydraul \c
cond1t1ons over the ent1re ta\lwater. However, 1f
the we1r was located too close to the dam, then
headlosses would occur due to the h\gher ta\lwater
elevat\on caused by the we1r backwater.

addressed by the model study was nav1gat1on over
the we1r by small boats or canoes. Several we1r
geometr1es were tested, wHh most perform1ng
sat1sfactor11y at one or two of the expected
flowrates. but be1ng unacceptable at other flows.
Recommendat\ons were to construct and observe a
&.4 -m (21-ft) w1de we1r \n the f1eld. and 1f the
was not sat1sfactory, then the
performance
structure could be mod1f1ed 1nto a 9 .1 -m (30-ft)
conf\gurat\on. D1scharge coeff\c\ents were also
computed and prov1ded for the mathemat1cal model.
Regulat\on of we\r releases would be by
butterfly valves controlled by floats 1nstalled \n
some of the d\scharge p\pes.
After turb\ne
operat1on ended. flow would pass over the we1r and
through the uncontrolled p\pes.
As the water
level dropped below the top of the we\r, the
valves would beg1n to open to ma\nta\n des1red
releases . WHhout controls. 5.7 m3 /s (200 cfs)
could not be ma1nta1ned wHhout e1ther \ncreas\ng
the we1r he1ght or \ncreas\ng puls\ng frequency.
EHher opt\on would cause a s\gn1f\cant 1ncrease
\n annual power losses at Norr\s.
Phys\cal Features
The we\r was constructed of galvan1zed steel
gab\on baskets f\lled w\th 10 to 20 em (4 to 8
\n.) washed 1\mestone rock. It \s 1.5 m (5 ft)
h\gh, &.4 m (21 ft) 1n w\dth, and conta\ns 54
30-cm (12-\n.) d\ameter steel p\pes for d\scharge
control. The 122-m (400- ft) long we1r \s d\v\ded
by H1bbs Island \nto a 4&-m (150-ft) long west
channel sect1on and a 7&- m (250-ft) long east
channel sect1on. To reduce construct1on costs. a
Twenty of the
loose rock core was used.
f1fty-four steel p\pes were f1tted w1th float
actuated
butterfly valves
to control
we1r
releases. Trashracks were placed upstream of all
controlled p1pes to reduce potent1al damages to
the flotat\on dev1ce from debr1s. An \mpermeable
membrane was placed w\th\n the upstream port\on of
the we\r to m\n1m1ze leakage.
F\gure 1 1s a
photograph of the completed we\r structure.

The hydraul\c effects of the we\r were
exam\ned through the use of a mathemat1cal
computer model and a phys1cal model. The computer
model was used to determ\ne headlosses (due to
ta1lwater r\se) at Norr1s Dam and to determ\ne how
long a m\n\mum d1scharge of 5. 7 m3 /s (200 cfs)
could be susta\ned w1thout storage replen\shment
from Norr1s turb\ne releases.
Data collected
dur\ng operat1on of the phys1cal model was used to
calculate computer model d1scharge coeff1c1ents
for flow over the we1r and to evaluate boat\ng
r\sks.
A mathemat1cal model for a sect\on of the
C11nch R1ver from the dam to about &.4 km (4 m1)
downstream was developed.
S\mulat1on results
showed that a flow of about 5.7 m3 /s (200 cfs)
could be ma1nta1ned below the we1r for about 12
hours w1thout turb1ne releases. Also, ta11water
elevat1on below Norr1s Dam would \ncrease by about
0 . 09 m ( 0 . 3 ft) .
A phys1cal model was constructed at the TVA
Eng1neer1ng Laboratory.
The pr1mary concern

F\gure 1.

Norr1s We\r

Construct\on
The we1r was constructed 1n three stages from
fall 1983 unt11 spr\ng 1984. Total construct1on
t1me, exclud\ng delays, was approx\mately three
months. The west channel sect1on of the we1r was
bu11t 1n the f1rst stage. Flows (mostly leakage)
were d1verted to the east channel through p1pes
conta\ned 1n a small dam bu11t for th1s purpose.
The dam was a 1so used as an access road to the
west channel construct1on s1te . After the we1r
sect1on 1n the west channel was completed. flows
Goranflo, et al.
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were d1verted through d1scharge p1pes 1n the
f1n1shed sect1on wh11e work proceeded 1n the east
channel. An 11-m (36-ft) long sect1on was left
uncompleted
unt11
the
rema1n1ng
we1r
was
constructed to Hs full he1ght. Th1s enabled the
pool level to drop suff1c1ently for construct1on
personnel to enter the r1ver three hours after
un1t operat1on ended.
The last stage of
construct1on was clos1ng the open sect1on over a
two day weekend per1od w1th no turb1ne releases.
All work was accomp11shed dur1ng per1ods the
turb1nes were not operat1ng. Our1ng the fall,
power demands requ1red that construct1on take
place at n1ght on the 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shHt.
All other work was performed dur1ng day11ght hours.
Operat1on
The we1r 1s des1gned to susta1n a m1n1mum
d1scharge of approx1mately 5.7 m3 /s (200 cfs)
for 12 hours after turb1ne releases end. Based on
h1stor1cal records, adequate streamflow below the
we1r can be ma1nta1ned on a typ1cal day of
operat1on. However, dur1ng extended per1ods of
zero release, a one-turb1ne pulse of 30 m1nute
durat1on 1s requ1red tw1ce da11y to replen1sh
storage beh1nd the we1r.
The we1r as constructed d1d not prov1de
sat1sfactory regulat1on.
f1eld tests revealed
that there was too much leakage and the flow
decreased too rap1dly follow1ng turb1ne shutoff.
Seventeen of the uncontrolled p1pes were plugged,
and leakage was reduced by sea11ng the top 15 em
(6 1n.) of the we1r. F1eld tests to evaluate the
we1r•s
hydrau11c
character1st1cs were aga1n
and overall
flow patterns were
conducted,
determ1ned to be sat1sfactory . The water surface
prof11e over the we1r appeared smooth, and no
large rec1rculat1ng edd1es were observed.
The
measured 1ncrease 1n ta11water elevat1on var1ed
between 0.05 and 0.11 m (0.18 and 0.35 ft) .
Three hours after the turb1ne releases stop,
the pool elevat1on drops to the top of the we1r.
From hours 3 through 7, a flow of 4.5 m3 /s (160
cfs) 1s ma1nta1ned through the we1r, pr1mar11y by
the uncontrolled p1pes. The valved p1pes beg1n to
contr1bute more and more as the pool level drops,
stead11y 1ncreas1ng total d1scharge to about 6.1
m3 /s (215 cfs) at hour 10. The flow gradually
returns to 4. 5 m3 /s ( 160 cf s) by the end of the
12 hour per1od.
Leakage through the abutments
supplements p1pe d1scharge to effect1vely ma1nta1n
a constant release.
Results
Cond1t1ons 1n the ta11water have 1mproved due
to we1r construct1on and aerat1on of turb1ne
releases. F1sh food organ1sms, such as mayf11es,
cadd1sfl1es, stonef11es, sna11s, and crayf1sh
preferred by trout have grown 1n number. Also
1ncreas1ng 1n abundance have been m1nnow spec1es,
a part of the d1et of the large brown trout.
Trout cond1t1on, a measure of the plumpness of an
1nd1v1dual f1sh and an ind1cator of growth rate,
has also 1mproved. From 1980-83, cond1tions of
ra1nbow trout dropped an average of 12 percent
between summer and fall. In 1985, the cond1t1on
d1d not drop at all.
An 1ncrease 1n trout stocking 1n add1t1on to
improvements 1n ta11water cond1t1ons has resulted
in substant1al growth 1n f1sh1ng pressure and
recreation. Plans are to 1ncrease stock1ng even

further, ra1s1ng expectat1ons for greater use 1n
the future.
TIMS FORO MINIMUM FLOWS
Alternat1ves for supply1ng 1nstantaneous
m1n1mum flows 1n the Elk R1ver below TvA•s T1ms
Ford Dam were evaluated.
Due to thermal
strat1f1cat1on 1n T1ms Fora Reservo1r, turb1ne and
slu1ce releases at the dam prov1de cold water
rang1ng from soc 1n the w1nter to lti°C 1n the
fa 11. These temperatures offer the opportun1ty to
estab11sh and ma1nta1n a 64-km (40-m1) long cold
water f1shery 1n the ta1lwater. Supply1ng m1n1mum
flows 1n the r1ver channel at all t1mes would help
ma1nta1n an adequate food base and su1table flow
and depth cond1t1ons for trout.
Costs and
benef1ts for four alternat1ves were est1mated, and
1mplementat1on of the most favorable alternat1ve
1s nearing complet1on.
Project Oescr1pt1on
T1ms Ford Dam 1s located at Elk R1ver
M11e 133.8, 1n southcentral Tennessee.
Th1s
locat1on, w1th1n two hours ~r1v1ng t1me of the
large populat1on areas of Huntsv111e, Alabama;
Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Nashv1lle, Tennessee,
offers an opportunHy to ma1nta1n and enhance a
cold water f1shery un1que to th1s reg1on.
S1te descr1pt1on
T1ms Ford Dam was closed 1n December 1970 and
a s1ngle diagonal-flow, f1xed blade generat1ng
un1t went 1nto commerc1al operat1on 1n March
1972. The un1t 1s rated at 45 MW at a net head of
36.2 m (120 ft). The dam 1s also equ1pped wHh a
0. 41-m (3-ft) d1ameter low-level supplementary
water release slu1ce w1th rated d1scharge capac1ty
of 7.1 m3 /s (250 cfs). Below the dam, the Elk
R1ver flows through Fayettev111e, Tennessee,
approx1mately at r1ver m11e 90. The Fayettev1lle
Water Treatment Plant pump 1ntake 1s 1ocated at
r1ver m11e 93.9. To ma1nta1n proper submergence
of the pump 1ntake, a r1ver stage correspond1ng to
one foot at a nearby USGS gage 1s requ1red.
Currently, th1s corresponds to a flow of about 4.1
m3 /s (145 cfs). The unregulated dra1nage area
between T1ms Ford Dam and the gage 1s 773 km 2
(298 m1 2 ) , and the est1mated 20-year recurrence
1nterval, 3-day m1n1mum local 1nflow from th1s
area 1s 1.25 m3 /s (44 cfs).
Current operat1ons
T1ms Ford 1s a mult1purpose project, and as
such, 1s operated for author1zed purposes of flood
control, recreat1on, power product1on, and water
supply. The s1ngle generat1ng unH 1s generally
11m1ted to a d1scharge rate of 110 m3 /s
(3,900 cfs) due to downstream cons1derat1ons. The
average annual adjusted flow at T1ms Ford 1s 27
m3 /s (955 cfs), wh1ch means that the un1t on
average can be expected to operate about 25
percent of the t1me. Based on h1stor1cal records,
the average number of "zero release hours per dayK
var1es from 12.3 1n December to 19.6 1n October.
The supplementary water slu1ce 1s used from
Memor1a 1 Day weekend through September to prov1de
for water supply at Fayettev111e. These flows are
provided on weekends, s1nce 11m1ted reservo1r
1nflows dur1ng th1s per1od are generally passed
through the generat1ng un1t on h1gher load
weekdays only. Our1ng the summer and early fall
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months, when two hours of turb1 ne use per day 1s
coiTIIlon, the un1t 1s often operated for an hour 1n
m1dmorn1ng and aga1n for an hour 1n late afternoon
to prov1de for a more even d1str1but1on of flow at
Fayettev1lle to ensure that the stage requ1 rement
15 met.
The generat1ng un1t at T1ms Ford 1s operated
locally
from w1th1n
the
powerhouse.
The
powerhouse 1s normally staffed from 6 a.m. untn
10 p.m. on weekdays only. Turb1ne use on weekends
requ1res personnel to be called 1n. The slu1ce
can be operated e1ther locally or by remote
control from a ne1ghbor1ng project. Evaluat1on of
var1ous alternat1ves descr1bed later 1n th1s paper
1s based on not hav1ng remote operat1on capab111ty
for the turb1ne. An a1r compressor was 1nstalled
at the plant 1n 1984 and used dur1ng the fall of
1984 and 1985 when the natural d1ssolved oxygen
concentrat1on 1n the turb1ne releases dropped
below 4 mg/L. Use of the compressor 1s planned
for the future dur1ng s1m1lar low DO per1ods.
From exam1nat1on of ava1lable records,
leakage from the reservo1r r1m and through the
un1t was est1mated to be 0.6 m3 /s (20 cfs).
Th1s water enters the r1ver channel 1n the
prox1m1ty of the dam . Leakage w111 vary w1th
headwater elevat1on, be1ng somewhat lower 1n
w1nter and h1gher 1n suiTIIler.
Current v1s1tat1on to the Elk R1ver from T1ms
Ford Dam to Fayettev11le was est1mated to be about
9,000 annual tr1ps.
Two thousand are canoe1ng
tr1ps and 7,000 are f1sh1ng tr1ps. Recreat1onal
access to the r1ver 1s prov1ded at seven d1fferent
locat1ons owned by TVA, and w1th one except1on,
they are ma1nta1ned by the Elk R1ver Development
Author1ty.
Currently, the State stocks about
70,000 trout annually 1n the Elk R1ver below the
dam.
Evaluat1on Cr1ter1a
The 1mpact of the var1ous m1n1mum flow
alternat1ves on power product1on at T1ms Ford was
based on the compar1son of projected plant output
for each alternat1ve vs. s1mulated output for the
base case, or h1stor1cal cond1t1ons. H1stor1cal
flow and reservo1r elevat1on data for the per1od
1973 through 1983 were used to s1mulate da1ly peak
and offpeak generat1on. These values were used to
compute monthly averages for the per1od for
comparat1ve
purposes.
H1stor1cal
reservo1r
elevat1ons were used as much as poss1ble, although
for
some
a 1ternat1 ves
the
reservo1 r
was
necessar11y lowered dur1ng dry cond1t1ons 1n order
to meet the m1n1mum flow requ1rements. In those
cases, computed elevat1ons were forced to converge
to h1stor1cal elevat1ons as soon as poss1ble by
reduc1ng releases 1n succeed1ng per1ods, thereby
1ncurr1ng e1ther a power loss or seasonal sh1ft of
power. Max1mum drawdowns below h1stor1cal levels
were noted 1n the results for each alternat1ve.

factors to cons1der 1n ass1gn1ng po1nts. These
factors 1nclude:
(1) recreat1on exper1ence,
( 2) avanabn 1ty of opportun1ty, ( 3) carry1ng
capac1ty, (4) access1b111ty, and (5) env1ronmental
qual1ty. Out of a poss1ble 100 po1nts, the Elk
R1ver was judged to mer1t a range of 65-69
po1nts. In 1985 pr1ce levels, th1s converted to a
range 1n the value of v1s1ts from $16.50 to $17.50
per un1t day. For the purpose of th1s analys1s,
about 75 percent of the 1ncrease 1n benef1ts was
attr1butable to enhanced m1n1mum flows, and about
25 percent to enhanced d1ssolved oxygen levels.
Current f1sh1ng use est1mates were suppl1ed
by personnel from the Tennessee W1ldl1fe Resources
Agency who are most fam111ar wHh f1sh1ng 1n the
ta1lwater. The1r est1mates represented the best
ava1lable 1nformat1on but have yet to be conf1rmed
by actual pressure est1mates based on f1eld data.
In response to these 1mprovements 1n the
ta1lwater, stock1ng would be 1ncreased 1n each of
the alternat1ves 1n proport1on to the expected
b1olog1cal 1mprovements and 1ntrease 1n angler use
expected. Potent1a1 for 1ncreased f1sherman use
was calculated based on the follow1ng factors
prov1ded by the var1ous alternat1ves:
1mproved
food
base,
1ncreased
product1on,
1ncreased
carry1ng capac1ty, and 1mproved cond1t1ons for
bank and boat f1sh1ng.
For evaluat1on of the alternat1ves, the
m1n1mum flow was targeted to be 2.3 m'/s
(80 cfs).
Th1s select1on was based on f1eld
v1s1ts to the ta1lwater s1tes by var1ous personnel
dur1ng per1ods of operat1on of the slu1ce at that
rate. It was felt that th1s rate would prov1de
acceptable flow cond1t1ons for the f1shery as well
as ma1nta1n su1table cond1t1ons for float1ng.
Th1s release, plus the est1mated leakage and
m1n1mum local 1nflow as descr1bed prev1ously,
would also be adequate to prov1de the requ1red
flow at Fayettev1lle 1n most cases.
It was
apparent at the beg1nn1ng of the study that
m1n1mum flows much larger than these would
severely 1mpact power product1on, and would 11m1t
flex1b111ty 1n select1ng alternat1ves.
Alternat1ves For Ma1nta1n1ng M1n1mum Flows
Four alternat1ves are descr1bed 1n th1s
sect1on. Each was evaluated based on the above
cr1ter1a.
Slu1c1ng alternat1ve
Th1s alternat1ve used the ex1st1ng slu1ce to
prov1de a d1scharge at T1ms Ford of 2.3 m3/s
(80 cfs) any t1me the generat1ng un1t was not
operat1ng. Th1s alternat1ve requ1red no cap1tal
expend1ture s1nce no phys1cal mod1f1cat1ons to the
slu1ce or other plant structures was requ1red.

The econom1c analys1s for each alternat1ve
was based on the U.S. Water Resources Counc11
recoiTIIlended d1 scount rate of 8-3/8 percent and a
project 11fe of 25 years. All costs and benef1ts
were expressed 1n 1985 dollars.

The 1mpact on power generat1on 1ncluded a net
loss of both peak and offpeak generat1on, due to
the d1vers1on of water wh1ch could otherw1se have
been passed through the turb1ne. Annual average
losses totaled 2,960 MWh peak and 890 MWh offpeak
and were est1mated to have a present worth
replacement cost of $1,555,000.

The f1sh1ng benef1t evaluat1on was based on
convert1ng projected v1s1tat1on 1ncreases to
dollar values, based on the Un1t Day Value Method
establ1shed by the U.S. Water Resources Counc11.
Th1s procedure ut111zes a number of subject1ve

Canoe1ng would probably not be affected by
th1s alternat1ve. The flow prov1ded was v1ewed as
a m1n1mum and would not attract add1t1onal
v1s1ts. Th1s alternat1ve, as well as the others,
was projected to cause heavy 1ncreases 1n f1sh1ng
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pressure on the r\ver \rm~ed\ately below the dam.
at a h\ghway br\dge access. Due to rap\d water
r\se when the turb\ne \s started, add1t1onal
warn\ng s\gns at the sHe would have been
warranted.
The \mpacts on water qual\ty would be
pos\t\ve.
The slu\ce releases would ma\nta\n
lower overall temperature \n the r\ver between
turb\ne pulses.
The releases would be well
aerated due to asp\ rat\on through the s lu1ce vent
system.
Recent tests showed d\ssolved oxygen
\ncreases from 1 mg/L at the slu\ce \ntake to lD
mg/L just downstream from the slu1ce outlet 1n the
ta11 race.
For the per1od of record analyzed, the 1mpact
on
reservo\r
elevat1ons
was
m\nor.
The
s\mulat\ons 1nd1cated, even \n the dr\er years. a
projected drawdown of only one foot below levels
observed h\stor\cally.
F\shery benef1ts were calculated as descr\bed
prev1ously. Benef\ts accrued from prov\s\ons of
des\rable DO concentrat1ons and flow cond1t1ons \n
the upper ta11water.
Those \mprovements would
\ncrease the food base, 1mprove the ab111ty of
trout to feed dur\ng the late surm1er and early
autumn, and \mprove the m\n\mum water depths and
veloc1t\es. These benef1ts accrued pr\mar11y \n
the upper reaches of the ta\lwater where the
change from ex\st\ng flow cond1t1ons would be most
dramat\c. It was est1mated that th1s alternat\ve
would 1ncrease total annual v1s1tat\on to 24,000
w1th1n f\ve years. On a present worth bas1s, this
corresponded to an increase in benefit of
$1,820,000 to $1,924,000 over the 11fe of the
project.
Small generating un\t alternat\ve
Th\s alternat1ve would include the add1t1on
of a sma 11 generat\ng un1t to the exi st\ng
powerhouse (see F\gure 2). The un\t would use the
ex\st\ng slu1ce p1pe for water supply. A surplus
cool\ng tower makeup pump/motor would be \nstalled
and operated 1n reverse as a turb1ne/generator.
Th1s equ1pment was ava11able from a cancelled TVA
nuclear
project.
Prel1m1nary
est1mates
of
performance for th\s un1t, operat\ng as a turb1ne,
1nd1cated full gate releases of 2.2 to 2.5 m*/s
(78 - 90 cfs), w1th generator outputs rang1ng
between 470 and 830 kW, depending on the reservo1r
pool elevat1on.
As 1n the case of the slu1c\ng alternat1ve.
th1s un1t would be operated any t1me the ex\st1ng
un1t was not, thereby prov1d\ng an \nstantaneous
m1n1mum flow at the project. Both un\ts would be
operated concurrently only dur1~g flood control
operat\ons to evacuate water from the reservo\r.
Th1s alternat1ve would result 1n a small ga1n
of total generation but a sh1ft of peak energy to
offpeak energy. Th1s was due to the new un\t
releas1ng water dur\ng offpeak hours wh1ch
otherw1 se would be passed through the larger un\t
only dur1ng peak hours.
The expected annual
generat1on ga1n was 600 MWh, w1th 1,930 MWh being
sh1 fted from peak to offpeak use. The net effect
of these 1mpacts was a present worth power cost of
$315,000. Nevertheless, th\s alternat1ve had the
least 1mpact on power product1on of any of the
alternat1ves stud1ed.
Most other 1mpacts were the same as descr1bed
for the slu1ce alternat1ve. The ma1n except1on
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F1gure 2.

T\ms Ford Powerhouse

was the d\ssolved oxygen concentrat1on expected in
the ta\lrace during the operat1on of th\s un\t.
It 1s expected that some natural aerat\on could be
1nduced \n the draft tube of the un\t, however
prov\s ions would be made for forced air 1nject1on
by a small compressor. In e1ther case. 00 uptake
would not be as great as that occurring w1th the
slu1ce releases although 1t was ant\c1pated that
adequate amounts would be prov\ded when the
natural DO content dropped below 4 mg/L.
F1shery
benef1t
\ncreases
for
th\s
alternat\ve were projected to be the same as for
the slu\c\ng alternative.
The project cap\ta 1 cost was est1mated to be
$860,000, w1th a projected present worth OM4 cost
of $103,000. An add\t\onal $40.000 was est1mated
for outage costs dur1ng the construct1on per1od,
s1nce use of the ex1st1ng un1t would not be
poss1ble dur1ng early stages of construct\on.
Reregulat1ng we\r

altern~t\ve

Th1s
alternative
would
1nvolve
the
construct\on of a low we\r some d1stance
downstream from T\ms Ford Dam. Th\s we1r was
s\m\lar \n purpose and scope to the Norr1s (C11nch
R\ver) we1r descr1bed prev1ously 1n th1s paper.
Two alternate we1r s\zes were stud\ed: one wh1ch
could prov1de flows of 2:8 m*/s (100 cfs) for
twelve hours durat1on; and one wh1ch could prov1de
the same flow for twenty-four hours durat1on. Due
to 11m1ted access to the r1ver \n the f\rst
several m11es below the dam, the proposed we\r
sHe was located 4 km (2.5 m\) ·below the dam.
Th\s locat\on is owned by TVA and allows pub11c
access to the river.
The option to provide for 24 hours storage
required a weir s 1ze that was deemed unacceptab 1e
due to safety concerns. The final weir select1on
was based on prov\d\ng only 12-hours storage. The
cost est\mate for th\s opt\on was based on a
s\m\lar des1gn as the we1r below Norr\s Dam, and
\ncluded 15 valved and 10 unregulated p1pes. To
replen\sh the water beh1nd the we1 r would requ1 re
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a pulse of water from the generat1ng un1t at
dam of 25 m1nutes 1n durat1on once every
hours. Because the powerhouse 1s not manned
weekends, 1t was more cost effect1ve to slu1ce
water rather than call 1n operators to make
two pulses 12 hours apart.

results from
the offpeak
total 9,490
replacement
$2 ,111,000.

the
12
on
the
the

the un1t be1ng operated for pulses 1n
per1od. Annually, th1s sh1ft would
MWh. The present worth of the net
cost due to these 1mpacts 1s

The 1mpact on power product1on was a net loss
of total generat1on, mostly from peak per1ods,
result1ng from the slu1ce d1scharge requ1red on
weekends. Th1 s loss was est1mated to be 640 MWh.
It was est1mated that the we1r would ra1se the
ta1lwater elevat1on about .06 m ( .2 ft) dur1ng
normal operat1on of the g~nerat1ng un1t.
The
est1mated net present worth replacement cost of
these 1mpacts was $431,000.

No benef1ts were cla1med for the h1ghe r net
flows 1n the lower reaches of the ta1lwater. Th1s
1s because the r1ver was not cons1dered as a pr1me
recreat1onal floatway. There could be a negat1ve
1mpact on safety for those persons us1ng the r1ver
1n the upper reaches, part1cularly near the dam.
Water surface elevat1ons would r1se rap1dly dur1ng
the pulse, up to 2 m (6.2 ft). Th1s would happen
e1ght t1mes per day, 1n contrast to current
operat1ons w1th only one or two pulses.

Most other 1mpacts were the same as descr1bed
for the other alternat1ves.
However, 1t was
pred1cted that 1ncreased b1olog1cal benef1ts would
not occur between the we1r and the dam. Thus the
1ncrease 1n annual v1s1tat1on was projected to be
lower, result1ng 1n a tota 1 present worth benef1t
1ncrease rang1ng from $1,169,000 to $1,241,000.

Constant ra1s1ng and lower1ng of the water
surface 1n the channel reaches 1mmed1ately below
the dam could 1ncrease the rate of bank eros1on
there.
However, the reaches further downstream
wh1ch have h1stor1cally been erod1ng at a faster
rate would not be affected as much because of
channel attenuat1on.

The we1r was also evaluated as to poss1ble
backwater 1mpacts upstream from the we1r to the
dam. It was calculated that the 1mpoundment effect
of the we1r would result 1n water surface prof1les
wh1ch exceeded the flowage easement boundar1es
or1g1nally acqu1red between the we1r sHe and the
dam, for normal release rates of 110 m3 /s
(3,900 cfs). Therefore the cost est1mate 1ncluded
the purchase of add1t1onal flowage easements where
appropr1ate.

For the per1od of record analyzed, upstream
reservo1r
elevat1ons
could
be
reduced
s1gn1f1cantly.
In the dr1er years , projected
reservo1r drawdowns up to 2.9 m {9.5 ft) below
levels observed h1stor1cally were computed . Th1s
could ser1ously 1mpact recreat1on on the reservo1r
depend1ng on the t1m1ng of the drawdown, w1th
August and September be1ng the most cr1t1cal t1mes.

The est1mated cap1tal cost was $673,000, w1th
an add1t1onal $40,000 requ1red for outage cost and
a projected present worth O&M cost of $52,000.
Puls1ng alternat1ve
Th1s alternat1ve requ1red that the generat1ng
un1t at T1ms Ford be operated 1n a puls1ng mode to
prov1de m1n1mum flows 1n the reaches below the
dam.
Th1s
opt1on
d1d
not
prov1de
for
1nstantapeous m1n1mum flows at the dam, but due to
natural wave attenuat1on and depend1ng on the t1me
1nterval and pulse durat1on selected, would
prov1de m1n1mum flows of vary1ng magn1tudes 1n the
channel downstream. For sHes nearest the dam,
resultant hydrographs would be sharply sp1ked,
w1th h1gh flows dur1ng the pulse and rap1dly
d1m1n1sh1ng to zero shortly after the pulse
ceases. At 1ntermed1ate locat1ons downstream a
not1ceable r1se 1n flowrate would occur somet1me
after the pulse, but apprec1able m1n1mum flows
would be ma1nta1ned.
At locat1ons further
downstream,
the
result1ng
flows
would
be
essent1ally steady.
The pulse durat1on, 15 m1nutes, and 1nterval
between pulses, 3 hours, selected for evaluat1on
were based on ma1nta1n1ng an 1nstantaneous flow of
about 2. 8 m3 /s (100 cfs) at the proposed we1r
s1te. M1n1mum flows upstream from th1s s1te would
be less (only 0.6 m3 /s (20 cfs) at the 1mmed1ate
ta1lwater), wh1le the 1nstantaneous m1n1mum flows
downstream would be larger, rang1ng to 9.8 m3 /s
(345 cfs) at Fayettev11le.
Impacts on power product1on would 1nclude a
net ga1n 1n total generat1on and s1gn1f1cant
sh1fts of peak to offpeak generat1on. The ga1n
(430 MWh) 1s because no water would be released
through the slu1ce. The sh1ft to offpeak power

There were no cap1tal costs assoc1ated w1th
th1s opt1on.
No attempt was made to est1mate
1ncreased O&M costs due to much more frequent
start1ng and stopp1ng of the un1t.
However,
operat1on costs would 1ncrease substant1ally.
Because the powerhouse 1s currently manned from
6 a.m. to 10 p.m. dur1ng the weekdays, add1t1onal
operators would be requ1red to prov1de for
operat1ons 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. The
present worth cost of th1s 1ncreased staff was
est1mated to be $1,240,000.
F1shery benef1ts were reduced due to the
var1ab111ty of flow 1n the reaches 1mmed1ately
below the dam, wh1ch would not prov1de b1olog1cal
benef1ts or good cond1t1ons for bank or float
f1sh1ng.
Benef1ts
were
1ncreased
further
downstream because the h1gher m1n1mum flowrates
would prov1de 1ncreased water depths, wetter
substrate, and more stable water temperatures.
The est1mated present worth benef1ts were $962,000
to $1,024,000.
Compar1son of Alternat1ves
A quant1tat1 ve and qua 11tat1 ve compar1 son of
alternat1ves 1s shown 1n Table 1. The econom1c
analyses show B/C rat1os of approx1mately the same
magn1tude for alternat1ves one, two, and three.
The lower B/C for the we1 r a lternat1 ve 1s due to
the reduct1on 1n benef1ts because m1n1mum flows
are not prov1ded 1n the reach between the dam and
we1r sHe. Based on the study, the small un1t
alternat1ve had the least adverse 1mpact on power
product1on and the most attract1ve B/C rat1o .
Although the plan 1nd1cates a relat1vely h1gh
1n1t1al cost, 1t prov1des an example of an
1nnovat1ve small hydro 1nstallat1on.
It w111
allow a chance for the evaluat1on of the
effect1veness of th1s type of 1nstallat1on 1n
ma1nta1n1ng and enhanc1ng a des1gnated cold wate r
f1shery.
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TABLE 2
Compar1son of Alternat1ves
Alternat1ve
Slu1ce

Sma 11 UnH

We1r

Puls1ng

COSTS
Construct1on
Un1t Outage
Operat1on and Ma1ntenance
Power Losses
Stock1ng
Total

0

0
0
1 •550
155

860
40
103
315
155

673
40
52
431
103

0
0
1 •240
2.111
103

1 • 705

1 •473

1 •299

3,454

1,820-1,924

1,820-1,924

1,169-1 ,241

962-1,024

115 - 219

347 - 451

(130)-(58)

BENEfiTS
Coldwater F1shery
NET BENEFITS
BENEFIT/COST RATIO
Note:

1 . 07 - 1 . 13

1.24

1.31

(2,492)-(2,430)

.90 - .96

.28 - .30

All amounts are present worth values expressed 1n thousands of 1985 dollars.
Amounts 1n parentheses are negat1ve values.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Slu1ce
Potent1al negat1ve 1mpact on bank eros1on
Ma1nta1n m1n1mum flow 1n upper 3 m1les
Includes 1mproved access for publ1c
Add1t1onal safety concerns
Requ1res land easements or land purchase
Flex1b111ty 1n chang1ng m1n1mum flows
M1n1mum flows are aerated
Recreat1onal float1ng enhanced
Poss1ble adverse 1mpact on reservo1r levels
1

2

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Sma 11 Un1t
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes 1
No
No

We1r
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes 2
No
No

Puls1ng
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes 2
Yes
Yes

Aerat1on prov1ded by natural 1nduct1on or small compressor when D0<4.0 mg/L
Aerat1on prov1ded by large compressor when D0<4.0 mg/L

Three pr1mary factors 1mpacted greatly the
select1on of th1s alternat1ve: (1) the relat1vely
large amount of t1me the un1t would be run
(average of 18 hours/day), (2) the phys1cal
ava1lab111ty of a usable water supply for the
un1t, thereby m1n1m1z1ng c1v11 costs, and (3) the
ava1lab111ty of the un1t as a surplus Hem at a
greatly reduced cost.
Implementat1on
Implementat1on of the small un1t alternat1ve
began 1n the sunrner of 1985. An earth and rock
cofferdam was placed 1n the ta1lrace for the
purpose of dewater1ng the ex1st1ng draft tube.
The top of the draft tube was used to support the
operat1ng platform for the new un1t.
After a
per1 od of sever a 1 weeks, the cofferdam was
removed, a llow1ng norma 1 operat1ons w1th the
ex1st1ng un1t. The penstock for the new un1t was
t1ed 1nto the concrete- encased slu1ce p1pe, wh1ch
runs laterally along the ta1lrace.
Butterfly
valves were 1nstalled between the new un1t and the
slu1ce p1pe, and downstream of the penstock on the
slu1ce p1pe for d1rect1onal control of water,
enabl1ng the slu1ce to be used for prov1d1ng flows
dur1ng ma1ntenance on the new un1t.
The

platform and

penstock work

had

been

completed by late fall of 1985. Work resumed 1n
1986, cons1st1ng of 1nstallat1on of electr1cal
t1e-1n to the sw1tchyard, w1r1ng of controls and
1nstrumentat1on, and mod1f1cat1ons to the shaft
and bear1ngs on the un1t. A small a1r compressor
1s be1ng 1nstalled to enhance oxygenat1on, w1th
a1r be1ng 1njected 1nto the penstock just upstream
of the un1t. Preoperat1cinal test1ng 1s expected
to beg1n 1n October 1986, w1th on11ne operat1on
ant1c1pated to follow soon thereafter.
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ABSTRACT
Reservoir
personnel
operating multilevel
selective wlthdrawal outlet structures often have
difficulty determining the daily outlet operations
required to yield a desired release temperature .
Therefore , we have compared four techniques
designed to determine day-to- day outlet structure
operations that will yield a particular reservoir
release temperature given a specific outlet works
configuration and various reservoir conditions.
Data from a stratification season of approximately
8 months were used in the comparison . Given the
prescribed optimal operating scheme of each technique, a mathematical description of selective
withdrawal was used to predict the resulting
project release temperatures . The release temperatures produced by each scheme's prescribed
operations were compared to the target release
temperature , and the most accurate technique was
identified.
The US Army Corps of Engineers (CE)
program SELECT with a port-selection capability
was considered the best of the four techniques.
SELECT is a one- dimensional, user-oriented numeri cal model of withdrawal and daily operations that
is executable on a microcomputer , as well as on a
mainframe computer .
The program is capable of
being an integral part of an automated reservoir
data collection and structur e operation system.
INTRODUCTION
Background
As a result of increased public awareness of
our environment and the formulation of state and
Federal legislation , CE reservoir projects are
being operated with an emphasis on specific water
quality objectives. Our emphasis in this paper is
on reservoir releases and ways to meet specif ied
release temperatures.
While temperature is not
the only water quality parameter of interest in
reservoir releases , i t is certainly an important
one.
For example, the viability of ~ fishery
downstream of a reservoir may depend on the
release of water with a certain maximum or m1n1mum
temperature.
Further , there could be 1 imi ts on
the rate of change of the water temperature during
operational changes.
Attempting to accurately
meet requests accurately for particular release
temperatures places a heavy burden on project
operators.
At most projects where releases can be
controlled , the out let works are multi level
selective withdrawal structures. Operators often
find it difficult to determine how to operate the
structure to achieve a target or objective release
temperature . Experience may tell them that under
given temperature conditions in the reservoir ,
certain outlet operations will approximate the
objective release temperature;
but when the
release requirements are stringent, experience
alone may not be sufficient.

The major questions that must be answered for
accurately operating an outlet structure to
achieve an objective release temperature with a
certain flow rate are (1) which outlets should be
opened , and (2) i f multiple levels are used, how
should the total flow rate be distributed between
them?
To answer these quest ions , one must know
the temperature of the water being withdrawn
through each outlet.
With this information , the
flow rate for each outlet could be determined so
that, when the releases mix, the total release has
a temperature equal to the objective release
temperature.
As a result of density stratification in a
reservoir, upper and lower limits are formed by
the process commonly called selective withdrawal
(Wilhelms 1986) because a selective region of
water (the withdrawal zone) is withdrawn from the
reservoir for release. Only the water between the
limits is withdrawn (Figure 1). If the withdrawal
zone limits can be determined, and if the temperature and withdrawal distributions are known
throughout the withdrawal zone , the resulting
release temperature from the reservoir can be
predicted .
The selective withdrawal processes
have been described mathematically (Smith et al.
1986) and incorporated into the computer program
SELECT (Davis et al. 1986), making the program
capable of accurately calculating the temperature
of water withdrawn through an outlet given the
release rate and reservoir temperature or density
stratification .
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Figure 1 •

Selective withdrawal zone .

Objective and Scope
A port
selection
capability
has
been
incorporated into the one- dimensional numerical
model of withdrawal , SELECT , making the computer
code a predictive tool for operational guidance
(Holland and Wilhelms 1985). This paper compares
the effectiveness of four techniques (including
SELECT) at choosing outlet operations required to
meet release temperature objectives . In addition
to SELECT , the techniques include the simplest
technique , called the Closest - Port Method (CPM) ,
the Proportional Distance Method (PDM) , and the
Proportional Temperature Method (PTM) . The PDM
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and the CPM are completely independent of water
temperature at the outlet elevation and are
functions of the proximity of the outlets to the
elevation of the objective release temperature in
the reservoir .
The PTM estimates tne release
temperature from an outlet as the temperature at
that outlet ' s center-line elevation .
These
methods may not be the only techniques used to
determine outlet operations , but they are methods
which may commonly be used at some reservoir
projects.
DESCRIPTION OF METHODS AND DATA
Closest -Port Method
For the CPM , one determines the elevation of
the target or objective release temperature in the
reservoir and then selects the submerged outlet
closest to that elevation for operation.
All of
the release (up to the hydraulic maximum) is
passed through that out let.
For example, from
Figure 2 , Port 1 is closest to the target temperature; therefore, the total release would pass
through that outlet if the CPM is used for
operational guidance.
20" C

PORT 1
::: '·; ~ ;
•

..
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~
1.5m
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. . : .•
... ·' .·..:
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....,
~..:;:
.: ·.:,,· :
PORT 2

:..,,

DL .. distance between the lower outlet and the
elevation of the objective release
temperature
Equations 1 and 2 indicate that Port 1 should
release 75 percent of the total discharge while
Port 2 should release 25 percent . Note that the
outlet release temperature does not influence the
computation of the flow rates. In fact, the only
influence exerted by temperature for both the CPM
and PDM is the selection of the ports to be
operated and then only as a function of proximity
to the objective temperature .
Proportional Temperature Method
With the PTM , one must determine the outlets
immed lately above and be low the elevation of the
objective release temperature in the reservoir .
The temperature at the center-line elevation of
each of the outlets must then be determined . The
portion of the total release to be released
through each outlet for maintenance of the release
objective is based on a ratio of the temperature
differences between the outlets and the objective
temperature.
Mathematically described , the flow
6
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.
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Figure 2. Outlet elevations relative
to temperature profile.
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flow rate through the upper outlet
distance between the upper outlet and the
elevation of the objective release
temperature

Dr ,. distance between outlets
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temperature difference between water at the
upper outlet elevation and the objective
release temperature

.. temperature difference between water at the
upper and lower outlet elevations
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For the PDM, one must determine the elevation
of the target release temperature in the reservoir
and then select the outlets that lie immediately
above and below that elevation for operation . The
portion of the total release for each outlet is a
function of how close the outlet is to the elevation of the target release temperature .
For
example , Figure 2 indicates that Ports 1 and 2 are
the ports immediately above and below the elevation of the target temperature .
Port 1 is 5 ft
away from the target temperature; Port 2 is 15 ft
away . A simple distance ratio is used to divide
the total release between the ports.
The flow
rate for the upper outlet would be

•

t:.T

Proportional Distance Method
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and the flow rate through the lower outlet would
be
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..

: <~
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QL • flow rate through the lower outlet

rate through the Qupp..er(' ou_t 1 eTtu )w:ld be

20°

,,P.

QT • total flow rate through the outlet works

L

temperature difference between water at the
lower outlet elevation and the objective
release temperature

For example , using the PTM Figure 2 indicates that
Ports 1 and 2 should each release 50 percent of
the total release.
Note, in this case , that the
approximation of the outlet release temperatures
with outlet center-line temperatures significantly
influenced the computation of the flow rates
compared to the CPM and PDM methods.
SELECT
As previously discussed, SELECT uses a more
sophisticated approach to determine port opera tion.
Initially the PTM is used as the estimate
for outlet operation and flow rate proportioning .
The PTM operational scheme is then modified to
account for effects of stratified flow.
The
following steps are involved in SELECT ' s solution
algorithm (all performed by the computer):
a. SELECT determines the outlets to open and
computes an initial estimate of the outlet flow
rates using the PTM.
b . The estimated flow rates are then used to
determine the outlet release temperatures using
the description of selective withdrawal .
Davis , et al.
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3.5° C. The POM showed a st~ndard error of 0.4° C
and a maximum error of I . 3° C.
The PTM had a
s tandard error of 0.1 o C and a maxt:num c:-ror of
0.5° c.
S1muUtlon of structure operation •itn
the declsion-makl,g al~?ritnm l-t SELECT resulted
in a standard error of 0° C ~ith a single nonzero
error of -0.1° C.
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It should be noted tnat we would not expect
an operational error of 0 . 0° C 1f SELECT were in
use at a reservoir , but we would expect the error
to be smaller than if one of the other techniques
were used .
To qualify these results , one must
recognize how they were derived . A mathematical
description of select! ve withdrawal was used to
determine the withdrawal character is tics for the
CPM, PDM , and PTM operations .
SELECT also used
that description .
Thus , the results of 0.0° C
average error for SELECT indicated that tne port
selection alg~rithm is able to determine the port
operation and flow proportions to meet objective
temperature exa~tly when the mathematical description of withdrawal accurately defines the actual
outflow
character is tics
of
the
structure.
Significant differences between the actual release
temperature and objective temperature would occur
only if the actual •o:~ithdrawal characteristics of
the project differed greatly from the mathematical
description of outflow .
In this case, however ,
all
metnods
mentioned
would
probably
have
substantial error , with SELECT generally having
the least error of the four.
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temperatures from target for each port
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The results indicated that , as the techniques
incorporated more comprehensive concepts that more
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for
the
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physical
processes , the results improved greatly. The CPM ,
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results.
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ABSTRACT
The author discusses application of the
SELCIDE model developed at the Waterways Experiment Station to Corps of Engineers projects in the
Nashville District. The need to accurately route
water quality through a system of ten impoundments
on the Cumberland River system is emphasized. The
ability to predict the physical and chemical properties of water released from both tributary and
main-stem projects using SELCIDE is presented with
a series of four case studies. Included in the
examples of the application of SELCIDE are a navigation project, a tributary hydropower project, a
mainstem hydropower project, and a tributary project with selective withdrawal capability.
INTRODUCTION
The CE has 1ong recognized the need to be
able to accurately predict the physical and chemical properties of water released from their projects. This is particularly true in the Nashville
District where a system of ten tributary and mainstem projects are operated in the Cumberland River
Basin. The ability to route water quality through
the system depends in a large part in being able
to accurately assess the quality of spillway and
turbine releases from both tributary and main-stem
projects. The Nashville District has for a number
of years accomp 1i shed this with one or another
version of what is now titled SELCIDE. SELCIDE
allows the user to make predictions of release
water quality for both planned and existing projects and is thus both a useful planning tool as
well as an operational tool.
SELCIDE as it exists today has its roots in
the earlier SELECT model developed at WES by Bohan
and Grace (1973). Initial physical model investigations were begun in 1966. These studies were
carried out by injecting red dye in a stratified
water column and filming the effect of varying the
quantity of discharge and the 1ocat ion of the
discharge port on the zone of withdrawal. From
this work it was determined that the variables of
primary concern in describing the upper and lower
1 imits of withdrawal were the orifice size, the
velocity through the orifice, the density profile,
and the location of the orifice with respect to
the density profile. These relationships were then
described mathematically for the case where boundaries are not encountered in terms of the densimetric Froude number. It was also determined
that the upper and 1ower withdrawal zone 1 imits
are independent of each other and one or ooth can
extend to the boundary without affecting the
other. A similar approach for flow over submerged
weirs identified the velocity over the weir, the
density profile, and the location of the weir with

respect to the density profile as the important
variables. The data were correlated to the densimetric Froude number as in the case of flow
through an orifice.
The SELECT model underwent several modifications through its development. However, most of
~hese · changes involved the format of required
1nput data and the presentation of model results
and the basic theory behind the model remained
intact.
In 1985 the DECIDE option was added to
the SELECT code, thus the name SELCIDE was derived
from the SELECT code with the DECIDE option added.
With SELECT it was possible to determine the
-quality of release water given the location of
outlet ports and the headwater profile.
The
DECIDE option allows the user to specify an objective value and the model will determine which
ports to open and the relative flow distribution
between them. The SELCIDE model can still be used
in the SELECT mode by omitting from the input file
the specific lines which initiate the DECIDE
option.
PROJECT APPLICATIONS
An effort is made herein to present examples
of the application of SELCIDE to projects in the
Nashville District.
These examples represent a
wide range of projects in terms of their size and
complexity. Individual applications were selected
to demonstrate the flexibility of the SELCIDE
model. As will be noted later only one of the
examples involves the DECIDE option. This is due
to the fact that only one Nashville District project has selective withdrawal capability .
Bay Springs Lock And Dam
Bay Springs Lake is the northernmost i mpoundment on the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway.
Bay Springs Lock and Dam was designed and built by
the Nashville District and is operated by the
Mobile District. Water released from the lake can
originate from one of two sources: a 1ow flow
diversion channel used during prolonged periods of
zero or 1 imited lockages to augment downstream
flows and release from the 25.6 m (84 ft) 1 ift
lock. Bay Springs Lock and Dam has no facility to
make spillway releases. Lake elevations are controlled by Pickwick Lock and Dam on the Tennessee
River whose pool is connected to Bay Springs Lake
through the 43.5 km (27 mi) Divide Cut channel .
It was recognized during the design phase of
the project that owing to the long retention time
in Bay Springs Lake strong thermal stratification
patterns would develop. The intake for the lock is
located near the bottom and release of water from
the lower layers of the lake would not meet down-
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stream water quality objectives.
It was determined that a submerged weir 1ocated in the 1ock
approach would effectively skim the higher quality
water from the upper layers of the lake.
Wilhelms (1976) used SELECT to evaluate the
effects of different weir crest elevations and a
range of lockage rates on the temperature and
dissolved oxygen of 1ock releases. Results from
the model were COilllared with an objective temperature band developed for Mackeys Creek under
pre-project conditions. The investigation found
that the objective temperature band could not be
met all times of the year owing to a shortage of
This
cool oxygenated water during the summer.
shortcoming was most evident for model runs simulating low lockage rates.
The project was
designed with the weir crest 6.1 m (20 ft) below
summer pool.
This location resulted in lock
release temperatures warmer than the objective
during certain times of the year; however, acceptable dissolved oxygen conditions were maintained
during the entire simulation period.
Wolf Creek Dam
Wolf Creek Dam is located on the Cumberland
River in Russell County, Kentucky, 742 km (460.9
mi) above its confluence with the Ohio River.
Lake Cumberland which is the impoundment formed by
Wolf Creek Dam provides flood control for nearly
one-third of the Cumberland River Basin.
Lake
Cumberland is characterized by a rocky shoreline
and a steep-sided channel where water depths
exceed 30m {100 ft) some 97 km (60 mi) upstream
of the dam. Wolf Creek Dam was completed in 1950.
Lake Cumberland experiences an annual cycle
of thermal stratification which begins in late
March or April and usually persists until
December.
At this point the lake is mixed and
remains mixed until stratification patterns again
develop in the spring.
Releases from Lake
Cumberland are through six hydropower units whose
penstocks are located in the lower layers of the
1ake. Outflow temperatures normally range from a
low of 6°C (43°F) in the winter to a high of 15°C
(59°F) in the early fall. Dissolved oxygen concentrations in project releases vary between a
maximum of 12 mg/1 in March to a minimum of 5 mg/1
in October.
The assured release of cold water
with an acceptable oxygen content during the
warmer months has led to the development of a putand-take trout fishery in the Wolf Creek
tai lwater.
The Nashville District (1985) is currently
evaluating the possibility of increasing the
hydropower capability of Wolf Creek Dam by either
uprating the six existing hydropower units or
adding an additional four units or a combination
of both. Water quality studies were performed to
ensure that the proposed project wi 11 have the
capabi 1i ty to meet water qua 1i ty objectives.
These objectives include maintaining existing
water quality conditions in Lake Cumberland,
meeting state water quality criteria in releases
from Wolf Creek Dam, and maintaining the Wolf
Creek tailwater as coldwater habitat suitable for
3 put-and-take trout fishery.
If either the
seasonal operation or withdrawal zone at Wolf
Creek were significantly altered, both lake and
outflow water quality could be affected. Since
one of the fundamental assumptions of the overall
study was that the seasonal operation of the project would not change, then the remaining concern
was any impact on the withdrawal zone.

Potential impacts of the uprate and the new
powerhouse on the withdrawal pattern were evaluated with SELCIDE . Although SELCIDE is not structured to handle the inclined penstocks found at
Wolf Creek, a reasonable approximation of the
withdrawal zone was computed by raising the centerline elevation of the penstocks a few feet in
the input data. At Wolf Creek the centerline elevation of the existing penstocks is 189.1 m (620
ft). The effective centerline elevation, 190.9 m
{626ft), was determined through a trial and error
process which involved entering observed temperature profiles and manipulating centerline elevations until computed outflow temperatures agreed
Si nee the
with observed outflow temperatures.
size, elevation, and inclination of the penstocks
in the proposed powerhouse alternatives will be
the same as the existing penstocks, the effective
centerline elevation will also be the same.
Once the out 1et port characteristics were
established, SELCIDE was executed for typical temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles for each
month under different flow conditions. Se 1ected
flows which were modeled correspond to minimum and
maximum flows for the existing powerhouse, the
existing powerhouse with uprated units, and for
the maximum proposed power plant expansion. Owing
to the proximity of the proposed powerhouse to the
left bank, which is perpendicular to the dam,
there was concern that the withdrawal zone would
be significantly altered due to the restricted
angle of withdrawal. This was accounted for by
specifying an angle of withdrawal of 90 in the
input data for the new powerhouse.
Discharge distribution curves were generated
with SELC IDE for each combination of hydropower
capability and flow for the months of April,
August, and October, which were considered typical
spring, summer, and fall withdrawal patterns.
Since minimum flows under existing and proposed
conditions are virtually equal, computed withdrawal zones for these conditions were similar.
The greatest difference was for the proposed new
powerhouse, where the restricted angle of withdrawal tended to expand the withdrawal zone somewhat.
Under rna xi mum flows the withdrawa 1 zone
always extends from surface to bottom and the
shapes for the three hydropower configurations
were very similar. Changes in the withdrawal zone
of the magnitude found in this study would have
only minor effects on water quality. Since the
proposed project will not significantly change
either the seasonal operation or withdrawal pattern, there will be no significant changes to
water quality conditions in Lake Cumberland or the
outflows from Wolf Creek Dam.
Old Hickory Lock And Dam
Old Hickory Lock and Dam is a main-stem
project located on the Cumberland River just
upstream of Nashvi 11 e. The 01 d Hickory project
provides a limited amount of flood control in
addition to its hydroelectric and navigation benefits.
The Old Hickory pool extends upstream
nearly 160 km (100 mi) to the point where it backs
up to Cordell Hull Lock and Dam. Stratification
normally persists in Old Hickory during the period
June through December; however, it is generally
1 imited to the 1ower third of the 1ake. The 01 d
Hickory tailwater has been recognized as the critical point on the Cumberland River main-stem in
terms of maintaining acceptable dissolved oxygen
conditions.
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Experience has shown that as 1ong as the
dissolved o~gen concentration in Old Hickory
releases is above the state standard of 5.0 mg/1
the downstream reaches of the river will maintain
or increase this level. The dissolved o~gen of
Old Hickory outflows is dependent on the residence
time in the lake which in turn is dependent on how
the upstream storage projects are operated.
In
order to model the effects of project operations
on Old Hickory releases it was necessary to be
able to predict release water quality for given
lake conditions. A withdrawal zone study was performed using SELCIDE. The objectives of the study
were to define the withdrawal zone of the lake for
instantaneous flows, simulate outflow conditions
from both power and spillway releases, and estab1 ish the effective withdrawal zone for predicted
average daily flows.
The ability of SELCIDE to accurately predict
outflow conditions for a relatively shallow mainstem project had not previously been tested in the
Nashville District. Hydraulically, SELCIDE treats
ports as point sinks; therefore, port dimensions
are not used in the mode 1' s computations.
The
port dimensions are used to perform an internal
check on the validity of the point sink assump tion .
This check is based on a ratio of the
thickness of the theoretical withdrawal zone to
the vertical dimension of the port. For the case
of Old Hickory , while the vertical dimension is
approximately 10 m (33 ft} and the 1ake is only
about 23 m (75 ft) deep at the dam the point sink
assumption was not violated.
A minor program
modification was required to compute the theoretical withdrawal zone limits.

release for periods of several weeks.
An objective temperature band was developed
from data collected prior to construction of
Martins Fork Dam. The project is now operated to
reproduce this objective temperature band as long
as acceptable dissolved oxygen conditions are
maintained.
The selective withdrawal system at
Martins Fork consists of three gated conduits
located at discrete elevations on the face of the
dam. There are bypass 1 ines associated with each
gate for passing low flows.
The operation of the se 1ect i ve wi thdrawa 1
system at Martins Fork is monitored on a daily
basis with SELCIDE. A Water quality monitoring
system was incorporated 1 nto the design of the
project. The monitoring system cons1sts of four
monitor intakes located at discrete elevations on
the face of the dam. lnformat ion collected from
these monitors is transmitted through the GOES
satellite system to the Harris 1000 computer in
the Nashville Reservoir Control Center. A program
is then activated that pulls the objective temperature from a file, integrates the monitor data,
and executes SELCIDE.
The output from SELCIDE
gives the flow distribution from the three ports
needed to meet the objective temperature.
This
entire process is accomplished without input from
the user. There is a GOES water quality monitor
1 ocated a short distance downstream of the dam
that is used to check the effectiveness of gate
settings.
CONCLUSIONS

SELCIDE was able to closely reproduce
observed outflow temperature and dissolved oxygen
values. Under all conditions, including when the
1ake was destrat i fi ed, the upper and 1 ower withdrawal zone 1 imits extended from the surface to
the 1ake bottom. When 01 d Hickory goes from one
to two units power generation significantly more
water is withdrawn from the upper layers of the
lake and consequently a lesser percentage is
withdrawn from the lower layers. The withdrawal
zone flattens out when power generation goes from
two to three units and is reflected in a more uniform withdrawal zone throughout the water column.
There are only minor differences in the withdrawal
zone when Old Hickory goes from three to the maxi mum of four units power generation.
Spillway
releases were modeled by treating the spillway
gates which at Old Hickory are tainter gates and
have a crest elevation some 11.9 m (39 ft) below
normal pool as a second port vertically separated
from those used for power generation.

SELCIDE and its predecessor SELECT have been
successfully applied to a wide range of projects in
the Nashville District.
These projects include
tributary storage projects , main - stem navigation
projects, a navigation lock, and a project with
selective withdrawal.
SELCIDE has been used to
define the withdrawa 1 zone in 1akes, assess the
i f11>act of changes in project operation on the
withdrawal zone, and to predict the quality of
releases for both existing and future conditions.
Outflow conditions predicted by SELCIDE compare
well with field data . Typically, predicted temperatures are within 0.3°C (0.5°F} of observed
values, although differences exceeding 1.0°C
{1.8°F} have been observed. Differences between
predicted and observed dissolved oxygen values
tend to be somewhat greater.
This can be explained in part by the differing turbine reaera tion characteristics found among Corps of
Engineers projects. These differences range up to
about 1.5 mg/1, however differences of 0.5 mg/1
are more the norm.

Martins Fork Dam
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SYSTEM SPILL ALLOCATION FOR THE CONTROL OF DISSOLVED GAS
SATURATION ON THE COLUMBIA RIVER
Bolyvong Tanovan, PhD, P.E. 1
1
Chief, Water Quality Section, North Pacific Division
Portland, Oregon

ABSTRACT
Spill schedules for the Columbia/Snake River
dams are developed and dispatched from the Corps
North Pacific Division's Reservoir Control
Center
in Portland . During the spring and summer,
spill
is usually required not only because of high
runoff in excess of project hydraulic capacity and
reduced power demands but also to provide a safer
passage route for fish past mainstem dams.
This
has often resulted in high dissolved gas saturation levels that are detrimental to fish. A system
optimization procedure has been developed for use
with an existing N2 simulation model to detennine
where and how much to spill to minimize high localized gas problems and ensure the system power
output is met.
The combined analytical tool consists of three major components to simulate N2
saturation in spillway-stilling basins,
in
reservoirs, and to control the procedure for
developing optimal spill allocation. The model,
code-named GASSPIL, is directly linked to a realtime data base system and can be used for planning
as well as actual operational spill management.
INTRODUCTION
Spill at hydro-electric dams is routinely
required when the river discharge exceeds what can
be passed through the turbines in the dam powerhouses. In the Pacific Northwest, this usually occurs in the spring and early summer when snow in
the mountainous areas melts and produces runoff
far in excess of the hydraulic capacity of the
powerhouses, at a time when juvenile fish start to
migrate toward
the ocean.
It can also,
occasionally,
occur during periods of lesser
runoff when power load is insufficient to require
the full turbine generating capacity.

Spi 11 is not an efficient use of water because of the power loss it entails. For maximum
benefit to fisheries, its timing has to coincide
with the movement of the ocean-bound juvenile fish
and the upriver-bound adult fish. Night-time spill
mostly benefits the juvenile fish and day-time
spill, the adult fish. Furthennore, ill-conceived
spi 11 could be detrimenta 1 to those fish it was
designed to benefit in the first place because of
the dissolved gas supersaturation it creates.
Water released over the spillway plunges deep into
the stilling basin below the dam and causes
entrapped air to dissolve into the water at levels
higher than saturation. As a result, supersaturated N2 gas will enter the juvenile fish,
creating a condition similar to the diver's
"bends".
In severe cases, an embolisfTl will eventually kill the fish.
This problem is not localized at or around
any given dam per se, although some dams are more
critical than others because of their heights,
spill amount and stilling basin design. As most of
the Columbia River and some of the Snake is now a
series of stair-step impoundments (See Figure 1),
the water moving downstream does not circulate
sufficiently to rid itself of the gas entrained at
the stilling basin of the upstream dam. When the
entire sys tern is spi 11 i ng, a genera 1 increase in
dissolved gas saturation level will occur as the
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In recent years, with the adoption of the
Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980, spill has been increased to
improve the odds of fish migration survival.
Through the spi 11-for-fi sh . passage concept, the
fishery agencies and Indian Tribes may request
that a given percentage of the river flows be
spilled at pre-specified projects during set days
and hours of the juvenile fish migration season.
The agencies and Tribes may also influence the way
surplus spill is allocated to the various projects
by providing a recommended spill priority lis~.
These new considerations are part of the addltional constraints Corps reservoir regulators have
to take into account in scheduling spring and summer spill.
They are expected to prevail for some
time, pending installation of fish bypass and
screening systems to divert fish from the tur bines .
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Figure 1. Profile of the Columbia River
Main Steam and Lower Snake River
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Of the 15 dams located along the river main
stem migratory path of the Pacific Northwest
anadromous fish,
nine are Cor ps of Engineers
projects, namely Bonneville Dam (built in 1938) ,
lkNary
(1953), The Dalles (1957), Ice Harbor
(1961), Chief Joseph (1961), John Day (1967),
Lower Monumental (1969), Little Goose (1970) and
Lower Granite (1975). Being the largest single
owner-operator of reservoir projects
in the
Pacific Northwest, The Corps has ·to assume very
broad responsib i lities in coordinating and imas wel l as operationa l
plementing structural
measures to restore and/or enhance the fishery
resources of the region.
In addition to maintaining a monitoring network consisting of 17 statio ns (of which 13 are
fully automated , See Figure 3) that collect and
transmit critical information to the Reservoir
Control Center , the Corps have explored several
possible solutions to di r ectly and indirectly
solve the dissolved gas supersaturation probl em. A
few of those have been implemented , some of them
at great expense . These included (a) using more
headwater storage, installing new fish bypass systems and additional power units, to reduce the
need for spill;
(b)
incorporating "flip- lip"
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water mass picks up more gas at each successive
spilling project. The entire river wil l become and
remain highly gas saturated during a period that
usually also coincides with the major upstrea~ and
downstream fish migration season (See Figure 2).
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deflectors in the spillway-stilling basin, transfering power load~ to ~igh-dissolved gas producing
dams, and alter1ng sp1ll patterns at individual
projects, to minimize N2 mass entrainment; and (d)
collecting and transporting juvenile salmonids
around the supersaturated river reaches, to avoid
exposure to dissolved gas.
The general area of spill (and load) transfer
is attractive because it involves no costly structural modifications and can be based on a relaively simple monitoring network.
The GASSPIL
model has been developed within this framework as
a management tool to predict the power and dissolved gas impacts of the spill-for-fish passage
and spill priority lists and, if necessary, to
suggest other acceptable alternate spill schedules.

Figure 4. Model
Representation of
Spillway-Stilling Basin

SPILLWAY-STILLING BASIN AND RESERVOIR SUBMODELS
The conceptual
representation of
the
spillway-stilling basin combination and the reservoir used in GASSPIL is the same as that originally used by Water Resources Engineers,
Inc.
(1971) in the N? Gas Model for the Columbia River
they developed for the Corps (See Figure 4 and
5). The spi 11 is assumed to be uniform over the
entire width of the spillway, and the reservoir is
treated as slow moving stream fully mixed in its
vertical and transverse dimensions -- a condition
that fits the low-head, run-of-river type dams and
reservoirs found in the lower Snake and Columbia
system. Simulation of the complete system is accomplished through successive application of the
spillway-stilling basin and reservoir submodels,
as each dam and reservoir set is considered to behave as if it were functionally independent of all
other dam and reservoir sets of the system.

Time dependent data
1.
total hydraulic discharge at the project
2. spillway discharge
3.
forebay water surface elevation
4.
tailwater water elevation in the stilling basin
5.
number of spillway gates open
6.
forebay N7 concentration, and
7.
forebay water temperature

FOREBAY

STILUNG BASIN

:TYPICAL :
I SEGMENT I
I

Mathematically, the stilling basin concentration is expressed as a function of saturation
concentration, forebay concentration, discharge
per foot along the spillway crest, length of the
stilling basin and entrainment coefficient. In the
reservoir submodel, N concentration in a given
segment of the reservotr depends on time interval
and rate of concentration change due to internal
and external advection, air-water interface and
instream eddy diffusion processes. Data requirements including the following:

UPSTREAM
PROJECT

DOWNSTREAM
PROJECT

Q
C.
w.. J
J

QJ .

Spillway-Stilling Basin
Time independent data
1. length of stilling basin
2. elevation of the stilling basin floor
3. average spillway gate width
4. specific gravity of air-water mixture,
and
5. two empirical coefficients describing N2
exchange in the stilling basin.

Plane
{j)

Figure 5. Model Representation of
the Reservoir System
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Reservoir Simulation
Time independent data
1.
total reservoir length
2.
volume-stage relationship for the reservo1r
reservoir's effective bottom elevation
3.
at its upstream and downstream boundaries
4.
ratio of top to bottom width for the
assumed reservoir trapezoidal
crosssection
system parameter relating effective
5.
water surface area to the planar pro jection of the reservoir's
surface
area, and
6.
initial longitudinal N2 profile in the
reservoir
Time dependent data
1.
total reservoir inflow
2.
total reservoir outflow
3.
water surface elevation at the upstream
and downstream boundaries of the reservoir
average water temperature
the
in
4.
reservoir, and
5.
concentration of N2 entering the reservoir by upstream inflow.
The two submodels were modified by OTT Water
Engineers,
under contract to the Corps of
Engineers , to allow for simulation/optimization
starting with any dams and/or reservoirs in the
system, in case the model user is only interested
in a given reach of the stream. They can now
operate in both historical and forecast modes
using, as the case may be, either known input extracted directly from a real-time data base or artificial data
corresponding
to an expected
hydraulic condition and a tentative spill
schedu le. In this manner, simulation runs are made
possible to answer a wide range of "what if" questions of interest.
GENERAL APPROACH TO SYSTEM SPILL OPTIMIZATION
Given a fixed total discharge past each pro ject in each time interval, the goal of the optimization· is to distribute spill among the dams so
as to minimize dissolved gas saturation while
meeting a pre -specified total system power produc tion for the same time interval.
A typical relationship between spill and the
mass of N entrained at each dam is shown in
Figure 6, 2 in which the quantity of sp ill is varied
while all other variables (forebay and tailwater
surface elevations, water temperature, and forebay
are
held constant.
This
N concentration)
r~lationship varies from one project to another,
depending on the design of the dam's stilling
basin and the way the spillway gates are brought
into operation. It may sometimes have a saw tooth
appearance when the resulting changes in hydraulic
conditions are rather abrupt.
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Discontinuity in the functional relationship
between spi ll and mass of N entrained at some
projects precludes the use 2of standard optimization methods such as linear programming.
Furthermore, simulation is performed one project at a
time and all time steps must be completed at that
project before proceeding to the next downstream
project.
This is tantamount to assuming that N?
concentrations
in each
time
interval
ari:!
independent.
Therefore,
since adjustment or
redistribution of spill in any time interval at
one project can produce adverse changes in N con centration in later time intervals at down~tream
projects, the optimization amounts to the minimization of the maximum of the dissolved
N
saturation levels at the head of each reservoi?
pool in each time interval. There is no direct account for time delay and decay function between
the upper and the lower ends of the pool.
The system power demand used to drive the optimization can be specified in one of two ways.
Power demand can be inferred from the hydraulic
data input, assuming that the flow available for
power production is the total flow less spill and
less diversion, and using data relating discharge
and head to power generation stored for each
project in the model. Power demand can also be
specified directly to the model as a separate
input. For time steps shorter than a day, load
curves giving hourly and daily power demand pat terns are used to convert daily power demands into
the required hourly values. Spill amount is adjusted
so
that system-wide power production
matches demand. If power production does not match
demand, then power production is increased or
decreased at the various projects on a priority
basis, the priority being another pre-specified
input.
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The first step of the optimization is to
identify a single target project at which N
entrainment (and, hence, concentration) caused bJ
the spill determined earlier is to be reduced. The
project choosen is either (1) that with the
highest level of saturation at which N is being
entrained, or (2) as specified in a spil~ priority
list. The mass entrainment versus spill relationship for the selected project is used to estimate
the change in spill required to reduce N? saturation to the target level, at the target project.
In all cases, the change in spill is constrained
to a maximum of 50 percent of the flow to avoid
unduly large spill variations.

When a redistribution of spill has been
successful, the original spills stored in a temporary work array are updated for use in future
iterations of an optimization run. This also
provides the user with protection against inadvertent computer failure during long optimization
runs and the option of further refining the system
operation based on information from a previous
run.
A sample summary output illustrating an optimization run with four iterations for 9 one-day
time intervals and a limited six-dam system is
provided in Table 1. It can be seen that even with
four iterations, significant reductions in dissolved gas saturation levels have been achieved,
particularly at John Day and The Dalles Dams. The
lack of change at Priest Rapdis Dam and Ice Harbor
is largely the result of the high N? concentration
originally specified for the upstream bound~ry
conditions.

Reduction (increase) of spill at any project
must be compensated by corresponding increase
(decrease) in power generation flows since the total flow past each project in each computational
interval is fixed. The increase in power production brought about by a decrease in spill at the
target project is thus computed. To maintain constant system-wide power production for that timP.
step, there must be a decrease in power production
(increase in spill) at other projects in the
system.
Redistribution of excess power capability is
carried out by assigning additional spill (red uction in power production) at projects with N
saturation below target. Spill is increased unti~
the excess power production is eliminated. If the
increase in spill results in N2 saturation above
the target saturation, then the redistribution of
spill is considered to be unsuccessful. In this
case, the process of reducing N saturation at a
selected target and redistrib6ting spill among
other projects is repeated but with a smaller
reduction in the N2 levels at the target project.

Table 1. Summary Results of GASSPIL Run:
N2 % Concentration Below The Projects

Projects

Time
3

Ste~s

4

{dal)
5

6

7

8

9

1

2

Priest Rapids

118.8
118.8

124.5
124.5

121.5
121.3

118.2
118.2

118.1
118.1

118.7
118.7

122.6
122.6

119.7
119.7

120.1
120.1

Ice Harbor

115.4
115.4

112.8
114.5

114.5
114.6

125.4
124.3

130.2
128.9

129.9
128.6

128.9
128. 1

128.8
128.3

128.8
128.2

McNary

116.9
116.9

117.0
117.0

113.8
116.1

111.6
113.6

112.2
112.6

113.2
113.3

118.1
117.8

·118. 6
118.3

120.6
120.2

John Day

125.0
117.2

126.1
118.2

126.7
116.8

125.6
121.4

124.2
124.2

124.3
120.4

123.5
121.5

121.5
120.1

121.5
122.5

The Da 11 es

113.5
112.4

122.4
115.7

120.6
113.1

121.8
113.9

122.1
118.5

120.4
120.2

123.4
123.4

119.3
117.7

119.8
118.5

Bonnevi 11 e

118.7
116.0

118.9
116.8

117.5
116.4

120.8
116.1

120.5
115.8

123.3
118.0

124.1
121.3

122.1
120.3

123.5
121.3

NOTE:

The first line numbers are N2 concentrations (as a percentage of t~e. sa~uration
concentration) below the ~pecified project at the start of the opt1m1zat1on .. T~e
second line numbers are the corresponding numbers at the end of the 4th opt1m1zation.
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able to use all that power for every hour of the
day, every day of the week, especially during the
night hours of the week-days and for the most hours
during the week-end. The resulting surplus power.
SMW, was computed based on the difference between
the power generation potential, PMW, and the
forecasted load,PLOAD.

APPLICATION OF GASSPIL MODEL
The following sequence of events that occurred in 1986 is given to illustrate the various
steps involved in actual spill scheduling and
GASSPIL model application. Assume today is Monday
April 14, 1986.
(1) Inflow forecasts have been issued for the
following week of April 15- April 21 for Grand
Coulee on the Columbia River and Lower Granite on
the Snake River, as well as for the tributaries
downstream from those two dams. As a result, inflows to all reservoirs in the system were assumed
known for the next seven days.

(3) Enter the anadromous fish. As prescribed
by the Power Planning Council, the Corps has
agreed to spill at several dams to achieve a 90
percent fish survival at all but one of its lower
eight Columbia/Snake River dams. Specific spill
requirements to meet the Council's objective had
been worked out in the winter of 1986 in collaboration with all agencies concerned. Details of
the Corps' 1986 Juvenile Fish Passage Plan are
summarized in Table 2.

(2) Based on their best forecast of power
loads, the staff of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) planned the schedule of hydrosystem generation operations for the week of April
15-21, 1986. They looked at the inflow forecasts
and computed the potential power output for the
system. They realized they were not going to be
Table 2.

1.

Bonneville:

Summary of the 1986 Corps Spill Plan

Optional spill only. No sooner than date of 10%
fish passage and for as long as spill is required at The Dalles. Limit operations of the
second powerhouse as specified below.
8pm-6am: Shut down the second powerhouse.
limited spill when flows exceed 120 kcfs.

Un-

6am-8pm: Second powerhouse may be activated if
needed to limit spill to 75 kcfs or for fishery
research.
Flow
0<0<120
120<0<195
195<0<325
325<0

1st pwh

0

120
120
120

2nd pwh
0-195
130

spillway
Q-120
75
0-250

2.

The Dalles:

3.6 to 4 kcfs through sluiceway, 16hr/daytime
during juvenile fish passage season. In addition, between ao% fish passage date (typically
between Apr 15 - Jun 11 for spring run, and Jun
15 - Aug 21 for summer run) and Aug 15: as soon
as 30,000 yearling (or subyearling) have passed
John Day, spill 10% of instantaneous 0 between
6pm-6am. This will protect 80% of the fish run.

3.

John Day:

Between dates of 80% of summer run juvenile
fish passage (typically between Jun 7 -Aug 21)
and Aug 15 (or when less than 30,000 fish for
three consecutive days, or when 90% fish have
passed the project): spill 36% instantaneous 0
between 6pm and 6am.

4.

McNary:

No requirement (optional spill only).

5.

Ice Harbor:

Use 2.7 kcfs through sluiceway
during fish migration season.

24 hours/day
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(4) The fishery agencies and Tribes had been
requesting spill-for-fish passage l i st
al mos t
every week to sepcify their recommended levels of
spill at the projects. For the forthcom ing week,
their spill-for-fish passage wa s as summarized in
Table 3, based on fish movement in the area.
Table 3.

Requested Spill-For-Fish Passage
April 14 , 1986

Lower Monumental:

Starting April 15 , spill 31% of
daily average flow between 6pm6am .

Ice Harbor:

Starting April 18, spill 31% of
daily average flow between 6pm6am.

The basis for decision-making included best
predictions on the impacts of the proposed spill
schedules , using analytical tools such as the
GASSPIL Model and other means to determine how
much the spill should be at the dams desired to
help f is h mig rat io n.
The needed inpu t fo r GASSP IL runs to provide
these predictions i ncluded:

The agencies and Tribes recognized that the
spill levels in Table 3 exceed those assumed
necessary to obtain the 90 percent survival obj ective established by the Northwest Power Planning
Council. However, whenever there is a surplus of
federal firm power, or when federal non-firm
exists, they routinely request that the Corps make
every effort to provide more generous spill.
A few days earlier, on April 10, the agencies
and Tribes have already submitted a spill priority
list for distribution of surplus spill.
That list
(See Table 4), also based on natural and hatchery
fish movement, was still in effect at this time.
It was to be implemented only after spill - for-fish
passage levels have been satisfied.
Table 4.
Prio ri ty

Spill Priority List
April 10, 1986

Dams

Spi 11 Limits

5

Lower Monumenta l
Ice Harbor
John Day
The Da 11 es
Bonnev i 11 e

6
7
8
9
10
11

The Da 11es
Lower Monumental
Ice Harbor
McNary
Lower Granite
Little Goose

50% Q
50% Q
50% Q
50% Q
75 kcfs (daytime)
no limit (night-time)
no limit
no limit
no 1imit
50% Q
50% Q
50% Q

1
2

3
4

(5) The Reservoir Control Center's staff, in
the North Pacific Division's Water r·lanagement
Branch, rev i ewed the agencies' recommended spill
levels and priorities in the light of other operationa l constr ai nts. Final decis ions had to account
fo r these recommendations, the Corps committed
spill percent , dissolved gas saturation , flood
control requirements, size of migrating f1sh runs,
etc.
A few potential problems surfaced because the
agencies' recommended spil l for fish passage levels
exceeded the Corps'
commitment;
these spill
levels could al so generate inadmissible dissolved
Likewise,
the
spill
gas saturation levels .
priority list needed to be checked as to its practicability and system impacts on power and dissolved gas.

a.

Ini t i al TOG per cent at t he fo rebays of
all dams (at time T=l).

b.

Infl ows at each dam for every time step
of the week long study period.

c.

Predi cted forebay and tai lwater elevat ions at all project s . These were assumed approximatel y co nstant dur i ng the
study per iod s i nce run-of-t he -river dams
bas ically pass all infl ow and, therefore, susta in no s torage change .

d.

Dai l y l oad proj ectio ns i n MW for T= l to
T=?. Hourl y loads for each hour and each
day of the week will be computed by t he
model using the built- i n load shapes.
They will be used as load r equ i rement i n
the optimization.

e.

Minimum sp ill percent at each dam.

f.

Spill priority list, for use in controlling the sequence of the model optimization and specifying the maximum spill
levels.

The model output first included a summary
condition reflecting the input, especially the
flows, loads, surplus spill amounts, spill - forfish passage and spill priority lists, and the
power generation potential. At the end of each optimization iteration, a list of maximum dissolved
gas saturation levels reached in each pool with
date and time of their occurrence, and the spill
at each dam was given. When the run was completed,
the series of standard outputs developed by the
original model for the dams and the reservoirs
followed. Also, the spill amount (in percent of
the project total discharge) for each dam was
provided, along with the maximum dissolved gas
saturation levels.
(6) Based on all the information developed
above and following consultation with BPA and the
Corps staff biologists, appropriate spill schedules were finalized. As it turned out, the Reservoir Control Center decided in this case not to
implement the agencies' recommended spill-forfish-passage levels, leaving them at the Corpscommitted spill levels. It also modified the spill
priority list to put spill at Chief Joseph and
Grand Coulee prior to spilling at McNary and Lower
Granite, which have fish transportation facil ities . The agencies and Tribes were informed of
these decisions , and necessary instructions subfor
sequently
teletyped to
the projects
implementation.
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CONCLUSION
The Nort h Pacific Division of the Corps of
Engineers has direct responsibility for efficiently managing the water resources of the Columbia River basin, including the task of ensuring
that spill at its dams does not generate dissolved
saturation levels in excess of existing state and
federal standards . The multi-purpose, often
conflicting, nature of the water uses in this
region makes water resources allocation a real,
day-to-day challenge . A model such as GASSPIL that
can quickly predict the dissolved gas saturation
and system power impacts of the fishery agencies
and Indian Tribes' spill-for-fish passage requests
and spill priority lists (ol- other alternate spill

schedules) is a very useful management tool. It
provides a better understanding of how the Columbia System works and furnishes the basic justifications needed to support a Corps spi l l
schedule that may be different from that requested
by the agencies. Efforts will continue to be made
to refine the model to make it an even better tool
for operational use.
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SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE-LEVEL WITHDRAwAL THROUGH
SINGLE WET WELL STRUCTURES fOR DOWNSTREA~ WATER QUALITY MAINTENANCE
Stacy E. Howington 1
1

Research Hydraulic Engineer, Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, ~S

ABSTRACT
The concept of selectively withdrawing from
multiple levels simultaneously in a stratified
reservoir is presented and its usefulness discussed .
The problem of predicting the flow
distribution between the withdrawal levels under
various operating conditions is outlined . A brief
theory from previous work is expanded to increase
the applicability of the technology . The application of the expanded theory is shown and the
results are compared to observed data .
BACKGROUND
Thermal stratification is a common occurrence
in many lakes and reservoirs , especially during
the warmer months when inflows and outflows are
generally low, heat influx is high , and other
climatic components such as wind are favorable for
stratification
development
and
maintenance.
Density stratification accompanies the thermal
stratification due to the physical properties of
water.
An increase in temperature results in a
decrease in density for water above 4 ° C.
Therefore, the surface waters in a reservoir
accepting heat from solar radiation and the
atmosphere become lighter and tend to remain at
the surface . Conversely, the bottom waters do not
receive as much heat and therefore remain more
dense . Density stratification limits the vertical
movement of water within the reservoir since
additional energy is required to overcome buoyant
forces. This limiting of vertical motion may also
cause chemical strar.ification as the mixing
between layers is reduced and the hypolimnetic
water no longer exchanges with the surface .
The effects of densir.y stratification , the
limited vertiral movement of the water, may be
used in a positive manner. A specific quali t~ of
water might be selected from the vertical vartety
of qualities and released, while not withdrawi~g
from the entire vertical range in the pool . Th1s
technique, which is very common in release wa~er
quality maintenance ,
is
known
as se1ect1ve
withdrawal.
Sometimes , one vertical level of withdrawal
from a stratified pool is adequate , but often two
or more levels are needed .
This situation may
arise when single-level operation cannot withdraw
the desired quality and quantity of water . Traditionally , simultaneous multiple-level withdrawal
has been accomplished through the use of dual wet
well outlet structures. In these cases , one level
of withdrawal is selected in each wet well, a~d
the two qualities are mixed in the release condu1t
and stilling basin downstream of the individual
wet well service gates .

Dual wet well type operations, however, are
not always possible.
In recent years, the addition of hydropower to existing outlet structures
has become an attract! ve source of energy.
In
many cases, this process involves the transfer of
flow control from the service gates to the tur~ine
downstream . To continue multiple-level operations
as before would require the mixing of water from
multiple withdrawal levels upstream of a single
point of flow control.
For the purpose of thi3
publication, this process will be referred to as
blending. The difficulty associated with blending
is that the amount of flow withdrawn from each
level is not strictly controlled and can be
influenced by the density stratification in the
pool. The selective withdrawal characteristics of
the structure will not be altered, only the amount
of flow which is withdrawn through each port.
Another situation in which blending can occur
is multiple-level withdrawal in a single wet well
structure .
Single wet well structures have been
employed in some cases for economic reasons or in
situations where individual flow control on each
potential simultaneous level of withdrawal is not
feasible .
These situations include selective
withdrawal addition to existing hydropower facilities and the use of greater than two levels of
simultaneous withdrawal in a sinale wet well .
Blending operations may even be desired at
dual wet well projects with separate flow controls
on each well to gain additional flexibility .
Potentially, more flow could be passed through the
water quality system (avoiding use of the floodcontrol outlet for some discharges) if more than
two ports were used . Also, additional capability
might be gained in meeting downstream quality
objectives by using more than one level of
withdrawal in each of the individual wet wells .
THEORY
Single wet well blending can be approached
from an analytical standpoint as seen in Howington
(1986).
Consider the simple case in Figure la .
This is a single wet well structure with two ports
open . The density stratification is perfectly two
layer represented by p and p+t.p •
One open port
resides in each of the two homogeneous layers .
The same pattern of density stratification exists
in the wet well as in the pool. The outlet from
the wet well is located at the bottom of the
structure .
Figure 1 a . represents the "no-flow"
condition.
When a small discharge is initiated from the
structure , the system will respond by withdrawing
the total discharge through the lower port as
shown in Figure lb . This is due to the buoyancy
effects of the pool density stratification . The

I0 I

g • gravitational acceleration, m/ sec2
HLB-C • head lost between points B and
densi~y diff~rence

6p •

c,

~

-

between the

layers, kg/mJ

D • distanc e between the thermocline

...
~

and point B, m
Qc • the discharge at incipient blending,
m3/sec

A1 • lower port area, m2
k 1 • head loss coefficient across lower
port
For flows greater than critical discharge,
Bernoulli's equation can be written through each
port.
Referring to Figure ld, Bernoulli's
equation can be written from point A, which is at
the elevation of the upper port, to point C and
from point B to point C.
Given this, and using
Equation 1, the ratio of flows between the ports
can be determined from the following:
2
PA
VA
PC
vc 2
ZA + -WA + -2g • ZC + -we + -2g + HLA-C
(4)
(5)
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Figure 2. A nonlinear, non-two-layer
density stratification .
development of the densi":.y potential energy
term .
Once again, Bernoulli's equation can be
written across the lower port for flows less than
or equal to critical discharge.
At incipient
blending, Equation 8 results.
for flows greater
than the critical discharge , the resul ting f ormulation is given in Equation 9 .
The discharges
through the individual ports ~ an be determined
using the same general procedure as used before in
Equations 6 and 7.
• ~ * fA p(z) dz
B-C
Ps
B
z • elevation referenced to datum , m.
HL

where
HLA-C

•

head loss between points A and C, m

where

water-surface drop in the wet well,
m

p - density of the upper layer , kg/m3

(9)

•J:p(z )dz •
where

Equation 6 indicates that the head loss
across the lower port must always be greater than
across
the
head
loss
the
upper
port
by
approximately the constant amount of potential
energy associated with the particular density
stratification.
To determine the flow distribution between
the
ports,
an
iterative technique must be
employed. First, an estimate of the water-surface
drop in the wet well is made.
This equals the
head loss across the upper port.
Equation 6 is
used to determine the head loss across the lower
port .
The known relationship between head loss
and discharge for each port can then be used to
determine the individual port flows .
The two
flows are computed and summed, as seen in Equation
7, and compared to the known total discharge . The
estimate of upper port head loss is adjusted until
the summed discharges agree with the known total
dischar:ge.

( 8)

p

B

•

p(z) •

density at point B, kg/m3
dens~ty

as a function of elevation,

kg/m
p

A

• density at point A, Kg/m3

A more meaningful representation of the
density potential energy term can be seen in
Figure 3.
The potential energy is computed by
vertically integrating the density of the water in
the pool between the two port elevations.
The
area between the reservoir density and the upper
port density and between the two port elevations
(shaded in the figure ) constitutes the density
potential energy term for this si ":.uation . Figure
3 represents the density effect for a two-port
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Q • total discharge, m3/sec
2
Au • upper port area, m
k • head loss coefficient across upper
u
port
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DENSITY, G/CC

A very similar procedure can be followed for
the analysis of blending in a linearly or an
arbitrarily stratified environment as seen in
Figure 2. The only difference arises in the

Figure 3. Graphical representation of the
density potential energy term .
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configuration with one port at elevation 30 m and
the other at elevation 70 m.

A more complex situation can develop wi~h the
simultaneous operation of more than two levels or
ports in a single wet well under a stratified
condition.
This proolem can also be approached
using Bernoulli's equation . In this sl~uation , a
strat lfication pattern exists within the ·o~et well
under blending conditions . This pattern is caused
by the withdrawal or a potentially different
densi ':.y through each or the open ports which can
influence the flow distribu':.ion significantly .
The water-s..Jrface drop in the wet well is
approximately equal to the head loss across the
..Jpper port .
It is also an unknown component in
the nead loss terms for e very other port within
the single wet well. Only one water - surface drop
exists which will provide a flow distribution
~onsistent with both the theory and continuity .
The solution method to determine the flow
distribution is iterative and very similar to that
used in the two-level analysis shown earlier . The
head loss across the highest open port (call this
port level 1) , which approximately equals the
water-surface drop in the wet well, is estimated.
Then , the head loss across the next lower open
port ( port level 2) is C'Omputed. from the theory ,
the head loss across the lower port is known to be
approxiffiately equal to the port level 1 head loss
plus the energy associated with the str atification
difference between the wet well and the pool
between port levels 1 and 2 .
The port level 3
( the next lower open port) head loss is equal to
the port level 2 head loss plus the density
potential energy between port levels 2 and 3.
This process continues until all the losses are
known . The individual flows are computed , summed
and compared to the known discharge .
The watersurface drop estimate is adjusted and the process
repeated .
The equation which is solved follows.
The head loss term in Equation 10 incl1.1des the
density potential energy associated with the
strati~icati on difference between the wet well and
voe pool between withdrawal levels n and n-1.

ASSUMPTIONS AND

LI~ITATIONS

In developing ':.he p!""eceding t!'leory , several
assump:ions were ne~essary .
a.

Sernoulli's eq..Jation is applicable .

b.

No hydraulic blockage exists .

c.

Losses other than entrance
are negligible .

d.

The densi~y of the water in the pool at
the center- line eleva:ion or :he port is
the density that will be wi:hdrawn
through that port .

e.

Lower port velocity jet mixing Is
unimportant .

~osses

The Bernoulli equa t 1on has some ass .Jlllpt ions
which are inherent in its formulation.
When the
equation is :~pplied along s:reamlines , as it was
is this application , the fluid flow must be
incompressible and steady . These assumptions are
valid for this application .
The existence or hydraulic blockage was
proposed as a potential problem in blending .
It
was proposed that hydraulic blockage might theoretically occur under stratified or unstratified
conditions when the velocity jet through the lower
port could create a turbulent zone in the wet well
which would be impassable by flow from the upper
port .
Hydraulic blockage , to our knowledge , has
not been observed in outlet structure operations .
Energy losses other than entrance losses are
assumed to be negligible . Entrance losses include
contraction and expansion losses as soc lated with
flow f rom the pool , through the port , into the wet
well , and with velocity jet impingement turbulence
in the wet well . The only losses which are being
neglected are those frict1on3l losses encountered
by the flow as it passes from ~he upper port
elevations downward through the wet well. In most
cases these losses are minor , making this an
appropriate assYmption .

NP

Q.

rn•1

k

( 10 )

n

where
NP • number of simultaneous withdrawal

levels
An • area of port n opening, m2
HLn • head loss across port n , m
kn • head loss coefficient across port n
Once the total discharge has been matched in
this iteration, the individual port flows are then
determined , as follows , knowing the port head
loss.
Qn •

kn

( 11)

wbere Qn is the discharge through port level n,
m3/sec .
The process described in Eq..Jations 10 and 11
is theoretically applicable for any number of
simultaneous withdrawal levels (including two)
within a single wet well with any stratification
pattern in the pool.

Another assumption is that ~he densi:y of the
water at the elevation of the por: is the density
of th~ water which will be withdr:~ w n through that
intake .
From selective withdrawal, it is known
that this is generally , but not always , a good
assumption .
This potential problem will be
accounted for once the blending technology is
incorporated with selecti ve withdrawal technology .
The last assumption is that the turbulence
associated with the velocity entering the lower
port does not a f fect blending .
This is true in
most situations , but the theoretically computed
critical dischar ge will be affected . The effects
or this assumption can be seen i n Figure 4 . The
theory assumes that the thermocline in the wet
well will drop to the elevation of the lower port
undisturbed . However , the turbulent mixing caused
by the lower port velocity jet ;i ill break ~o~p the
thermocline at some discharge which is lower than
the theoretical critical discharge , and therefore
induce a small amount of flow through the upper
port.
The theoretical critical discharge is a
conservative estimate of the amount or flow
necessary to overcome density blockage since the
actual critical discharge is al;iays lower.
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Figure 4. Turbulent mixing associated with
the lower port velocity jet impinging
on the walls of the wet well
RESULTS

The effects of density can be illustrated by
Figure 5 . This figure shows the flow through the
lower port of a two-port , single wet well
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higher discharges "here the eq... al -flow line and
tne solid curve converge at approximately 50
percent flow through each port.
The act.ual fl ow
under strattr1ed conditions, as observed in the
laboratory and in tne field, is roughly indi c ated
by the dashed line which separates rrom the solid
curve at the actual critical discharge, QCA' and
rejoins it at a flow rate slightly h1gner than
QCJ '
The actual critical discharge differs
sl ghtly from the theoretical cr it l cal disc harge,
but the theory applies very 'lell over tne
remaining range or discharges .
The ~heore>:.i c al
critical discharge will always be a conservative
approximation
ln
that
the
actual
disc harge
necessary to overcome dens! ty blockage l s 11 ~"ays
slightly less .
Head
loss
is
obviously
important
in
desert bing the blending process.
Therefore, the
prospect of using partial port closure ( port
throttling) to control head loss, and thereby
blending, was investigated.
Figure 6 shows
example results.
The solid curve represents the
same condition seen in the previous figure .
The
dashed curve represents the same condition as the
solid curve , only with the lower port throttled by
50 percent . The head loss term was assumed not to
vary with gate closure to demons-crate more
effect! vely the effec-cs of throt-cling .
The
horizontal
lines,
as
before ,
represent
the
unstratified conditions .
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configuration with varying discharge
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structure in relation to the total dis~harge from
the
structure
for
a
single
stratification
condition .
This figure was developed using two
ports of equal areas and constant , equal loss
coefficients .
The horizontal line labeled ''no
stratification 11 indicates equal flow (50 percent
flow) bet ween the two ports for the homogeneous
dens! ty condition at all flow rates.
The solid
curve represents operation in a density-stratified
environment . The density effects at any discharge
can be seen as the distance between the solid
curve and the equal- flow line since the curve
represents density stratification and the equalflow line represents homogeneity.
At. low flows,
the density impact is large with density blockage
occurring .
In the figure, density blockage is
represented by the horizontal portion of the solid
curve which begins at zero discharge and extends
to the theoretical critical discharge, QCT'
When
the flow surpasses QCT' flow through the upper
port begins and the flow through the lower port
quickly drops oelow 100 percent .
As the total discharge is increased, the
impacts of density decrease and the percentage of
the total flow passing through the lower port
drops . This continues until the constant effects

0

TOTAL DISCHARGE

Figure 6. Total discharge versus lower port
discharge for the full open and
the throttled conditions
Port
throttling
results
in
a
dramatic
decrease in the critical discharge .
This can be
seen in the figure by the dashed curve , which
drops below 100 percent flow through the lower
port at a much lower total discharge than that
required by the solid curve . Another result is an
overall decrease in the effects of density in the
intermediate discharges .
Intermediate discharges
are those between critical discharge and the
discharge at which density influences become
negligible.
This is evidenced in the figure by
the distance between stratified and unstratified
conditions .
For the same intermediate discharge,
this distance is smaller for
the throttled
condition than for the full open condition .
The
reduction in the critical discharge could be
anticipated .
The head loss for the throttled
condition is much greater than that of the
unthrottled
condition
for
the
same
total
discharge. Therefore , the density potential
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energy of the stratification can be overcome at a
lower discharge.
Gate throttling also provides the opportunity
for enhanced release quality control.
Given a
total project discharge, stratification pattern,
and the port flow ratio needed to meet a release
quality object! ve, the gate setting can be predicted to provide the desired flow distribution
and, therefore, the desired release quality.
It
follows that an unlimited control over gate
settings would result in unlimited control over
flow ratio, resulting in the capability to release
any temperature water between the two port withdrawal temperatures .
However, unlimited port
throttling is not reasonable.
Hydraulic and
structural constraints will dictate the amount of
throttling possible.
Further, the amount of
control needed to discharge a specific quality of
water may not exist due to the hydrodynamics of
withdrawal.
This is particularly true when the
discharge is high and the stratification is weak,
resulting in a large zone of withdrawal in the
reservoir.
APPLICATION OF THEORY
Data have been collected from several diverse
sources, both laboratory and prototype.
These
data e 1ther have been or soon will be compared
against the theory. Among these data sources is
the 1:20-scale physical model of the Elk Creek Dam
intake structure.
The structure, as seen in
Figure 7, is a single wet well facility under
construction on a tributary of the Rogue River,
Oregon.
This structure has large ports (1.52 m
(5 ft) wide and 3.05 m (10 ft) tall) with two
ports at each of the four withdrawal levels and a
large wet well (2.13 m (7ft) deep and 6.4 m (21
ft) wide) while the capacity of the water qu~lity
system
js
relatively
small
(14.2
m /sec
(500.0 ft3/~ec)). The resulting low velocities
produce low head losses. Therefore, under strong
stratification conditions, density blockage was
observed over a large portion of the range of
water quality discharges . However, this structure
was designed
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Figure 8. Predicted versus observed
discharge through the lower ports in the
Elk Creek physical model
elevations and, as the
predictions are accurate.

figure

indicates,
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A vastly different situation from that at Elk
Creek was encountered at Warm Springs Dam in
California (Figure 9).
Prototype tests were
conducted in July 1986. The structure is located
in a hillside.
The three water quality intake
conduits, which 3re approximately 1.52 m (5 ft) in
diameter, extend a considerable distance from the
reservoir to the wet well.

Figure 9. Warm Springs Dam single
wet well intake structure
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Figure 7. Proposed Elk Creek Dam single
wet well intake structure.
with throttling capability on all ports.
This
throttling capability allows density blockage to
be overcome easily and provides great flexibility
in meeting the desired flow ratios between the
port elevations.
An example of the predicted versus the
observed discharges in the Elk Creek model is
shown in Figure 8. The theory was used to develop
the predicted flow ratio between the port

The structure has one 1.83-m(6 -ft- )
diameter wet well.
Under moderately strong
stratification conditions, the flow was established at 0. 792 m3/sec (28 rt3/sec) with the upper
:md lower water quality intakes open.
Although
this discharge is below the minimum discharge for
normal operations , density blockage was not
observed.
No blockage occurred because, even at
such a low discharge, the energy lost by the flow
as it entered the lower intake, passed through the
conduit and the valve, and entered the wet well
was sufficient to overcome the potential energy of
this stratification .
Quantitative results from
the tests are not presently available , but a
qualitative analysis indicated general agreement
with the theoretically established trends .
As
flow rate was increased for a particular test, the
percentage of flow through the lower port
decreased. This was evidenced by the increase in
the release temperature. Port throttling had the
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expected impact as well .
The temperature of .-..ne
releases increased as the lower port was thro,._tled
for constant discharge .
CONCLUSIONS
The theory for single wet well blending has
now been expanded to account for arb! trary
stratification patterns and for multiple (greater
than two) simultaneous levels of ports operating .
The limitations or the theory appear to be
Turbulence in the wet well does not
minor .
appreciably af f ect blending except in a very
limited
range
of
discharges
near
critical
dischar ge .
The implications of this discrepancy
appear minor as well .
The theory applies well in all cases tested
thus far . These cases include a variety of sizes
and types of intake structures .
For those
situations in which quantitative comparisons are
possible , the theory is accurately predicting f low
distributions between the port elevations.
In
those cases where only qual! tat 1 ve analyses are
possibl e , the trends of the observed data and the
theory compare favorably . Further testing of the
theory is planned under an ongoing research
ef fort . Situations ar e being sought in which the
theory does a less than adequate job of prediction
so that these can be accoW'Ited for in the
formulation .

Head loss is the Criv!ng mechanism for
blending.
The genernion of heaC loss by port
gHe throu! ing a,jds a g:-eat deal of nexi ~111 ty
to ~lending operations.
Ho~ever,
crea~ion
of
increased head losses !.s ~ontrary to nydropo;.,e:p~poses
and, under extreme condtT..ions or port
throttling, head loss c:.n ;:>otent lall y become
signifi~ant.
The result could be a situation
which requires compromise bet•een water qual! r.y
and hydropower interests.
This would be most
liKely to occur when tne flow distri~~tion desired
is predominantly through the upper port :lnd tne
stratification is strong. Port throt•. ling should
be considered in the design of new int3ke
structures
or
in the modification of old
;:~t.ructures
if blending capability is need~d .
Throttling of the gates is not mandatory in
blending operaT..ions but is highly desirable from a
water quality management perspective.
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ABSTRACT

two different operating conditions.

In 1983, the Portland District performed
experimental reservoir releases using one half of
the dual wet well selective withdrawal system at
Applegate Lake to evaluate the potential for
blending water in a 1.5 m (5 ft) diameter single
wet well. The reservoir water located in the
epilimn1on was approximately 18°C {65°F) and the
hypolimnion water, 27 m {90 ft) deeper in the
reservoir, was near 9°C {49°F). Successful water
temperature blending was achieved for two days with
a wide variety of gate open1ng combina3ions, at the
test release flow of 14.2 m js {500ft js).

WATERSHED DESCRIPTION

In 1986, an operational study was performed to
te~t single wet well mixing at 4.8 m js (170
ft /s). A constant water temperasure n5ar the
target release temperature of 12.8 C (55 F) was
maintained for eight days. The reservoir water
te~peratudes at Jhe operating ports were 16° ~o
18 ~ ( 60 0 to 65 F) near the surface and 7° to 8 C
(44 to 46 F) near the bottom.

The Applegate River Basin is a subbasin of the
Rogue River, a coastal stream in southern Oregon
(Figure 1). The confluence of the two rivers is
approximately 8 kilometers (5 miles) west of Grants
Pass, at the upstream terminus of the 135 km (84
mi} portion of the Rogue River that is designated a
national "wild and scenic" river.
Applegate Lake is located on the Applegate
River, 74.5 km (46 mi) upstream of the Rogue River,
ne~r §he California-Oregon border.
It is a 1.01 x
10 m (82,200 ac-ft) multiple-purpose project
authorized for flood control, irrigation, fish and
wildlife, recreation, and water quality enhancement
in the Applegate Valley.

INTRODUCTION
Selective withdrawal systems provide the
capacity to remove water from one of a number of
different levels in a reservoir, or from a
combination of two levels, to utilize the best
quality water in a reservoir for discharge
downstream.
Conceptually, the intent of a selective
withdrawal system is to provide the flexibility to
choose better quality water for release compared to
a traditional fixed, low-level withdrawal system.
For instance, the temperature of water released
from a reservoir can be more closely controlled to
resemble natural temperatures using a selective
withdrawal system. Control of the temperature of
water being released, therefore, can have a
significant long-term effect on the biota of that
regulated stream.
The use of the dual wet well selective
withdrawal structure at the Portland District's
Applegate Lake has provided good control of release
water temperature. However, a few operating
conditions have occurred where water temperature
requests were greater than the dual wet well system
could provide. The Reservoir Regulation and Water
Quality Section has tested the capability of
blending water from two levels in one of the
Applegate Lake selective withdrawal wet wells for
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Figure 1.

Project Location, Rogue River Basin,
Oregon

The project has a butterfly-shaped watershed
and controls the ra~fall and snowmelt runoff from
approximately 580 km (225 mi 2} of the Applegate
River Basin. The headwaters of the Applegate Lake
watershed are at the heavily timbered crestline
along the Siskiyou Range of California and Oregon,
usually above 1,525 m (5,000 ft), National Geodetic
Vertical Datum (NGVD}. Streams have steep
gradients varying from 4.2 to 6.3 m/km and flow
through narrow channels cut deeply into intrusive
rock.
The Applegate River Basin experiences mild,
wet winters and warm, dry summers. A predominately
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westerly flow of moist air from the Pacific Ocean
during the winter produces a large proportion of
snow at higher elevations and rain at lower
elevations (U. S. Army Engineers, 1983). Rare
summer rainstorms of short duration and small areal
coverage occur because of local convective activity
that develop as thunderstorms. The normal annual
precipitation is approximately 114.3 centimeters
(em) or 45 inches, ranging from 76.2 em (30 in) at
the project to nearly 152.4 em (60 in) in the
headwaters where significant orographic lifting
occurs. Usually about 75 percent of the annual
precipitation occurs from November to March, and
less than 2 percent occurs during July and August.
Fall chinook and coho salmon, along with
steelhead trout, are the major anadromous fish that
utilize the Applegate River system. Resident
rainbow and cutthroat trout are other sport fish
present in the watershed. Before the construction
of Applegate Project, approximately 15,000 fall
chinook spawned annually in the mainstem Applegate
River. Also, approximately 5,000 coho salmon
spawned annually in tributary streams.
Additionally, about 10,000 steelhead trout utilized
both the mainstem and tributaries of the Applegate
River for spawning before the dam was built (Fish
and Wi 1dl ife Service, 1961). Rainbow trout are
stocked annually in the watershed.
In the recent past, the aquatic habitat of the
drainage basin was affected by significant water
diversions for irrigation.
Low flow and
concomitant increases in water temperature were
considered harmful to the fish. Consequently, the
Applegate Dam was designed with a multiple level
withdrawal structure to provide better quality
outflow.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTIVE WITHDRAWAL STRUCTURE
Applegate Dam was constructed with a dual wet
well 'selective withdrawal structure capable of
removing water from six different levels in the
reservoir. The withdrawal structure consists of a
72.2 m (237 ft) high, freestanding concrete tower
and a 144.5 m (474 ft) long, 3.6 m (12 ft) wide
service deck providing access to the intake tower
(Figure 2).
The base of the tower contains two regulating
outlets for control of high flows, a regulating
gate chamber, and a trash rack structure. The
tower consists of two vertical wet walls for water
temperature control and a single dry well
connecting the equipment room with the regulating
gate chamber. The two water temperature control
wet wells are served by five intake ports, two
serving one wet well and three serving the other.
The low level regulating outlets serve as the sixth
level of withdrawal.
The bellmouth intakes for the regulating
outlets are on the face of the base, behind the
trash structure of vertical and horizontal
trashbars. Each outlet is controlled by two 1.4 x
1.8 m (4.6 x 6.0 ft) slide gates used for
regulating discharges and emergency closures.
Water passes through the regulating outlet gates
into twin 1.4 x 1.8 m (4.6 x 6.0 ft) rectangular
conduits that transition in 7.7 m (25ft) to a 4.4
x 2.7 m (14.5 x 9 ft) oblong concrete cut and cover
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Figure 2.

Applegate Lake Selective Withdrawal
Structure Schematic

conduit approximately 243m (800 ft) long,
connecting the withdrawal structure to the
downstream stilling basin thrfugh the fam
embankment. Flows of up to 161 m /s (528 ft /s)
will pass through the regulating outlets.
Downstream of the cut and cover conduit, an open
channel flares into a 9.1 x 85.3 m (30 x 280 ft)
rectangular primary and secondary stilling basin.
Reservoir water used for temperature control
can be drawn into the temperature control wet wells
from any one of up to five levels, or mixed from
different levels. The top two intake ports 1.j x
3.0 m ~5 x 10ft) high and are rated at 14.1 m /s
(46ft /s). The other three intake ports a~ 1.5 x
1.~ m (5 x 6ft) and are designed for 8.5 m /s (28
ft /s). They are operated in either a fully open
or closed position. Water passes through the ports
into either or both of the 2.1 x 1.4 m (6.9 x 4.6
ft) wet wells. The wet wells transition into a
gate chamber area regulated by 0.6 x 0.8 m (2 x 2.6
ft) high tandem sliding wet well control gates.
The wet wells then merge into the regulating outlet
conduit for downstream release.
Also, a 0.77 m (2.5 ft) diameter fish facility
water supply pipeline takes water from the right
wet well (B) and delivers it to the fish collection
facility by the stilljng basin. The pipeline, with
a capacity of 5.7 m /s {107ft 3/s), is controlled
by tandem 0.6 m (2ft) diameter ball valves fully
open or closed.
METHODOLOGY

Two separate studies, a test study and an
operational study, of water temperature mixing in a
small, single wet well using intake ports at
different levels, were conducted. The test study
Hanson, et al .
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was conducted for a two-day period on 5-6 October
1983, and the operational study covered an eight day period between 5 and 12 September 1986. In
both instances, the downstream gaging station ,
Applegate River near Copper, located 1 km (0.6 mi)
downstream of Applegate Dam, was the control point.

of the above peculiarities noted.

A profile of reservoir water temperatures were
taken near the selected withdrawal structure prior
to each test study.

Elevation i n feet

19 60 --

OCTOBER 1983 TEST STUDY

Elevation in meters

--- ------ - -- - - - -

1940 590

This test study was the first time since the
project began operating in December 1981 that lake
elevations, drawdown rate, lake stratification, and
downstream fish spawning, were suitable for
conducting a single wet well mixing study.
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Because of the possible impact on the
anadromous fishery downstream of the project, the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) was
informed of a the test and the possibilitJ of g
temperature fluctuation between 9°C and 19 C (48
and 66°F) over the two day period. Approval was
given with the stipulation that the period of
maximum temperature outflow be minimized.
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The plan was to use intake ports (IP) 3 & 5 on
wet well (WW) B for temperature mixing (Figure 2).
Initially, only IP 3 was to be open . WW A was to
be completely closed, although IP 4 would be left
open in case WW A was needed in an emergency . All
gate settings were to be held for a 2-hour period
to insure temperature and flow stablization
downstream. Various port combinations would be
tested by keeping I P 3 fully open and opening IP 5
in 0.3 m (1 ft) increments.
During the test, the wet well control
(WTC) B would remain open at 0 . 8 m (2.5
releasing near maximum flows for wet we11 B.
fl~w during the test was held near 14 . 2 m / s
ft /s).

600

gate
ft)
The
(500

The downstream gaging station, Applegate River
near Copper, was used as the control point. The
GOES satellite data collection platform (DCP) at
that gage was reprogrammed to transmit in 10 minute
increments. The two gaging stations farther
downstream at Applegate and Wilderville were
similarly reprogrammed to give downstream effects
of the study for future use. A water temperature
initial profile taken by project personnel on 4
October 1983, before the test began, is shown on
Figure 3.
Operational Procedures During Test Study
Tables 1 & 2 give chronological tabulations of
events, gate settings, flows, and temperatures for
each step of the test. These tables are enhanced
by Figures 4 & 5 which show the effects downstream
at the Applegate River near Copper gaging station.
Since the intake ports were designed to
operate in fully-open or fully-closed positions,
and the test operation would be at partial gate
openings, the ports were observed for gate hanger
cable slacking, increased gate vibrations, abnormal
wet well water surface level changes, excessive
noise, etc. At no time during the study were any

Figure 3.
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Applegate Lake Temperature Profile
4 October 1983

Day 1 Test
IP 3 was operated fully open at a 1.8 m (6.0
ft) setting, while the IP 5 opening var1ed from 0.0
m to 0.9 m (0.0 ft to 3.0 ft) in 0.3 m (1ft)
increments. Each setting was held for
approximately 2 hours to stabilize downstream
temperature and flow at the Copper gage. During
the first day ' s test, outflow from the project was
maintained by setting the ~et well control gate
(WTC) Bat 2.56 feet (495ft / s).
As shown on Figure 4, definite mixing occurs
when more than one intake port is used in a small
wet well. At each incremental change in IP 5 (the
lower port) the outflow temperature indicated a
noticeable temperature drop. The incremental
changes also had a constant effect downstream,
showing up at the Copper gage 15 minutes later and
stabilizing 50 to 60 minutes after the change.
A minor increase in flow was noted with the
successive IP 5 openings while WTC B remained fixed
at 0.8 m (2.56 ft). This could be attributed to a
higher pressure head resulting from using the lower
gate.
At ~he end gf the day, the outflow temperature
was 14.3 C (57.8 F), near ODFW ' s desired target
temperature and the temperature expected using the
4 October lake temperature profile shown on Fi gure
3. IP 3 was left fully open overnight at 1.8 m
(6.0 ft) and IP 5 at 0.9 m (3.0 ft) using only WW
B, to observe if any mixing change caused by
density or temperature differences i n the well
would occur overnight.
Hanson , et al .
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1983 Test Study - Effect of Gate Changes on Temperature and Flow - Day 1

Day 2 Test
Although WTC B gate had settled from 0.78 m to
0.77 m (2.56 ft to 2.53 ft) overn~ght, the f3ow had
slight3y increase~ from 14.0 m /s (495ft /s) to
14.4 m /s (5 10ft /s) . The temperature at the
Copper g~e onl y varied from 14.35 to 14.20°C (57.8
to 57.6 F), in d icating an extremely stable
condition dow nstream. This wa s attributed to
overnight cooling downstream rather than a change
in the temperature of water from the wet well.
On the second day, an attempt was made to
shift the major portion of the flow to the lower
gate and close the upper gate, followed by
partially opening the upper gate. Shifting from
one wet well to the other was necessary to
completely close IP 3. At the end of the study it
was also necessary to shift wet wells to meet
operational conditions desired by ODFW. As
explained later, we found shifting of wet wells was
not necessary for structural integrity due to the
absence of possible intake gate problems.
IP 5 was incrementally opened from 0.9 to 1.8
m (3.0 to 6.0 ft). Temperature was noticeably
affected, because the increased gate opening
provided additional cooler water from the lower
level intake port (Figure 5).
The final step of the test was to close IP 3
and run the total flow through IP 5. In closing IP
3, what was thought to be a velocity problem,
prevented closur~ beyond 0.~ m (0.8 ft) while
discharging 14.3 m / s (505 ft /s) through WW B.
Attempting to close IP 3 resulted in a decrease in
temperature at the Copper gage .
To close IP 3 entirely, the outflow was
shifted from WW B to WW A (IP 4) to provide a

static condition in WW B. This operation resulted
in a temporary increase in water temperature at
Copper of approximately 1°C. Because of the short
timing of the gate adjustments, water temperatures
most likely did not stabilize enough at the gage to
give accurate effects of these changes. With WW B
static, IP 3 could still not be closed beyond 0.2 m
(0.8 ft). Most likely the gate was held open by
debris. Since IP 3 could not be fully closed, it
was opened to 0 . 6 m (2.0 ft) and IP 5 remained
fully open. The outflow was then shifted from WW A
to WW B.
A significant change in flow occurred with
this last operation. Prior to the change, WTC B
was set at30.77 m (2.5~ ft) with a downstream flow
of 14.3 m /s (505ft /s). After the change, the
WTC B was at 0.78 m3 (2.55 ft), but the flow had
dropped to 13 . 0 m /s (460ft 3/s). The change
occurred over a long enough time for downstream
conditions to stabilize. This could be considered
an indication of inaccuracies in gate settings or
downstream gage height readings. It illustrates
the inability to finely control outflows.
The next step was to set the project back to
normal operational conditions. Beca~se ODFW's
desired target temperature was for 14.0 C (57.2°F)
water, the pre-test outflow water temperature
conditions were not re-gstablished. To reach
14.0°C, an increase of 3.5 C was required in the
final step of the test. The final gate settings
were based on a lake temperature profile taken 6
October. From that profile, shown on Figure 3, it
was decided that IP's 3 & 4 and WTC ' s A & B should
be opened. The first operation was to close IP 5
with WTC B fully open. No problems, such as
vibration or cable slacking were encountered while
closing IP 5 with a maximum flow in the wet well.
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1983 Test Study - Effect of Gate Changes on Temperature and Flow - Day 2

0

To control for 14.0 C outflow temperature, WTC
B was set to 0.32 m (1.05 ft) and WTC A to 0.62 m
(2.05 ft). After 30 minutes the downstream
temperature was found to be rising faster than
expected or desired. WTC A was raised to 0.76 ~
(2.48 ft) and WTC B lowered to 0.17 m (0.57 ft) to
slow the rate of increase in temperature. Two and
one-half hours later, WTC A was lowered to 0.61 m
(2.0 ft) and WTC B was raised to 0.37 m (1.2 ft) as
a final adjustment for 14.0°C (57.2°F) outflow.
Throughout the test, design flow criteria were
exceeded at the WTC's and IP's. Design flow for
the wet wells, with fhe head Of the gates during
the study, is 13.0 m js (460 ft js) with a WTC gate
setting of 0.8 m (2.67 ft) . The most that the WTC
gates could be opened during the test was 0.79 m
(2.58 ~t), which ~ave a flow slightly greater than
14.2 m /~ (500ft/~). The design flow of the IP's
is 8.5 m js (300ft /s), but when IP 3 or IP 4 were
used ~lone duri'39 the test, the release was near
14.2 m js (500ft /s). When operating WW A alone,
a very noisy situation, similar to being close to a
moving train occurred. Also, substantial vibration
was evident. This might be attributed to high

flows, but WW B did not have the same problem.
Conclusion of Test Results
From the data collected during the test,
noticeable temperature changes indicate that mixing
did indeed take place in the small, single wet well
at Applegate Lake using intake ports at different
levels. The amount of flow provided by each intake
port at the various openings was not determinable.
There appeared to be no immediate or short-term
structu r al or operating problems using the two
intake ports in a single wet well. In fact, well
noise and vibration was considerably less with two
intakes in use, than when a single intake port was
used. Although the test was conducted at a single
flow, any problems anticipated while making gate
changes, would most likely have occurred at this
near maximum flow rather than at low flows when
velocities are less.
Results from this test show that it is
feasibile to operate multiple intake ports in a
small, single wet well for temperature mixing and
control.

TABLE 1

OCTOBER 1983 TEST STUDY OPERATING PROCEDURE - DAY 1
STEP OPERATION CONDUCTED

TIME

WET WELL
WTC A
ft

WET WELL
WTC B
ft

INTAKE INTAKE
FL9W PORT 3 <PORT 4
ft
ft js ft

INTAKE
PORT 5
ft

COPPER
TbMP

c

=================================================2=========================================================

1.

Initiate Day 1 Test

0930

1. 08

2.06

523

6.0

6.0

0.0

15 . 6

2.

Set Initial Test Conditions

0933

CLOSED

2.56

477

6. 0

N/A

0.0

17.25

3.

Begin Using Ports 3 and 5

1137

CLOSED

2.56

491

6. 0

N/A

1.1

16.05

4.

Open Port 5 To Next Increment

1323

CLOSED

2.56

495

6.0

N/A

2.0

15.20

5.

Open Port 5 To Next Increment

1534

CLOSED

2.56

495

6.0

N/A

3.0

14.35

6.

Ended Day 1 Test

1730

CLOSED

2.56

495

6.0

N/A

3.0

14.30

========================================================z==================================================
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TABLE 2
OCTOBER 1983 TEST STUDY OPERATING PROCEDURE - DAY 2
STEP OPERATION CONDUCTED

TIME

WET WELL
WTC A
ft

INTAKE
PORT 3
ft

WET WELL
WTC B
ft

INTAKE
PORT 4
ft

INTAKE
PORT 5
ft

COPPER
ThMP

c

==~========================== ================== ============================ ======================= ======= ==

1.

Initiate Day 2 Test

0915

CLOSED

2.53

505

6.0

N/A

3.0

14.20

2.

Open Port 5 To Next Increment

0929

CLOSED

2.53

510

6.0

N/A

4.0

13.85

3.

Open Port 5 To Next Increment

1125

CLOSED

2.53

505

6.0

N/A

5.0

13.22

4.

Open Port 5 To Full Opening

1313

CLOSED

2.52

505

6.0

N/A

6.0

12.10

5.

Set Final Test Condition

1443

CLOSED

2.52

505

0.8

N/A

6.0

11.20

a.

Changing Wet Wells
To Close Port 3

1445
1452

OPENING
2.55

CLOSING
CLOSED

0.8

6.0

N/A

12.00

b.

Adjust to Final Test

1455

CLOSING

OPENING

2.0

N/A

6.0

c.

Adjustment Completed

1503

CLOSED

2.55

2.0

N/ A

6.0

Ended Day 2 Test and
Set Outflow to 14

1632

CLOSED

2.55

6.0

N/ A

CLOSING

a.

Changing Wet Wells

1635

OPENING

CLOSING

6.0

6.0

0.2

b.

Set for Temperature Control

1638

2. 17

0.85

6.0

6.0

0.2

c.

Closing Wet Well to Fully
Close Intake Port 5

1640

2.58

CLOSED

N/A

6.0

N/A

d.

Adjustment to 14°C

1650

CLOSING

OPENING

e.

Finish Adjustment

1652

2.05

1. OS

6.0

6.0

0.2

7.

Fine Tune Adjustment

1720

2.48

0.57

520

6.0

6.0

0.2

13. 15

8.

Final Adjustment and
Finish Test

2100

2.00

1. 20

540

6.0

6.0

0.2

14.05

6.

460

10.55

===========================================================================================================

SEPTEMBER 1986 OPERATIONAL STUDY
In September 1986, an opportunity to tes3 a
single ~et well at the low release rate of 4.8 m /s
(170 ft /s) was available. The Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW6 had bequested a target
release temperature of 12.8 C (55 F) for September.
The target release temperature was being achieved
by blending water intake port (IP) 3 of wet well
(WW) B and IP 4 of WW A. The Portland District
decided to save as much of the water immediately
below the thermocline as possible to be used later
(Figure 6}. The water near to, b~t bel ow the
thermocline naturally approaches 12.8 C (55°F) from
thermal heating of the reservoir water during
September . By mixing warmer surface water with
cooler bottom water, the Reservoir Regulation a~d
Water Quality Section felt it could provide 12.e C
water for an extended time period. IP 3 had 16 to
1~ C (60° to 65°F) water available while IP 5 had
7 C (45°F) water available for mixing.

On 4 September 1986, the Reservoir Regulation
and Water Quality Section requested that the
project use only WW B to achieve the 12.8°C target
water temperature. This was attempted by fully
opening of IP 3 to 1.8 m (6 ft) and a partial
opening of IP 5 to 0.9 m (3 ft). Initially thebe
was some difficulty establishing a stable 13 C
(55°F) outflow. When WW A was closed, and using
only IP 30 of WW B, the release temperature climbed
to over 16 C (60°F) in two hours (Figure 7). When
IP 5 was opened to 0.9 m (3 ft}, bhe release water
temperature dropped to 11°C (52 F). After two
hours, it appearsd the release temperature had
stabilized near 13 C (55°F), so project personnel
departed. Later, a project operator noticed tee
rel~ase temperature had increased to over 18 C
(65 F). Personnel returned to the selective
withdrawal structure and tried a variety of port
opening combinations to re-establish a release
temperature near 12.8°C. By opening IP 3 to 0.6 m
(2 ft) and IP 5 to 1.2 m (4 fS), th8 release water
temperature stabilized near 14 C (57 F).
Hanson, et al.
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A temperature of 13° to 14°C (55° to 57°F} was
maintained by releasing from WW R from 2200 hours
on 4 September through 1200 hours on 12 September
1986. At that time, the dual wet well mixing
procedure was established once again. Temperature
readings taken from the GOES OCP data, transmitted
in hourly increments (normal operational schedule}
are shown on Figure 7.
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During the nearly 8-day test period, the 14°C
(57°F} releases were stable and no operational
problems such as gate vibrations were observed. Of
interest is that at the gaging station 0.97 km (0.6
mi} downstream of the project, local downstream
effects caused the diel water temperature
fluctuatiog to be close to one degree C with a
constant 14 C water being released.
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1986 Operational Study- Achievement of Target Release Temperature
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TURBINE AERATION
E. Dean Harshbarger

Superv1sor, Research and Test1ng, TVA Eng1neer1ng Laboratory, Norr1s, TN

ABSTRACT
S1nce the early 1970's, the Tennessee Valley
Author1ty has been 1nvest1gat1ng methods for
aerat1ng
hydroturb\ne d\scharges.
Techn1Ques
wh\ch have been phys1ca1ly tested 1nc1ude small
pore d\ffusers, draft tube a\r asp\rat1on, vacuum
breaker mod1f1cat1ons, hub baffles, draft tube
forced a\ r systems and ep111mnet1c pumps. These
tests are br1ef1y descr\bed and the results
obta1ned are d\scussed. The conclus1ons are that
to a large extent, aerat1on methods are s1te
spec1f1c and no un1versa1 solut\on can be
app11ed. Efforts toward the development of new
turb\nes spec1f1cally des1gned for aerat\on are
suggested.
INTRODUCTION
The hydroturb\ne d\scharges from some 21 TVA
dams have been 1dent1f1ed as hav1ng undes1rably
low d1ssolved oxygen (DO} content dur1ng the
summer and fall months.
These dams 1nvo1ve a
tot a 1 of 77 turb1 nes of va r1 ous types, s 1zes, and
des1gns. S1nce the early 1970's efforts have been
made to develop re11able, econom1ca11y feas1b1e
systems for
1ncreas1ng the DO 1n turb\ne
d1scharges. Methods wh\ch have been 1nvest1gated
1nclude: small pore dHfusers to bubble oxygen
just upstream from the turb1ne 1ntalce; asp1rat1on
of a\r 1nto the turb\ne draft tube; modH1cat1on
of the vacuum breaker system to asp1rate more a\r;
forced a\r 1nto the draft tube; ep111mnet1c pumps
to force oxygenated reservo\ r surface water 1nto
the 1ntalces; and development of a self-aerat\ng
turb\ne. Progress on aerat1on efforts 1n TVA have
been reported per1od1cally (TVA, 1981, 1983, 1984;
Dav1 s, et a 1 . , 1983; Bohac, et a 1. , 1986; Ruane,
et al., 1986}. Th1s paper rev1ews TVA's past
efforts and updates the latest efforts to develop
these aerat1on methods.
AERATION TECHNIQUES INVESTIGATED
Small Pore D\ffusers
Small
pore
d1ffusers
were
extens1vely
1nvest1gated 1n the early 1970's as a poss1b1e
solut\on for DO problems at Fort Patr1ck Henry Dam
(TVA,
1978}.
F1fteen to
twenty d1fferent
commerc1ally ava11ab1e d1ffuser mater1als were
evaluated \n the laboratory and, based upon
1nformat1on ga\ned, two were selected for use 1n a
full -scale f1eld test. Ten frames of about 150
d1ffusers each were placed near the bottom of the
70-foot deep reservo1 r just upstream from one of
the two turb1ne 1ntakes. Pure oxygen was bubbled
through these d1ffusers from a 11Qu1d oxygen
storage and evaporat1ng fac111ty located nearby.

The system worked. DO was 1ncreased from near
zero 1n the reservo1 r to about four ppm 1n the
ta11race. The ma1n problems w1th th1s system were
the safety concerns over us1ng oxygen and the
relat1vely h1gh 1n1t\a1 and operat1ng costs. It
was est1mated that an operat1ng system to 1ncrease
the DO 1n the d1scharge from both hydroturb1nes at
Fort Patr\ck Henry to 5 ppm would have an 1n1t1a1
cap1ta1 cost of about $400,000 and an annual
operat1ng cost of about $110,000.
At present, a small pore dHfuser system 1s
be1ng stud\ed for use on the four un\ts at Douglas
Dam.
The prel1m1nary des\gn calls for nearly
6,000, 17.5-cm (7 - 1n.} d1ameter d\ffusers placed
1n an area of about 2 acres 1n front of the
turb1ne 1ntakes. A 11Qu1d oxygen storage fac111ty
capable of supply\ng about 54 tons of oxygen per
day would be placed nearby to furn\sh enough
oxygen to ra1se the d\scharge DO content up to
4 ppm.
The storage tanks would have to be
ref\ lled every 3 days under extreme cond1t1ons of
zero \ncom1ng DO and full plant d\scharge of
48 m3 /s (16,000 cfs}. Costs for the system are
est1mated to be about $3.5M 1nH\ally and $l.OM
annually.
Draft Tube A1r Asp1rat1on
To 1nduce alr \nto the draft tube at Norr\s
and thus \ncrease the DO 1n the turb\ne
d\scharges, a flow obstruct\on 1n the form of a
metal p\pe, tr\angular \n cross sect\on, was
welded to the draft tube wall about 1.5 m (5 ft}
downstream
from
the
turb\ne
of
Un\t
1
(Harshbarger, 1982a}.
The p\pe (or baffle}
protruded 15 em (6 \n.} from the draft tube wall.
The upstream s\de of. the baffle served to
accelerate the flow. Th\s caused a low pressure
on the downstream s\de to \nduce a\r.
The
1nter\or of the p\pe served as a passageway for
a\r wh\ch then entered the draft tube through some
40 equally spaced 3.75-cm (1.5-\n.} d1ameter holes
\n the downstream s\de of the baffle. A1r reached
the baffle v1a a 25-cm (10-\n.} p\pe through an
open\ng cut just below the draft tube mandoor.
Th\s system asp\rated enough a\r to 1ncrease the
ta\lrace DO 3- 4 ppm, but caused unacceptable
energy losses. Imbedd\ng the baffle \nto the wall
of the draft tube may have reduced energy losses
but was not attract1ve because of construct\on
d1ff\cult1es.
Another draft
tube baffle scheme was
1nstalled and tested on a 35 MW Franc1s un\t at
Douglas Dam (Harshbarger, 1984d}.
For these
tests, a 26.7-cm (10.75-1n.} h1gh, 11.9-cm
(4.75-1n.} deep manHold was cut \nto the draft
tube wall about 3.6 m (12 ft) downstream from the
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turb1ne. A1r was suppl1ed to the man1fold through
a 14-1nch p1pe enter1ng the draft tube adjacent to
the mandoor. Twenty-four equally spaced 4.4-cm
(1.75-1n.) d1ameter holes were cut 1nto the
man1fold for a1r vents 1nto the draft tube. Over
each of these vents was bolted a con1cal shaped
baffle wh1ch protruded 12.5 em (5 1n.) from the
draft tube wall.
Tests 1nd1cated that these
baffles reduced local pressure, but not enough to
1nduce s1gn1f1cant amounts of a1r 1nto the draft
tube.
Vacuum Breaker Mod1f1cat1ons
Most hydroturb1nes are equ1pped w1th vacuum
breaker systems to rel1eve below atmospher1c
pressures wh1ch may occur when flow through the
These systems
turb1ne 1s suddenly stopped.
cons1st of open1ngs 1n the turb1ne hub wh1ch lead
to passageways through the headcover and then to
the atmosphere v1a 15- to 20-cm (6- to 8-1n.)
d1ameter p1pe. A spr1ng loaded valve 1s placed 1n
the a1r p1pe to adm1t a1r H the pressure under
the headcover drops below some preset value.
Tests were conducted on 19 un1ts to determ1ne
1f there was enough suct1on to 1nduce a1r through
the vacuum breaker system 1f the vacuum breaker
valve was
blocked open (Fox, 1980, 1981;
Harshbarger, 198la, 198lc, 198ld, l98le, 1982b,
1982d, 1982e, 1983a). On a few of them, a1rflow
was 1ncreased sl1ghtly at low w1cket gate
open1ngs, but not at the gate open1ngs where the
un1ts are usually run. Only on the 35 MW un1t at
South Holston Dam was vacuum breaker suct1on
suff1c1ent to asp1rate s1gn1f1cant amounts of a1r
(Harshbarger, 1985b). On th1s un1t, an add1t1onal
open1ng was cut through the headcover to adm1t
about 0.9 m3 /s (30 cfs) of a1r at the normal
operat1ng w1cket gate open1ng (near 100"). Th1s
was enough to 1ncrease DO 1n the ta1lrace on the
order of 2 ppm.
Hub Baffles
To lower pressures and thus asp1rate more a1r
through the vacuum breaker system, small baffles
were 1nstal1ed over the vacuum breaker ports on
the hubs of f1ve d1fferent turb1nes. Tests on two
Franc1 s type un1ts at Cherokee Dam (Harshbarger,
1981 b), one at Douglas Dam (Harshbarger, 1982c)
and one at W1lson Dam (Harshbarger, 1982e)
1nd1cated that the hub baffles 1ncreased 1nduced
a1rflow only 1ns1gn1f1cant amounts at the w1cket
gate open1ngs of 1nterest.
Part of the problems w1th hub baffles appears
to be attr1butable to chang1ng flow patterns
around the turb1ne hub as flow through the un1t 1s
changed. In order to des1gn a hub baffle wh1ch
would work well at all flows, part1cularly the
flow obta1ned at the most eff1c1ent gate open1ng,
TVA contracted w1th an outs1de f1rm to apply a
mathemat1cal model they had developed to determ1ne
the flow around the hub of the Douglas
hydroturb1ne .
Th1s
1nformat1on, along w1th
1nformat1on obta1ned from a baffle test apparatus
at the TVA Eng1neer1ng Laboratory was subsequently
used to des1gn a hub baffle system for aerat1ng
the Douglas hydroturb1nes. Th1s system 1nvolved
relocat1ng the vacuum breaker ports and 1nstall1ng
12.5- cm (5 - 1n.) h1gh cyl1ndr1cal baffles wh1ch
protruded 12.5 em (5 1n.) out · from the turb1ne hub
over each port. These baffles d1d 1nduce a1r but
not 1n great enough amounts to s1gn1f1cantly
1ncrease DO 1n the d1scharge. Hub baffles were

consequently d1scarded as a method for aerat1on at
Douglas Dam.
On the 35 MW un1t at South Holston, the
vacuum breaker ports were relocated farther down
the hub and then baffles were placed over the new
ports. Th1s part1cular un1t needs a1r to dampen
severe v1brat1ons caused by flow through the
penstock and draft tube.
The baffles were
des1gned to asp1rate at gate open1ngs of about 75
to 80 percent. At low gate open1ngs, no a1r was
1nduced and the un1t v1brated severely.
The
baffles
were
subsequently
removed
and
no
add1t1onal tests were conducted s1nce 1t was
d1scovered that aerat1on could be accomp11shed by
relat1vely s1mple mod1f1cat1ons to the vacuum
breaker system.
Successful aerat1on us1ng hub baffles was
accompl1shed on the two 50 MW un1ts at Norr1s
Dam.
After severa 1 1terat1ons (Harshbarger,
1983a, 1982d, l984c) and a ser1es of Laboratory
tests, bolt-on type baffles were des1gned and have
been 1n use for the past three years. These
baffles are 1n the form of a cy11ndr1cal wedge cut
from a sect1on of 25-cm (10-1n . ) p1pe and protrude
out from the hub 13.75 em (5.5 1n.). W1th these
baffles, enough a1r 1s 1nduced to add about 4 ppm
to the turb1ne d1scharges .
The baffles and
1nduced a1r reduce un1t eff1c1ency less than
To avo1d th1s small
one-half of one percent.
power loss when aerat1on 1s not needed, the
baffles are bolted on 1n late sunvner and removed
as soon as the 1ncom1ng DO reaches 4 ppm.
The two un1ts at Norr1s on wh1ch the baffles
have been used have exper1enced an accelerated
rate of cav1tat1on damage, an expanded cav1tat1on
damaged area and cav1tat1on damage 1n areas wh1ch
a'r e d1ff1cult to repa1r . Cons1derat1on 1s be1ng
g1ven to the development of new sta1nless steel
runners wh1ch would be less suscept1ble to
cav1tat1on damage and wh1ch could poss1bly be
des1gned to be self- aerat1ng.
Draft Tube Forced A1r System
The feas1b111ty of us1ng blowers to aerate by
forc1ng a1r under the turb1ne headcover was tested
on a total of 8 un1ts (Harshbarger, 1983b, 19B4a,
1984b, 1985a). For most of these tests, access
holes were cut through the turb1ne headcover and
a1 r from portable, d1esel powered compressors was
suppl1ed through temporary p1pes and hoses. Th1s
method worked w1th vary1ng degrees of success on
nearly all turb1nes where 1t was tr1ed. The major
problem was that to 1nstall a permanent system
large enough to meet des1red DO cond1t1ons
requ1red
large
blowers
and
major
plant
mod1f1cat1ons to 1nstall necessary p1p1ng and
controls.
At Douglas Dam, blowers were also used to
force a1r through the man1fold cut 1nto the draft
tube of Un1t 4 and prev1ously used for the draft
tube baffle tests (Harshbarger, 1984d).
The
baffles were removed for the blower tests leav1ng
only the holes cut 1nto the man1fold. The blower
system worked sat1sfactor1ly for aerat1ng the
turb1ne releases, but there was no room to 1nstall
the requ1red a1r ducts and compressor equ1pment on
a permanent bas1s.
At present, a forced a1r system 1s be1ng
successfully appl1ed at the 45 MW T1ms Ford Dam
(Harshbarger, 1985c) . At th1 s s 1te, a 1. 5 m3 /s
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{50 cfs) blower has been 1nstalled 1n a small
shelter outs1de the plant and the necessary p1p1ng
1s routed outs1de the plant bu1ld1ng to a locat1on
near the un1t where a t1e-1n to the vacuum breaker
system
1s
made.
Flow from th1s
blower
1s
controlled by a damper and 1s adjusted to ma1nta1n
a DO concentrat1on 1n the ta1lrace of 4 ppm.
Ep111mnet1c Pumps
Turb1ne 1ntakes are usually located near the
bottom of reservo1 rs and draw cooler, low oxygen
content
water
when
the
reservo1r
becomes
temperature
strat1f1ed.
At
Douglas
Dam,
an
aerat1on method
us1ng pumps
to force h1ghly
oxygenated
reservo1r
surface
water
1nto
the
turb1ne 1ntakes 1s be1ng tested {Mobley, 1986).
Each pump cons1sts of a 6-bladed, 4.6-m {15-ft)
d1ameter propeller connected by a shaft and gear
box to a 30-hp electr1c motor.
The motor, gear
box and controls are supported from a raft on the
water
surface
wh1le
the
pump
propeller
1s
suspended beneath the raft at a depth of 3 m {10
ft).
The propeller turns at about 21 rpm and 1s
expected to move about 1.4 m•/s {500 cfs) of
water down some 25 m {80 ft) to the turb1ne
1ntake. Two pumps have been 1nstalled so far w1th
a th1rd expected to be 1n place before the
reservo1r
strat1f1es
next
summer.
Tests
to
evaluate the system are planned for July 1987.
CONCLUSIONS
Several techn1ques for aerat1on of turb1ne
d1scharges have been 1nvest1gated by TVA over the
past several years.
These 1nclude small pore
d1ffusers,
draft
tube a1r
asp1rat1on,
vacuum
breaker system mod1f1cat1ons, hub baffles, blowers
and ep111mnet1c pumps.
At present, a small pore
d1ffuser system 1s under study for use at Douglas
Dam, the vacuum breaker system has been mod1f1ed
to adm1t mo r e a1r at South Holston Dam, hub
baffles are 1n use at Norr1s Dam, a blower 1s
be1ng
used
to
force
a1r
under
the
turb1ne
headcover at T1ms Ford Dam and ep111mnet1c pumps
are under study at Douglas Dam.
In add1t1on, the
development of a self-aerat1ng cav1tat1on damage
res1stant turb1ne 1s be1ng cons1dered to replace
the
present
turb1nes
at
Norr1s
Dam.
The
conclus1on 1s that there 1s no un1versal solut1on
for aerat1on of turb1ne d1scharges.
Geometry
alone
demands
that
each
case
be
cons1dered
1nd1v1dually to arr1ve at the most econom1cal and
eff1c1ent system.
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ABSTRACT

During the early planning stages of the Russell
project, a major concern of the State and Federal
agencies was that the project ccnply with State
water quality standards.
The Corps of Engineers
ccmnitted itself to this objective and developed
a diffused oxygen injection system to oxygenate
the reservoir releases.
At Richard B. Russell
Lake, oxygen is injected into the lake through
fine pore diffusers located on the bottan of the
lake both at the face of the dam and 1 mile upstream
fran the dam. The paper docurents the interagency
involvement in the oxygen injection system, summarizes the results of the field tests which led
to the developrent of the system, and describes
the installation and ope.rat ion of the system installed in Richard B. Russell Lake.
!Nl'RODUCTIOO

Savannah District, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, is currently canpleting construction
and has begun operation of the Richard B. Russell
Dam and Lake project on the Savannah River between
Georgia and South Carolina. The Richard B. Russell
Damsite is on the Savannah River 37 miles above
Clarks Hill Dam and 30 miles below Hart\'Jiell Dam.
Clarks Hill and Hart\'Jiell are both Corps of Engineers
projects.
The

Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake is a
multi-purpose project designed to provide hydro_p::JWer,
sore flood control, recreation, and has
a potential for water supply.
The dam consists
of a 195-foot high, 1,900-foot long concrete gravity
structure flanked by two earth errbankrrents.
The
project is designed as a peaking _p::JWerplant with
an installed capacity of 600 rregawatts. The _p::JWerhouse will contain four 75-rregawatt conventional
units and four 75-rregawatt putp units. This installation will make the project one of the largest
Corps of Engineers 1 hydropower facilities in the
nation.
During periods of ma.x.imun generation
the plant will release about 60,000 CFS.
During
max:imun putpback operation, 30, 000 CFS will be
pUlped fran Clarks Hill Lake back into Russell.
The average daily release fran the project is
over 3, 500 CFS. At max:imun power pool the Russell
Lake covers 26,650 acres and i.rrpounds 1,026,000
acre-feet of water.
The

i.rrpounded in 1984.
Power-online for the first of the four conventional units
occurred in Deceni:ler 1984, and the last conver.tional
unit becarre operational in January 1986.
Poweron-line for the first of the four putp storage
units is scheduled for February 1990. The current
project cost estimate is 541 million dollars.

31402-0889
31402-0889

Like all deep lakes in the southeast, the
Richard B. Russell Lake thermally stratifies in
the wann SLilTTer rronths.
During this time, the
waters circulated by the wind are confined to
the top 30 feet of the lake.
W~th no rreans to
replenish dissolved oxygen lost due to biological
and chemical activity, the dissolved oxygen concentrations in the lower layer of the lake are gradually exhausted. Since the turbine intake are located
in the lower layer of the lake, it is this water
that is released fran the project for power generation, and during the SLilTTer these waters have
progressively reduced dissolved oxygen levels.
''INTERAGENCY INVOLVEMENT

During the early planning stages of the Russell
project, a major concern of the State and Federal
agencies was that the project carply with State
water quality standards .
The State of Georgia
was particularly errphatic on this point, and as
a result, the cost sharing agreerrent bet\'Jieen the
State of Georgia and the Federal Governrrent for
develop-rent of the project 1 s recreational areas
inclt.rles the stipulation that the operation of
the project will meet State water quality standards.
Besides this coomitrrent to Georgia, a ccmnitrrent
to provide 6 parts per million (ppn) dissolved
oxygen in the releases fran the reservoir is also
explicitly stated in the Staterrent of Findings
for the project filed pursuant to Section 404
of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act l>lrendrrents
of 1972.
In July 1972, the Georgia Departrrent of Natural
Resources requested the formation of a technical
ccmnittee to analyze the water quality matters
relating to the Russell project.
The objective
of the ccmnittee was ~o evaluate the thermal and
dissolved oxygen characteristics of the Russell
project as an integral part of the Hart\'Jiell-clarks
Hill reservoir system incltrling the following
specifics:
a.
Maintenance of Federal and State water
quality standards.
b.
Maintenance of a coldwater fishery in
a 10-mile reach downstream from Hartwell Dam.
c.
Develop-rent of a
fishery within Russell Lake.

wann and cold water

The lake was

d.
Maintenance of a wann and cold water
fishery within Clarks Hill Lake.
With these objectives established, physical
and mathematical rrodeling were coOO.ucted to determine
travel time, level and thickness of inflows, entrainrrent and pmpback currents which were then input
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into a mathematical m::del which detennined the dissolved oxygen and tenperature regirres in the lakes
and in the hydropower releases.
In its final report , the coomittee observed
that the water quality objectives could be rret
with the artificial addition of oxygen.
Several
rrethods of adding oxygen were then investigated
including surface aerators, diffused air injection,
spillway aeration, penstock air injection, multilevel penstock intakes, sul:rrerged weirs, oxygen
injection into the penstocks, side stream oxygenetion, localized destratification, pulsed oxygen
injection through porous diffusers into the lake
at the face of the dam, and continuous oxygen
injection through porous diffusers into the lake
at a point several days travel tirre upstream
of the dam. With the high oxygen and low tenperature constraints, continuous oxygen injection
with an on-site Governrrent-owned cryogenic plant
was identified as the rrost feasible alternative.
Continuous oxygen injection is favored over pulsed
oxygen injection because it avoids the high capital
and operating costs associated with liquifying
and storing gaseous oxygen .
FIELD TESI'S
Between 1975 and 1980, the Savannah District,
through contracts with Dr. Richard Speece of
DrexelUniversity, conducted field tests of an
oxygen injection system at Clarks Hill Lake.
As a first step, a small scale system capable
of providing sufficient oxygen for the discharge
of one turbine was installed adjacent to the
dam face at Clarks Hill and operated in a pulsed
m::de by Speece, et al,(l) in the sumer of 1975.
This made it possible to rapidly rronitor the
oxygen level in the dicharge and determine the
oxygen absorption efficiency immediately.

was concluded fran these tests that it
was technically feasible to dissolve oxygen in
a pulsed roode that was matched to the water discharge rate.
H~ver,
as rrentioned earlier,
the reccxmended rrethod is continuous oxygen inject ion at an upstream point in the lake rather
than pulsed oxygen injection at the face of the
dam. - Pulsed injection of oxygen to match the
water discharge rate involves mtching the peaking
discharge pattern which normally occurs less
than 12 hours each weekday and even less on weekends.
With on-site cryogenic oxygen being produced in the gaseous state at a uniform rate,
compressio and storage would need to be provided
to match the production with the usage rate.
This would increase the capital costs of the
oxygen production facility.
Therefore, it was
decided that field tests should be coooucted
to evaluate the feasibility of continuous injection into a diffuser system located approximately
1 mile upstream of the dam . .
It

The field tests of the continuous injection
system began the next sumer( 2) . The tests were
divided into three phases. Phase I was an evaluation of the oxygen absorption efficiency of various
diffusers. In this test, diffusers with a standard
perrreability of 0. 5 to 2. 0 feet per minute ( fpn)
were identified as the optirm.m diffusers.
Phase
II involved tests of racks of diffusers to determine the elevation in the water colllm at ~ch
the oxygenated water would ccrre to equilibrii.ITl.
Phase III of the stu:iy involved installation
of nine diffuser racks at a location approximately
1 mile upstrearn of the dam in water approximately

130 feet deep. The highest dissolved oxygen concentration recorded in the turbines was 4.1 ppn which
occurred about 6 days after oxygen injection started.
The backgrourxi dissolved oxygen before oxygen
injection ccxmenced was 0.5 to 0.8 ppn.
Only
about 30 to 40 percent of the oxygen that was
injected appeared to eventually reach the turbines.
the low oxygen absorption efficiency was due to
two factors.
First, the diffusers on the rack
were not the rrost efficient as determined in Phase
I of .the study.
Secooo, the close semicircular
spacing of the diffuser racks and high injection
rates per diffuser caused localized destratification in the vicinity of the diffuser racks which
resulted in the dissolved oxygen-rich water caning
to equilibriun in the upper level of the lake
where it was unavailble for dissolved oxygen enrichrrent of the turbine discharges. I t was detennined
that :i.mproverrents in the performance of the oxygen
injection system could be realized by lowering
the injection rate per diffuser by qucrlrupling
the nurber of diffusers per rack, equipping the
racks with the optimun 2 fpn diffusers, and spreading the racks across the lake cross section.
These int>roverrents were made to the system
and field tests were coooucted in the si.JIT1rer of
1977(3). The nine racks were fitted with 40 square
feet of diffusers of 2 fpn standard perrreability.
The racks were placed across the lake cross section
1 mile upstream fran the dam and spaced approximately 300 feet apart with the first rack located
approximately 1,200 feet fran shore.
Oxygen was
injected continuously for 30 days at a rate of
100. tons/day, and dissolved oxygen and temperature
were rronitored in the lake and the turbines.
During this period of oxygen injection, dissolved
oxygen concentrations of 4 to 5 ppn were maintained
with an absorption efficiency of 50 percent.
Although this represented an inproverrent over
the results fran the previous year, the goal of
6 ppn dissolved oxygen was still not achieved
and the absorption efficiency was still unacceptable.
Although the lake did not destratify in
the vicinity of the racks,

p~..rrping

of the oxygen-

ated water occurred causing it to reach the surface
where it warrred and returned to an interrrediate
layer generally above the turbine withdrawal zone.
I t was determined that the purping was due to
the four-sided diffuser configuration of the racks
and that the purping could be eliminated by errploying a linear diffuser configuration.
RICHARD B. RUSSELL OXYGEN INJECTION SYSTEM

The oxygen injection system at the Richard
B. Russell project is described in the Richard
B. Russell Dam and Lake Design Merrorandun 35 and
Supplerrent No. 1 ( 4 and 5 ) • The system at Russell
has a continuous injection system located 1 mile
upstream of the Russell damsite but also has supplerrental injection capability at the face of the
dam to be used during periods of higher than normal
releases and unusually high dissolved oxygen deficits.
Gaseous oxygen is supplied fran a liquid
oxygen storage facility on the lakeshore.
The continuous system consists of a distribution pipe fran the oxygen facility to two parallel
diffuser pipes suspended 5 feet off the lake bottan.
The two diffuser pipes are over 1, 600 feet long
and are spaced 100 feet apart.
For the pulsed
system, a main distribution line extends fran
the oxygen supply site to the top of the dam.
Additionally, eight feeder pipes extern fran the
main distribution line down the face of the dam
and then connect to the diffuser lines between
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each

mtake perpendicular to the face of the
dam.
Each feeder p1.pe for the pulsed system
is equipped with a motorized control valve wh1.ch
allows operation of any ccrrbmat1.0n of pulsed
diffuser lines.
Power and telerretry for the
motorized control valves is provided fran the
oxygen supply facility by rreans of underground
cables.
A typical sect1.on of diffuser p1.ping is shown
on
Figure 1 .
The diffuser piping consists of
an 8-inch center manifold pipe made of fiberglass
reinforced plast1.c.
Flotation is attached to
the manifold pipe to provide a constant positive
buoyancy to the system during shutdown. Vertical
and horizontal aligrurent of the system is secured
by guying the manifold pipe to concrete anchor
blocks on the lake bottow with stainless steel
cables .
Flanged to the manifold pipe are 20feet sections of 4-inch schedule 80 PVC diffuser
pipe .
The diffusers are spaced 1 foot apart
along this pipe .
A control orifice is installed
in each flanged connection between the manifold
pipe and the diffuser pipe to ensure proper flow
distribution through this system.
The diffusers
are 7 inches in di.arreter and are made of silica
glass bonded together with an organic birrler .
The diffusers have a standard penreability of
2 fpn.
The cost of the oxygenation system was 3. 9

million dollars:
1. 0 million dol 1 ars for the
oxygen storage facility and 2 . 9 million dollars
for the distribution and diffusing system.
The
price of liqu1d oxygen is currently $65/ton .
Based on the best est.irtates currently available
on the expected dissolved oxygen content of the
reservoir releases, the expected daily discharge
fran the project and the expected oxygen absorption
efficiency, approximately 5 , 500 tons of oxygen
would have to be added annually at a max.irm.nl
rate of 150 tons/day to meet the downstream dissolved oxygen objective of 6 ppn in the hydropower
discharges that would occur 90 percent of the
ti.rre .
For the fust few years of operation,
oxygen will be purchased fran camercial suppliers,
stored in liquid oxygen storage tanks on the
site, and then vaporized as needed .
Although
ult.irtate plans are to install an on-site oxygen
production facility,
purchased liquid oxygen
will be used initially to gain detailed data
on project performance and oxygen requirements .
After this period, we will be in a better position
to determine both the desirability of an on-site
production facility and the type of facility
that will be rrost econanical to operate.

In order to rronitor the irrpa.cts of Russell
Dam and Lake on the three lake system, the Savannah
District entered into a cooperative agreement
with the Waterways Experi.rrent Station for a 3year water quality stLrly.
This stLrly inclLrled
3 major objectives :
(1)
to described post-~undment water
quality conditions in Richard B. Russell Lake;
( 2)
to docurent the irrpa.cts of ~undment
on water quality conditions in Clarks Hill Lake
and;
( 3)
to evaluate the effectiveness of the
oxygeninjection system in aneliorating potential
water quality problems in Richard B. Russell
Lake and its tailwater.
'lbree annual reports si.J'I'Il'arizing the firrlings

oxygen l.n)ection system began initl.a.l
operation in April 1985 with the onset of lake
stratification and contmued operatmg unt1.l the
lake destratified in early Decentler.
Figure 2
shows a dissolved oxygen profile JUSt downstream
of the system along w1.th a background dl.Ssolved
oxygen profile taken 1-1/2 miles upstream of the
system. As the fl.gure shows, the oxygenated water
remains in the lower layer of the lake where 1.t
is ava1.lable for turbme discharge.
The oxygen
injection system has consistently maintained at
least 6.0 mg/1 of dissolved oxygen in the releases
fran Russell Dam. The total oxygen mjected during
1985 was 13,300 tons which was higher than anticl.pated due to the large arrount of oxygen demanding
matenal found in the new lake, and a later than
normal fall turnover.
The

The second season of oxygen mject ion began
in May 1986 .
As of Septerrber 30 , 66 SO tons of

oxygen have been injected .
This is 2200 tons
less than was injected for the sene period m
1985.
This reductl.on in oxygen required is due
to the natural agmg of the lake and to the reduced
total water released fran Russell Dam caused by
the present drought conditions in the Southeast.
analyses of the
bubbles have shown
that bubble sue greatly influence the oxygen
transfer efficiency of the system. Measured efficiencies have ranged fran 2S to 96 percent with
smaller bubbles averaging greater than 70 percent
and larger bubbles less than SO percent.
Snall
bubbles result fran diffusion through the diffusers
while large bubbles result fran leaks in the system
or malfunctioning diffusers.
Gas

oxygen injection system has been in
operating for t'NO seasons and overall the system
has perforrred as designed.
The dissolved oxygen
levels released fran the dam have consistently
been greater than 6.0 mg/1 with the average oxygen
transfer efficiency around 7S percent. The largest
portion of oxygen is absorbed in the lower hypolimnion which carprises most of the with:irawal
fran the lake .
Oxygen injection has not caused
local destratificatl.on which would mcrease the
water tenperature of the releases .
The
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IN-RESERVOIR AERATION SYSTEMS
C. E. Bohac, Ph.D., P.E., Environmental Engineer,
Tennessee Valley Authority
Chattanooga, Tennessee

ABSTRACT
Two types of aeration systems are are being
demonstrated by the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The first is an aeration/des.tratification system
using diffused air. The system is installed at
Upper Bear Creek Reservoir, Alabama. The system
is designed to increase DO levels in the reservoir as well as reduce concentrations of iron,
manganese, and hydrogen sulfide in the withdrawals from the reservoir .
second system
is
a hypolimnetic
The
aeration system using high purity oxygen. The
system is designed to aerate only a small
submerged pool of cool water in an embayment
of a large reservoir. The embayment acts as a
refuge for fish during times when the main
reservoir body is anoxic and fish are stressed.
Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION
There are two classes of problems arising
from anoxic conditions in reservoirs. The first
is that depressed reservoir oxygen levels can
result in low oxygen concentrations in the
releases from reservoirs.
The second is that
depressed reservoir oxygen levels can directly
result in adverse biological and biochemical
conditions in the reservoir.
In some cases
reservoir aeration can be used to improve the
dissolved oxygen (DO) levels in the releases
from the reservoir and used to modify the
chemical
and biological
environment
within
the reservoir.
This paper reports on two in-reservoir
aeration efforts. The first was to aerate and
possibly destratify a significant portion of
the Upper Bear Creek Reservoir near Haleyville,
Alabama. The second was to aerate a portion of
the hypolimnion of Cherokee Reservoir near
Morristown, Tennessee.
UPPER BEAR CREEK RESERVOIR
Upper Bear Creek Reservoir has a volume of
approximately 2.8xl0 7 m3 (23,000 acre-feet) with
a surface area of about 1.2 to 1.6xl0 7 m2 (3000
to 4000) acres. Filling of the reservoir began
in 1974. The reservoir provides flood protection and serves as a water supply for several
communities in west-central Alabama.
In addition, the reservoir provides water for the
weekend operation of the Bear Creek. Floatway, a
major recreational feature in the area.
The
reservoir and outlet structure are shown in
figure 1.

Upper Bear Creek Reservoir

The water quality problems associated with
Upper Bear Creek Reservoir are low summer DO
which leads to the high concentrations of iron,
manganese, and sometimes hydrogen sulfide. The
anoxic reservoir provides a reducing environment
and the insoluble iron, manganese, and sulfide
in
the
reservoir
sediments
become dissolved. The source of these three constituents
is believed to be upstream coal mining.
Problems result in that the water treatment
plant using the reservoir as a water supply
often struggles with the removal of the iron and
In addition, water released at
manganese.
approximately 7.1 m3 /sec (250 cfs) through
an aerating valve for the floatway does not
provide sufficient oxidation time for the iron
and manganese. The oxidation rate for the iron
and manganese are on the order of hours for the
iron and days for the manganese. Therefore, the
iron and manganese oxidize and precipitate in
the creek, leaving it highly stained, with large
growths of iron bacteria, and with precipitates
coating much of- the aquatic life below the
stream. An additional problem occurs when the
reservoir level drops below the spillway· crest.
In order to maintain minimum streamflow of about
0.2 to 0.3 m3 /sec (7 to 10 cfs), a small,
unaerated valve is used to provide the minimum
releases because the flows are too small to use
the aerating valve.
This operation not only
results in iron and manganese problems as described above, but concentrations of hydrogen
sulfide as high as 0. 5 mg/L have been detected
in the creek.
Hydrogen sulfide concentrations
greater than 0.002 mg/L can be toxic to aquatic
life.
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WATER OUAliTY SAMPliNG lOCATIONS
UPPER BEAR CREEK RESERVOIR

Typical profiles of DO, iron, and manganese are shown in figures 2, 3, and 4.
A diffused aeration system was installed in
Upper Bear Creek Reservoir in the late spring of
1986. Four diffusers were used. The diffusers
were placed across the old river channel, spaced
about 150 to 300 m ( 500 to 1000 feet) apart .
The locations are shown in figure 5 . Each
diffuser was constructed of 7.6 em (3-inch) PVC
pipe mounted in an aluminum frame which holds
the pipe approximately 0.9 m (3 feet) above the
bottom of the reservoir. Each diffuser consists
of two 6 .1 m (20-foot) sections of pipe joined
by a coupling. 1 .0-mm (0.039 inches) holes were
drilled in each side of the pipes on 0 . 3 m
(1-foot) spacings.
One end of the 12 .2 m
(40-foot) diffuser is capped and the other
fitted with a quick-connect fitting for a 2.5 em
(l-inch)
air
hose.
Figure 6
shows
the
diffusers.

Figure 6 .

Diffusers

Two 1.4 m3 / min (50 cfm), 8 . 8 kg/cm2
(125 psi) compressors, supply the air with
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one compressor for each two diffusers. The compressors are to run continuously from about the
first of "ay through September.

itself. Even if the reservoir could be aerated,
it was not certain that the water would be sufficiently cool to sustain the bass.

System Operation

Description of the Dam and Aeration System

Operation of the aeration system was delayed due to a failure or the original coupling
connecting the two sections of each diffuser.
Additional delay was caused by two diving
accidents during installation.
The delays
resulted
in
initiating operation after the
reservoir had stratified.

A small embayment, shown in figure 7, at
Holston River mile (H~) 55 was selected for the
refuge. The refuge was constructed by placing a
submerged dam across the mouth of a small embayment to trap cold water in the spring of the
year and retain it throughout the summer. The
water trapped by the dam was aerated using
liquid oxygen and a diffuser system placed on
the bottom of the embayment.

Soon after operation began, the water
treatment plant, which has its intake at the
dam, experienced a change in water quality which
significantly upset plant operation. The aeration system was then shut down for Lwo weeks.
The upper two diffusers which are approximately
1.2 to 1.6 kilometers (0.75 to 1.0 miles)
upstream from the dam were then operated for
approximately one week after which time the
water treatment plant again experienced conditions of fluctuating water quality which again
resulted in significant upsets of the plant's
operation.
The aeration system was again shut
down. After three weeks the two diffusers were
operated but this time for only a day and a
half.
Several days later, the water treatment
plant again experienced an upset.
The difficulty experienced by the water
treatment plant was thought to be caused by the
slow
oxidation
and
sedimentation
of
the
manganese
in
the water upwelled by
the
aerators.
Because the oxidation rate of the
manganese is on the order of days, it was not
removed by the time it reached the water
treatment plant intake. It is hoped that under
normal operation of the aeration system in which
the system is started before the reservoir
slratifies, the deep portions of the reservoir
will stay aerobic and prevent the manganese from
becoming soluble.
CHEROKEE RESERVOIR
During late summer, the temperature in the
epilimnion of Cherokee Reservoir exceeds the
optimum temperature of 22 to 24•c ( 72 to 75.F)
for striped bass, a very important gamefish in
the reservoir.
The striped bass seek cooler
parts of the reservoir during critical temperature periods.
Unfortunately, the hypolimnion,
which is cooler, contains insufficient concentrations of DO.
The bass, therefore, seek
refuge elsewhere to wait out the duration of the
s treasful condition a.
The more popular refuge
areas are embayment& fed by cool spring water
high in DO. However, there have been fish kills
over the years because the refuges were not
large enough for all the fish, the refuges were
unable to maintain cool enough temperatures, the
DO was not sufficiently high, or all of these
factors.
Because of the need for additional and
improved refuges, an artificial refuge was
created for the striped bass in the reservoir.
The refuge approach was selected due to the high
cost of trying to aerate in the reservoir

Figure 7.

Refuge Embayment

Submerged dam
The submerged dam is made from Hypolon
strips cemented together in 1. 5 m ( 5-foot
sections.
Approximately 96 m (315 feet) of
the fabric is used to span the mouth of the
cove. The fabric is up to 21 m (70 feet) wide
in the middle where the embayment is deepest,
and tapers to approximately 12 m (40 feet) along
the ends. The dam is about 15 m (50 feet) high
at the deepest point. The fabric is folded at
the bottom to provide a tail which lies flat
along the bottom of the embayment. The bottom
is sealed by placing gabions filled with
sandbags on top of the tail.
Because of the
steepness of the side slopes, the gabions are
held in place by cables connected to anchor pins
drilled and grouted into the reservoir side.
The top of the fabric is suspended from a
9.5 nn (3/8-inch) cable which is bolted to two
pins on each side of the embayment.
One pin
laterally restrains the cable and the other pin
vertically restrains it.
When the reservoir is unstratified, there
are no loads on the dam and the fabric hangs
limp. When the reservoir becomes stratified and
the temperature on either side of the dam is
equal, the dam remains 1 imp.
However, as the
cold water is pulled from the hypolimnion for
power generation, the thermocline is lowered
resulting in higher temperatures at lower
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elevations in the reservoir.l
Because the
water behind the submerged dam is isolated from
the effects of the turbine releases, the thermocline remains at its original depth behind the
submerged weir.
This, of course, causes a
temperature difference to occur between the
water behind the dam in the embayment and water
in the main body of the reservoir. The cooler
and more dense embayment water pushes against
the fabric dam billowing it out much like a
sail. When the maximum temperature difference
is achieved, there is as much as 6360 kg (14,000
pounds) of force acting vertically on the main
support cable. This load is supported with 66
underwater buoys attached to the main support
cable. When the dam is unloaded (no temperature
difference exists) the buoys are held down by
concrete anchors on the embayment floor. As the
temperature difference develops, the heavier
water inside the embayment begins to pull the
fabric down, relaxing the tens ion in the anchor
lines between the buoys and the buoy anchors and
allows the vertical load acting on the fabric to
now be borne by the buoys.
Figures 8 and 9
schematically depict the fabric dam. The design
criteria for the dam are presented in table 1.

The oxygen system requires approximately
one-fifth the gas flow rate of an air system and
thus much less water is upwelled. This reduces
the chance of losing the cold water over the top
of the barrier.
The diffuser system is constructed of six 0.9 m (3-foot) by 7.6 em (3inch), fine-pore ceramic diffusers (manufactured by Karox Corporation) mounted end to
end on a galvanized pipe frame (see figures 10
and 11). There are 13 pipe frames each approximately 6.1 m (20 feet) long arranged as shown in
figure 12. The oxygen is supplied to diffusers
at a rate of 45 to 90 kg/day (100 to 200
lbs/day).
Because no access roads could be provided
to an onshore oxygen storage site, oxygen is
barged to the refuge. A 6.4 m (21-foot) pontoon
boat was fitted for storing four 341 kg
( 750-pound) liquid oxygen tanks. The tanks are
connected to a common manifold, followed by 'a
metering system, before the oxygen is delivered
to the diffusers. The oxygen requirement is low
enough
that
vapor1z1ng
devices
are
not
required.
The
oxygen
barge
and
mooring
facilities are depicted in figures 13, 14,

Table 1
Desi&n Data
Length of dam on area
Distance between anchor pins
Bottom elevation
Top of dam elevation
Number of buoys and anchors
Number of gabions
Number of sandbags
Length of anchor rope
Fabric
Kaximum temperature difference
No~al reservoir full pool elevation
Kinimum reservoir full pool elevation
Diffuser length
Oxygen flow
Oxygen storage
Volume of refuge
Refuge surface area at elevation 1008.5
Average depth
Kaximum depth of coldwater pool

Aeration system
One of the design objectives for the aeration system was to lose as little of the cool
water behind the dam as possible. Therefore,
high purity oxygen was selected for the aeration
system in preference to a diffused air system.
1.

The intakes to the hydropower turbines at
Cherokee Dam are located deep in the hypolimnion.
Because Cherokee is one of the
main hydropower generation facilities on the
TVA system, it is used as much as possible
during sWiller months to meet high peak air
conditioning demands.
The result is that
the
hypolimnion
is
generally
depleted
of cool water by late August.

96 Ill (315ft.)
88 Ill (290ft.)
293 Ill (960ft.)
207 Ill (1008 ft.)
66
29
1300
1520 m (5000 ft.)
4 mil Hypolon<!>
8·c <H.F>
328 Ill (1075 ft.)
811 Ill (1020 ft.)
79m (260ft.)
Up to 114 kg/day (250 lbs/day)
Four 341 kg (750 lb) dewars
1.4xl0 5 m3 (117 ac-ft.)
2.7x10 4 m2 (6.6 ac.)
5. 5 Ill (18 ft. )
15 Ill (48ft.)

and 15.
depending
barge is
facility
exchanged

Approximately every 7 to 21 days,
on the oxygen flow rate, the oxygen
taken to a nearby boat launching
where the empty oxygen tanks are
for full ones.

Table 1 lists the more important design
features of the dam and the aeration system.
System Performance
Figure 16 shows the effect of the submerged
dam and the aeration system on temperature and
DO. As figure 16 indicates, the temperature in
the embayment behind the dam during July was 4
to 6•c (6 to ll •F) cooler than water at the
same elevation outside the refuge. DO levels of
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FABRIC BARRIER DAM ; CHEROKEE RESERVOIR
B. ANCHOR DIAGRAM
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30

up to 6 a&I L were maintained inside the refu&e
while DO dropped to zero outside the refute .
By comparison to a nearby control cove
of similar features, lar&e numbers of fora&•
fish, primarily alewife, are attracted to the
artificial refute.
Althou&h the hi&b oJy&en
concentrations, cool water, and abundant food
are provided, striped bass have not appeared
in the
cove
in
the
same
numbers
that
frequentsome of the natural refutes . Part of
the problem mi&ht be caused by the ano1ic layer
that f orms between the top of the dam and the
bottom of the epilimnion as seen in fi&ure 16.

that or Jim Ruane and Dick Shane . The preliminary en&ineerin& to develop the concept
came from ftor&an Goranflow and Steve Adams .
Ron Pasch and Bill Seawell provided the desi&n
criteria for the refute . The final desi&n ofthe
dam was performed by Dave He&seth .
Robert
Hunter and his divin& crew constructed the dam .
David ftcintosh developed the desi&n criteria for
the refu&e aeration system and ftarvin Smith
desi&ned the system. The aeration system was
operated by David Pa&e and Paul Smith .
Fisheries data were obtained and analyzed by
Jim Baker .
REFERENCES

The artificial refu&e has been in operation
for two summers . Efforts are continuin& t o make
the artificial refu&e more attractive to
the striped bass .
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ABSTRACT
The Tennessee Valley AuthorHy has 1nstalled
h1gh volume, low speed, ax1al pumps 1n Douglas
Reservo1r just upstream from the turb1ne 1ntakes.
The purpose of these pumps 1s to force h1ghly
oxygenated ep111mnet1c surface water 1nto the
turb1ne 1ntakes when the reservo1r 1s thermally
stratH1ed and the bottom water 1s low 1n
d1ssolved oxygen.
A descr1pt1on of the test
1nstallat1on 1s g1ven, the results of prel1m1nary
tests are presented and plans for future tests are
d1scussed.
INTRODUCTION
Low d1ssolved oxygen (DO) content 1s a common
water qual1ty
problem 1n the hydroturb1ne
d1scharges
from many deep reservo1rs.
In
add1t1on, cold water temperatures can be a problem
1f the d1scharge area 1s a warm water f1shery.
Most of the low temperature and d1ssolved
oxygen problems 1n turb1ne d1scharges can be
attr1buted to thermal strat1f1cat1on of the
reservo1r from wh1ch the turb1ne flow 1s
obta1ned. Usually, the turb1ne 1ntak.e 1s located
at a low level and withdraws only relatively cold,
Often,
poorly oxygenated hypolimnetic water.
h1ghly oxygenated, warmer water 1s ava1lable 1n
the ep111mn1on, but cannot move downward through
the thermoc11ne to reach the turb1ne 1ntake
because of dens1ty d1fferences.
Professor J. E. Garton (ret1red} , of Oklahoma
State Un1vers1ty developed the concept of us1ng a
h1gh volume, low speed, ax1al pump to locally
destratHy the reservo1 r and move surface water
1nto the turbine 1ntake w1thdrawal zone. Th1s
general techn1que has been appl1ed by several
others (Qu1ntero and Garton, 1973; Ste1chen, 1974;
Strecker, 197&; Garton and R1ce, 197&; Garton and
Jarrell, 197&; Dortch and W1111ams, 1978; Garton
and Peralta, 1978; Punnett, 1978; Garton and
Punnett, 1980; Garton and M1ller, 1982; Rob1nson,
1982}, but has never been permanently 1nstalled 1n
deep water, h1gh flow s1tuat1ons.
The Tennessee Valley Author1ty 1s currently
1nstal11ng three of these "ep111mnet1c" pumps at
Douglas Dam to 1nvest1gate the1r use 1n a h1gh
flow, relat1vely deep reservoir appl1cat1on.

R1vers.
The
dam
1s
equ1pped w1th
four
hydroelectr1c generat1ng un1ts wh1ch d1scharge
Thermal
about 120 m3 /s (4,000 cfs) each.
stratH1cat1on 1n Douglas reservo1r 1s relat1vely
strong dur1ng late summer. Surface temperatures
are normally near 25°C (7JOF) wh1le temperatures
at turb1ne 1ntake level are about l3°C (55°F).
The usual depth from surface to the 1ntake
center11ne 1s about 25 m (80 ft) dur1ng the
strat1f1ed t1me per1od. DO 1n the hypol1mn1on
often drops to near zero, and therefore, low
d1ssolved oxygen 1n the d1scharges 1s an annual
occurrence dur1ng the summer months. Th1s low DO
contr1butes to waste ass1mulat1on problems 1n the
downstream area, and 1s detr1menta 1 to f1 sh and
other aquat1c 11fe hab1tat.
Several methods of 1ncreas1ng the DO 1n the
turb1ne d1scharges have been tested (Harshbarger,
1982, 1983, 1984} none of wh1ch have proven
feas1ble from both a techn1cal and economic
viewpoint. The current tests undertaken by TVA
are to prov1de a solut1on to the Douglas DO
problem and at the same t1me to prov1de bas1c
1nformat1on concern1ng the appl1cat1on of such
dev1ces to other locat1ons hav1ng large flowrates,
deep turb1ne 1ntakes, and fa1rly strong thermal
strat1f1cat1on.
DESCRIPTION OF

EQUIPMENT

Each of the three ep111mnet1c pumps be1ng
tested by TVA cons1sts of a &- bladed, 4.&-m
(15-ft) d1ameter propeller connected by a shaft
and gear box to a 30 hp electr1c motor. The
motor, gear box and contra 1s are supported on a
4.9 m by 4.9 m (1& ft by 1& ft} square float1ng
platform on the water surface, wh1le the propeller
1s suspended beneath the platform at a depth of
The propeller 1s
approx1mately 3 m (10 ft}.
turned at 21 rpm and 1s expected to move
approx1mately 1.4 m3 /s (500 cfs} of water down
some 25 m (80 ft} to the level of the turb1ne
intakes.
Much
of
the
mach1nery
requ1 red
for
construction of
the ep111mnetic
pumps was
purchased from Un1on Electr1c Company.
Robert
M1ller of Un1on Electr1c and Professor Garton used
th1s equ1pment 1n the1r tests at Bagnell Dam on
the Lake of the Ozarks 1n 1981 (Garton and M1ller,
1982}.
The equ1pment purchased from Un1on
Electr1c Company 1ncluded:

BACKGROUND

1. 80:1 r1ght angle gear reducers
2. 30 hp e1ectr1c motors
3. 4,575-mm (180-in.} d1a. cast alum1num
cooling tower fans

Douglas Oam 1s located at m1le 32.3 of the
French Broad R1ver 1n east Tennessee. The c1ty of
Knoxv1lle 1s located some 30 m1les downstream at
the confluence of the French Broad and Holston
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4. shafts, motor/gear reducer mount1ng frame,
gu1de bear1ngs
To complete the test apparatus, TVA des1gned
three flotat1on platforms cons1st1ng of square
steel tub1ng frames, alum1num clad polystyrene
flotat1on b1llets, and wooden decks and handra1ls.
To meet TVA safety requ1rements, a protect1ve
cage made of fence w1re attached to a steel
framework was des1gned to enclose the propellers
and keep sw1mmers out of danger. The platforms
were fHted wHh large s1gns on every s1de that
warned of "danger", "h1gh voltage", and "rotat1ng
mach1nery". Two 11ghted buoys were placed out
from the platforms to warn away boaters both day
and n1ght.
"stHf-legs"
A system
of
telescop1ng
cons1st1ng of a 0.3-m (1 - ft) d1ameter p1pe, steel
tub1ng and guy cables was des1gned to connect the
group of three pumps to the face of the dam and
allow flex1b111ty 1n pos1t1on1ng the pumps for
var1 ous tests. In order to respond to the 18.3 m
(60 ft), fluctuat1ons 1n the reservo1r level, the
stHf- legs were connected to the face of the dam
wHh a s11d1ng connect1on.
Th1s connect1on
cons 1sted of a short "I" beam sect1on that was
bolted onto the end of the st1ff-legs and s11d 1n
a "C" shaped channel that was bolted to the face
of the dam.
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
At the TVA Eng1neer1ng Laboratory, each
flotat1on platform was assembled as a un1t w1th
the gear reducer and electr1c motor mounted and
a 11 gned. The protect 1ve cages were bu11t 1n
sect1ons
to allow easy transportat1on and
assembly.
The
telescop1ng
st1ff-legs
were
assembled complete w1th flotat1on and sl1d1ng
connect1on to be bolted to the face of the dam.
All of these components were loaded on two "WIDE
LOAD" trucks for transportat1on to Douglas Dam.
-scaffold1ng was erected at a s1te on the
North abutment of Douglas Dam to support the
platforms for f1nal assembly. When the part1ally
assembled pump un1ts arr1ved at the dam, they were
11fted w1th a crane to support beams on top of the
scaffold1ng. Once the platforms were located on
the scaffold1ng, the f1nal assembly of the
submerged part of the pumps began. Th1s 1ncluded,
1nstal11ng the shaft, mak1ng the cha1n coupl1ngs
on the shaft, bu1ld1ng the supports to the lower
gu1de bear1ngs, 1nstall1ng the propeller hub and
blades, sett1ng the p1tch of the propeller blades,
and assembl1ng the protect1ve cage.
Us1ng a crane, each completed pump was
removed from the scaffold1ng and carr1ed out on
the deck of the dam, where 1t was lowered 1nto the
reservo1r. The f1rst pump to be assembled was
damaged 1n a crane acc1dent as 1t was b~1ng
removed from the scaffold1ng. It was salvaged and
reassembled us1ng p1eces of the th1rd pump wh1ch
w111 not be completed unt11 replacement parts are
procured. The succeed1ng crane 11fts were done
w1th a larger crane and went smoothly.
Boats were used to maneuver the float1ng
pumps 1nto pos1t1on 1n front of the 1ntakes of
Un1t 4. The two completed pumps were connected
1nto one r1g1d un1t, w1th a .3-m (1-ft) space
between the float1ng platforms. The pumps were
held out from the dam w1th two float1ng

st1ff-legs.
The telescop1ng st1ff-legs were
adjusted so that the closest edge of the platforms
was 7.62 m (25 ft) from the face of the dam. Th1s
was chosen as the closest pump locat1on so that
the downward mov1ng water pushed by the pumps
would clear the top of the cyl1ndr1cally shaped
1ntakes at Douglas that extend out 6 m (20 ft).
The telescop1ng st1ff-legs were capable of
extend1ng the pumps out an add1t1onal 4.6 m (15
ft).
The torque of the operat1ng pumps was
counteracted by the st1ff-legs and guy cables that
were attached to the outs1de corners.
Electr1cal power was suppl1ed by a 100 amp
11ne from the dam that fed 1nto three motor
control boxes mounted on the handra11s on the deck
of the dam. The power cables were suspended from
the control boxes out to the platforms. A system
of pulleys and we1ghts was used to tens1on the
and
allow movement w1th
reservo1r
cables
fluctuat1ons.
TESTS PERFORMED AND RESULTS
Due to the t1me requ1red to purchase and
assemble the apparatus, the ep111mnet1c pumps were
not 1nstalled before the reservo1r destrat1f1ed.
However, two dye stud1es have been performed to
check the performance of the pumps and ver1fy test
procedures for future tests.
The f1rst test was conducted on October 3,
1986. The purpose of th1s test was to f1nd out
what percentage of the output of the pump was
be1ng w1thdrawn from the reservo1r through the
turb1ne 1ntake under the destrat1f1ed cond1t1ons.
The temperature d1fference from the surface to the
depth of the 1ntakes had been measured to be less
than 2°C (3°F). The headwater e1evat1on (HWEL)
was 951.5, 16.5 m (54 ft) above the centerl1ne of
the 1ntake.
Only
the
turb1ne
equ1pped
wHh
the
ep111mnet1c pumps (Un1t 4) was run for the test.
The procedure was to 1nject a known flowrate and
concentrat1on of rhodam1ne dye 1nto the water
above the pump propellers and then mon1tor the
concentrat1ons of dye 1n the scrollcase, at the
bo11 1n the ta11race and 1n the r1ver downstream.
The concentrat1ons at the mon1tor1ng po1nts were
then mult1pl1ed by the known flowrate dur1ng the
test (from the W1nter-Kennedy taps on UnH 4) to
get a total mass flowrate of dye to compare w1th
that
or1g1nally
1njected
(assum1ng
un1form
m1x1ng).
Measurements
taken
from
a
boat
pos1t1oned 1n the r1ver about 450 m (1,500 ft)
downstream from the dam reflected a mass flowrate
of dye equal to about 95 percent of the mass
flowrate 1njected. The other two measurements at
the scrollcase, and 1n the bo11 1n the ta11race
d1d not reflect nearly as much dye concentrat1on,
but 1t was expected that these measurements were
1n error because of less than adequate m1x1ng.
Dur1ng preparat1on for the f1rst dye test,
the ep111mnet1c pumps were run for about 10
m1nutes wh11e the turb1nes were all off. It was
not1ced that under these cond1t1ons, a plume of
mud was st1rred up between the pumps and the dam.
Th1s mud plume was thought to be from the bottom,
some 23 to 30.5 m (75 to 100 ft) below the level
of the platforms. S1nce there was some quest1on
about whether the pumps were actually push1ng a
jet that deep, a second dye test was run.
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The second dye test was run October 10, 1986,
wh1le all un1ts were off . The HWEL was 950 . The
purpose of th1s test was to determtne 1f the pump
jet was reachtng to the bottom of the reservotr
under the destrattf1ed condtttons. Three wetghted
dye sampltng 11nes were lowered to depths of about
21 to 27 m (70 to 90 ft) . Two of the 11nes were
postttoned between the pump platforms and the dam,
the th1rd 11ne was postt1oned between the two
platforms . Both ep1ltmnettc pumps were started
a 1ong w1th the pump on the samp 1\ ng 1t nes. and
after allow1ng ttme for the pump jet to become
establtshed. a small amount of dye was 1njected
near the water surface between the two untts .
After a delay of approx1mately 3 mtnutes the water
samples showed a strong peak of dye concentratton.
thus show1ng that the pump jets were penetrat1ng
to a depth of at least 27m (90ft) .
FUTURE TESTS
The th1rd pump un1t ts ant1c1pated to be
completed somettme 1n the spr1ng of 1987. The
arrangement of the th1rd pump 1n relat1on to the
ex1st1ng two pumps and the arrangement of the
assembly wtth respect to the 1ntakes w111 be
studted 1n a 11terature search and poss1bly a
phys1cal model study. The purpose of the model
study would
be to determ1ne
the opttmum
pos1t1on1ng for penetrat1on and maxtmum flow from
the surface to the turb1ne 1ntakes.
Once the lake has begun to strattfy a sertes
of mass flow dye tests w111 be run to determ1ne
the percentage of the pump jet to reach the
turb1ne 1ntake versus depth and strat1f1catton
strength.
Once the th1rd pump untt 1s 1nstalled and
operat1ng. a test w111 be run dur1ng strongly
strat1f1ed cond1ttons to determ1ne the maxtmum
1mprovement 1n the qua11ty of the turb1ne
dtscharge gatned by operat1on of the pumps. For
th1s test the DO and temperature of the reservotr
and turbtne d1scharge w111 be mon1tored.
CONCLUSIONS
At th1s t1me. TVA has ep111mnet1c pumps
1nstalled at Douglas Dam that show potent1al for
1mprov1ng the releases from the low level turb1ne
1ntakes. Tests to date have been run only 1n low
HWEL. destrattf1ed condH1ons; therefore, the
under
strongly
effect1veness
of the pumps
strattf1ed condH1ons at sumner levels 1s st111
unknown. However. the pumps have performed we 11
thus far and show prom1se for success next spr1ng.
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LOCAL DESTRATIFICATION SYSTEM FOR MARK TWAIN LAKE
Steven C. Wilhelms 1 and Thomas J . FurdeK 2
1 Research Hydraulic Engineer , USAE Waterways Experiment Station
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ABSTRACT
Releases during start - up of generation at
Mark Twain Lake (MTL) have been cold and low in
dissolved oxygen .
During periods of no generation , cold poor -qua lity water has gradually
accum•..1lated in the t·..1rbine tail bay .
The authors
present observed data and describe the processes
that resulted in these observations .
The minilake, which is the region in MTL between the main
dam and the temperature control weir (TCW),
restratifies when gener3.tion ceases if the lake
thermocline and oxycline are above the elevation
of the TCW.
The authors present solutions 3.nd
recommend that 3. hydraulic destratification system
be installed to destr3.tify the minilake .
The
design parameters and constraints are shown and
the system design is developed . A design for the
diffuser system is suggested .
INTRODUCTION
Mark Twain Lake (MTL) , on the Salt River near
Hannibal, Missouri, exhibits summer stratification
that results in anoxic conditions in the hypolimnion .
Hydropower releases, which are generally
withdrawn from deep in the pool, are usually cold
and low in dissolved oxygen (DO) for these
lakes. Ordinarily this problem would be overcome
at MTL with the temperature control weir (TCW) ,
which is an earthen dike approximately 122 m { 400
ft) \lpstream of Clarence Cannon Dam (CCD) (Figure
1). The TCW, with crest at el 177m* (580ft) ,
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Figure 1.

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
WEIR
Schematic of CCD with TCW.

would normally act as a skimming weir to allow
withdrawal of warmer higher quality epilimnetic
water.
However, during the last three stratifi cation seasons (19811 - 86) , the thermocline formed
at an elevation well above the crest of the TCW ,
which would impair the skimming capability o f the
TCW.
The high thermocline (relative to the TCW
crest) also caused hypolimnetic conditions to be
established in the area between the TCW and CCD .
* All elevations and stages cited herein are in
metres (feet) referred to the National Geodetic
Vertical Datum (NGVD) .

Thus, when hydropower or low-level releases were
made , they were cold and contained low DO .
However , data collected during the 19811 t•.J.rbine
tests tended to confuse this scenario. The causes
of and recommended solution to this problem and
explanations of the apparent anomalies in the
observed data are discussed in this paper .
DATA AND PROCESSES
DO and temperature data were collected at
several locations at the project:
( 1) main lake ,
upstream of the TCW; (2) minilake, the region
between the main da.m and TCW; and ( 3) downstream
of the powerhouse .
The DO and temperature
profiles shown in Figure 2 were taken on 19
August, 23 August, and 13 September 1984. Similar
profiles were observed in 1985 and 1986 . In 1984
turbine operation tests were being cond•..1cted that
had a significant impact on the profiles observed
in the minilake .
Examination of Figure 2 will
reveal that the minilake did not have the same
temperature profile as the main lake .
However,
the minilake profiles were taken after turbine
tests were conducted. The profiles imply that the
water in the minilake was withdrawn and replaced
with water from the stratum near the TCW crest
elevation . Consequently, the water was warmer in
the depths or the minilake than in the main lake,
but was still anoxic since the oxycline was above
the TCW crest.
Observations
made
during
t\lrbine
tests
confused these conclusions .
In the early part of
the Kaplan turbine test, the ''speed, no-load''
condition was
established with a very low
discharge rate.
During this time the DO content
of release water was very high, nearly as high :ss
the DO content of the epilimnion.
As the test
progressed, 3.nd the discharge from the turbine
increased, the DO decreased. However, 3.fter about
40 min'.ltes of operation the DO began to increase
accompanied by an increase in temperature .
During the speed, no-load portjon of the
te~t, the low discharge (about 28 . 3 m /sec (1,000
ftj /sec)) through the Kaplan turbine would have
caused the vacuum-breaker system to f•..1nction to
prevent C3.Vitation .
At this very low setting ,
large volumes of air wo\lld have been aspirated
into the draft tube region j•..1st below the turbine
wheel.
Thus , the DO uptake as this air-water
mixture traveled to the tailrace 3.rea was quite
significant.
As the turbine discharge increased ,
the amount of air aspir3.tion decreased , resulting
in lower DO upt3.kes 3.nd a decrease in the release
DO .
However, because of the rel atively small
volume of w3.ter between the TCW and main dam , this
was a short-11 ved phenomenon. Once the volume of
the minilake had been withdrawn, the skimming
action of the TCW caused the release temperature
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content and cold temperature of releases until the
TCW can influence the quality of the water being
withdrawn.
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In May 1986 a Hydrolab Data Sonde II water
qual! ty monitor was installed in the tail bay of
the hydropower facility. The monitor was coupled
with a data collection platform that transmits the
measured values of the water quality parameters to
the GOES satellite system for retrieval. Thus , a
continuous record of water qtJali ty data in the
turbine bay tailrace was obtained.
These data
showed the same trends as the 1984 data indicating
that the same processes that were at work in 1984
were still affecting release quality.
An additional problem was discovered when
measurements in the turbine tailbay indicated that
cool hypolimnetic water with a very low or zero DO
content was gradually replacing the jtJst-released
epilimnetic water after generation shutdown.
After extended periods of no generation , the
quality of the water in the turbine bay approxi mated the quality of the water in the hypolimnion
of the minilake. Based on these observations , it
was concluded that the source of this cold poor quality water was leakage through the turbines and
that these conditions posed a potential concern
whenever the main lake thermocline and oxycline
were above the elevation of the TCW .

13 SIP , . .

1 POOL IL

20

n

DATf

Main lake profile data from 1985 and 1986
also showed that the thermocline and oxycline were
above or near the crest of the TCW during most of
the
stratification
period
of
June through
October .
Minilake profile data for this same
period also indicated that the minilake was
restratifying after generation shutdown.
The
temperature and DO profiles in the minilake
approximated the main- lake profiles from the
surface to the crest of the TCW. Below the TCW ,
the minilake was homogeneous with temperature and
DO content of water at the TCW crest elevation .

I

Mark Twain Lake temperature
and DO profiles •

as well as the release DO to increase.
This conclusion was verified with data from
the test of the second turbine unit at CCO:
a
pump-turbine. The p•Jmp-turbine unit does not have
a vacuum-breaker system, and during its start- up
tests, low or zero DO was observed in the
releases.
However, after approximately 40-50
minutes , the DO began to increase accompanied by a
temperature increase. This resu+t illustrates the
impact of the minilake and the TCW.
It appears from comparison of the 1984 inlake and minilake temperature and DO profiles and
evaluation of the release DO and temperature
values produced by operation of the ceo powerhouse
that the major cause of the initial cold low DO
release is the physical restratification of the
minilake. With the thermocline and oxycline above
the crest of the TCW, the min !lake restrat ifies .
This restratification results in the low DO

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
The CCD hydropower project is a peak power
generation facility .
Power production is on
demand and has no fixed schedule.
Slight
modification to ordinary operations could , at
least partially, eliminate the problem of low !)0
in the release water . For example, at power plant
start-up
during
the
critical
stratification
periods, the Kaplan unit could be operated at
speed, no load until the volume of the minilake
has been flushed downstream.
At this juncture,
however , it is unknown if this could be a workable
solution .
Future operating procedures at CCD are
extremely important, particularly given that the
project has pumped storage capabilities .
Pumpback , if implemented on a regular basis, could
significantly impact the stratification in the
main lake and the minilake.
Because of the
turbulent mixing and entrainment of the p'..llllpback
jet as it flows over the TCW, some depression of
the thermocline in the lake to an elevation below
the TCW crest could be anticipated .
This effect
would result in warmer higher quality water being
withdrawn into the minilake for release at the
startup of generation .
It is important to note
that frequency of pumpback would determine the
extent of these effects and that other techniques
to improve release quali t y may have to be adopted .
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Another potential sol!Jtion is to raise the
elevation of the TCil crest.
This would prevent
the restratHication of the minilake with cold,
low-DO hypolimnet;ic water since that water wotJld
be below the crest elevation and could not now
into the minilake. Additionally, the higher crest
would raise the withdrawal zone to the upper
levels of the lake, thereby improving the skimming
action of the TCW. Operational considerations to
improve release DO d•Jring start-up Ume should be
unnecessary with this alternative. This alternative wo•Jld, however, req•Jire study in a physical
hydraulic model to assure that flow conditions
approaching the structure would be satisfactory
with the higher TCW.
Hypolimnetic aeration and oxygenation are
potential
sol'..ttions
to
the
low-DO
release
problem.
For these alternatives, the hypolimnion
oxygen content would be improved by aerating or
oxygenating the hypolimnion. However, neither of
these alternatives would impact the transitory
effects of releasing cold water during t•Jrbine
start-up, nor address the potential problem of
cold water leakage through the turbines and
acc•Jmulation in the tail bay.
Further, these
alternatives would act on the hypolimnion, when in
fact, the causative agents appear to be in the TCW
and minilake and resulting hydrodynamics.

level.
The use o f local hydraulic destratification would avoid the potential for nitrogen
supersaturation that might be encountered with a
pneumatic destratification syste!D.
An additional
benefit of the destratification system is the
elimination of the cold poor-quality water leaking
through the turbines.
Since hypolimnetic water
would not be present in the minilake, the leakage
would not be cold or low in DO.
DESIGN PARAMETERS, CONSTRAINTS , AND GEOMETRY
To be effective in preventing the release of
cold low-DO water, the destratification system
must be able to break up the stratification in the
minilake in the time period between generation
cycles. It was anticipated that generation would
start about 2:00 pm and continue until about 12:00
am; thus, there would be about 1 q hours of downtime from generation shutdown until the next
generation cycle.
The destratification system
must therefore perform its task in this 14-hour
time period.
The following parameters were selected for the
design:
a. Length of diffuser:

b. Diffuser ports: 13-mm (1/2-in . ) diameter;
30.5 em (1 ft) on centers; 400 ports

Total lake destratification would prevent the
occurrence of cold hypolimnetic water and low DO
since temperature and chemical stratification
would not exist.
However, the system and energy
requirements to implement this alternative could
be extensive, and total lake destratification may
not be desirable for other project purposes.
Using the concept of destratification in a
localized area could potentially produce the
results desired at CCD.
The TCW provides the
luxury of a minilake that could possibly be
maintained in a destratified condition.
This
system and 1ts energy requirements co•lld be much
more attractive than total lake destratification.
Turbine venting thro!Jgh aspiration or forcedair injection into the flow in the power project
could favorably impact the release DO although
this alternative wo!Jld not affect release temperatures.
As described earlier, Kaplan turbines
aspirate
air
at
certain
operating
levels.
However, aspiraUon •Jsually occ'.Jrs only at lower
discharges.
Thus, such additional measures as
deflector plates must be taken to induce aspiration,
or
compressed-air
injection
must
be
employed.
This alternative may not prove to be
the complete solution, but it should improve the
release DO.
RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE
The recommended approach for the solution of
the problem of transitory cold, low-DO releases at
ceo is the use of a local destratification system
coupled with, i f necessary, the use of turbine
venting.
Hydraulic destratification of the minilake would prevent temperature :md oxygen stratification without requiring the capital and energy
outlay for a system to destratify the entire
lake.
Regardless of the operating procedures
adopted for power production, or the level of the
lake (which impacts the thermocline elevation),
the temperature and DO content of the minil3ke
could probably be maintained at an acceptable

122 m (400 ft)

c. Time for destratification ta 0 :
(14 hours)

50,400 sec

d. Volume of minilgke with normal el 1a4 (604)
VR: 1.491 x 10 m3 (36a.5 acre-ft)
e. Density difference between 1 ep~limnion and
hypolimn~on Ap:
0.00329 gm/cm (0.00638
s l'..tgs I ft )
f. Reference density p:
sbgs/ft3)

1.0000 g/cm3 (1 .9403

g. Depth of the diffuser dR:

25.6 m (a4 . 0 ft)

h. Acceleration due to gravity g:
(32 . 2 ft/sec 2 )

9.81 m/sec 2

Using these data and the design relationships
recommended by Dortch (1979) , Dortch and Holland
(19aO) , and Holland and Dortch (1~a4) , dimensionless time to "ao percent mixed 2 " tao as a function
of system discharge Q is
•
taoQ
( 1)
tao • VR a 0,00314Q
Holland and Dortch (19a4) developed a relationship
between dimensionless time and the destrat if ication densimetric Froude number Fr

*

tao - o.204Fr

-0.57

• o.204

vp

-0.57

(2)

1 Analysis of 19a5 prototype stratification data
indicated that this density difference was maxim•Jm
and occurred over a period when lake stability was
maximized.
2 The «ao percent mixed" design point approximated
the fully mixed condition for the purpose of
system design.
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where
VP • average velocity
port, m/sec

thro~gh

diffuser

Equation 1 into Equation 2 and using
the continuity relationship
S~bstituting

(3)

where
n • number of ports in diffuser
AP • area of individual port, m2

the pump head to account for addi tiona! losses in
connections, elbows , and valves that were not
incl•..1ded in the foregoing computations. Thus, the
recommended design for each subsystem is for a
pump that can produce a discharge of 0.46 m3/sec
(5 ft3/sec) with a delivery pressure of 15.2 m (50
ft) of head.
For system installation, polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) schedule 40 pipe which sho•Jld provide the
needed strength and corrosion resistance, should
be fhnged together rather than glued for ease of
construction. A suggested design for the diffuser
support system is presented in Figure 4. This
30.5 em (12 in.) PIPE

the discharge required to destratify the minllake
is

Using approximately 25 percent overdesi~n factor,
the system discharge should be 2.3 m /sec (25
rt3/sec).
This overdesign factor should account
for the most severe stratification possible as
well as potential pool elevation fluctuations.

1 • 2 m ( 4 ft)

The · system should be divided into five
subsystems. This division should provide the most
effective system since it can be operated in
stages and should one system need repair, the
remainder
can
provide
the
destratification
needed.
Fo~ this des~gn,
each subsystem would
carry 0.46 m /sec (5 ft /sec) of epilimnetic water
to a 24. 4-m- (80-ft-) long hypolimnetic diffuser.
Dortch ( 1979) recommended that an upward jet of
epilimnetic water discharged in the hypolimnion
will provide the best destratification efficiency.
Therefore, the pumps, which should be
submersible, should be positioned about at el 180
(592) (Figure 3). This would provide adequate

PUMP

TCW

ANGLES

FILLED

el 177 (580)

I

3m(\Oft)

STifFENING
RODS

....
3.

I

J

30.5 em (12 in.) PIPE

Fig~re

20 . 3 em (8 in.) PIPE

Pump location in MTL

submergence at low pool elevations, yet allow
pumping of epilimnetic water for relatively high
pool
elevations
during
the
stratification
season.
Complete submergence of the pumping
systems would precl•..1de the need for suction and
discharge lines to enter the lake ' s surface,
thereby relieving a potential maintenance problem
because of icecover (only power and pump control
conduits would enter the lake).
The diffuser should be constructed from 30.5cm- (12-in.-) diameter pipe. There would be eighty
13-mm- (1/2-in .- ) diameter ports on each subsystem
diffuser.
Based on head loss computations, the
pump for each subsJstem sho•..1ld be able to deliver
0.46 m3/sec (5 ft /sec) at a pressure head of a
minimum of 12.2 m (40 ft). To assure performance,
a 25 percent overdesign factor may be applied to

Figure 4.

Suggested diffuser system design

design could be prefabricated and assembled
onsite .
It wo•;ld provide the separation between
the diffuser and lake bottom to prevent entrainment of bottom sediments. The capped PVC stubs
would provide the ballast and buoyancy for sinking
or retrieving the diffuser.
A flexible 30. 5-cm(12-in.-) diameter hose would be used to connect
the diffuser to the feedline from the pump.
The buoyancy to retrieve the diffuser system
sho•;ld be provided by the 20.3 - cm- (8-in .- )
diameter schedule 40 pipe at the lower vertexes of
the triang•Jlar support brackets shown in Figure
4.
Compressed air would be S'. .lpplied to these
pipes to cause the diffuser to float. The pipes
would be flooded to allow the diffuser to sink.
The ballast for the diffuser should be provided by
the
T
sections in the flotation pipes.
A
capped, concrete-filled ''leg'' that is 61 em (2 ft)
long should be fitted into each T to provide a
footing as well as added ballast .
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SUMMARY
Based on analysis of temperature and DO data
taken during and after hydropower operation , the
transitory release of cold low- DO water is apparently due to the thermal and chemical restratification of the minilake when the thermocline and
oxycline are above the crest of the TCW.
For
example, during generation since the TCW is
skimming epUimnetic water for release, the
minilake is homogeneous, the release temperature
is relatively warm , and the release DO concentration is relatively high.
However, when
generation stops,
the minilake restratifies .
Because the thermocline is above the elevation of
the TCW, the water at the crest (which is cooler
and thus more dense than the water in the minilake) flows down the backside of the TCW and
gradually fills the minilake to the crest
elevation .
This also causes chemical stratification of the minilake , since the water flowing
into the minilake at the crest elevation is low in
DO .
During generation start-up, this water must
be withdrawn before the skimming action of the TCW
can impact the release temperature and DO .
The solution to this problem should eliminate
the cause of the cold low-DO releases during
generation start-up , e.g ., i t should prevent the
restratification of the minilake.
Thus, the
recommended techniq'..le is a local destratification
system .
A hydraulic destratification system to
mix the minilake would prevent or minimize the
effects of stratification in the minilake .
The recommended design for the destratification system is for five subsystems .
Each
subsystem would consist of a pump capable of

delivering 0.46 m3/sec (5 rt3/ sec) at 15 . 2 m ( 50
ft) or pressure head feeding a 30. 5-cm- ( 12-in.- )
diameter 24.4 -m- (80-ft - ) long diffuser pipe with
13-mm- (1/2-in . -) diameter ports bored 30 . 5 em ( 1ft) on centers .
This design would provide the
necessary vol•.lllle and moment •..un to satisfy the
destratification requirements.
PVC schedule 40
pipe should fulfill the strength and corrosion
resistance requirements of the design .
A
suggested design of the diffuser support system is
shown in Figures 3 and 4.
In addition to
providing the diffuser support , the piping and
framework serve as ballast and anchoring weight
and flotation system .
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L~KE ALLAT00~~

- AN EARLY EXPERIE~E IN ~ESTRATIFICATION REVISITED

Nat ha ni P.l D. "'cC lu r'? I V• P . E.
f.hief, Envirorment and ~esources Branch, Mobile District,
u.s. Army Corps of Engineers

In 1C)6~. a rather bold experiment in lake
destratification 111as undertaken in hope of demonstrating a viablP. approach for improving the
1issolved oxygen (0 . 0 . ) concentrations in release
waters from hydropower dams.
Lake All atoona in
North Georgia ~s selectP.d for a prototype installation to determine if the concept could be uti lized for.the then proposed W~st Point Project on
the Chattahoochee River downstream from Atlanta .
ThP. approaches for design. f"abrication, and
installation of the system are presented along
with a review of the State of the Art that existed
at that time .
The operational and testing programs are discussed and the results produced are
presented . In general, the normal stratification
pattern of the 1a ke ~ s a 1t e red to the extent that
11.0. concentrations \...ere increased at depths from
9 . 1 to 24.4 meters (m) (30 to 80 feet). The D. O.
concentrations in the release ~ters were also
increased . Because of the water quality improvements, especially increased D.O. concentrations,
the ori gina 11 y envisioned temporary ex peri menta 1
tP.st ~s operated for the past 19 years. Opera tional experiences and costs are discussed .
A
Sllllmary analysis of the overall experience is
presented, including views on how the system could
be improved if it were installed today .
RACKGROUNO
During the 1960's, greater interest and
emphasis ~s beginning to be placed on ~ter qual ity and other environmental amenities. Prior to
this time period, the design of water resource
projects included very little, if any, considera tion of such issues as the quality of release
waters and effects of releases on downstream fishery resources . This observation is not meant to
be critical, but rather reflects upon sensitivi ties and priorities that generally existed at both
the National and local levels prior to 1970. On
1 January 1970, President Nixon signed Public Law
(PL) 91-190, the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). This statute, which v.as unanimously
passed by the United States Senate. i 11 ust rated
that envirormental matters were a National priority (Anderson, 1973). Water quality can be a
vital component of the overall envirorrnental
quality, especially in conjunction with the developnent and operation of major water resource
projects . The significance of ~ter quality was
emphasized in two Federal Statutes:
PL 92-500,
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (1972) and
PL 92- 217, the Clean Water Act (1977).
Thus,
while the ~ter quality that would be associated
with a proposed reservoir under today's circi.ITIsta nces would be closely scrutinized and eval uated, this has not always been the case .

In 1968, evaluations were underway related
to the impending construction of West Point Lake
on thP. Chattahoochee qiver downstream of Atlanta,
Georgia .
Even though the acute P.nvironmental
sensitivity currently existing ~s not yet manifested. at least not on a mandatory basis, there
were concerns about the quality of release ~ters
particularly in regard to dissolved oxygen (D . I).)
concentrations in the release waters .
In an
attempt to address these concerns, a rather bold
experimentation ~s undertaken in the form of a
demonstration project at Lake All atoona to
ascertain the viability of a diffused air pump
destratification system to improve the D.O. in
release Wtters .
This paper revisits this early
experimental approach and discusses the design and
installation of the system, as well as its
operational characteristics over the past 19
years. It should be noted that the system Wts not
designed to be a permanent operational feature,
but rather to operate for a limited time period,
three to four years, While its effectiveness as a
~te r
quality management tool was evaluated .
Therefore, it is remarkable that the original
installation remained operational, albeit at
gradua 11 y reduced efficiency, through 1986.
PRIOR REPORT)
A comprehensive report (USCE, 1973) on the
destratification test was issued by the Savannah
District.
This report contains extensive wat~r
quality data collected from 1968 through 1970, as
well as other information relatP.d to the effectiveness of the system . The system WtS operated
in 1968 and 1959, but ·not in 1970, so ~ter quality data could be collected for comparative purposes. As a matter of explanation as to Savannah
District's irllolvement in projects within the
Civil Works boundaries of the Mobile District
(both Allatoona and West Point are Mobile District
projects), the South Atlantic Division assigned
the design and construction of the West Point
project to Savannah District in order to balance
workloads.
Savannah
District
subsequently
requested Mobile District to design, construct,
and in!>tall the prototype destratification system
at Allatoona Lake and to conduct water quality
investigations on its effects. Savannah District
then prepared the above referenced report with
input from the '1obile District. This cooperative
venture bears evidence to the adage "The Corps
Family."
CHARACTERISTICS OF LAKE ALLATOONA
Allatoona Lake ~s selected for the experimental test because of its geographical proximity
to West Point and the genera 1 si mil a ri ty in phys ical and operational characteristics.
While
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Allatoona is on the Etowah River in the upper
Mobile River basin and West Point is on the
Chattahoochee River in the Apalachicola River
basin, both projects operate as peaking ~ydropower
plants, and are located within 161 l(ilometers ( km)
(100 miles) of each other .
Si nee the prototype
system \'itS not installed at West Point, no further
discussion of that project is presented and full
attention will be devoted to the Lake Allatoona
ex peri ence .
The All atoona project operates for the purposes of flood control, regulation of streamflow
for navigation, development of hydropower, and
recreation. Construction \'itS completed in 1955.
There is a winter drawdown for flood control purposes , but the operational plan calls for attempt; ng to maintain a constant pool from 1 May through
1 October, at elevation 840 '1SL.
Obviously the
water surface elevation fluctuates due to hydrological variations but the 840 elevation serves as
a guide for reservoir operations .
Table 1 contains vital statistics of Lake
Allatoona with emphasis on characteristics related
to reservoir stratification.
The stratification
ratio (Huber and Harleman, 196~) represents a
"rule of t hl.ITib" dimensionless indicator of the
type stratification a reservoir can be expected to
exhibit.
Lake Allatoona exhibits a relatively
strong classical three-layered stratification sys tem as generally described by Ford et al. {1986} .
Table 1
Lake Allatoona Characteri sties
Characteristic

Amount

Orai nage Area
11
Maximl.ITI Oeptt7
Surface Area:-/

2 , B4 9 (1 , 110)

Units

Sq.km(sq.mi)
45.7 (150}
m (feet)
4 ,800(11 ,860)
hectares
(acres)
Storage Capacityll 453.3x106 (367 ,500) cu. m.
(acre-ft}
Average Annual f)i sch~ rge 46.84{1 ,654) cu.m/s {cfs)
Stratification Ratio::.1
3.3
Dimensionless
l/Normal
sl.ITlmer pool
elevation
feet) above mean sea level (MSL)
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STATE OF THE ART
The concept of reservoir destratification or
mixing w:t s not unique in the 1968 time frame; howfNer, the utilization of a diffused air pump in a
1arge reservoir, such as Allatoona, was a new
venture .
Or. James M. Symons of the National
Environmental Research Center s~rved as a consultant providing guidance on the overall size and
configuration of the system.
Pr evious work by
Or . Symons (Symons et al., 1967) illustrates the
"State"of the Art" at the time the design for Lake
All atoona w:~ s initiated . Dest rat ifi cation efforts
on eight lakes are described.
The largest lake
had a storage volune of 41,617,953 cu.m. (33,740
acre-feet) or 1 ess than 10 percent of the volume
of Lake All atoona. Therefore, the Lake All atoona
experiment w:~s an order of magnitude larger than
any known previous efforts.
SYSTEM OESIGN
Several factors influenced the design of the
system. including cost, capability of performing
the installation without elaborate equipment,
availability of materials to meet time constraints, and uncertainties related to the manner
in which the compressed air system would perform
under various ope rat i ng conditions.
Five 60
horsepower, electrically powered, rotary type
compressors were selected. Each compressor had a
minimun capacity of 250 cfm free air at 100 psig .
Once the determination \'itS made on the number and
size of compressors to be uti 1i zed
the design
focused on the method to di st ri bute the compressed
air into the lake in the most effective manner .
As a first step, diffusers were evaluated.
The
selected diffuser w:~s about 0.61 m (2 feet) in
length with an outside diameter of 7.62 centimeters (em) (3 inches).
The diffusers basically
consisted of a corrugated metal core covered by
0.16 em (1/16-inch) diameter saran cord which w:~s
wrapped around the metal core to assure the air
exited the diffuser in relatively small bubbles.
Because of the capacity of the individual diffusers, a total of 200 was required. Five arrays
with 40 diffusers each were designed to spread the
air diffusion in a controlled fashion (Figure 1).

{840

.YThe Stratification Ratio (Huber and Harleman, 1968) is computed by dividing the average
annual riischarge, integrated CNer the entire year
and expressed in acre-feet by the storage volume
in the same units.
PCMERHOUSE
The powerhouse contains two 36,000 kilowatt
main units and a 2,000 kilowatt service unit. The
main unit penstocks are 6.1 m (20 feet) in diameter with the centerline of. these intakes 27.4 m
{90 feet) below the normal summer pool, while the
service unit is 1.67 m (5.5 feet) in diameter with
its centerline 16.7 m {55 feet) below the normal
sunmer pool.
A minimum discharge of 5.66 cum/s
(200 cfs) via the service unit exists at all times
that the main units are not operated.
The main
units, with a discharge of approximately 113.3
cum/s {4 ,000 cfs} each, discharge for generally
short durations from 2 to 8 hours to meet peaking
electric power demands within a power grid system.
As discussed in more detail later, the physical
characteristics of the reservoir, powerplant configurations, and operational patte rns all contribute to the water quality, especially the n.o.
concentration of the release waters.

Figure 2 shows the elevation and plan view
of the arrays.
The arrays were configured to
suspend the diffusers 3.05 m (10 feet) above the
bottom in order to keep the diffusers out of the
bottom sediments, yet keep them relatively close
to the bottom for greater pumping efficiency.
A
system consisting of an anchor and a submerged
buoy w:~s incorporated below and above the cross arms, respectively.
A network of cables was
utili zed to hold the diffusers level. The cables
served the dual purposes of fixing the elevation
of the diffusers and in absorbing the stresses
associated with lifting the arrays for installation, so undue forces would not be exerted on the
diffuser crossarms.
The combination buoy-"anchor
system had to function with the diffuser arms full
of water and with the added buoyancy from the air
in the arms when the system w:~s in operation.
Another interesting aspect w:~s the manner in ~ich
styrofoam performed at water depths of 42.7 m {140
feet). Co rnent ional styrofoam compressed about 20
to 25 percent of its volume at atmospheric pressure when lowered to this depth.
())viously this
great ly affected its buoyancy and a high density
styrofoam especially formulated for the Navy to be
utilized in submarines was selected because of its
ability to maintain much of its original volume,
and thus buoyancy, fNen at significant depths.
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AIR SUPPLY
The bank of compressors to supply the air
was placed in a fenced area completely exposed to
the ambient weather conditions. A house or shed
was not considered necessary since the system was
only to be operated for a couple of years.
A
manifold was designed so any number of compressors
could be operated to serve the five arrays in an
individual or collective fashion. Pressure gauges
and floW'lleters were incorporated to facilitate a
balanced distribution of air to the individual
arrays.
The manifold played an important role
rluri ng periods when one or more c001pressors were
out of operation for maintenance or other purposes
by evenly distributing the available air to the
five arrays. Also, valves were included so any of
the arrays could be shut off if a malfunction
developed.
INSTALLATION
Installation of the arrays and the 5.1 em
(two-inch) galvanized feeder pi pes created a
special set of challenges to be overcome .
The
furthermost array was about 0 .54 km (one-third of
a mi 1e) from the compressors and the feeder pipe
had to essentially conform to the contours of the
steep shoreline and the irregular lake bottom.
The supply lines were initially strung out · along
the lake surface with buoys attached to keep it on
the surface. The far end of the line (away from
the compressors) was secured to a somewhat f1 ex; bl e plastic tube connected to the center of the
array, which had previously been lowered into
position on the lake bottom .
(The arrays were
assembled on top of the dam; lowered 01er the upstream face and into the water. A motorized raft
with a power winch was connected to the cable
above the submerged buoy a rd transported the array
suspended bel ow the water surface to a designated
location in the lake. The winch then lowered the
the array assembly to the bottom whi 1 e the plastic tubing was manually fed out as the array
descended, retaining the unconnected end to be
attached to the supply line.)
An innovative
swivel. joint was incorporated incrementally along
the supply line to facilitate the lowering process
and to allow the supply line to better conform to
the irregularities of the bottom.
The swivel
joint consisted of two 90 degree elbows turned to
face each other and connected by a short nipple.
Thus, the joint was somewhat rigid, but nevertheless provided enough flexibility to relieve excessive stress from the pipe joints . A union joint
was incorporated to faci 1 i tate connection of pipe
sections .
An earlier attempt to install the
supply line with only standard couplings used to
connect the 6.1 m (20-foot) sections of galvanized
pipe failed because the stresses encountered in
1oweri ng the pipe to the bott001 pulled the pipe
out of the couplings.
The installation crew (all Corps employees)
consisted of a fabrication team that preassembled
the arrays and pipe sections on the dam and a team
that accomplished the actual installation.
The
installation team utilized two 5.5 m {18-foot)
work boats and a motorized raft and included seven
The installation process was
or eight people.
evolutionary based on trials and errors and
experimentation.
Once the process was fully
developed, it went fairly smoothly. Some interesting problems were encountered such as having
almost 0.54 km (one-third of a mile) of supply
line stretched out on the lake surface, suspended
by 200 liter (55 gallon) drlllls serving as buoys,
and a strong wind coming up. The result was a

supply line that resembled a pretzel which had
several sheared joints. Another problem encountered was a kinked plastic tube leading to an
array which required retrieval of the array and
replacement of the plastic pipe. Considering the
equipment that ....as available, the inexperience of
the installation crew (no one had ever been
involved in this type effort), and the physical
setting that existed, it is amazing that the
system was successfully installed.
The Corps
motto "Essayons" was certainly apropos to this
effort.
The cost of the system installed was
$83,633 (USCE, 1973).
SYSTEM OPERATION
The system has been in operation since 196B
continuously with the exception of 1970 and 1974.
The two years that the system were not operated
serve very well as a base so the effectiveness of
the system can be measured. Table 2 presents a
summary of the operational history.
Since the
installation was to be temporary, commercial power
was utilized even though it was more expensive.
Speci a 1 arrangements needed at the powerhouse to
provide government power could not be accomplished
to meet the operation startup in 1968. In 1977,
the system was switched to government power. The
switch resulted in a reduction in cost of power
from $200.00 per day to $21.50 per day. An undersized circuit breaker would only accommodate four
compressors during 1968. A replacement pri'or to
the 1969 season permitted full operation of the
system. The compressors operated continuously, as
indicated in Table 2, except for brief periods
when single compressors were taken off line for
maintenance. Major repairs were generally accomplished during the off season.
As noted, one
c001pressor had to be rem01ed from operation during
1981; a second compressor went out after 1985. A
third compressor became unserviceable in September
1986. It is not certain whether it is pennanently
out of commission.
WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
The initial evaluation of the system (USCE,
1973) led to the conclusion that the D.O. concentrations in the release water was definitely
improved by the operation of the system. The D.O.
was increased in the reservoir at depths from 9.1
to 24 .4 m (30 to 80 feet), with some increase
below 24.4 m (80 feet).
The fall overturn was
also observed to occur a month to six weeks
earlier than normal. The increase in D.O. in the
reservoir manifested itself in higher D.O.
concentrations in the release waters.
In 1969,
with the system in full operation, the D.O.
content of peak flows exceeded 4 mg/1 for the
entire summer and fall periods. Low flow concentrations exceeded 4 mg/1, except for one week in
late August. While the report (USCE, 1973) provides this summary, observed values at the water
quality monitor in Appendix B of the report indicates values below 4.0 ~11 did exist for short
periods during the hours of darkness. There \filS a
temperature increase of 2 to 4 degrees centigrade
associated with increase in D. O. for the months of
June through August.
A. new continuous water quality monitor was

installed about 1 km (0.6 miles) downstream of the
dam in the early 1970's. Although the record is
not complete due to various operational problems,
the monitor data does allow a detailed analysis of
what happens to the D.O. regimen in the release
water throughout an entire day, as well as providing data for statistical analysis for longer
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Table 2
Record of f)perat i onl
Year

Began

Ended
--

1968

5/9

9/30

Initial year of Operation. Power from commercial
source . Operated at 80 percent capacity .
693,760 KWH2

1969

3/17

9130

Full operation 1 ,091 ,340 K\m2

1970

Remarks

Did no operation for comparison purposes.

1971

7/22

1972

4/6

9/27

1<)73

5/22

8/24

10/4

1974

Did not operate.

1975

4/29

10/3

1976

4/5

9/3

1977

4/11

9/29

1978

4/3

9/29

1979

4/2

1980

6/4

9/29

1981

4/7

9/30

1982

4/5

9/17

1983

4/4

8/5

1984

4/1

9/30

1985

4/1

9/30

1986

4/1

9/30

Switched to Government Power.

10/1

1system consisted of 5 sixty horsepower compressors.
cubic feet per second of 100 psig.

One compressor permanently removed from operation
9/15/81.

One array out of operation . Three compressors
operating most of year . Two operational after
9/17/86.
Each compressor has a minimum capacity of 250

2Kilowatt hours (KWH) electrical energy presented for comparison of energy input. Other years of
operation are proportional to periods of operation and number of compressors operating.
periods.
Since the destratification system did
not operate during 1974, a very corneni ent base
for comparison exists. Recognizing there would be
natural variatio ns from year to year due to
hydrological, climatological, and operational
differences, a comparison of 1973 to 1974 is
nevertheless illustrative of the general trend of
improvement in n.o. produced by the destratifica tion system . Table 3 presents summary data from
1973 and 1974. Both monthly minimum and average
monthly D.O. values are higher with the system in
operation . However, there are a number of times
that the D.O. is less than 4 mg/l which was not
the case stated for 1969, as discussed ab<Ne. It
is not clear whether this is due to actual quality
differences or better instrumentation.
Figures 3-6 demonstrate the D. 0. regimens
for selected days in late August of 1973 and 1974
associated with typical operational scenarios.
The conditions depicted generally represent worst
case scenarios since it is late in the season and
the lake is fully stratified. Figure 3 shows how

Table 3
Comparison of Dissolved Oxygen (90) Values mg/l
In Release Water~
Average D. 0 .

1973
1974

2/

Minimum D.

o.

Jul

Aug

Sep

Jul

Aug

~

3.9

4.2

3.4

2.3

2.2

1.4

3.6

2.2

3.0

0.8

0.4

0.9

ll

Data from v.eter quality monitor - mi 1 es
downstream of All atoona Dam.
2/

System did not operate in 1974.

the D.O. responds to the operation of the large
turbines (both operating) because the zone of
withdrawal is from lower in the lake where the
D.O . levels are depressed. The D.O. is increasing
from an overnight low of about 4 mg/l and is
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approaching 5 mg/1, apparently due to photosynthetic oxygenation, when the peaking plant comes
on line and the discharge increases dramatically
from 5.66 to 220.9 cum/s (200 to 7,800 cfs).
Co r respondingly the 0.0 . level drops to about 3.4
mg/1. '..!hen the period of peaking generation ends
the 0.0. increases then gradually decreases due to
respi ration during the evening hours.
This
operational pattern is contrasted to a weekend day
in Figure 4, where no peak discharge is made. The
D.O. • s associated with the 5.66 cum/s (200 cfs)
release in Figure 4 is somewhat lower than in
Figure 3, but it appears that diurnal variation of
approximately 1 mg/1 is consistent.
Figures 5 and 6 depict similar time frames
and situations in 1974, when the destratification
system was not operated. Not only was the 0 . 0.
associated with the 5. 66 cum/S (200 cfs) discharge
lower when compared to 1973, but the depression in
D.O . reached about 1.2 mg/1 contrasted to a
minimum of 3. 4 mg/1 in 1973. Figure 6 represents
a situation when only one of the large generators
is put on line for two separate two- hour periods.
Again, the response of the D. O. is graphically
displayed .
Another way to compare the impact of the
destratificati on is the pounds per day of D.O . in
the release water.
The computed values are
15,150; 2,025; 7,954; and 2,864 kilograms (33,330;
4,455; 17,500; and 6,300 pounds) per day for
Figures 3 through 6, respectively . On this basis
the pounds of n.o. available in Figure 5, for
waste assimilation and for use by aquatic organisms, w:~s only 52 percent of that in Figure 3.
The average discharge in Figure 3 was 46 cum/s
(1 , 625 cfs) , which was 1.25 times more than in
Figure 5, so while part of the difference can be
explained by the increased discharge , the
destratification system still made a significant
contribution to the D. O. regimen .
PROPOSED REPLACEMENT
In

1CJ84, plans and specifications were
issued to replace and upgrade the Allatoona
destrati fication system .
The design was essentially the same as the original with a few
i mprov enents such as:
a.

A building to house the compressors .

b.
Three 100 horsepower compressors to
deliver 14 . 2 cum/minute (500 SCFM) each at 100
psig (an increase in total air of 250 SCFM) .
c.

IJpgraded diffuser tubes.

d.

Revised submerged float .

e.
Upgrading all galvanized pipe in the
arrays and supply lines to stainless steel.
Bids were opened with a low bid of $418,378 and a
contract was awarded in 1984.
In January 1985,
the successful contractor submitted a Value
Engineering proposal to substitute a "Continuous
Laminar Flow Inversion/Oxygen" system for the
designed concept . The Mobile District requested
the assistance of Waterways Experiment Station
(WES) in evaluating the proposal. This evaluation
produced t\'10 significant conclusions .
First,
(WES , 1985) the contractor proposal was found to
be questionable or lacking from a number of

perspectives and rejection w:~s
recommended.
Secondly, it w:~s concluded that the destratification design could be improved in several areas
such as diffuser location, type diffuser, lowering
diffuser loading rates, and spacing, as well as
the configuration of diffusers. Based on these
findings the replacement contract was terminated
and consideration was given to a redesign of the
destratification of the system.
COtC LUS IONS

The Allatoona destratification experi ment 1s
considered to be a success even though it :lid not
destratify the lake and most likely its effectiveness could be improved upon. A system designed to
perform for two to three years has operated for 19
years . While the State of Georgia standards for
D. 0. of 5 mg 11 a re not a 1 ways met , the D. 0.
concentration in the release w:~ters has been
increased substantially .
As of this date,
although there have been discussions with WES on
how the system could be improved, redesign has not
been initiated due to higher priority efforts .
However, the existing system w:~s operated throughout 1986 .
It is possible that the system design could
be improved with a resulting increase in D.0. in
the release ....aters. It is not known if the anticipated increase would be sufficient to produce a
D. O. regimen that would meet State Standards at
all times . Other measures, such as turbine vent ing, could also be incorporated if determined to
be necessary, engineeringly feasible, and cost
effective.
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PNEUMATIC DIFFUSERS
P. L. Johnson, P.E.
Hydraulic Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT
Pneumatic diffusers are devices which aerate
and destratify reservoirs through the use of
free air bubble plumes.
They are widely used
to enhance the quality of reservoir water and
reservoir releases.
Experience indicates that
pneumatic diffusers offer a proven and cost effec~ive treatment technique.
They function by upwell log oxygen depleted hypolimnion water toward
the surface where it mixes with oxygen rich meta limnion and epilimnion water. Use of pneumatic
diffusers results in varying degrees of destratification depending on the design.
This paper is a limited overview of pneumatic
diffusers.
The paper includes discussion of
basic theory, possible resulting reservoir impacts,
design, and documented field experience.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous devices and techniques are available
to either treat or rectify the problems associated
with lake stratification and hypolimnion oxygen
depletion . Options include operational approaches
such as use of deep level outlets to minimize
hypolimnion residence times; reaeration of releases
through use of draft tube aeration, turbulent
stilling basins, or use of release structures
that would actively aerate the flow; use of selective withdrawal to prevent the release of anaerobic
water; aeration of tailrace flows through use
of structures such as rock or baffled weirs;
or aeration of the reservoir. There are numerous
options available for in-reservoir aeration.
Options include hypolimnion aeration devices
and diffused molecular oxygen which are expensive
but which do not disturb the reservoir temperature
stratification and
destratification dependent
devices including hydraulic guns, mechanical
pumping, and pneumatic diffusers.
The appropriate device or technique for
use at any site is a function of the specific
site with its biological, chemical, and physical
characteristics and of the objectives of the
reaeration treatment. The influence of the device
on both temperature and D.O. (dissolved oxygen)
should be considered.
The pneumatic diffuser is the subject of
this report . Pneumatic or compressed air diffusers
release air bubbles at depth within a reservoir.
They mix and aerate the reservoir through the
influence of the rising bubbles.
By means of
shear and entrainment interaction between the
bubble plume and the surrounding oxygen depleted
hypolimnion, the hypolimnion water is upwelled
toward the surface where it mixes with oxygen

rich metalimnion and epilimnion water.
The
mixed water sinks to an intermediate level
dictated
by
its
temperature.
Stratified
circulation cells that extend over large areas
Pneumatic diffusers
of the reservoir result.
can
effectively
and
economically
aerate
hypolimnion water.
In many cases the number
and extent of surface algal blooms are reduced.
Use of the device does yield at least partial
destratification
with
surface
cooling
and
hypolimnion warming.
The impact of a diffuser on a reservoir
is a function of the specific reservoir and
the specific diffuser with its bubble plume.
A diffuser should be designed to fit the needs
of a reservoir with its specific temperature
and density structure and with its oxygen demand.
To evaluate reaeration needs, reservoir parameters
including reservoir volume, reservoir geometric
configuration, temperature and density stratification, oxygen demand, inflows, and outflows must
be considered.
In addition, the performance
of a diffuser is a function of diffuser length,
diffuser configuration, diffuser position within
the reservoir, diffuser submergence, the size
and spacing between diffuser orifices, and the
air discharge per orifice.
RESERVOIR PARAMETERS
To define the initial reservoir conditions
from which modification would be made and to
define the extent of the desired modifications,
the physical and chemical characteristics of
the reservoir should be understood.
Reservoir Volume and Geometry
Reservoir volume and volume distribution
as a function of depth are parameters required
to define both the stability of the reservoir
and the total oxygen demand of the reservoir.
Stability is a measure of the density stratification. It is the energy required, with 100 percent
efficient mixing, to fully mix the reservoir.
Stability is defined as the work required to
move the total reservoir mass from the elevation
of the center of gravity to the elevation of
the centroid of the reservoir. Destratification
impacts can be evaluated as a reduction of stability. To find the elevations of both the center
of gravity and the centroid, the volume - depth
di stri but ion must be known.
In addition, to
find the elevation of the center of gravity,
the density distribution with depth and, thus,
the temperature distribution with depth, must
a 1so be known.

I5I

The reservoir volume to depth relationship
is also used along with observed or predicted
D.O. profiles to determine the total D.O. within
the reservoir. To do this, the product of the
D.O. concentrations and reservoir volume are
i ntegrated over the reservoir depth. Comparison
of total D.O. values through the stratified season
yields evaluation of total oxygen demand within
the unmodified reservoir.
If this demand is
then compared to a similar D.O. decline rate
for the modified or aerated reservoir (which
reflects minimum acceptable D.O. levels}, than
a required diffuser aeration rate is found.
This aeration rate is used in conjunction with
diffuser reaeration efficiencies to size the
diffuser system.
Reservoir Density Stratification
Mixing action due to a pneumatic diffuser
results from shear and drag energy transfer from
the rising bubble curtain to the surrounding
water.
This yields an upwelling of the deep,
dense, low oxygen water. This water rises into
warmer, l ess dense water where gravitational
effects tend to pull the upwelled water downward.
The upwelled water is therefore influenced by
momentum established by the bubble plume and
by the negative buoyancy which results due to
temperature differences.
If the bubble plume
is concentrated containing large bubbles, or
i f the temperature and density stratification
is weak, the bubble curtain may dominate over
the negative buoyancy and the deep water will
be upwelled to the surface.
However, with a
dispersed curtain made up of small bubbles with
reduced momentum, or with a strong density
stratification , velocities established in the
upwelled water may not be sufficient to completely
overcome the negative buoyancy.
Under these
conditions, the upwelled water will detach from
the bubble curtain and sink back to depth without
reaching
the surface .
Reaeration
is thus
influenced in that strong upwelling to the surface
yields fairly localized but relatively intense
m1x1ng between the upwelled hypolimnion water
and ~he epilimnion and thermocline water (the
main source of hypolimnion reaeration).
Also,
if the hypol i mnion water is supersaturated with
any gases (nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide), the
upwelled water would be more readily stripped
of the gas under these conditions.
Weaker
upwelling which may not reach the surface could
result i n mixing with only the thermocline and
lower epilimnion water.
This mixing would be
at a reduced intensity level and would result
in reduced localized aeration and degasing .
Weaker upwelling, however, results from the use
of a more dispersed bubble plume which also results
in the mixing occurring over a larger area.
The findings of a study by Johnson (1980) indicates
that the widespread plume yields substantially
more oxygenation and destratification per unit
of energy consumed.
Thus , although 1oca 1i zed
destratification and aeration are reduced, total
destratification and aeration are increased .
In addition to differences in efficiencies,
differences in m1x1ng patterns result due to
variations in bubble plume density and reservoir
stratification. This is shown on figure 1 where
typical midsummer temperature and D.O. profiles
are shown for a reservoir with no reaeration,
for the same reservoir with point source diffuser
operation (concentrated bubble plume), and for
the reservoir with line diffuser operation (dispersed bubb 1e p1ume). The point source diffuser
caused breakdown of the thermoc 1i ne with warming

of the hypolimnion resulting in nearly linear
temperature and D. O. profiles from the diffuser
to the surface . This indicates that substantial
mixing is occurring throughout the water co 1umn,
although the mixing is not sufficient to create
a homogeneous water body. On the other hand,
the line diffuser, although still showing substantial mixing influence, did not break down
the thermocline as much .
This pattern was
observed over a wide range of line diffuser
airflow rates. Note that the mixed hypolimnion
is fairly homogeneous and that a distinct
thermocline and epilimnion exist . This indicates
that the upwelled water detaches from the bubble
curtain in the thermocline and that the diffuser
is mixing the hypolimnion well.
A second
thermocline and oxycline is developed at the
diffuser elevation. Below this is undisturbed
hypolimnion.
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Figure 1. - Reservoir profiles.
Reservoir Flowthrough
Fl owthrough represents a source of mixing
which i n some cases may be so substantial that
reservoir stratification wi 11 not form. A rule
of thumb indicates that if the total annual
flowthrough is less than 10 times the total
reservoir storage capacity, the reservoir will
stratify, and if the total annual flowthrough
is greater than 20 times the tota 1 storage
capacity, the reservoir will be mixed. Of course,
this is quite rough and does not define
intermediate conditions.
However, it should
be noted that even if stratification does occur,
substantial
flowthrough
will
weaken
the
stratification and likely increase hypolimnion
D. 0. 1eve 1s.
Stratified inflows or outflows may result
in either freshening of oxygen- depleted water
in the reservoir or removal of oxygen-depleted
Stratified inflows
water from the reservoir .
will settle in the reservoir at the elevation
where the reservoir water has the same density.
If the inflow, which may be high in D.O., settles
in an oxygen-depleted zone, then aeration or
freshening of that zone could result. Likewise,
through the use of selective withdrawal, hypolimnion \~ater may be constantly removed from the
reservoir and released to the downstream channel.
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In some cases where flowthroughs are adequate,
this inflow-outflow mechanism may be used to
maintain satisfactory hypolimnion 0.0. levels
with no additional reaeration.

••.----

The influence of stratified inflows and
outflows on reservoir temperature stratification
and thus reservoir stability can be evaluated
through the use of any of numerous mathematical
thermal
and
hydrodynamic simulation models.
In recent years, efforts have been made to extend
these models to obtain prediction of D.O. profiles
within the reservoir. Both the temperature and
0.0.
prediction
models
require
substantial
reservoir and inflow physical and chemical data
as well as atmospheric data.
Their predictive
accuracy is limited, but certainly sufficient
to
describe
likely
temperature
and
0.0.
development patterns.
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DIFFUSER AND BUBBLE PLUME PARAMETERS
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The influence of a pneumatic diffuser on
a reservoir is strongly controlled by the size,
physical nature, and positioning of the bubble
plume. Numerous parameters influence the bubble
plume.
These parameters should be understood
if an optimum design is to be obtained.

evaluation.
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The depth of diffuser submergence contro 1s
the vertical height of the bubble plume and,
therefore, controls the path length of interaction
between the bubble plume and the water body.
Work done by Straub (1959), Kobus (1968), and
Bulson (1961) disagrees on the exact relationship
but indicates that the quantity of water upwelled
is a function of unit air discharge rate (air
discharge per unit length of diffuser) and submergence.
These parameters influence both the
cross-sectional area of the plume and the upward
velocities within the plume. Cederwall and Ditmars
(1970), in their analysis of the Kobus data,
find the plume half-width equal to:
b

2. - w2;v

=

J2 gqo

Ho
1 + >.2) u~

F (

w2

( 1)

v

where q0 is the unit airflow rate at atmospheric
pressure, H0 is the barometric head, >. is the
plume spreading ratio (Kobus found this to be
practically a constant over the airflow range
he studied; a reasonable assumed value is 0.2),
Ub is the bubble slip velocity (which can be
considered equal to the terminal rise velocity
of a single bubble), and w2;v is a parameter
that is evaluated using figure 2. To use figure 2,
the parameters Z and G must be evaluated:

z=

H0 + H - X

Figure 3. - Coefficient of entrainment.
Field observations
indicate
that the
Cederwall and Ditmars equations give a reasonable
prediction of plume half-width .
With a known plume cross-sectional area,
in particular at the top of the hypolimnion,
and with a known average velocity across the
plume section, upwelled discharges and, 1n
particular,
upwelled
discharges
from
the
The velocity
hypolimnion can be computed.
distribution in upwelled plumes is a function
of bubble density and size. For smaller bubbles
less than 15 mm in diameter it appears that
a
Gaussian
velocity
distribution
is
representative.
Cederwall and Ditmars give
the centerline upwelled velocity (Um) to be:
Um

=

(1 + >.2)

1/2

v

ub w

(4)

where V/W i s a parameter that is evaluated using
the parameters Z and G 1n conjunction with
figure 4.

(2)

H0 + H

and

· rz-(H +H)

«

(1 + v2)

u5

0
G = _v~'--=-------;-;----..:::.

g qo

Ho

( 3)

where H is the submergence, X is th~ vertical
distance from the diffuser to the station of
interest, and « is a coeffici~nt of entrainment
that is a function of unit airflow rate as indi cated on figure 3.
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Figure 4. - V/W evaluation.
They note that for a 1 ine diffuser in a
homogeneous fluid, the velocity distribution
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through
by:

the

rising

plume

may

be

approximated
( 5)

where Y is the lateral coordinate of the local
plume velocity U. An integration of this velocity
distribution over the plume width yields the
upwelled unit discharge:
(6)

Depending on reservoir density stratification
strength, there may be small or significant
reductions from predicted upwelled discharge.
The presented ana 1ys is may, however, be used
to obtain an approximate evaluation of the effect
of submergence and guide design modifications.
To maximize diffuser impact, the diffuser
should be located as deep within the reservoir
as possi bJe.
Therefore, depth of submergence
is largely a function of the reservoir depth.
At the same time, the diffuser must be kept a
sufficient distance above the bottom to prevent
mixing of bottom sediment. Experience indicates
that line diffusers have an influence to a depth
below the
diffuser.
approximately
5 meters
Five meters thus appears to be an adequate distance
to place the diffuser above the bottom.
Diffuser Configuration
Diffuser configuration controls the shape
of the resulting bubble plume. A straight-line
diffuser will yield a single-plane bubble plume
while a circular diffuser will yield a cylindrical
bubble plume, and a single point diffuser will
yield a single-column bubble plume. The shape
of the plume affects the area of the plume that
comes into effective shear and gas transfer
interaction with the main body of the reservoir.
A single-plane bubble plume, if centrally located
in the reservoir, will have effective gas transfer
and shear on both of its sides. This offers
an optimum potential for interaction with the
reservoir.
The
literature contains
limited
information on the influence of bubble plume
shape: Cederwa 11 and Ditmars (1970) analyzed
both line and point diffusers. Their analysis,
which is based on a homogeneous reservoir, when
applied over airflow discharge ranges used at
field sites indicates that for equal total airflow
rates, the line diffuser will yield between 2.5
and 3.5 times more upwelled hypolimnion water
at the thermocline than a point source.
No
information was found that compared straight-1 ine
diffusers
to
line
diffusers
of
other
configurations.
In addition, the diffuser should be located
such that both sides of the bubble plume have
access to the rna in reservoir body. The diffuser
should not be placed where the bubble plume would
isolate a small portion (for example, a bay)
of the reservoir from the main body. In such
a location, one side of the bubble plume might
have reduced influence which could result in
a decrease of total diffuser efficiency.
Bubble Size and Distribution
As

noted, bubble size and distribution
will
substantially
influence
the
dynamic
characteristics of the bubble plume.
This in
turn will affect diffuser efficiency and resulting
reservoir impact. Bubble size and distribution

are a function of the size of the diffuser
orifices, the airflow rates through the orifices,
and the spacing between the orifices. Bubble
size and distribution affect the water-air
interfacial area, the bubble rise velocities
in the plume and, in general, the gas and energy
transfer from the plume to the reservoir. Smaller
bubbles have higher surface area to volume ratios
and develop proportionally more drag than larger
bubbles. Thus, they have better gas and energy
transfer characteristics.
If these bubbles
are widely dispersed, they will have increased
potential for contact with the reservoir body
and their effectiveness will be further improved.
Concentrated bubble plumes develop higher velocity
center cores which have reduced interaction
with the reservoir body.
Thus, the relative
energy and gas transfer potential of the plume
are reduced.
Similar research studies have been conducted
by Neilson (1972), Holroyd and Parker (1949),
and Camp (1963) which have evaluated the aeration
potential of pneumatic aerators. These studies
were conducted in small volume laboratory test
facilities. The tests were run with homogeneous
oxygen-depleted water. A limited range of bubble
sizes were evaluated and very low density bubble
plumes were used.
These tests evaluated as
separate factors the aeration across the reservoir
water surface, the aeration from the rising
bubbles, and the aeration that results due to
bubble bursting at the reservoir surface. These
studies indicate that for typical pneumatic
aerator sites with 5 mm to 15 mm bubble diameters
that gas transfer across the reservoir water
surface comprises more than 95 percent of the
total aeration gas transfer.
These studies
indicate that direct gas transfer from the rising
bubbles is small and that bubble diameters would
have to be substantially reduced to make this
a significant factor.
Upwelled Discharge
Bubble size and distribution also influence
the velocity distribution within the plume,
the rate of plume spread, the rate of surrounding
reservoir water entrainment,
the
resulting
upwelled water discharge, and thus aeration
and reservoir destratification.
Bubble size
influences bubble shape, the drag interaction
between
the
bubble
and
the water,
and
consequently, the rise velocity of the bubble.
Larger bubbles yield higher rise velocities
and reduced relative drag and energy transfer.
Bulson (1961) and Wilkinson (1979) show that
for large airflow rates with unit discharges
greater than 15.8 std.
(L/s)/m of diffuser,
velocity distributions vary markedly away from
Gaussian with increased centerline velocities,
while with smaller bubbles and reduced air
concentrations the velocity distribution is
nearly Gaussian.
Centerline velocities within
the plume are high•r than the terminal rise
velocities of individual bubbles. As previously
observed, velocities within the plume are also
a function of submergence. Evaluation of these
velocities is discussed in the submergence
presentation earlier in this report. As theorized
by Taylor and as experimentally verified by
Straub, et al. (1959), Baines and Hamilton (1959),
and Evans (1955), the maximum velocity in the
plume for reduced airflow rates varies with
the airflow rate to the 0.33 power. Both Neilson
(1972) and Wilkinson (1979) note that bubble
plumes with smaller bubbles and reduced airflow
rates yield higher upwelled water discharge
Johnson
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to airflow rate ratios.
Thus, they conclude
that this type of plume has a more efficient
upwelling action and that unit airflow rates
should be kept low. From Kobus's work, Wilkinson
(1979) concludes that unit airflow rates should
be held below 10.0 (L/s)/m of diffuser.
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To keep the diffuser purged of water and
to maintain relatively uniform airflow over the
diffuser lengths, a minimum differential pressure
of at least 10 kPa should be maintained across
the diffuser orifices. This has been confirmed
by field observations.
Bubble Size
A theoretical analysis by Van Krevelen
and Hoftijzer (1950) may be used to analyze the
size of bubble produced by a diffuser.
They
show that for small air flow rates, bubble size
at or immediately above the diffuser is solely
a function of orifice diameter. For larger air
discharges, bubble size is found to be a function
of the air discharge at the orifice to the
0.4 power.
The findings of this analysis are
summarized on figure 5.
For bubbles smaller
than 7 millimeters in diameter, this analysis
was verified by experimental work by Coppock
and
Meiklejohn
(1951).
Field
observations
approximately confirm these findings. Differences
in orifice orientation and/or flow conditions
past the diffuser may cause variations.
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Figure 6. - Terminal velocity.
In summary, a diffuser that creates a
bubble plume made up of small, well dispersed
bubbles will yield increased oxygen transfer
from the rising bubble, increased upwelled water
per unit volume of air and thus, increased
reservoir
surface
aeration
and
increased
destratification . All of this results in response
to the increased total bubble surface area,
increased relative drag, and increased plume
entrainment that occur due to the small, dispersed
Good bubble dispersion is obtained
bubbles.
through the use of a fairly long diffuser which
allows for substantial spacing between orifices.
A 0.3-meter center-to-center spacing has been
used successfully at several sites. Small bubbles
are obtained through the use of small orifices
which operate with a m1n1mum differential
pressure.
One-millimeter-diameter
orifices
represent a minimum diameter that can be easily
field drilled. A differential pressure of 10 kPa
appears to be about the minimum that could be
used while keeping the diffuser flushed of water
and maintaining fairly uniform air dispersion .
The orifices can be drilled in the diffuser
sides and alternated from side to side. Limited
laboratory flume studies show this arrangement
to yield increased entrainment over that obtained
with the orifices placed in the top of the
diffuser pipe.
Alternating the orifices from
side to side balances the forces exerted by
the air releases on the diffuser.
SAMPLE DESIGN
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Figure 5. - Bubble diameter.
Bubble Rise Velocity
Haberman and Morton (1954) show that the
terminal rise velocity of individual bubbles
in unfiltered water is solely a function of bubble
vo 1ume.
They find that bubb 1e shape changes
with volume from spheres to ellipsoids to spherical
caps.
A graphical relationship is developed
(fig. 6) that relates terminal
velocity to
equivalent bubble radius . The equivalent radius
is found by converting the bubble volume, for
whatever shape the bubble might be, into a sphere
and determining the radius.

As an initial step, the size or extent
of the problem to be treated is defined. To
do this, the size of the impoundment to be treated
and thus the volume of water to be treated should
be determined .
Likewise, the expected oxygen
demand in the untreated impoundment and desired
oxygen decline rates in the treated reservoir
should be defined.
Expected oxygen demand in
the untreated impoundment may be evaluated through
observation
of
historical
data
for
that
impoundment, through observation of the oxygen
response in similar impoundments, or through
the use of D.O. prediction mathematical models.
It should be noted that oxygen demand observed
from historical data or from similar reservoirs
will vary over the short term, for example,
because of the decay of algae blooms or flooding;
and over the long term, for example, because
of reservoir maturing or seasonal variations.
A decision must be made as to whether reaeration
system design should be based on typical oxygen
decline rates or on some extreme value. Sizing
a system based on an extreme decline rate wi 11
yield a system that is oversized for most cases
and thus may have both excessive capital and
operating costs. However, sizing a system based
on a typical or mean decline rate will yield
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a system that is unable to meet all desired
demands. The design D.O. reaeration rate selected
generally depends on how critical the reaeration
is.
It appears that historical data for the
reservoir of interest may supply the best estimate
of initial untreated D.O. demand. Similar reservoirs can supply a good estimate of untreated
However, care should be taken to
conditions.
ensure sufficient similarity.
The comparison
impoundment should be in the same vicinity as
the impoundment of interest, should experience
fairly similar climatic conditions, and should
be of similar depth or at least deep enough to
similar
thermocline
and
hypolimnion
allow
development.
The comparison reservoir should
experience similar inflow and release discharges.
The relative influence of the flowthrough should
be similar and thus the relative magnitude of
the discharges versus reservoir volume and the
stratified flow response of the flows in the
reservoirs should be similar. This also implies
the need, where multiple release structures exist,
to have similar operating characteristics for
the two sites. Finally, for a good comparison
of D. 0. response, the oxygen demand of the two
reservoir hypolimnion should be similar.
This
generally implies that the impoundments have
similar
nutrient
characteristics,
biological
productivity, and that they are biologically
managed in similar ways.
As previously noted math models may also
be used to predict initial or untreated reservoir
states. Use of the models requires substantial
data bases; the models are best applied where
sufficient data exist for verification.
With
limited input data and with no historic profiles
to help fit the model, only approximate predictions
and guidance can be obtained.
After determining the untreated D.O. state
of the reservoir, minimum acceptable D.O. levels
should be selected. Desired uses of the water
should be considered in this selection.
For
examp 1e, if the objective is to prevent the
development of anaerobic conditions, a level
of 2 mg/1 might be selected. However, if the
objective is to maintain a trout fishery, a minimum
acceptable hypolimnion D.O. level of 5 mg/1 might
be selected.
Noting then that the epilimnion
water will tend to be saturated in D.O., and
considering the degree of destratification or
variation away from a traditional two-layer density
profile (discussed earlier in the paper) that
would result, estimated treated D.O.
profiles
can be obtained.
These profiles are an
epil imnion-hypol imnion composite with a transition
between the two layers. Hypolimnion D.O. levels
will decline from saturation at the start of
the stratification season to minimum acceptable
values just prior to fall turnover. By noting
the total D.O.
mass decline for the treated
reservoir (as indicated by the developed profiles),
and dividing by the expected stratification season
length, an acceptable total D.O. mass decline
rate is obtained. For example, if it is found
that an acceptable total D.O. mass decline of
5 x 105 kg 02 could occur over the stratified
season and if the expected stratified season
length is 200 days, an acceptable total D.O.
decline rate of 2,500 kg 02/day could be tolerated.
It should be noted that if destratification
accompanies the reaeration then the stratified
season will be shorter than it would be in the
untreated reservoir.

A similar computational process can be
done for the untreated reservoir.
The total
D.O. mass content of the reservoir at the start
of the s tra t ifi ed season can be computed.
Likewise, a total D.O. content at the end of
the stratified season or when the hypolimnion
goes anaerobic can also be computed. Note that
once the hypolimnion goes anaerobic, the total
oxygen decline rate changes because there is
no oxygen left to be depleted. Again, by taking
the difference between the total D.O. mass at
the start of the season and the depleted total
D.O. mass, the total D.O. mass decline that
occurs in the untreated reservoir is found.
When this is divided by the time period, the
stratified season length, or the time length
to an anaerobic hypolimnion, the total oxygen
decline rate in the untreated reservoir is found
(for example, 3 700 kg 02/day). The difference
between total D.O. decline rates (3 700 to
2 500 kg 02/day) represents a reaeration rate
that must be supplied by the device.
It should be noted that the untreated
D.O. levels in the reservoirs which were obtained
either from historic data, a similar reservoir,
or mathematical models include the influence
of inflows and releases on reservoir D.O. This
does not however consider oxygen demand of the
oxygen-depleted flowthrough.
In these cases,
it may be required to size the reaeration system
to treat both the reservoir and the fl owthrough.
Noting flowthrough volumes and desired D.O.
levels,
estimates
of
required
additional
reaeration for the flowthrough can be obtained.
With a knowledge of the required total
oxygenation or reaeration rate (1 200 kg 02/day
for the example}, the reaeration system may
then
be
sized.
The
pneumatic
diffuser
efficiencies shown in figures 7 and 8 may be
referred to.
The efficiencies were obtained
for a straight-line diffuser submerged at a
depth of 46 m. Air was supplied to the diffusers
with
rotary
screw,
e1ectri c motor-driven,
single-stage compressors. Energy losses through
the distribution piping and diffuser system
were less than 4 percent of the available energy
in the air flow at the compressors.
The
efficiencies shown in figures 7 and 8 reflect
this particular compressor and distribution
system
design.
Compressor
selection
and
distribution system design can significantly
influence efficiencies. Thus to directly apply
the efficiencies shown in figures 7 and 8 the
compressor and distribution system should be
similar to that mentioned above.
Variations
from
this
design
can
be
computationally
In figures 7 and 8 the
compensated for.
efficiency bands labeled "Diffuser System" should
be used.
These efficiency bands reflect
uncertainty in efficiency evaluation and thus
uncertainty in actua 1 efficiency va 1ues.
By
referring to the efficiency data shown in
figure 7, and knowing the required reaeration
rate (1 200 kg 02/day) and a selected unit air
flow rate (for example 0.6 std.L/s/m of diffuser)
a reaeration efficiency can be determined
(3.5 kg 02/kWh) and a required energy consumption
rate obtained (343 kWh per day).
For the
previously described compressor and distribution
system this energy consumption rate corresponds
to a system supplied by a 19. 5-horsepower,
37 std.L/s capacity compressor.
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upwelled hypolimnion di scharge.
To obtain
t~e desired impact, the 0.6 std.L/ s/ m unit air
d1scharge could be mainta i ned and the diffuser
length reduced by 33 percent . Th i s would yie ld
a 41 . 6-m long diffuser with a total requ i red
air di scharge of 24.9 std.L/ s.
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A s imi lar computational process could
be undertaken if diffuser submergence was to
~e . less than 46 m.
For th i s ca se analysi s
1nd1~ates the need for either a longer di ffuser
or 1ncreased unit air discharges.
Increased
un i t di~charges are used at the expense of reduced
reaerat1on and destratification effi ciencies .
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Figure 7. - Oxygenation efficiency.
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Figure 8. - Destratification efficiency.
This sizing was based on an assumed unit
air flow rate of 0.6 std . L/s/m of diffuser .
This is approximately the minimum unit air flow
rate that could be effectively supplied by the
diffuser as designed.
As previously noted,
findings indicated that more widely dispersed
bubbles (smaller unit air flow rates) yield higher
reaeration efficiencies .
The 37 std . L/s air
discharge with a unit air flow rate of 0.6
std.L/s/m yields a line diffuser that is 61.7-m
long.
As previously noted, it is recommended
that
this
diffuser
be
constructed
with
1.0-mm- diameter orifices placed at 0.3-m centers.
This design assumes diffuser submergence
to be 46 m (the depth that the efficiency curves
were developed at). If reservoir geometry dictates
a diffuser submergence of for example 60 m, then
diffuser length, unit air flow rate, and thus
total air flow rate can be adjusted to compensate.
To do this, equations 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 and
figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 ca n be used.
If the
upwelled discharge is computed at the approximate
bottom of the thermocline for the 60-m submergence
and compared to the corresponding upwe l led
discharge with 46 m of submergence, a compensation
factor can be evaluated. If the bottom of the
thermocline is predicted to be at 9 m depth (51 m
above the diffuser) a computed upwelled unit
discharge at that location in the plume would
be 1.44 m3;s. Using the same equations and figures
the upwelled discharge at the 9-m depth (37-m
above the diffuser) is 0.97 m3/s/m with 46 m
of diffuser submergence.
Thus the increased
submergence would yield a 48 percent increase

With the diffuser sized, numerous other
Included
design problems can be addressed .
is siz~ng of the dist:ibution and diffu ser piping;
select1on of valves, 1nstrumentation, compressors,
com~ressor she l ters,
and system security; and
des1gn of anchors, floats, and retri eval gear .
It is strongly recommended that the designer
contact or visit existing installations. Much
fabrication, operation, and maintenance knowledge
can be obtained through experience .
Two f i nal factors should be considered
First, since
in reaeration system design.
des~ratification results from system operation,
sat1sfactory reservoir temperatures may or may
not be obtained .
Typically, destratification
coo 1s the epil i mn ion and warms the hypo 1i mn ion.
If the reservoir is intended for a temperature
dependent us~, such as for a cold water fishery,
then a confl1ct may result. Sufficient reaeration
to yield the desired D. O. levels may produce
unac:;cepta~le temperatures .
Figure 8 shows pneumatlc d1ffuser destratification efficiencies
as a function of unit air discharge. The efficiencies were obtained using the previously
described diffuser design. A technique similar
to the one presented in this paper for reaeration
may be followed to evaluate the destratification
influence . Initial untreated temperature profiles
can be determined, untreated reservoir stabilities
computed, destratification influence on stability
evaluated (using system size determi ned from
the reaeration computations and appropriate
destratification efficiencies), and the impact
on temperature profiles found. If the temperature
impact is unacceptable, a treatment device that
would yield less or no destratification could
be selected.
A final consideration is potential nitrogen
supersaturation development within the reservoir.
Supersaturation may develop either from direct
gas transfer from air bubbles or from the warming
of the water that results with destratification.
Warming lowers the saturation concentration.
Thus warming can yield supersaturation even
with no additional gas transfer.
Fast and
Hulquist (1982) show the degree of supersaturation
development to be a function of diffuser design
and mixing intensity. In many cases, nitrogen
supersaturation development does not pose a
problem.
Because of submergence, dissolved
gas level s at depth within the reservoirs are
typically well below saturation levels. Likewise,
high turbulence releases or high turbulence
tailrace flows can strip the excess gas from
the release water and alleviate the problem.
Only where low turbulence submerged releases
(such as power releases) are made does the
supersaturation ~ pose
a
problem.
Where
supersaturation is a problem, hypoli mnion aeration
may be required.
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FIELD EXPERIENCE
Pneumatic
diffusers
are
widely used,
sometimes successfully, sometimes not. Frequently
the cause of unsuccessful application is lack
of understanding of basic reservoir hydrodynamics,
of bubb 1e p1ume hydrodynamics, and of the interaction between the two. For example, diffusers
have been installed at relatively shallow reservoir
sites at which the hypolimnion thickness is small.
Bubble plume interaction with the hypolimnion
is very limited and consequently the quantity
of hypolimnion water upwelled is small.
The
result is metalimnion and epilimnion mixing with
At other
very little hypolimnion influence.
sites extremely concentrated bubble plumes have
been used which, because of the i neffi ci ent use
of the air, have been ineffective.
There are several sites for which well
documented reports on successful application
are available. These reports contain not only
details on the aeration system design but also
details on physical, chemical, and biological
reservoir impact. Some of the better references
are those by Barnett (1975); Bowles, Powling,
and Burns (1979), and Fast (1968, 1971).
CONCLUSIONS
Pneumatic diffusers offer a proven technique
for reaeration of reservoir water. As with all
reaeration options pneumatic diffusers have
specific traits that may or may not make the
device desirable for specific applications.
Depending on the site and the reaeration objective,
pneumatic diffusers can offer a cost effective,
dependable treatment option. Through a process
of definition of specific reaeration objectives
and consideration of various parameters that
influence diffuser perfonnance, a diffuser system
can be designed to meet the needs of a specific
site.
Pneumatic diffusers achieve efficient
reaeration through reservoir destratification.
This results in at least a partial vertical mixing
of the reservoir which results in epilimnion
cooling and hypolimnion warming. Destratifi cation
may result in reduction of surface algal blooms
and development of nitrogen supersaturation in
the hypolimnion.
Nitrogen supersaturation may
or may not pose a problem depending primarily
on the type of reservoir release.
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RETRO-FI'ITING FOR HIGH-LEVEL RELEASES
TO IMPROVE DOWNSTREAM QUALITY
Richard E. Punnett, PhD
Hydraulic Engineer, Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, WV

ABSTRACT

H1stoncally, the downstream releases from Sutton Lake, West
V1rginia, expenenced turbidity and temperature problems because
ofhypolimnet1c releases. To prov1de for epilimnetic releases, a semicircular conduit was retro-fitted to the face of an ex1sting dam.
Improvements in the quality of the releases have been noted.
Operational guidelines, which are a product of interagency
coordination, have been developed.

AUTHOR'S NOTE
The written paper was not available at the time of publication.
Therefore, the following synops1s was provided m lieu of the full
report.

SYNOPSIS
After Sutton Dam, West Virginia, began operat1ons m 1961 , a
distinct turb1dity problem was mcurred which adversely affected
downstream recreation. The dam had five flood condu1ts located at
the bottom of the lake and did not have a high-level low-flow outlet.
Following a storm event, the initial release water had low turbidity
even though the downstream tributaries were turbid. After a few
days of flood releases, the outflow became turbid and remained turbid
for extended per1ods of time (long after the downstream tributaries
became clear). Turbid inflows into Sutton Lake were passing through
but the time delay resulted m a few days of high-volume, clear

outflows which were followed by many days of low-volume, turbid
outflows. Downstream recreation, espec1ally sport fishmg, was
degraded for several weeks followmg a smgle flood event.
To solve the downstream turb1d1ty problem, a semi-Circular
"riser" was fastened to the face of the dam m front of one of the
existing flood gates. The design process mcluded a numer1cal lake
model (to predict temperature changes) and a physical model (to
ensure surface vortices did not occur).
The riser met the pnmary obJeCtives of prov1dmg control of the
downstream turbidity and providing a warmer outflow temperature.
Because of the change in withdrawal zones 1from about 100 feet to
about 14 feet deep), the thermocline zone became shallower and
narrower. The accompanying change m the thermal-density proli!e
caused inflows to enter the lake as an interflow nearer the surface.
Thus, a temporary increase in near-surface turbidity was evident
after flood events.
Coordination between the West V1rgm1a DepartmentofNatural
Resources and the Corps yielded a plan of operation that met the
des1res of both agencies. During low-flow periods, the nser was used
exclusively. When outflows exceeded 1200 cfs, the riser was closed
and the bottom gates were used. When outflows exceeded 8000 cfs
(summer channel capacity), the riser and all gates were used evenly.
The plan allowed for hypolimnetic releases durmg flood events and
conserved the ep1hmmon for use dunng low-flow penods without
hampering outflow rates or requinng excessive gate operatiOnS.
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